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Foreword

With the rapid development of nano sciences, the structural properties of semi-
conductors can be arranged on an atomic scale. This has led to massive down
scaling of electronic integrated circuits, compact semiconductor light sources with
highest power densities, and tiny sensors that monitor various physical properties
in complex environments. This development will continue in the future, and with
ongoing progress in the synthesis of complex nanostructures, the inclusion of a
wider field of chemical elements and as result even more functionality and better
performance will be feasible.

At the heart of understanding the electronic, optical, or magnetic properties
in nanostructures is the dispersion relation for electrons and holes. It represents
a quantum mechanical property of the electron, namely the energy versus its
wave vector. The latter can also be viewed as momentum, using the de Broglie
relation. The dispersion relation contains a plethora of information, namely the
phase velocity (which in classical electromagnetics is related to the refractive
index), the group velocity, and the effective mass, only to name few. In free space,
solving Schrödinger’s equation for a single electron gives the well-known parabolic
dispersion relation. Now if the electron is located in a semiconductor crystal, it is
surrounded by a periodic arrangement of nuclei, a large number of core and valence
electrons. Inclusion of the respective potentials in the Hamiltonian leads to a large
coupled many-particle quantum mechanical problem, which, for nanostructures,
cannot be solved with current numerical or analytical methods.

It is due to three formidable approximations that we can study the physical
properties of nanostructures with the sophisticated mathematical and numerical
methods that are presented in this book. First, the core electrons of the fully occupied
orbitals can be lumped together with the nuclei, which leads to potentials of ionic
cores. This removes all the equations for the core electrons from the system. The
next simplification is called Born-Oppenheimer approximation: the ion cores are
much heavier than the remaining valence electrons. Therefore, they move much
slower and are basically stationary to the electrons. As a consequence, the electronic
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vi Foreword

properties can be calculated using fixed nuclei positions, and the nuclei dynamics
can be separated into an interaction Hamiltonian. At last, the so-called mean field
approximation treats all valence electrons (except the electron of interest) as average
background potential. That way, the electron–electron coupling can be treated by a
single uncoupled effective potential, and the remaining equation resembles a single
particle Schrödinger equation.

A fundamental property of this single particle equation for crystals is the
periodicity of the ionic core potentials, which leads directly to Bloch wave functions
as solutions, and a separation of the Hamiltonian into a part independent of the
wave vector and dependent on the wave vector, containing a k�p term (therefore
the name k�p is sometimes used for this equation). The presence of the periodic
potential introduces band gaps in the dispersion relation and a plethora of significant
deviations from the free-electron case. Time-dependent or stationary perturbation
theory can be applied to solve the k�p Schrödinger equation in an elegant fashion,
where the terms containing the wave vector are treated again as perturbation
in the Hamiltonian. Hence, the solution is more exact for small wave vector
magnitudes, depending on the order of perturbation included. In order to study
realistic nanostructures, many more perturbations need to be added to the single
particle Hamiltonian. These perturbations and the mathematics and numerics to
solve the resulting Schrödinger equation is the subject of this book. They include
the band-to-band coupling, spin–orbit interaction, the presence of hetero interfaces,
mechanical strain, and surfaces or carrier scattering and their statistics. This way,
the electronic dispersion relation (band structure) or even the carrier dynamics
of complex semiconductor nanostructures can be calculated with high numerical
efficiency. It gives us information such as the effective masses, the strength and
energies of optical transitions or the spin–orbit interaction, or the density of states
for charge carriers, which are of fundamental importance to understand electronic,
optical, or magnetic properties in nano devices.

The book starts with three chapters on the physical models, from a multi-
band description aiming at quantum transport properties of carriers within the
multi-band formalism, to a focus on state-of-the-art k�p models for quantum dots,
emphasizing symmetry considerations. The second part is devoted to numerical
methods for solving the k�p type equation framework, with one chapter on the
finite element method, and the second one on the plane wave expansion. In the third
part, applications of the k�p method are presented, demonstrating the capabilities
of the framework for describing challenging but nonetheless realistic situations
in band structure calculations. In the final chapter, advanced mathematical topics
are discussed, such as a time-dependent effective mass multi-band formalism
dealing with carrier dynamics, and the topic of transparent boundary conditions for
termination of the simulation domain.

The reader of this book will gain a detailed insight into the status of the
multi-band effective mass method for semiconductor nanostructures. Both users of
the k�p method and advanced researchers who want to advance the k�p method
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further will find helpful information to work with this method and use it as a tool to
characterize the physical properties of semiconductor nanostructures.

Kassel, Germany Bernd Witzigmann
June 2014





Preface

The operational principle of modern semiconductor nanostructures, such as quan-
tum wells, quantum wires, or quantum dots, relies on quantum mechanical effects.
The goal of numerical simulations using quantum mechanical models in the devel-
opment of semiconductor nanostructures is threefold: First, they are needed for a
deeper understanding of experimental data and of the operational principle. Second,
is to predict and optimize in advance qualitative and quantitative properties of new
devices in order to minimize the number of prototypes needed. Semiconductor
nanostructures are embedded as an active region in semiconductor devices. Finally,
the results of quantum mechanical simulations of semiconductor nanostructures can
be used by upscaling methods to deliver parameters needed in semi-classical models
for semiconductor devices such as quantum well lasers. This book covers in detail
all these three aspects using a variety of illustrating examples.

Multi-band effective mass approximations have been increasingly attracting
interest over the last decades, since it is an essential tool for effective models in
semiconductor materials. This book is concerned with several mathematical models
from the most relevant class of k�p-Schrödinger Systems. We will present both
mathematical models and state-of-the-art numerical methods to solve adequately
the arising systems of differential equations. The designated audience is graduate
and Ph.D. students of mathematical physics, theoretical physics and people working
in quantum mechanical research or semiconductor/opto-electronic industry who are
interested in new mathematical aspects.

The principal audience of this book is graduate and Ph.D. students of (mathe-
matical) physics, research lecturer of mathematical physics, and research people
working in semiconductor, opto-electronic industry for a professional reference.

Wuppertal, Germany Matthias Ehrhardt
Berlin, Germany Thomas Koprucki
June 2014
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Chapter 1
Kinetic and Hydrodynamic Models
for Multi-Band Quantum Transport in Crystals

Luigi Barletti, Giovanni Frosali, and Omar Morandi

Abstract This chapter is devoted to the derivation of k�p multi-band quantum
transport models, in both the pure-state and mixed-state cases. The first part of
the chapter deals with pure-states. Transport models are derived from the crystal
periodic Hamiltonian by assuming that the lattice constant is small, so that an
effective multi-band Schrödinger equation can be written for the envelopes of the
wave functions of the charge carriers. Two principal approaches are presented
here: one is based on the Wannier-Slater envelope functions and the other on
the Luttinger-Kohn envelope functions. The concept of Wannier functions is then
generalized, in order to study the dynamics of carriers in crystals with varying
composition (heterostructures). Some of the most common approximations, like the
single band, mini-bands and semi-classical transport, are derived as a limit of multi-
band models. In the second part of the chapter, the mixed-state (i.e. statistical) case
is considered. In particular, the phase-space point of view, based on Wigner function,
is adopted, which provides a quasi-classical description of the quantum dynamics.
After a theoretical introduction to the Wigner-Weyl theory, a two-band phase-space
transport model is developed, as an example of application of the Wigner formalism
to the k�p framework. The third part of the chapter is devoted to quantum-fluid
models, which are formulated in terms of a finite number of macroscopic moments
of the Wigner function. For mixed-states, the maximum-entropy closure of the
moment equations is discussed in general terms. Then, details are given on the
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multi-band case, where “multi-band” is to be understood in the wider sense of
“multi-component wave function”, including therefore the case of particles with
spin or spin-like degrees of freedom. Three instances of such systems, namely
the two-band k�p model, the Rashba spin-orbit system and the graphene sheet, are
examined.

1.1 Introduction

The derivation of mathematical models for particle transport in semiconductor
devices of last generation cannot discard quantum effects. In particular, quantum
dynamics involving two or several energy bands of a semiconductor, forces to
consider “quantum multi-band models”, that are the subject of the present chapter.
As an example, particle transitions between the conduction and the valence band
states could in some case increase considerably the peak-to-valley ratio of the
resonant current through a double-barrier. Resonant interband tunneling diodes
(RITD) are examples of devices which exploit this phenomenon; they are of
paramount importance in nanotechnology for their applications to high-speed
miniaturized systems [101, 118].

Quantum multi-band models have largely been formulated and analyzed in the
recent past (see references throughout this chapter). Similarly to other models
for semiconductor devices, they can be divided in two main classes: pure-state
(non statistical) and mixed-state (statistical) models. The former are based on
wave functions, and, therefore, on Schrödinger equation, while the latter require
a density-operator framework which can be more conveniently formulated in
terms of the phase-space formalism provided by Wigner functions. Such a quasi-
classical description provides some advantages in terms of simplicity in the physical
interpretation and the availability of feasible method for the inclusion of irreversible
processes like thermalization or phase breaking mechanisms. Another category of
models is that of quantum-fluid models which, analogously to classical fluids, are
formulated in terms of a finite number of macroscopic moments of the Wigner
function. The equations of a quantum fluid, therefore, can be deduced from the
underlying phase-space description.

In this chapter, we describe the multi-band models that have recently been
formulated in both classes (statistical and non-statistical). Attention is given to
the definitions of the relevant quantities which characterize each model and to the
advantages and disadvantages of each model compared to others. The technical
details of the derivations of the various models, as well as the rigorous proofs of
consistency and existence of the solutions, are diverted directly to the papers where
the models have been described and that are cited in the chapter.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 1.2 we briefly recall the k�p
envelope-function theory. We first discuss the Wannier-Slater approach and, sec-
ondly, the Luttinger-Kohn approach. Since in many practical cases the dynamics of
carriers in crystals with varying composition (heterostructures) is of considerable
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interest, then a section is devoted to non-uniform materials, introducing the concept
of generalized Wannier functions. Since the microscopic simulation of the particle
transport in a fully quantum many-band context is extremely complex and usually
unfeasible, the last part of Sect. 1.2 is devoted to review a few theoretical works
where some of the most common approximations, like the single band, mini-
bands and semi-classical transport, are derived as a limit of a multi-band model.
In Sect. 1.3 we deal with the statistical kinetic models based on the Wigner-function
approach. The multi-band k�p models can be easily adapted to the Wigner-Weyl
framework, providing a quasi-classical description of the quantum motion which
offers some advantages in terms of simplicity in the physical interpretation. As an
example of the application of the Wigner formalism to the k�p framework, a two-
band model is considered. Section 1.4 is devoted to quantum fluid models. After
a short review of quantum hydrodynamics in the single-band/scalar case, we turn
to the multi-band case, indicating by this term a general framework where discrete
degrees of freedom are involved. Rather than developing a general theory (which is
probably beyond to come), we shall examine three instances, namely the two-band
k�p model, the Rashba spin-orbit system and the transport of electrons on a graphene
sheet.

1.2 Envelope k�p Models

The study of periodic crystalline solids leads naturally to a representation of the
electronic ground state in terms of Bloch waves. They are the Schrödinger wave
functions of particles with a given momentum that interact with the periodic
“frozen” ionic lattice. As an alternative, the particle motion can be represented in
terms of localized orbitals or Wannier functions. They are formally defined in terms
of a suitable unitary transformation applied to the Bloch orbital. In the simplest case
the link between the Bloch and the Wannier waves is the Fourier transform from the
reciprocal to the direct lattice space. The Wannier representation is a useful starting
point for various formal developments, such as the semiclassical theory of electron
dynamics or more generally, the envelope function methods [74].

Many different methods have been employed for the study of the electronic
structure and the optical properties of the semiconductors. In particular, the envelope
function, the tight-binding, the pseudo-potential, and the density functional methods
constitute the most common approaches. For the simplicity and ease of interpre-
tation, the envelope-function method is one of the most developed approach for
modeling the electrons motion in bulk semiconductor and in heterostructures. The
envelope-function approach is a quite general theory and applies both to periodic
and quasi-periodic materials. Various details concerning the physical composition of
the sample and the band structures can be easily included. Moreover, the envelope-
function method represents the theoretical basis of the common effective-mass
approximation [5]. It provides a detailed description of conduction and valence
subbands near the center of the Brillouin zone and it is widely used to calculate
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confined-state energies and subband structure of III–V and II–VI semiconductor
systems. A simple and rather complete description of the spectrum of a bulk
semiconductor around the band gap includes the conduction band and the three
highest valence bands, namely the heavy-hole, light-hole, and spin-split-off bands.
More complex semiconductors like strained-layer heterostructures, strained crystals
and indirect-gap material are characterized by a more structured valence band.
A variety of envelope models, from two to a total of eight bands are found in
literature. All the electronic properties of the materials enter in the model via few
macroscopic parameters (Luttinger-Kohn parameters) that are easily characterized
by direct measurement on the bulk crystals [13, 36].

One of the main interest in the study of multi-band models is the possibility to
reproduce the band-to-band tunneling. This phenomenon explains the transition of
a particle between two disconnected parts of the band diagram. In many situations,
the various branches of the energy spectrum of a semiconductor belong to spectral
regions which are separated by a certain energy gap (forbidden region). Particles
can travel from one band to one other (for example from the conduction to the
valence band) by two distinguished mechanisms: (1) overcoming the energy gap
by gaining or loosing energy; (2) tunneling the energy gap. The first mechanism is
an incoherent process that involves the interaction of the particle with some other
particle or dynamical field. The second mechanism takes place when a static field
(and in this case this phenomenon is known as Zener tunneling) or a (usually strong)
discontinuity in the ionic lattice is present. The particle transition from one band to
the other can be easily characterized from a mathematical point of view. Let �
represent the Schrödinger wave function of a particle in the solid. The conservation
of the total particle probability is expressed by the normalization of the L2 norm
k�.t/kL2 D 1 for each time t . The description of the particle motion, in terms of
a multi-band approach, requires the projection of the wave function in a suitable
orthonormal set of given functions �n;R

�.x; t/ D
X

n;R

fn.R; t/�n;R.x/ :

The index n is denoted band index and R are the vectors of the lattice sites. The new
unknowns of the problem fn.R; t/ are defined envelope functions. The conservation
of the total probability and the orthonormality of the �n;R imply that the sum over
n and R of the squared modulus of the envelope functions is constant in timeP

n kfnk2`2R D 1, where kfnk2`2R �
P

R jfn.R; t/j2. In general @
@t
kfnk`2R ¤ 0

holds true. Since kfnk2`2R is interpreted as the probability to find the particle in

the n-th band, the previous relation is the mathematical formulation of the band
transition process. In particular, the situation where there exists an index n such that
@
@t
kfnk`2R ' 0, is indicated by single band motion.
In the following sections we introduce some of the most common k�p models.
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1.2.1 Wannier-Slater Envelope Functions Approach

The motion of electrons in a semiconductor is governed by the effective one-electron
potential U.x/, generated by the crystal ions with the periodicity property

U.xC R/ D U.x/

for all vectors R of the Bravais lattice L of the crystal. The total single particle

Hamiltonian is H D p2

2m
C U.x/, where p D �i„r is the momentum operator

and p D jpj, m is the electron mass, and „ is the Planck’s constant over 2� . From
the Bloch’s theorem it is well-known that the one-electron Hamiltonian H has a
complete system of eigenfunctions jn;ki with eigenvalues En.k/ (that in the solid
state framework are usually defined energy bands)

H jn;ki D En.k/ jn;ki : (1.1)

In the position representation the Bloch functions can be written in the form

bn.x;k/ D eik�xun;k.x/ � hxjn;ki; (1.2)

where k is the quasimomentum (or crystal momentum) running over the first
Brillouin zone B . The first Brillouin zone is a special primitive cell in reciprocal
space L �, defined as all points k 2 R

3 which are closer to the � point than to any
other point of L �. The Bloch wave are completely characterized by their behavior
in a single Brillouin zone, in fact

un;k.xC R/ D un;k.x/ :

The Bloch functions are normalized as
Z

R3

bn.x;k/bn.x;k0/ dx D jBjınn0ı.k� k0/ ;

where jBj denotes the measure of the Brillouin zone. Hereafter, the delta function
with continuous variable denotes the Dirac’s distribution and with discrete suffix
denotes the Kronecker’s delta. The set of the Bloch functions provides a (general-
ized) basis of the L2 space. Any function � 2 L2 can be thus expanded as

�.x/ D
X

n

Z

B

'n.k/bn.x;k/ dk; (1.3)

where

'n.k/ D
Z

R3

bn.x;k/�.x/ dx ; (1.4)

with the bar denoting complex conjugation.
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Following [114], we define the Wannier-Slater envelope functions by the Fourier
transform of 'n.k/

fn.x/ D 1

.2�/3=2

Z

B

'n.k/ eix�k dk : (1.5)

If� represents the particle wave function in the crystal, the square modulus of fn.x/
is proportional to the probability to find the particle in the n-th energy band. We
remark that, by definition, the Fourier transform of the Wannier envelope functions
fn is compactly supported in the first Brillouin zone. Consequently, any spatial
oscillation with wave length smaller than the lattice constant cannot be present in
fn. For that reason, the envelope functions can be considered a class of intrinsically
smooth functions. On the contrary, the original function � and the Bloch functions
bn.x;k/may display high oscillations induced by the periodic ionic potential. When
projected on the Wannier-Slater basis, these high frequency oscillations are filtered
to high energy bands. One of the advantages of the envelope function theory is that
for many purposes, the knowledge of the full wave function is not longer necessary
and only few bands have to be considered. The relationship between the Wannier
envelope functions and the full wave function is given by

fn.x/ D
Z

R3

an.x0; x/�.x0/ dx0 ; (1.6)

where the Wannier functions an are defined by

an.x; x0/ D 1

.2�/3=2

Z

B

bn.x;k/e�ix
0�k dk : (1.7)

Conversely, the wave function in terms of the Wannier functions is given by

�.x/ D
X

n

1

jBj
Z

R3

an.x; x0/fn.x0/ dx0: (1.8)

In this section we discuss the derivation of the Wannier-Slater model, that essentially
consists in replacing as unknown of the problem the original wave function �
with the envelope functions defined in Eq. (1.5). According to (1.1), an ideal
homogeneous material is completely described by the Bloch functions. The utility
of the expansion given in (1.8) becomes evident when an external non periodic field
is added to the ionic potential. For the sake of simplicity, we consider the effect of
a purely electrostatic potential denoted by V . In particular, V may take in account
different effects, like the device energy-band offset for the heterojunctions, the bias
voltage applied across the device, the contribution from the doping impurities and
from the self-consistent field produced by the mobile electronic charge.

The dynamics of the Wannier envelope functions can be deduced from the
Schrödinger equation for � and Eq. (1.6). Following [1] (see also [14] for the details
of the derivation), we have
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i„@fn
@t

.x; t/ D QEn .�ir/ fn.x; t/C
X

n0

Z

R3

V W
nn0.x; x0/fn0.x0; t/ dx0: (1.9)

Here,

V W
nn0.x; x0/ D 1

jBj
Z

R3

an.y; x/ V .y/ an.y; x0/ dy (1.10)

are matrix-elements of the external potential with respect to the Wannier functions
and QEn .�ir/ are pseudo-differential operators associated to the energy bands with
a cut-off outside the Brillouin zone, namely

QEn .�ir/ fn.x/ D 1

.2�/3

Z

B

En.k/ fn.x0/ eik�.x�x0/ dx0 dk:

The system (1.9) defines an infinite hierarchy of coupled equations. As stated before,
the envelope function fn represents the probability to find the electron in the n-th
band. This is equivalent to say that the fn envelope functions describe particles
whose energy is around the band edge En. For this reason it seems reasonable to
ignore the contribution of all the envelope functions of the remote bands En0 such
that jEn � En0j � 1. We remark that, despite this argument is roughly correct,
in some case the remote bands could influence significatively the particle motion
around the Fermi energy [63, 115].

1.2.1.1 Approximated Dynamics

In order to introduce some simple and quite general approximations it is convenient
to write the set of equations (1.9) in the Fourier transformed space. We obtain

i„@'n
@t
.k/ D En.k/'n.k/C

X

n0

Z

B

hn;kjV jn0;k0i'n.k0/ dk0 ; (1.11)

where we use the Dirac’s bracket notation in order to compact the notation. After
some algebra the previous system can be recast as (see [84] for more details)

i„@'n
@t
.k/ D En.k/'n.k/C

Z

B

QV .k � k0/'n.k0/ dk0 (1.12)

�i „
2

m0

X

n0¤n

Z

B

QV .k� k0/'n0.k0/
.2�/3

˝

Z

u�cell
un;k.x/

k� k0

4En;n0

� run0.k0; x/ dx dk0 ;

where QV denotes the Fourier transform of the potential V , ˝ is the volume of the
unitary cell (u-cell) and
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4En;n0.k;k0/ � En0.k0/� En.k/C „2
2m0

�
k02 � k2� :

This set of equations is still too complex for practical applications. Anyway, it is in
a form that can be easily simplified. The idea is to expand with respect to k the last
term of Eq. (1.12). In particular, at the leading order we get

� i
X

n0¤n

„2Pn;n0

m04En;n0

�
Z

B

�
k � k0

� QV .k� k0/'n0.k0/ dk0 ; (1.13)

where

Pn;n0 D .2�/3

˝

Z

u�cell
un;0.x/run0;0.x/ dx : (1.14)

After the k expansion is performed, the set of equations can be restored in terms of
the original variable fn by applying the inverse Fourier transform. We give here the
final result in the simplest case where only two bands (“conduction” and “valence”)
are taken into account and the parabolic band approximation (with positive curvature
for the conduction and negative for the valence band) is assumed

8
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂<

ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂:

i„@fc
@t
D � „

2

2m�c
�fc C Vfc C Ecfc � „

2Pc;v � rV
m0Eg

fv

i„@fv
@t
D „2

2m�v
�fv C Vfv CEvfv � „

2Pc;v � rV
m0Eg

fc

: (1.15)

Herem�n is the effective mass in the n-band. These equations describe the intraband
dynamics and contain an interband coupling, proportional to the momentum matrix
element P, that is responsible for tunneling between different bands induced by the
applied electric field proportional to the gradient of V .

1.2.2 Luttinger-Kohn Envelope Functions

A different definition of envelope function was given by Luttinger and Kohn [70]
(see also [15, 30]). The crucial observation is that the set of the periodic functions
un;k.x/ is complete for each fixed value of the quasi-momentum k. For that reason,
all the previous expansion formulae are still valid if we substitute formally un;k.x/
with un;0.x/. More precisely, Eq. (1.8) becomes
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un;k W �.x/ D 1

jBj.2�/3=2
X

n

X

j

fn.Rj /

Z

B

un;k.x/e�i.x�Rj /�k dk

un;k ! un;0 W �.x/ D 1

jBj
X

n

X

j

fn.Rj /un;0.x/
Z

B

e�i.x�Rj /�k dk

�.Ri / D
X

n

X

j

ıi;j fn.Rj /un;0.Ri / D
X

n

fn.Ri /un;0.Ri /

where the Ri denote the atomic sites and we substituted the integral over the
space with a sum over the atomic sites (which gives the correct normalization).
Interpolation over all the space gives the expansion formula

�.x/ D
X

n

fn.x/un;0.x/ : (1.16)

This formula is the starting point of the Luttinger-Kohn (L-K) procedure. The
Schrödinger equation takes the form

i„@'n.k/
@t

D
X

n0

Z

B

H
kp

nn0 .k;k0/ 'n0.k0/ dk0 (1.17)

where, coherently with Eq. (1.5), 'n.k/ is the Fourier transform of the envelope
function fn.x/. The Hamiltonian matrix elements are

H
kp

nn0 .k;k0/D
��
EnC „

2k2

2m0

�
ınn0 C „

m0

k�Pnn0

�
ı.k�k0/C QV .k�k0/ınn0 :

(1.18)

In order to proceed, it is convenient to consider the quasi-unitary transformation�
that diagonalizes the Hamiltonian in the momentum space up to second order in k.
The new Hamiltonian reads

H LK D ��1H kp� ; (1.19)

the matrix elements of � are

hn;kj�jn0;k0ikp D
�
ınn0 � „

m0

Pnn0 �k
�Enn0

�
ı.k�k0/ ; (1.20)

where hxjn;kikp D un;0.x/eikx. Equation (1.19) defines a basis rotation. The
elements of the new basis correspond to an expansion of the un;k.x/ functions up
to the first order in k

hxjn;kiLK D eik�x
�

un;0.x/C k
@un;0.x/
@k

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
0

�
: (1.21)
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Applying the Fourier transform, we obtain the evolution equation for the Luttinger-
Kohn envelope function. As a final result, we report here the complete Luttinger-
Kohn four band model (we ignore the spin degeneracy) for direct band gap
semiconductors like GaAs. This model takes into account two light and two heavy
holes branches. The equation of motion takes the form of a Schrödinger equation
with effective Hamiltonian. The expansion given in (1.16) describes the projection
of the solution on the four degenerate Bloch wave functions at the center of the
Brillouin zone. The set of the four envelope functions can be arranged in a vector

F D .f3=2; f1=2; f�1=2; f�3=2/ ;

where the ˙3=2 and the ˙1=2 components describe the heavy and the light hole
band, respectively (see [20] for more details). The Hamiltonian of the system is

H LK D

0
BBBB@

P CQ �S R 0

�S� P �Q 0 R

R� 0 P �Q S

0 R� S� P CQ

1
CCCCA
; (1.22)

where the symbol � denotes the formal adjoint. The matrix elements are given in
terms of the Luttinger parameters �1, �2, �3 [35]

P D „
2

2m
�1� ;

Q D „
2

2m
�2

�
@2

@x2
C @2

@y2
� 2 @

2

@z2

�
;

R D „
2

2m

p
3

�
��2

�
@2

@x2
� @2

@y2

�
C 2i�3 @

@y

@

@x

�
;

S D „
2

m

p
3�3

�
@2

@x2
� i @

2

@y2

�
@

@z
:

1.2.3 Non Uniform Materials and Generalized Wannier
Functions

In the previous sections, the derivation of the k�p models have been focused
on the description of a uniform bulk material in the presence of some small
perturbation field. In many practical cases, the crystal translation symmetry is
broken (or considerably affected) by various factors like the presence of a strong
external electric or magnetic field, impurity, or, in graded mixed semiconductor and
graded heterojunctions, by the variation of chemical composition. An important
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theoretical effort was devoted to understand how the simple models based on
the effective mass equation should be modified in order to incorporate all the
aforementioned effects. The first attempts to describe the dynamics of carriers in
crystals with varying composition was based on the phenomenological assumptions
of a position-dependent energy gap and of a position-dependent effective mass. In
this approach, the particles move in a force field, the strength of which depends
on the band they occupy [68, 112]. Although this assumption could be considered
reasonable for systems that deviate slightly from the ideal case (like for example in
semiconductors with highly diluted impurities), serious problems arise when abrupt
junctions between two different materials are considered. In this case, a common
approximation consists in discarding the difference between the band edge Bloch
functions in the two different materials. The heterostructures are thus characterized
in terms of their bulk properties alone. Theoretical studies proved the foundation of
such an hypothesis for slowly varying perturbation and for some particular abrupt
junctions [48].

The ground properties of a non-uniform material and the study the interface
effects could be in principle deduced by a microscopic approach based for example
on the density functional theory. Anyway, the computational cost demanded for
the solution of such models is extremely high and the inclusion of dynamical
effects is still unfeasible. One of the main difficulties connected with the study
of the interfaces is to provide an accurate approximation of the Bloch functions
between the two media. A number of envelope-function models incorporating this
difference have been proposed in recent years, but most of these requires extensive
microscopic calculations. A widely used approach assumes a “symmetrized” form
of the contact Hamiltonian. Few examples of different solutions to the question are
given in [4, 30, 80, 85]. The description of position-dependent material properties
is most easily attached by using a localized basis in the direct space such as the
Wannier functions presented in the previous section. The Wannier functions play a
central role in qualitative as well as quantitative aspects of the one-electron theory
of solids. Differing from the elements of the Bloch basis, the Wannier functions are
not eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian. They have the theoretical advantage that
in many cases they are exponentially localized around a given lattice cell. This
particularly useful property makes the Wannier functions an interesting object for
the description of a wide class of complex materials [59]. In particular, based on
the theory of ordinary differential equations, Kohn in 1959 showed a rigorous result
of exponential localization of the Wannier functions for a one-dimensional lattice
[64]. An important contribution toward the generalization to higher dimension was
given by Cloizeaux that proved the exponential localization in arbitrary dimension
for a single isolated Bloch band [37]. One of the difficulties for a possible extension
of this result that consider many bands relies on the lake of regularity around the
regions where the bands cross [91]. For more recent achievements for two and three
dimensions insulators see [31, 94]. Despite these theoretical results, it is anyway
quite difficult to construct such a maximally localized Wannier basis. Indeed, for
the application of the envelope function method to complex electronic devices,
other approaches are also considered in literature. As an example, in the following,
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we will discuss the Foreman approach to non-uniform lattices [49]. In this method,
the evolution equations for the envelope functions take the form of local, spatially
varying, k�p equations, with additional terms describing the explicit effects of the
interface or inhomogeneity. In order to describe a graded crystal, Foreman defined
the following quasi-periodic ionic potential

W .x/ D 1

˝.2�/d

X

i

W .x;Ri /

Z

B

ei.Ri�x/k dk : (1.23)

Here, the potential W.x;Ri / is periodic with respect the first variable, W.xCRj ;Ri /

D W.x;Ri / for all i , j and the Ri run on the atomic sites. The idea of this
representation is that the second variable of W labels the macroscopic position on
the crystal lattice while the first gives the fine resolution around each Wigner-Seitz
cell. The integral on the quasi-momentum in (1.23), can be viewed as a continuous
function approximating the Dirac’s delta in Rj (more precisely, it tends to a Dirac’s
delta when the first Brillouin zone extends to infinity). With this remark, it becomes
evident that the real potential W .x/ is nearly equal to the value of the periodic
potential W.x;Ri / with Ri equal to the coordinate of the cell containing x. By
using this definition it is possible to describe a large class of non-homogeneous
media (more details are given in [48]). In particular, in this approach the existence
of a common symmetry group of W.x;Ri / for all Ri and, consequently, a unique
first Brillouin are assumed.

The essential element of the Foreman approach is to obtain a localized-in-space
basis that extends the definition given by Luttinger and Kohn. The new basis
functions are defined as

	n.x;Rj / D un;0
�
x;Rj

� 1

.2�/d

Z

B

ei.Rj�x/k dk ; (1.24)

where, coherently with (1.16), the periodic function un;0 is the center-band periodic
part of the Bloch wave related to a “virtual” bulk lattice obtained by the periodical
rearrangement of the Rj Wigner-Seitz cells. More precisely, un;0.x;Rj / is obtained
by the eigenvalue equation

h
�„

2

2
�x CW .x;Ri /

i
un;0

�
x;Rj

� D Ej
n un;0

�
x;Rj

�
: (1.25)

It is possible to prove that the wave function  can be expanded in the extended
L-K basis as

 .x; t/ D
X

n;j

fn.Rj ; t/	n.x;Rj / : (1.26)

Since the aim of the use of the Foreman approach is to provide a theoretical basis
for the description of the particle motion in a graded semiconductor, here we
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consider only the single band transport. In this case the evolution equation takes
the form of an effective mass equation with variable coefficients. After cumbersome
calculations we obtain

i„@fn
@t
D �r „2

2m�.x/
rfn C En.x/fn ; (1.27)

where m� denotes the effective mass of the particles and the envelope functions
fn.x/ are the fn.Rj / given in (1.26), interpolated over the continuous space R

3. As
a matter of fact, the envelope functions are coupled together by various terms, that
for sake of simplicity are discarded in the previous equation. They take into account
the possibility that a particle passes from one band to the other. They are expressed
by cumbersome expressions which involve the mismatching between the periodic
Bloch functions of different virtual crystals.

1.2.4 Application of k�p Models to Heterostructures
and Resonant Tunneling

The progress of the lithographic technology and design of new miniaturized devices
lead to a dramatic reduction of the field effect transistor (FET) gate lengths.
Reaching the nanometric dimensions, the transport in FETs suffers from inevitable
limitations due to the emergence of various quantum effects such as the interband
tunneling, particle depletion and gate-oxide tunneling. Despite these quantum
effects constitute a disadvantage for the conventional single band devices, they open
new possibility for designing tunneling based devices. In particular, the interband
tunneling diodes (IRTD) have been considered as promising components for future
circuit technologies both for high speed applications and optoelectronic devices. The
physics of the tunneling phenomenon in semiconductor heterostructures has been a
subject of considerable investigation since the early work of Tsu and Esaki [110].
A number of theoretical works based on the k�p technique has been developed for
understanding and simulating the behavior of tunneling structures [35,39,57,65,92].

Intraband resonant-tunneling diodes are normally grown by molecular-beam
epitaxy in III–V materials, typically using GaAs/GaAlAs materials. By using these
materials, devices characterized by high-frequency response and peak-to-valley
current ratios particularly large have been designed. For this reason, interband-based
devices are extremely attractive for use in high-frequency oscillators, logic circuits,
and a variety of other digital and analog applications. Their high performances
are the result of some specifically designed transport mechanisms that involve
interband tunneling between conduction and valence-band states. These devices are
constituted by a succession of layers of different materials connected by abrupt
junctions. The special feature of IRTD is that the resulting band diagram has the
shape of a quantum well in conduction (valence) band where the energy of the
bounded states is lower (higher) than the top (bottom) of the valence (conduction)
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band of the contacts [39, 57]. The study of the transport properties of such a
devices requires the application of multidimensional quantum transport models (see
Sect. 1.2.5.2 below).

1.2.5 Some Limits: Single and Mini-Band Transport

The microscopic simulation of the particle transport in a fully quantum many-band
context is extremely complex and usually unfeasible. For that reason, the study of
some particular dynamical regimes where approximated model can be derived, is
of special interest. In the following, we will consider few theoretical works where
some of the most common approximations like the single band, mini-bands and
semi-classical transport are derived as a limit of a multi-band model. We will focus
on their application to low-dimensional structures.

1.2.5.1 Single Band Limit and Non-Parabolicity

Single band transport is one of the most common assumption for the particle motion
in solid state physics. It states that in the presence of regular electric and magnetic
external fields, the particle motion is confined in a single energy band. With this
approximations the motion of electrons in a periodic potential is replaced by the
motion of a fictitious particle in vacuum but with a modified mass called the effective
mass of the electron.

All the equations of motion previously derived, (1.9), (1.15), (1.22) and (1.27),
show that the single band motion is just the simplest approximation of a k�p
model, where the interband coupling terms are neglected. This formal assumption
can be made rigorous in some appropriate asymptotic limit. In a series of works,
Teufel and coworkers developed a formal setting where the limit of the single band
dynamics arises under the fondant hypothesis that there exists an energy gap that
delimitates one or a selected group of bands [105]. If initially the single particle
wave function is spanned by the Bloch functions of these isolated bands, in the limit
of an infinitely high energetic separation, the same is true for all time. This limit is
generally defined as adiabatic decoupling. For the applications, it can be considered
a sufficiently accurate approximation when the external fields are weak compared
to the fields generated by the ionic cores [31, 106]. A different approach is taken
in [15] where the electrons are assumed to move in both a periodic potential and
a macroscopic one. The typical period of the crystal lattice potential is assumed
to be small compared with the typical length scale of the macroscopic potential
(homogenization limit). They show that in this case the exact k�p dynamics is well
approximated (in strong sense) by an effective mass model.

Despite the adiabatic or homogenization limit leads to the single band motion,
the effects of the other bands cannot be completely discarded. The presence of the
remote bands enters in the single band limit through the definition of the explicit
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form of the single band parameters like for example the particle effective mass or
the Kane non-parabolicity. In particular, one of the first relevant prediction of the
k�p theory was the strong mixing of heavy and light holes away from the gamma
point, that in many cases gives rise to high non-parabolicities on the holes dynamics.

1.2.5.2 Devices with Reduced Dimensionality

Concerning the electronic applications, apart from the IRDT devices which exploit
resonant interband tunneling, one other interesting class of quantum devices for
high frequency oscillators or fast switching commutators, is constituted by the high
electron mobility transistor (HEMT). These devices use quantum confinement in
order to collect the electrons in a surface with reduced dimensionality (one or
two dimension). The particles travel from the source to the drain contact by the
application of an electric field tangent to the low-dimensional surface. In these
conditions, the mobility of the carrier increases considerably. Similar situation is
found in devices like ultrashort channel doublegate MOSFETs, where electrons are
extremely confined in the direction transverse to the current flow.

Concerning the mathematical modeling of such a devices, one of the strategies
that takes advantage of this reduction of dimensionality is to treat differently the
particle diffusion process along the direction orthogonal to interface from the trans-
port along the current directions. Differing from the IRTD, which are intrinsically
many-band devices, the transport in FET channel with reduced dimensionality is
essentially single band. The quantum confinement produces a series of mini-band
(typically, for practical application, six or eight are significant [75]) along which the
particles move. From symmetry reasons, band transitions from a mini-band to the
other are strongly suppressed and require scattering with phonons. An interesting
and still open question is the mathematical characterization of the mechanism in
which the three dimensional particle gas present at the contacts (source or drain)
becomes one or two-dimensional and enters in the channel [33].

One of the first mathematical study of multi-band models for the simulation
of such kind of devices, was presented in [21]. There, a quite general study of
the coupled Schrödinger-Poisson model describing electrostatic interaction and
confinement was considered. In particular, this approach puts light on the deli-
cate mathematical problem of the possible existence of bounded resonant states
embedded in the continuous spectrum generated by a countable set of semi-infinite
contacts. More specifically, the problem of considering the transition from a 3D
to a 2D gas from a mathematical point of view, is addressed in [76, 77]. There a
lattice where the crystal symmetry is broken by the presence of a potential barrier
is considered. Techniques of singular perturbation applied to the three-dimensional
Schrödinger-Poisson system show the decomposition of the particle motion along
two orthogonal directions.

These theoretical studies have also some practical implications. In fact, by
exploiting this domain decomposition, the computational cost of the simulation of
a real device could be significantly reduced. The 3D quantum system is replaced by
1D Schrödinger equations (describing the bounded states) coupled to 2D equations
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(for the transport). This consideration was the starting point of various theoretical
works focused on the accurate simulation of the particle motion in confined gas.
In many practical cases, simple models based on drift-diffusion equations are able
to capture and reproduce quantitatively the main particle transport characteristics.
Anyway, in the modern integrated electron devices, the scale length of the active
region approaches the distance between two successive carrier interactions with
the crystal. The particles move in a medium where scattering processes are not
dominant. In this situation, the basic assumptions of the hydrodynamic models are
no longer valid and a more accurate description of the particle lattice interaction is
necessary. In an intermediate level, where quantum mechanically coherent effects
can be discarded, a good characterization of the motion of interacting particles
is generally achieved by the direct application of kinetic Boltzmann models [55].
The usual approach for the study of the transport along the channel consists in
the application of a series of semi-classical Boltzmann equation (one for each
mini-band). multi-band models like k�p provide the details of the mini-bands
dispersion relations (a complete review of the application of the Boltzmann mini-
band dynamics in superlattices can be found in [28]). The application of Boltzmann
transport benefits from the solid knowledge acquired in the semiclassical device
physics, especially in the physics of scattering. Many numerical methods are
developed in the last decades for the determination of approximated solutions.
Among them, the deterministic and the Monte Carlo methods revealed itself to be
particularly efficient.

A deterministic Boltzmann method means essentially that the Boltzmann scatter-
ing kernel is directly discretized and numerically solved [10]. These methods derive
from the multigroup approaches that were originally designed for the reduction of
the impracticable numerical complexity of the problem [95]. One of the advantages
of this approach is that it is completely free from statistical errors and noise that
characterize some less expensive methods like the Monte Carlo. Deterministic
models are applied to semiconductors with reduced dimensionality like for example
Si based MOSFET [11] or to some new materials which are structurally 1D
like carbon nanotube [12] or 2D like graphene [69]. These models provide a
very accurate and complete physical characterization of the quantum mechanical
phenomena occurring in the device. However, the intensive computational cost
makes it still unsuitable for commercial device simulators. In order to reduce the
computational complexity, Monte Carlo methods provide a good alternative to the
hydrodynamics models [87,88]. The numerical techniques used in the Monte Carlo
simulators reflect the underlying physics of the transport of classical carriers. The
scattering process is view in terms of a sequence of alternating free flight and
instantaneous scattering events that change abruptly the momentum of the particles.
As mentioned before, the parabolic band approximation may be inadequate for the
simulations when a more sophisticated description of the energy bands is warranted.
In [97, 98] the non-parabolicity effects have been consistently included via the
approximated the Kane’s formula. Numerical Monte Carlo simulations show that
other important thermal effects like the heat generation or hot particle current could
play a significant role on the electronic performances of the devices [45, 89].
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1.3 Wigner Approach

1.3.1 Introduction

In 1932 Eugene Wigner introduced a quantum-mechanical phase-space distribution
(usually defined quasi-probability) with the purpose of studying the quantum cor-
rection of the thermodynamic equilibrium for a gas in the presence of external fields
[117]. Since then, the Wigner function formalism has been successfully applied to
many different domains, from solid state dynamics to quantum optics. One of the
major advantage of this approach is the possibility to express the quantum dynamics
in a phase-space formulation, easily comparable with the classical analogue. The
quantum mechanical quasi-distribution, however, is not positive definite. From a
physical point of view the lack of positiveness of the Wigner distribution should
be ascribed to the presence of quantum interference effects. They induces some
coherent correlation between different regions of the phase-space. Technically, the
Wigner function is defined through a Fourier transform combined with a simple
change of variables in the density matrix. Moyal discovered the existence of a
rich theoretical structure behind this transformation [86]. Nowadays, the quantum
phase-space is considered to be an alterative logically complete formulation of
the quantum mechanics and it is generally referred as Wigner-Weyl quantization
procedure. The theory considers only summable functions defined on the classical
phase-space. All the physical quantities are computed through phase-space integrals
of suitable functions weighted by the Wigner distribution (method of the momenta).

More into details, in the Wigner-Weyl theory both states and observables are
represented by functions of the phase-space coordinates. One key concept is the
association of any quantum mechanical operator with a phase-space counterpart,
called symbol, which is a complex-valued function on phase-space (correspondence
principle). The correspondence between the operator OA and the function A .x;p/
is provided by the map Op„ŒA 
 D OA

� OA  
	
.x/D .Op„ ŒA 
  / .x/D 1

.2�„/3
Z
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�
xC y
2
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�
 .y/ e

i
„
.x� y/�p dy dp ;

(1.28)

called Weyl quantization [47]. Here,  is a generic function. Hereafter, in order to
avoid confusion, we make distinction between the quantum mechanical operator and
the associated symbol by denoting the first with the hat. The inverse of Op„ is given
by the Wigner transform

A .x;p/ D Op�1„
h OA

i
.x;p/ D

Z
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�
xC �

2
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e�

i
„

p�� d� ; (1.29)

where K OA .x; y/ is the formal kernel of the operator OA . With this language,
the Wigner function is just the phase space counterpart of the density operator
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O�, describing the state of the system (the kernel K O� being the density matrix).
Explicitly,

f .r;p/ D 1

.2�/3

Z 

xC �„

2

ˇ̌
ˇ̌ O�

ˇ̌
ˇ̌ x � �„

2

�
e�ip�� d� : (1.30)

According to the correspondence principle, the classical position and momentum
variables are associated to the quantum Hermitian operators Ox and Op. They satisfy
the usual quantum commutators

Ox D Op�1„ .x/ ;

Op D Op�1„ .p/ ;

ŒOx; Op
 D i„ :

One important property of the Weyl map is to provide an algebra for the phase-space
functions in terms of the non-commutative #-product defined as (the arrows indicate
on which operator the gradients act)
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(1.31)

with the property

Op�1„
h OA OB

i
D A #B: (1.32)

Basic notions of the operator quantum mechanics are formulated in the phase space
with the help of the #-product. The expectation value of the operator OA can be
obtained by the expected value of the function A .r;p/ under the “measure” f

Tr
n OA O�

o
D
Z

A .x;p/ f .x;p; t/ dp dx : (1.33)

Concerning the application of the Wigner formalism to electronic devices, the first
momenta of the Wigner quasi-distribution are particularly relevant. In fact, the
particle density n is given by the first momentum of the Wigner function with respect
to the p variable

n.x; t/ D
Z

R3

f .x;p; t/ dp ; (1.34)
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and the current density j is given by the second momentum

j.x; t/ D � q
m

Z

R3

pf .x;p; t/ dp: (1.35)

More details on the Wigner-Weyl correspondence principle can be found in [67,90].
One of the simplest cases of application of the Wigner formalism is the study of
the ballistic transport in the effective mass approximation. In this case, the Wigner
function defined in Eq. (1.30) evolves according to the following equation

@f

@t
C p
m�
� rxf C i

„�ŒıV 
f D 0; (1.36)

wherem� is the electron effective mass in the selected band and
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is a pseudo-differential operator with symbol
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Equation (1.36) describes the motion of an ensemble of independent electrons
moving in a semiconductor crystal in the presence of an external field and it is
denoted quantum transport equation. The essential difference between the classical
and the Wigner evolution equation is given by the presence of the nonlocal potential
term �ŒıV 
, while in classical mechanics the electrostatic potential is treated as a
localized force.

The similarity between classical and quantum phase-space transport has been
widely exploited in order to obtain corrections to the classical evolution equations
that incorporate some quantum effects. Although the full quantum treatment of
scattering is usually impracticable (non-Markovian processes with memory effects
could affect the ultrafast response of a quantum gas in a strongly out-of-equilibrium
regime), under some reasonable approximations, the particle dynamics becomes
essentially a classical process and the Wigner collision operator simplifies into
the well-known Boltzmann collision operator [32, 66]. Other simpler and more
phenomenological approaches based on the relaxation time approximation have
been considered [60, 72]. It is worth mentioning that the Wigner formalism can be
obtained also as a particular case of the more general Green many-body formalism
developed by Kadanoff and Baym (see i.e. [58]). This framework can be taken as an
alternative starting point for the derivation of Wigner kinetic models that include
relaxation processes like particle-particle scattering [60]. The classical-quantum
analogy of the Wigner function approach allows to describe in a natural way open-
boundary systems where carrier and energy is exchanged with the environment [51].
Anyway, some criticisms has been raised concerning this point [102]. It is still an
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open question whether the classical inflow boundary conditions which are generally
assumed for the Wigner function (and are mathematically well posed [73]) are
always appropriate for modeling the particle reservoirs.

The numerical solution of the Wigner dynamics encounters many difficulties.
The typical approach is the application of a specifically designed finite-difference
method [51] or splitting methods [8, 44]. Recently, the affinity of Quantum Monte
Carlo method is successfully applied [93, 99]. An extensive description of the
affinity method can be found in [90].

1.3.2 Multi-Band Wigner Models

In Sect. 1.2 we introduced various k�p models for the quantum motion in a crystal.
All of these approaches are described in terms of an effective Hamiltonian acting on
the Schrödinger multi-component envelope function. As an alternative, the multi-
band k�p models can be easily adapted to the Wigner-Weyl framework. The use of
a quasi-classical description of the quantum motion leads some advantages in terms
of simplicity in the physical interpretation and the availability of feasible methods
for the inclusion of irreversible processes like thermalization or phase breaking
mechanisms [43, 111, 116].

As an example of the application of the Wigner formalism to the k�p framework,
we consider the two-band model given by Eq. (1.15). For the sake of simplicity,
in Sect. 1.3.1 we discussed the application of the Wigner-Weyl theory to scalar
fields. Anyway, the theory is completely general and applies without modification
also to spinorial or vectorial fields (for more details see [17, 83]). In our case, the
unknown is the two-component vector .fc.x/; fv.x// constituted by the conduction
and valence envelope functions. Generally speaking, an electron gas is a quantum
mechanical mixture and is conveniently described by the two-by-two density matrix
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j
c .x/f

j
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j
v .y/

f j
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v .x/f
j
v .y/

1

A ; (1.39)

where f j
c , f j

v are given functions and specify the valence and conduction band
components of the solution. The statistical coefficients j are normalized to one,P

j j D 1, and are the statistical probability that the physical state is represented

by the vector .f j
c ; f

j
v /. The simplest way to apply the quantum phase-space theory,

is to define the Wigner function f W of the system by using (1.30). The evolution
equation of the f W is obtained by the formal application of the map Op�1„ given
in (1.29) to the von Neumann equation

i„Op�1„
@ O�
@t
D Op�1„

h
O�; bHenv

i
; (1.40)
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where bHenv is the Hamiltonian of the two-band system
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By using Eq. (1.32), Eq. (1.40) gives the evolution equation for f W

i„@f
W

@t
D f W #Henv �Henv#f W : (1.42)

Despite this straightforward application of the Wigner-Weyl theory could be used
in order to deduce the particle dynamics (see for example [52]), it is usually more
convenient to proceed differently. In the literature various approaches are presented
[18, 29]. All of them share the same basic idea: search for a suitable basis set of
projectors that simplify the Wigner dynamics. This makes sometime the derivation
of the Wigner model a little involved but provides the advantage to describe the
particle gas dynamics by more transparent equations. According to [81, 82], the
quantum phase-space formulation of the two-band envelope model is given by the
following set of equations
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Equations (1.43)–(1.45) are correct only up to the second order in „, the exact equa-
tions of motion can be found in [83]. When � D 0 (no band coupling), the Wigner
system simplifies into two decoupled Liouville semi-classical evolution equation for
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a gas of particles in conduction (valence) band with classical distribution hc (hv).
This simple consideration puts in evidence the strong similarity between the Wigner
framework and the classical dynamics. The distribution hcv is a quantum-mechanical
object and has not classical counterpart. It describes the band-to-band interference
effects and accounts for the band tunneling phenomena. A detailed description of
the physical meaning of the system of equations (1.43)–(1.45) can be found in [81].
Anyway, as remarked before, the single band limit is usually not trivial. In fact, when
the external field is not negligible some mulSi descrivono le band-to-band effetti
di interferenza e spiegare i fenomeni della band tunnelingtliband corrections still
modify the simple single band effective mass approximation. According to (1.43)
and (1.44), inside each band, the particles follow the trajectories defined by the
scalar Hamiltonian H ˙ (the plus sign accounts for the conduction and the minus
the valence band). Explicitly,

8
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂<

ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂:

Px D ˙ 1
q
1C �PR

˝

�2
p
m�

Pp D rV ˙ 1r
1C

�
˝
PR

	2
„

m0Eg
r .rV � P/ : (1.46)

This shows that the Wigner evolution system reduces to the classical Newton
equations for a particle with mass m� when rV ! 0 or Eg !1.

1.4 Hydrodynamic Models

1.4.1 Introduction

The technological progress made in the last decade on the fabrication of micro-
electronics devices downscaled the active regions of integrated transistors to the
submicrometer and ultra submicrometer dimensions. Carriers travel from the source
to the drain over a distance of less than 100 nm and experience rapidly changing
transport conditions. New interesting questions emerge concerning the quantum
transport in such extremal conditions.

Induced by strong electric field, dramatic out-of-equilibrium regimes could
appear and particles have enough kinetic energy to reach regions of the band
diagram where the parabolic band approximation is not longer valid. The details
of the band structure should be taken into account and a full-quantum out-
of-equilibrium approach becomes necessary. Moreover, high-field transport is
essentially nonlocal in both space and time and simpler particle methods like the
conventional drift-diffusion do not apply. Toward the final goal of a full quantum
description of the dynamics, many intermediate steps should be achieved. The first
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approaches to describe an electron-hole gas in a semiconductor devices were based
on some macroscopic thermodynamic considerations. During the last decades, a
continuous increasing of the degrees of sophistication generates a quite variegated
class of models, starting from the drift-diffusion to the high order hydrodynamic
models. The main differences concern the number of equations and macroscopic
quantities considered, and the assumptions made for the description of a local or
global equilibrium. At the easier level, the evolution of the mean charge density
and current are characterized by the presence of a local microcanonical equilibrium
(drift-diffusion models). On the other limit, the most complete models maintain a
high number of unknowns (despite the inclusion of higher moments beyond the
particle energy and energy flux leads to extremely cumbersome expressions) and
are generally defined hydrodynamics approaches. Particle motion in a solid state
structure displays generally a irreversible dynamics and the system is driven toward
some equilibrium state (at least locally). These energy dispersive phenomena are
included in a macroscopic approach through the so called closure relationship.
The basis idea is to require the fulfilling of some detailed balance equation. This
can be rigorously obtained via a suitable asymptotic limit of the Boltzmann kernel
(Chapman-Enskog procedure). An equation relating the particle density and energy
is found. For the modern devices, the relaxation processes take place in a time scale
comparable with the switching time. This is a complex regime and many phenomena
cannot be captured by the original Chapman-Enskog limit. Various extensions of the
Chapman-Enskog procedure have been developed for the description of realistic
devices. In particular, after the (seminal) contribution given in [6, 7], different
models based on the semi-classical dynamics and denoted “extended thermody-
namics” have been proposed. The application to the semiconductor physics [2]
and the mathematical structure based on this thermodynamic approach have been
deeply investigated [3]. Further extensions are also present in literature. They are
based on the idea of quantum entropy [108, 109], and include phenomena which
are intrinsically of quantum mechanical nature like multi-band motion and particle
statistics.

In the following sections we will give the details of the quantum fluid-dynamic
approach to multi-band systems, where “multi-band” has to be intended in a wide
sense and stands for “quantum systems with multi-component wave function”.
Systems of this kind include the envelope and k�p models treated in the previous
sections but, of course, also include particles with spin or spin-like degrees of
freedom.

1.4.2 Scalar Quantum Fluid Equations

Before treating the multi-band/spinorial case, let us review the single-band/scalar
case.

We can define Quantum Fluid Dynamics (QFD) as the mathematical description
of a quantum system in terms of macroscopic, fluid-like, variables (such as density,
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current, temperature, etc.). The origin of QFD dates back to 1926 [71] when
E. Madelung realized that Schrödinger equation can be put in the fluid-dynamic
form:

8
ˆ̂̂
<

ˆ̂̂
:

@n

@t
C @

@xi
.nui / D 0;

@ui
@t
C uj

@uj
@xi
C @V

@xi
� „

2

2

@

@xi

�
p
np
n
D 0;

(1.47)

where the probability density n and current nu are related to the wave function
 by  D pn eiS=„ and nu D rS (and the particle mass was set equal to
1). Here and thereafter we adopt the Einstein summation convention on repeated
indices. Madelung equations have the form of an irrotational, compressible and
isothermal Euler system with an additional term, of order „2, interpreted as a
“quantum potential” or a “quantum pressure”. This was later named Bohm potential
after D. Bohm, who based on it his celebrated, although controversial, interpretation
of quantum mechanics, the so-called Bohmian mechanics [25, 26, 46].

Madelung equations hold for a pure, i.e. non-statistical, state, and are equivalent
to Schrödinger equation. The natural extension of Madelung’s theory, therefore,
would be a fluid equivalent of the von Neumann equation (i.e. the Schrödinger
equation for statistical, or mixed, states), but such extension can hardly be achieved.
The situation can be better understood in terms of Wigner functions (see Sect. 1.3.1).
Indeed, the fluid variables correspond to moments of the Wigner function, e.g.,

n.x; t/ D 1

.2�„/d
Z

Rd

w.x;p; t/ dp D %.x; x; t/

nuk.x; t/ D 1

.2�„/d
Z

Rd

pkw.x;p; t/ dp D „
2i

�
@%

@xk
� @%

@yk

�
.x; x; t/;

(1.48)

(where the corresponding expressions in terms of the time-dependent density matrix
%.x; y; t/ have also been shown). This suggests that Madelung equations can also be
derived in a “kinetic way” by taking the moments of the Wigner equation. In this
way, assuming a pure-state initial Wigner function, Madelung equations are indeed
obtained [56]. However, for a general Wigner function, extra moments appear that
cannot be expressed in terms of n and u. More in general, taking whatever set of
moments of Wigner equation will always result into equations containing moments
that cannot be reduced to the initially chosen set.

Of course, such situation is not at variance with the analogous situation of
classical statistical mechanics: any marginalization of the phase-space distribution
reduces the information, so that Liouville or Boltzmann equations cannot be
equivalent to any finite set of moment equations. A fluid description, nevertheless,
can be recovered by means of suitable fluid asymptotics and closure assumptions.

The analogy with the classical case suggests a possible approach to QFD:
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Quantum fluid equations can be derived from Wigner equations in exactly the same way as
classical fluid equations can be derived from Boltzmann equation.

The application of this idea implies starting from a quantum equivalent of
Boltzmann equation, which is represented by the Wigner equation (1.36)1 endowed
with a collisional term:

@w

@t
C p � rxwC�„ŒV 
w D Q.w/:

Unfortunately, it is by no means clear how to construct a collisional operator à la
Boltzmann in the quantum case. At least, the most reasonable proposals [34] are far
too complicated to be really useful (involving e.g. nonlocality-in-time effects). On
the other hand, similarly to what happens in the classical case, in order to derive a
fluid asymptotics it is not necessary to know all the details of collisions but only
fairly general features, like the conservation properties. Then, a reasonable and
effective choice for the collisional term is that of a BGK-like operator [9, 24]:

@w

@t
C p � rxwC�„ŒV 
w D gŒw
 � w

tc
: (1.49)

Here, tc is a typical collisional time (assumed to be constant, for the sake of
simplicity) and gŒw
 is a Wigner function representing the local equilibrium reached
by the system because of collisions. The reason for the notation “gŒw
” is that, as we
shall see in details below, the local equilibrium is assumed to share a set of moments
with w.

The central question has now been shifted to gŒw
: how should it be chosen?
A general answer to this question is furnished by the (quantum version of) the
Maximum Entropy Principle (QMEP) [41, 42], that, in a rather generic way, can
be stated as follows:

QMEP: gŒw
 is the most probable state compatible with the observed macroscopic moments
of w,

where “most probable” means that gŒw
 is a maximizer of a suitable entropy
functional and “compatible with the observed macroscopic moments of w” implies
that the maximization problem is subject to a set of constraints. To be more concrete,
let us first of all introduce the shorthand

hf i.x; t/ WD
Z

Rd

f .x;p; t/ dp (1.50)

for the integrals with respect to p, and fix a set of N moments

Mk WD h'k wi; k D 1; : : : ; N;

1Equation (1.36) has been rewritten here with a slightly different notation. Moreover the mass is
set equal to 1
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by which we want to characterize our system macroscopically. The functions 'k.p/
define the moments and usually (but not necessarily) are polynomials. Moreover, let
s W RC ! R be a regular, convex, function and let % be a density operator. The von
Neumann entropy [113] associated to the state % is

S .%/ D Trf�kB s.%=N0/g; (1.51)

where Tr denotes the operator trace, kB is Boltzmann constant and N0 is a constant
introduced for dimensional reason. Then, by exploiting the mapping between
phase-space function and operators furnished by the Weyl quantization Op„ (see
definition (1.28)), the Quantum Maximum Entropy Principle can be precisely stated
by requiring that

gŒw
 D gŒh'1wi; : : : ; h'Nwi

where gŒM1; : : : ;MN 
 satisfies the following constrained maximization problem.

Problem. Fixed N functions Mk.x; t/, find gŒM1; : : : ;MN 
 that maximizes the
entropy functional f 7! S .Op„.f //, among all Wigner functions f that share
the momentsM1; : : :MN . In short:

gŒM1; : : : ;MN 
D max fS .Op„.f // j h'kf iDMk; kD 1; : : : ; N g : (1.52)

In [41] the following necessary condition2 for the maximizer gŒM1; : : : ;MN 
 is
formally proven.

Theorem 1.1. A necessary condition for gŒM1; : : : ;MN 
 to be a solution of the
above constrained maximization problem is that N Lagrange multipliers k.x; t/,
k D 1; : : : ; N exist such that

gŒM1; : : : ;MN 
 D Op�1„

(
.s0/�1

"
Op„

 
NX

kD1
k'k

!#)
: (1.53)

Note that .s0/�1 is the energy distribution function associated to the entropy s. For
example,

.s0/�1.�/ D 1

e� C ı
for an entropy function of the form

s.f / D f logf C ı�1.1 � ıf / log.1 � ıf / (1.54)

2A rigorous proof of existence and uniqueness of the constrained minimization problem has been
recently obtained by Méhats and Pinaud [78, 79] for the moments up to first degree (density and
current).
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(where ı D 1; 0;�1 correspond, respectively, to Fermi-Dirac, Maxwell-Boltzmann
and Bose-Einstein statistics). The “quantum Maxwellian” (1.53) is a compli-
cated object, involving a back-and-forth Weyl quantization as well as solving for
1; : : : ; N in function of M1; : : : ;MN from the constraint equations

h'kgŒM1; : : : ;MN 
i DMk; k D 1; : : : ; N:

Then, although the numeric treatment of gŒM1; : : : ;MN 
 is devisable [53, 54],
usually a semiclassical expansion is performed in order to obtain explicit models.

Once the local equilibrium state has been obtained with the QMEP, it can be used
for the closure of the moment equations. Since the procedure depends on the type of
the sought fluid equations, let us illustrate it by means of two examples: isothermal
Euler equations and drift-diffusion equations. The two examples are based on the
standard scalar Hamiltonian; we shall discuss the multi-band theory afterwards.

First of all, let us rewrite Eq. (1.49) in dimensionless variables. Let x0, t0 and E0
be the reference length, time and energy. Reference temperature and momentum are
naturally related to E0 by

kBT0 D E0; p20
m
D E0:

Then, in Eq. (1.49) we switch to dimensionless quantities

x! x0x; t ! t0t; p! p0p; V ! E0V;

(for the sake of simplicity the new dimensionless variables are denoted by the same
symbols as the old ones), which yields

1

t0

@w

@t
C p0

mx0
p � rx C E0

x0p0
� „

x0p0

ŒV 
 D 1

tc
.gŒw
 � w/ :

We rewrite the last equation by introducing the semiclassical parameter

� D „
x0p0

(1.55)

and the energy time scale

tE D mx0
p0

(i.e. the order of time for a particle of kinetic energy E0 to travel a distance x0),
obtaining:

1

t0

@w

@t
C 1

tE
p � rxwC 1

tE
��ŒV 
w D 1

tc
.gŒw
 � w/ : (1.56)
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Now, two different asymptotic regimes, leading to different types of fluid equations,
can be analyzed.

1.4.2.1 Hydrodynamic Regime

In this regime the system is observed on the time-scale tE and collisions are assumed
to act on a much shorter time-scale; then we put

� WD tc

tE
� 1; t0 D tE: (1.57)

The corresponding Wigner-BGK equation takes therefore the hydrodynamic scaling
form:

�
@w

@t
C � p � rxwC � ��ŒV 
w D gŒw
 � w: (1.58)

We choose as macroscopic variables the density n D hwi and the velocity3 uk D
hpkwi=n, k D 1; : : : ; d , yielding d C 1 constraints in the entropy maximization
problem. Moreover, since we are assuming that the temperature is constant, we have
to consider the additional constraint

1

2

˝
p2w

˛ D T

where T is a dimensionless, constant temperature. Imposing such a constraint is
equivalent to changing the entropy functional (1.51) into the (dimensionless) free-
energy functional

S .%/ D TrfT s.%/CH%g; (1.59)

where4 H D Op�.
1
2
p2/ The constrained minimization of such functional, anal-

ogously to what stated by Theorem 1.1, leads to a quantum Maxwellian of the
form

gŒw
 D gŒhwi; hpwi


3Recalling definition (1.50), a comparison with (1.48) shows that the physical density and velocity
are given by N0n and p0u, where N0 D .p0=2�„/2 .
4In dimensionless variables, all the identities involving Weyl quantization are obtained from the
original ones by the formal substitution „ 7! �.
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where gŒn; nu
 is (formally) determined by

8
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
<

ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
:

gŒn; nu
 D Op�1�

(
.s0/�1

"
Op�

 
jp� Bj2
2T

C A

T

!#)
;

hgŒn; nu
i D n;
hpkgŒn; nu
i D nuk; k D 1; : : : ; d;

(1.60)

where A and B D .B1; : : : ; Bd / are the Lagrange multipliers.
Let now w� be solution of Eq. (1.58) and assume that the limit w� ! w0 for

� ! 0 exists with finite moments n D hw0i and nu D hpw0i. Then, from (1.58)
we obtain w0 D gŒw0
. Taking the moments of both sides of Eq. (1.58) and letting
� ! 0 we obtain

@

@t
hgŒw0
i C @

@xi
hpigŒw0
i C h��ŒV 
gŒw0
i D 0;

@

@t
hpigŒw0
i C @

@xj

˝
pipj gŒw0


˛C hpi��ŒV 
gŒw0
i D 0:

From the semiclassical expansion of the potential operator,

��ŒV 
 D i

�
fV;w.t/g# D

i

�
.V #w� w#V /

D �
1X

kD0
.�1/k

� �
2

	2k X

j˛jD2kC1
r˛x V r˛pw

(1.61)

(see (1.95)), we immediately obtain

hpi��ŒV 
gŒw0
i D hgŒw0
i @V
@xi
D n @V

@xi
; (1.62)

and then, using gŒw0
 D gŒn; nu
, the moment equations read as follows:

@n

@t
C @Ji

@xi
D 0

@Ji

@t
C @

@xj

˝
pipj gŒn; nu


˛C n @V
@xi
D 0;

(1.63)

which is a formally closed, Euler-like, QFD system. Systems of this kind, and their
semiclassical expansions, have been derived in [40, 61], for Maxwell-Boltzmann
statistics and in [16, 107] for Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein statistics.
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1.4.2.2 Diffusive Regime

In this regime the collisions are still assumed to act on a time-scale much shorter
than tE , but the system is observed on a time-scale much larger than tE ; then we put

� WD tc

tE
� 1;

tE

t0
D � (1.64)

(so that t0 D t2E=tc). The corresponding Wigner-BGK equation takes in this case the
diffusive scaling form:

�2
@w

@t
C � p � rxwC � ��ŒV 
w D gŒw
 � w: (1.65)

The only macroscopic moment needed is the density n D hwi and the additional
constraint of constant temperature is also to be imposed, implying the use of the
free-energy functional (1.59). Then, the QMEP in this case leads to a quantum
Maxwellian of the simpler form

gŒw
 D gŒhwi


where gŒn
 is given by

8
ˆ̂<

ˆ̂:

gŒn
 D Op�1�
�
.s0/�1

�
Op�

�
p2

2T
C A

T

��
;

hgŒn
i D n;
(1.66)

where the single Lagrange multiplier A (the “chemical potential”) is needed.
Diffusive equations can now be obtained from Eq. (1.65) by using the “Chapman-

Enskog” method. Let us assume that the solution w� of Eq. (1.65), for � ! 0, has
a limit w� ! w0 with finite density n D hw0i. Letting � ! 0 in Eq. (1.65) we still
obtain w0 D gŒw0
 but, contrarily to the previous case, the equation for the density

�
@

@t
hw� i C @

@xi
hpiw� i D 0 (1.67)

only gives, in the limit, the condition

hpgŒw0
i D 0; (1.68)

i.e. the equilibrium state carries no current. The diffusive equations must be sought
at next order of the Chapman-Enskog expansion

w� D gŒw� 
C �w1:
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Substituting this ansatz into Eq. (1.65), and letting � ! 0, yields

w1 D � .p � rx C��ŒV 
/ gŒw0


and, therefore, from Eqs. (1.67) and (1.62), we obtain the diffusive equation

@n

@t
D @

@xi

�
Ji C n @V

@xi

�
; Ji D @

@xj

˝
pipj gŒn


˛
; (1.69)

where also gŒw0
 D gŒn
 has been considered, showing that (1.69) is a formally
closed system. Quantum diffusive systems of this kind have been derived in [42] for
Boltzmann statistics and in [16, 107] for Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein statistics.

1.4.3 Spinorial and Multi-Band QFD

Let us now turn to the spinorial/multi-band case, indicating by this term a general
framework where discrete degrees of freedom are involved. The general idea and
the methodologies are not different from the scalar case illustrated in the previous
subsection. However, in the multi-band case, peculiar issues have to be addressed,
namely:

• the fluid description has to include spin-related moments, whose choice is not
evident a priori;

• the technical difficulties, e.g. in the semiclassical expansion of the local-
equilibrium states, increase sensibly;

• Hamiltonians unbounded from below may make problematic the realization of
quantum Maxwellians with given moments (this is the case e.g. of graphene, see
Sect. 1.4.3.3).

Although there is no general answer to these issues, they will be illustrated by means
of the particular examples that follow the general discussion.

Let us restrict our framework to spin 1
2
-like systems, whose state space is

L2.Rd ;C2/, i.e. to systems whose wave functions are two-components spinors.5

In this case, the density operator % is a 2 	 2 matrix %ij. Thus, we can associate %
with a 2 	 2 matrix of Wigner functions wij D wij.x;p/ given by

wij D Op�1„ .%ij/ (1.70)

5Of course, there are also examples of multi-band QFD equations with an arbitrary number of
bands, see e.g. [96].
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which turns out to be hermitian

wij.x;p/ D wji.x;p/

(see also Sect. 1.3, where the Wigner functions have been introduced in the scalar
case). Recalling that the Pauli matrices together with the identity matrix,

�0 D
�
1 0

0 1

�
; �1 D

�
0 1

1 0

�
; �2 D

�
0 �i
i 0

�
; �3 D

�
1 0

0 �1
�
;

are a basis of the real space of 2 	 2 hermitian matrices, (orthogonal with respect
to the hermitian product 1

2
Tr.AB�/), it will be convenient to consider the Pauli

components of the Wigner matrix w, which are four real-valued functions on phase-
space,

w D w0�0 C!w �!� ; !
w D .w1;w2;w3/ ;

denoting by
!
w the vector spinorial part of w. In this way we have a very simple and

classical-fashioned formula for the expected value of an observableA in the state %,
extending the scalar identity (1.33):

1

2
Tr.%A/ D 1

2
Tr.A%/ D

3X

kD0

Z

R2d

ak.x;p/wk.x;p/ dx dp; (1.71)

where % and A were also decomposed along the Pauli basis:

% D
3X

kD0
Op„.wk/�k; A D

3X

kD0
Op„.ak/�k:

Such identity, allows to define the local density of the observableA in the state % as

1

2
Tr.%A j x/ D

3X

kD0

Z

R3

ak.x;p/wk.x;p/ dp: (1.72)

1.4.3.1 The Two-Band k�p Model

The content of this section is based on the paper [17]. The “mini-band” case, where
the periodicity of energy bands has to be taken into account, has been treated (with
partially different techniques) in [27].

The simplest possible description of an electron in a semiconductor crystal with
two energy bands (e.g. “valence” and “conduction”) is represented by the 2 	 2
Hamiltonian
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H D
0

@
� „2
2m
�C � �„˛ � r

„˛ � r � „2
2m
� � �

1

A ; (1.73)

where we put

˛ D „
m

K and � D Eg=2 (1.74)

(this corresponds to the two-band version of the Hamiltonian (1.18) introduced in
Sect. 1.2.2). The k�p model has to be completed by adding an “external” potential
term qV (where q > 0 denotes the elementary charge), accounting for all electric
fields except the crystal one. The electric potential V.x/ can be either fixed or self-
consistently given by a Poisson equation.

The “free” k�p Hamiltonian H is the quantization of the classical matrix-valued
symbol

h.p/ D

0

B@

p2

2m
C � �i˛ � p

i˛ � p p2

2m
� �

1

CA (1.75)

or, in Pauli components,

h.p/ D p2

2m
�0 C ˛ � p �2 C � �3 D h0.p/�0 C

!
h.p/ �!� ; (1.76)

where

h0.p/ D p2

2m
;

!
h.p/ D .0;˛ � p; �/: (1.77)

The dispersion relation for the free HamiltonianH is easily obtained by computing
the eigencouples of the symbol h.p/, which yields the energy bands

E˙.p/ D p2

2m
˙
p
.˛ � p/2 C �2 D p2

2m
˙ j
!
h.p/j (1.78)

and the corresponding normalized energy eigenvectors

 
p

˙ D
1p

2.1˙ �3.p//
�

�3.p/˙ 1
�1.p/C i�2.p/

�
; (1.79)

where we have introduced

!
� .p/ D .�1.p/; �2.p/; �3.p// D

!
h.p/

j
!
h.p/j

D .0;˛ � p; �/p
.˛ � p/2 C �2 : (1.80)
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The two eigenprojections P˙.p/, that we call band-projections, are therefore
given by

P˙.p/ D  p˙ ˝  p˙ D
1

2
.�0 ˙!� .p/ �!� / (1.81)

and we can clearly write

h.p/ D EC.p/PC.p/C E�.p/P�.p/: (1.82)

The local band densities are the local densities of the observablesP˙ and, according
to (1.72), are given by

n˙.x/ D Tr.%P˙ j x/ D
Z

R3

h
w0.x;p/˙!� .p/ �!w.x;p/

i
dp: (1.83)

We want now to derive diffusive QFD equations for n˙. Following the same
procedure outlined in Sect. 1.4.2 for the scalar case, the starting point is the Wigner-
BGK equation in the diffusive scaling which, in this case, reads as follows:

8
ˆ̂̂
<̂

ˆ̂̂
:̂

�
�
@

@t
C p � rx C��ŒV 


�
w0 C ˛ � rxw2 D g0Œw
 � w0

�
;

�
�
@

@t
C p � rx C��ŒV 


�
!
w C ˛ � rxw0

!
e 2 � 2

�

!
h.p/ 	!w D

!
g Œw
 �!w

�
;

(1.84)

where
!
e 2 D .0; 1; 0/,

!
h.p/ D .0;˛ � p; �/, and ˛ and � denote now the new,

dimensionless, band parameters

˛ WD „
p0

K; � WD mEg
2p20

: (1.85)

Here, gŒw
 D g0Œw
�0 C!g Œw
 �!� is the local equilibrium Wigner matrix, which is
assumed to be given by the QMEP with given moments nC and n� and Maxwell-
Boltzmann statistics. Therefore it has the form gŒw
 D gŒnC; n�
, subject to the
constraints

h.gŒnC; n�
/˙i D n˙ (1.86)

(here, w˙ WD w0 ˙!� �!w and h�i is the usual shorthand for
R �dp). Similarly to the

scalar case (see Theorem 1.1) it can be proved [17] that two functions �0.x/ and
�s.x/ exist such that

gŒnC; n�
 D Op�1�
�
e�H�

�
; (1.87)
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whereH� D Op�.h�/ is a modified k�p Hamiltonian with symbol

h�.x;p/D
�
p2=2CV.x/C�0.x/

�
�0C

�
j
!
h.p/j C�s.x/

�
!
� .p/ �!� : (1.88)

Putting �˙.x/ D V.x/C �0.x/˙ �s.x/ we can write

h�.x;p/ D ŒEC.p/C �C.x/
PC.p/C ŒE�.p/C ��.x/
 P�.p/; (1.89)

whereE˙.p/ are the (scaled) energy bands. From (1.89) we realize thatH� provides
each energy band with its own chemical potential. The two degrees of freedom
represented by �C and �� allows the two constraints (1.86) to be satisfied.

Let us now rewrite (1.84) in the compact form

�
@w

@t
C Tw D gŒw
 � w

�
: (1.90)

The Chapman-Enskog procedure (see Sect. 1.4.2), applied to the moments

n˙ D hw˙i;

leads to the two-band quantum diffusive equations

@n˙
@t
D h.T TgŒnC; n�
/˙i (1.91)

(which are nothing else than a compact form of Eq. (1.69) for the k�p system).
The fully-quantum diffusive model will be therefore given by Eq. (1.91) coupled
with Eqs. (1.87) and (1.86), that define gŒnC; n�
. Of course, such a model is
extremely involved and, even though numerical approaches are envisageable, it will
be interesting to approximate it semiclassically.

In order to perform such a semiclassical approximation, we need to expand g �
gŒnC; n�
 in a formal power series of �:

g D g.0/ C �g.1/ C �2g.2/ C � � � : (1.92)

The terms of the expansion can be computed as follows. First, we notice [17] that

g.ˇ/ WD Op�1�
�
e�ˇH�

�
; ˇ 
 0;

satisfies the semigroup equation

(
@ˇ g.ˇ/ D �h�#� g.ˇ/; ˇ > 0;

g.0/ D �0:
(1.93)
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The Moyal product # has a formal semiclassical expansion

#� D #.0/ C � #.1/ C �2#.2/ C � � � ; (1.94)

where

a #.k/b D 1

.2i/k

X

j˛jCjˇjDk

.�1/j˛j
˛Š ˇŠ

�
@˛x@

ˇ
pa
	 �
@˛p@

ˇ
xb
	
: (1.95)

SinceH�e�ˇH� D e�ˇH�H� and, therefore, h�#� g.ˇ/ D g.ˇ/#�h�, then, using the
fact that #.k/ is symmetric for even k and antisymmetric for odd k, the semigroup
Eq. (1.93) can be expanded as

� @ˇ g.ˇ/ D
X

k even

�k Œh�#.k/g.ˇ/
C C
X

k odd

�k Œh�#.k/g.ˇ/
�; (1.96)

where Œab
C and Œab
� denote, respectively, the symmetric and antisymmetric part
of the matrix product ab. Substituting (1.92) and (1.94) in (1.93) yields, at leading
order,

8
<

:
@ˇ g

.0/.ˇ/ D �h� g.0/.ˇ/; ˇ > 0;

g.0/.0/ D �0;

and, therefore,

g.0/.x;pIˇ/ D e�ˇh�.x;p/:

After straightforward calculations we obtain the Pauli components of g.0/ D
g.0/.ˇ D 1/:

g
.0/
0 D

�
�
C C ���
2

;
!
g
.0/ D �

�
C � ���
2

!
� (1.97)

where

�
�

˙ D ��˙.x;p/ D e�ŒE˙
.p/C�

˙
.x/
: (1.98)

As far as the first-order term is concerned, from Eqs. (1.96) and (1.92) we obtain

g.1/.ˇ/ D �
Z ˇ

0

e�.ˇ�ˇ0/h� Œh�#.1/g.0/.ˇ0/
� dˇ0: (1.99)
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After lengthy but straightforward calculations we obtain the Pauli components of
g.1/ D g.1/.ˇ D 1/:

g
.1/
0 D 0;

!
g
.1/ D ��!e 1; (1.100)

with
!
e 1 D .1; 0; 0/ and

�� D � �˛i

4j
!
h j
2

2

4��C@i�C C ���@i�� C
.�

�
C � ���/@i .�C C ��/
2j
!
h j C �C � ��

3

5 ; (1.101)

where ��˙ are given by (1.98) and
!
h.p/ D .0;˛ � p; �/.

Now, �˙ depend on � because the constraint equations (1.86) contain �. But,

recalling that w˙ D w0 ˙ !� � !w, we have g.0/˙ D �
�

˙ and g.1/˙ D 0. Thus, the
constraint equations imply

n˙ D hg˙i D
˝
.g.0/ C �g.1//˙

˛C O.�2/ D e�ŒE˙
.p/C�

˙
.x/
 C O.�2/;

which allows to invert at order 2 the relation between �˙ and n˙:

�˙ D � log
n˙
z˙
CO.�2/; (1.102)

with z˙ D
R
R3

e�E˙
.p/dp. We see, therefore, that in (1.98) and (1.101) we can

substitute �˙ with � log n
˙

z
˙

by making an error of order �2 and we obtain the result
below [17]:

Proposition 1.1. The QMEP local equilibrium state q � gŒnC; n�
 has the
semiclassical expansion (1.92) where

g
.0/
0 D

�C C ��
2

;
!
g
.0/ D �C � ��

2

!
� ; (1.103)

with

�˙.x;p/ D n˙.x/ e�E˙
.p/=z˙; z˙ WD

Z

R3

e�E˙
.p/dp; (1.104)

and

g
.1/
0 D 0;

!
g
.1/ D �˛i

4j
!
h j
2

2

64@i .�C C ��/C .�C � ��/ @i log.nCn�/

2j
!
h j � log nCz�

zCn�

3

75
!
e 1:

(1.105)
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Note that g.1/ is certainly well defined if nC

zC

� n�

z�

. We can now use this result in
order to approximate at leading order in � the quantum diffusive equations (1.91).
The limit behavior depends on how the crystal parameters ˛ and � scale with respect
to �. The following result is (formally) proved in [17].

Theorem 1.2. Assuming ˛ and � of order 1, the solution .nC; n�/ of the quantum
diffusive equations (1.91) satisfies, up to O.�/-terms, the following system:

@t n˙ D @i
�
Di̇j @j n˙ C @j V

�
ıij ˙ 2C 3˙

ij

�
n˙
�

� @i
h
@j V

�
C3C

ij nC � C3�
ij n�

�i� @iV @j V
�
C4C

ij nC � C4�
ij n�

�

�
Z

R3

�
c2ij@i ˙ c3ij@iV

� .�C � ��/ @j log.nCn�/

2j
!
h j � log nCz�

zCn�

dp;

(1.106)

with

Di̇j WD
1

z˙

Z

R3

.p˙ �2˛/i .p˙ �2˛/j e�E˙
.p/dp;

C k˙
ij WD 1

z˙

Z

R3

�2˛i˛j

2j
!
h.p/j

k
e�E˙

.p/dp:
(1.107)

Assuming instead that ˛ and � are of order � (and thus rewriting them as �˛ and
�� , with ˛ and � of order 1), .nC; n�/ satisfies, up to O.�/-terms, the following
system:

@n˙
@t
D @

@t

�
@n˙
@t
C @V

@xi
n˙
�
� Cij

@V

@xi

@V

@xj
.nC � n�/ ; (1.108)

where

Cij WD ˛i˛j �
2

2.2�/3=2

Z

R2

e�p2=2
�
.˛ � p/2 C �2�2

dp: (1.109)

The intermediate cases ˛  1; �  � and ˛  �; �  1 are less interesting and are
discussed in [17]. In Eq. (1.107) notice that

p˙ �2˛ D rp E˙

are the electron semiclassical velocities in the two bands and that the response of
the electrons to the electric field is mediated by an average of the tensor
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ıij ˙ 2c3ij.p/ D ıij ˙ �2˛i˛j

j
!
h.p/j3

D @2E˙.p/
@pi@pj

;

which is clearly related to the k�p effective-mass tensor [15,115]. For certain values
of the band parameters ˛ and � such effective-mass may be negative, making
electrons in the lower band behave like holes. All such features disappear in the
second model (1.108) since the band structure has little influence on the band
dynamics and only influences the field-driven band coupling (Zener tunneling).

1.4.3.2 The Rashba Spin-Orbit System

The content of this section is based on the paper [19].
A two-Dimensional Electron Gas (2DEG) confined into an asymmetric two-

dimensional quantum well, experiences the Bychkov-Rashba (B-R) spin-orbit
interaction [23]. Such 2DEG is described by a two-band Hamiltonian whose
symbol is

h.p/ D p2

2m
�0 C ˛R p 	!e 3 �!� ; (1.110)

where
!
e 3 D .0; 0; 1/ is the direction perpendicular to the well, p D .p1; p2; 0/

and ˛R is a constant (the Rashba constant) that depends on the characteristics of
the well. Note that the electron momentum p is two-dimensional but the electron
spin is three-dimensional. Since the constant ˛R may be tuned by a suitable gate
voltage, the B-R effect is expected to lead to semiconductor-based spintronic devices
[38,122], with no need of built-in magnetic fields. As in the previous case, the model
has to be completed by a potential term qV representing either external (e.g. the gate
voltage) or self-consistent electric fields.

At variance with the previous case, here we are interested in the spin-up and
spin-down densities, which are the local densities associated to the observables

S˙ D 1

2
.�0 ˙ �3/;

i.e. the projections on the “spin-up” and “spin-down” eigenstates 6 with respect

to the direction
!
e 3. According to the definition (1.72), the local spin densities are

therefore given by

n˙.x/ D Tr.%S˙ j x/ D
Z

R3

Œw0.x;p/˙ w3.x;p/
 dp: (1.111)

6For notational convenience we adopt “C” and “�” to denote “up” and “down” instead of the more
common “"” and “#”.
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Note that

n0 D nC C n� and ns D nC � n� (1.112)

have, respectively, the meaning of (local) total density and spin polarization. As
in the previous case, we want now to derive equations for nC and n� of diffusive
type. The Wigner-BGK equations, in diffusive scaling, for the Hamiltonian (1.110)
(added with external field) read as follows:

8
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂<

ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂:

�
�
@

@t
Cp � rx C��ŒV 


�
w0C �˛.r 	!e 3/ �!wD g0Œw
�w0

�
;

�
�
@

@t
Cp � rx C��ŒV 


�
!
wC �˛.r 	!e 3/w0 � 2˛.p 	!e 3/ 	!wD

!
g Œw
�!w

�
;

(1.113)

where

˛ WD mx0˛R
„

is the scaled Rashba constant. Note that the spin-orbit coupling is assumed to be of
order �, in accordance with experimental values (see [19] and references therein).

In Eq. (1.113), gŒw
 D g0Œw
�0C!g Œw
 �!� is the QMEP local equilibrium Wigner
matrix with given moments nC and n� (and Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics) and,
therefore, it has the form gŒw
 D gŒnC; n�
 and is subject to the constraints

h.gŒnC; n�
/˙i D n˙: (1.114)

Such constraints have the same form as Eq. (1.86) but here w˙ WD w0 ˙ w3.
Analogously to the k�p case, we can prove the following: two functions �0.x/ and
�3.x/ exist such that

gŒnC; n�
 D Op�1�
�
e�H�

�
; (1.115)

whereH� is the (quantization of the) modified Bychkov-Rashba Hamiltonian

h�.x;p/ D
�
p2=2C �0.x/

�
�0 C �˛ p 	!e 3 �!� C �3.x/�3;

where, without loss of generality, the potential V has been incorporated in the
definition of �0. Note that �C WD �0C�3 and �C WD �0��3 can be interpreted as
the chemical potentials of the spin-up and spin-down electron populations. Again,
by writing system (1.113) in the compact form

�
@w

@t
C Sw D gŒw
 � w

�
;
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the Chapman-Enskog procedure leads to the quantum diffusive equations in the
compact form

@n˙
@t
D h.SSgŒnC; n�
/˙i (1.116)

(a more explicit expression of the right hand side of Eq. (1.116) can be found in
[19]). System (1.116)C(1.115)C(1.114) is the fully-quantum diffusive model for
electrons subject to Rashba effect.

Once again, one may look for a semiclassical expansion of the model. Since the
spin-orbit coupling is small (of order �), at variance with the previous case, we can
now compute the semiclassical expansion up to O.�2/-terms. In order to do that, as
in the previous section, we consider the semigroup equation for g.ˇ/, where now
the Hamiltonian h� has a part of order � which is conveniently put in evidence:

(
@ˇ g.ˇ/ D �.h.0/� C �h.1/� /#� g.ˇ/; ˇ > 0;

g.0/ D �0;
(1.117)

with

h.0/� D
�
p2=2C �0.x/

�
�0 C �3.x/�3; h.1/� D ˛ p 	!e 3 �!� :

Expanding g and # in formal powers of �, we get the hierarchy

8
ˆ̂̂
<

ˆ̂̂
:

@ˇ g
.n/.ˇ/ D �h.0/� g.n/.ˇ/ �

nX

jD1

h
h.0/� #j g.n�j /.ˇ/C h.1/� #j�1 g.n�j /.ˇ/

i
;

g.0/.0/ D �0; g.n/.0/ D 0; n 
 1:
(1.118)

It shall be convenient to rewrite these equations for the Laplace transform

Og.z/ D L Œw
 .z/

of g.ˇ/, which yields

8
ˆ̂̂
<

ˆ̂̂
:

Og.0/.z/ D R.z/;

Og.n/.z/ D �
nX

jD1
R.z/

h
h.0/� #j Og.n�j /.z/C h.1/� #j�1 Og.n�j /.z/

i
; n 
 1;

(1.119)
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where

R.z/ D .zC h.0/� /�1 D
 �

zC 1
2
p2 C �C

��1
0

0
�
zC 1

2
p2 C ��

��1

!
: (1.120)

Recalling the inversion formula

L �1 Œ.zC f /�n
 .ˇ/ D e� f̌ ˇn�1

.n � 1/Š ; (1.121)

the zeroth order approximation to the local equilibrium (ˇ D 1) is

g.0/ D L �1 ŒR
 .ˇ/ D
 

e�. 12p2C�C/ 0

0 e�. 12 p2C��/

!
: (1.122)

Note that g.0/ has the form of two independent classical Maxwellians, one for each
spin population. Imposing the constraints (1.114) to g.0/ we see that, at leading
order,

�
.0/

˙ .nC; n�/ D � log
n˙
2�
; (1.123)

so that

g.0/ŒnC; n�
 D 1

2�

 
nCe� 12 p2 0

0 n�e� 12 p2

!
: (1.124)

From (1.119) we see that the computation of Og.n/ involves multiple applications
of R.z/ to the lower-order terms Og.k/, with k < n, and their derivatives. Moreover,
the inverse Laplace transform can be computed explicitly. It turns out [19] that
each component of g.n/ is a finite linear combination (depending on �˙ and their
derivatives) of terms of the form

e�p2=2Rrs.�C; ��/;

where

Rrs.x; y/ D
r�1X

kD0

ak.r; s/ e��1
.r � k � 1/Š .y � x/sCk C

s�1X

kD0

bk.r; s/ e�y

.s � k � 1/Š .x � y/rCk ; (1.125)

and the coefficients aj D aj .r; s/, bj D bj .r; s/ are recursively given by ar D 1,
bs D 1 and
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ak D �
k�1X

jDmaxf0;k�sg

 
s

k � j

!
aj ; k D 1; : : : ; r � 1;

bk D �
k�1X

jDmaxf0;k�rg

 
r

k � j

!
bj ; k D 1; : : : ; s � 1:

(1.126)

In [19], the expansion terms g.1/, g.2/ and (partially) g.3/ are computed explicitly,
which allows to prove the following.

Theorem 1.3. The solution .nC; n�/ of the quantum diffusive equations (1.116)
satisfies, up to O.�3/-terms, the following system:

@n˙
@t
� div.rn˙ C n˙rV /C �2 div Œn˙rQ.n˙/
 D

˙ 4˛2.n� �nC/C �2˛2C˙.nC; n�/; (1.127)

where

Q.n/ D 1

6

�
p
np
n

is the Bohm potential and the coupling terms, CC.nC; n�/ and C�.nC; n�/ D
CC.n�; nC/, are given by

CC.nC; n�/ D �2 div

�
nCr S21

nC

�
C 4 ŒQ.nC/�Q.n�/
 S11

C 1

2
log

n�
nC

div

�
S12r logn� � S21r lognC � S22r log

n�
nC

�

Cr.V C logn�/ �
�
S12r logn� � S21r lognC � S22r log

n�
nC

�

C log
n�
nC

h
.S22 � 2S23 C S31 � 2S41/� lognC

C .S22 � 2S32 C S13 � 2S14/� logn�

C .2S32 C S41 � 4S33/ jr lognCj2

C .2S23 C S14 � 4S33/ jr logn�j2

C .8S33 � S32 � S23/r lognC � r logn�
i

C 8˛2
�
S21

nC
� S12
n�

�
S11 C 16˛2 S22 log

n�
nC
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where Srs.n1; n2/ D Rrs.� logn1;� logn2/, the functions Rrs being given in
Eq. (1.125).

The semiclassical drift-diffusion equations (1.127) contain complicated nonlinear
coupling terms, but simpler models can be easily obtained from them.

By neglecting the O.�2/-terms we obtain

@n˙
@t
� div.rn˙ C n˙rV / D ˙4˛2.n� � nC/; (1.128)

which is a system of two classical drift-diffusion equations with a coupling
term corresponding to a well known spin-relaxation mechanism of D’yakonov-
Perel’ type (going back to physical variables, the coupling factor 4˛2 becomes
4tcm kBT0˛

2
R=„2, compare with Eq. (89) of [122]). The spin relaxation has a

clear interpretation: collisions change randomly the momentum p of electrons and,

consequently, the spin precession vector p 	 !e 3. Such more and more chaotic
orientations of single spins make the average spin polarization disappear in a typical
time of order 1=4˛2 (in scaled variables). Note that Eq. (1.128) is formally correct
to first order in � since Eq. (1.127) contains no O.�/-terms.

A nice intermediate model can be obtained from (1.127) by neglecting only the
O.�2˛2/-terms. This can be justified by the fact that the values of the scaled Rashba
constant for experimental spintronic devices is of order 10�1 or less (see [19] and
references therein). We obtain in this way the model

@n˙
@t
� div.rn˙ C n˙rV /C �2

6
div

�
n˙r �

p
n˙p
n˙

�
D ˙4˛2.n� � nC/;

(1.129)

featuring the linear D’yakonov-Perel’ coupling term as well as the quantum Bohm
potential term.

1.4.3.3 Graphene

It is well known that graphene is a two-dimensional crystal with extraordinary
electronic properties [50]. Such properties derive from the conical shape of the
energy bands around the so-called “Dirac points” in the electron pseudomomentum
space. Close to one of such Dirac points, electrons are described (with good
approximation for standard energies) by the Hamiltonian

H D �ci„r �!� C V�0; (1.130)

corresponding to the symbol

h.x;p/ D cp �!� C V.x/�0: (1.131)
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Here, x D .x1; x2/ and p D .p1; p2/ are the electron position and pseudomo-
mentum, c  106m=s is the Fermi velocity, and V.x/ is an external/self-consistent
electric potential. Note that (1.131) is a two-dimensional Dirac-like Hamiltonian
[104], meaning that electrons in graphene behave like two-dimensional photons
(or neutrinos) with an “effective light speed” which is about 1=300 of the real
light speed and (at variance with photons and neutrinos) subject to electric forces.
Graphene, besides its great interest for applications to nanoelectronics, can also be
considered as an ideal laboratory where quantum-relativistic effects can be studied
at nonrelativistic energies [62].

The energy bands associated with Hamilonian (1.131) are

E˙.p/ D ˙c jpj; (1.132)

(showing the above mentioned conical shape), from which we see that the graphene
is not bounded from below. The semiclassical velocities associated to the energy
bands (1.132) are

v˙.p/ D rE˙.p/ D ˙c p
jpj ;

showing that, from the semiclassical viewpoint, electrons move at constant speed
c. Finally, the Hamiltonian (1.130) acts on the Hilbert space L2.R2;C2/, i.e. on
two-component spinor wavefunction. Hence, electrons possess a pseudospin degree

of freedom (the observable
!
� D .�1; �2; �3/), which is physically related to the

decomposition of the graphene honeycomb lattice into two equivalent sublattices
[100]. Note that while the continuous degrees of freedom (x and p) are two-
dimensional, the pseudospin is three-dimensional. In the following, in order to write
equations in Pauli components, we use “cartesian” vectors whose third components
are always set to 0. Thus, for example p D .p1; p2; 0/ and we adopt the convention
that @

@xj
D 0 when j D 3.

The unboundedness from below of the graphene Hamiltonian makes the construc-
tion of QFD equations for mixed states problematic, because the moments of the
equilibrium states are clearly unbounded. This difficulty is physically interpreted as
due to the availability of more and more energetically convenient states. A possible
way to tackle this problem would be using the Fermi-Dirac statistics, which allows
an alternative description of the negative energy electron population in terms of
holes. Another possibility would be introducing in the Hamiltonian a quadratic
correction of the form

h.x;p/ D cp �!� C
�
p2

2m�
C V.x/

�
�0;

where m� is some effective mass: this correction does not modify sensibly the
dynamics in the vicinity of the Dirac point but corrects the bands for larger p’s
(making them resemble somehow to the k�p bands (1.78)) so that the Hamiltonian
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becomes bounded from below. This is the approach followed in [119–121], to which
we address the interested reader.

However, in this review we prefer not to deal with such an issue, and rather
focusing on the pure-state QFD (Madelung-like).

The (dimensional) Wigner equations associated to the Hamiltonian (1.131) are:
8
ˆ̂̂
<

ˆ̂̂
:

@w0
@t
C crx �!w C�„ŒV 
w0 D 0

@
!
w

@t
C crxw0 C �„ŒV 


!
w D 2c

„ p 	!w
: (1.133)

Let us consider the following moments associated to the Wigner matrix w:

n0 D hw0i; total density,

ns D hwsi; pseudospin densities,

Jk D hpkw0i; pseudomomentum current,

tsk D hpkwsi; pseudospin currents (“stress-like” tensor),

where s D 1; 2; 3 and k D 1; 2. Then, it is easy to deduce from Eq. (1.133) the
following non-closed system of moment equations:

8
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
<̂

ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
:̂

@n0

@t
C c @nk

@xk
D 0;

@ns

@t
C c @n0

@xs
D 2c

„ �sij tji;

@Jk

@t
C c @tsk

@xs
C n0 @V

@xk
D 0;

(1.134)

where �ijk is the Levi-Civita symbol. In order to find closure relations, following
[22, 103], we exploit some spinorial identities that hold for pure states.

Let us consider the density matrix associated to a factorized state:

�ij.x; y/ D  i.x/�j .y/

(the pure state corresponds to the particular case  D �). Since, clearly, det � D 0,
we obtain for the Pauli components, the identity

!
� �!� D �20;

which, recalling (1.48), yields

n21 C n22 C n23 D n20; (1.135)
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(i.e.
!
n � !n D n20, where, of course,

!
n D .n1; n2; n3/). The identity (1.135) shows

that, for a pure state, n0 is not independent on
!
n : the modulus of the spin density

vector must be equal to n0. Next, it is readily shown that

.�rx�/ij D tr .rx�/ �ij;
�ry��

�
ij
D tr

�ry�
�
�ij; (1.136)

where tr denotes the (purely algebraic) matrix trace. By decomposing the identi-
ties (1.136) in Pauli components we obtain:

8
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
<̂

ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
:̂

!
� � rx!� D �0rx�0
!
� � ry!� D �0ry�0
i
!
� 	 rx!� D !�rx�0 � rx!� �0
i
!
� 	 ry!� D �!�ry�0 Cry!� �0

(1.137)

(where the vector operations have to be understood between the
!
� and not involving

the gradients). From the first two of equations (1.137) we get

!
� � �rx � ry

�!
� D �0

�rx � ry
�
�0;

which, recalling (1.48), yields

ns tsk D n0 Jk: (1.138)

Finally, from the second two of equations (1.137) we get

!
� 	 �rx � ry

�!
� D i�0

�rx Cry
�!
� � i!� �rx Cry

�
�0;

which, passing to the moments, yields

2

„ �sij ni tjk D n0 @ns
@xk
� ns @n0

@xk
: (1.139)

Identities (1.138) and (1.139) determine the parts of the vector
!
t k D .t1k; t2k; t3k/

that are, respectively, parallel and orthogonal to
!
n , namely:

n0
!
t k D Jk!n � „

2

!
n 	 @

!
n

@xk
(1.140)
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(where Eq. (1.135) was also used), or

n0tsk D Jkns � „
2
�sij ni

@nj

@xk
: (1.141)

By substituting (1.141) in (1.134) we obtain a closed QFD system that reads as
follows:

8
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂<

ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂:

@n0

@t
C c div

!
n D 0 ;

@
!
n

@t
C crn0 D 2c

„ u 	!n � c

n0

�!
n div

!
n � .!n � r/!n

	
;

@.n0u/
@t

C c div
�

u˝!n
	
D c„

2

@

@xs

�
1

n0
�sij nirnj

�
C n0 F ;

(1.142)

where uk D Jk=n0 is the velocity field associated to the pseudomomentum and

F D �rV is the force field. It is easily shown that, if .n0;
!
n ;u/ is a solution

of (1.142) satisfying (1.135) at the initial time, then (1.135) remains true at all
times. Hence, for pure states, the first equation of system (1.142) can be dropped and

n0 D j!n j. The five dependent variables .
!
n ;u/ are still one more of the four (real)

dependent variable necessary to specify the two-component wavefunction . 1;  2/
that describe the pure state in the Schrödinger picture. However, it can be shown
[22] that a further constraint can be deduced on u, which actually reduces to four

the fluid variables needed to describe a pure state, namely
!
n and the projection of u

on
!
n .

The dynamics described by the QFD equations (1.142) is very interesting.

According to the continuity equation @tn0 C c div
!
n D 0, and to Eq. (1.135),

the velocity field of the density n0 is c
!
n=j!n j, which means that the pseudospin

!
n determines the direction of the flow (with constant speed c). The variation

of
!
n depends on the pseudomomentum velocity field u, as well as to space-

inhomogeneities. In particular, the force does not accelerate the particle directly
but, rather, affects the pseudomomentum7 field u, which acts as a precession vector

for
!
n . It is worth remarking that, although the QFD system (1.142) may seem at

first sight more complicated than the Wigner system (1.133), the latter depends on
five independent variables, .x1; x2; p1; p2; t/, while the former on three, .x1; x2; t/,
with all the obvious advantages from the numerical point of view. Of course, the
true advantage of the QFD approach with respect to the Schrödinger picture would
be evident only in the case of mixed state. We believe that Eq. (1.142) should be

7This shows clearly that, indeed, p is not a momentum but a “pseudomomentum” (or “crystal
momentum”): the latter has rather different properties.
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considered, first of all, as an interesting, alternative, description and, secondly, as a
first step towards a more desirable QFD model for mixed states.

To conclude, it is worth to introduce a simplified, one-dimensional version
of (1.142). Let us assume that V depends only on the first coordinate x1 and let
us look for solution of the Schrödinger equation i„ D H of the form

 .x1; x2; t/ D �.x1; t/eik2x2 ;

for some constant k2, where � is a (two-component) wave function. Then, it is easy
to show that the evolution of � is determined by the one-dimensional Hamiltonian

h.x1; p1/ D cp1�1 C ��2 C V.x1/�0; (1.143)

where � D „ck2. The energy bands associated to such Hamiltonian are

E˙.p1/ D ˙
q
.cp1/2 C �2; (1.144)

corresponding to having “sliced” the cones (1.132) with the plane p2 D �=c. The
QFD equations (1.142), in this case, simplify to a system for fluid variables that
depend on the one-dimensional space variable x � x1 and which reads as follows:

8
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
<

ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
:

@n0

@t
C c @n1

@x
D 0 ;

@
!
n

@t
C c!e 1 @n0

@x
D 2c

„ u 	!n � c

n0

 
!
n
@n1

@x
� n1 @

!
n

@x

!
;

@.n0u/

@t
C c @.n1u/

@x
D c„

2

@

@x

�
n3

n0

@n2

@x
� n2
n0

@n3

@x

�
C n0 F ;

(1.145)

where @x � @=@x � @=@x1, F D �V 0 and u WD .u; �=c; 0/. As in the

two-dimensional case, the first equation is actually redundant, since n0 D j!n j still
holds. System (1.145) can be of interest, e.g., for numerical simulations of electron
tunneling through a potential barrier perpendicular to the x axis, the parameter
� being in this case related to the incidence angle of the electron on the barrier
[62]. It is well known that for incidence angle equal to zero (i.e. perpendicular
incidence), corresponding to � D 0, the barrier becomes perfectly transparent: this
is the so called Klein paradox of relativistic quantum mechanics. Klein paradox is
particularly evident in our QFD formulation (1.145), since for � D 0, the equations
for n0 and n1 are decoupled from the others, and n0 does not see the force field any
more (see also [120]).
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Chapter 2
Electronic Properties of III-V Quantum Dots

Andrei Schliwa, Gerald Hönig, and Dieter Bimberg

Abstract Electronic properties of quantum dots are reviewed based on eight-
band k�p theory. We will focus on the following interrelated subjects: First the
role of crystallographic symmetry is evaluated. This includes the symmetry of the
lattice of the substrate [wurtzite (wz) versus zinc blende (zb)] as well as different
substrate orientations [zb-(001) versus zb-(111)]. Second, we discuss two different
types of band alignment, type-I versus type-II, by comparing the common-anion
system zb-InAs/GaAs to the common-cation system zb-GaSb/GaAs. Finally, the
impact of large built-in fields resulting from piezo- and pyroelectric charges will be
exemplified for the wz-GaN/AlN QD-system.

2.1 Introduction

Semiconductor quantum dots (QD) are fascinating physical subjects exhibiting
electronic properties even simpler than hydrogen but in a dielectric cage, thus
merging semiconductor with atomic physics. Nano-structures based on III-V-
system material combinations alone cover a huge range of very different electronic
and optical properties. Their tremendous tunability will be exemplified in this
contribution by focusing on three cornerstones of current research: (i) InAs/GaAs-,
(ii) GaAs/GaSb-, and (iii) GaN/AlN quantum dots.

(i) InAs/GaAs QDs have been subject of intense research for the last 20 years
[13, 29], which led—most prominently—to the development of quantum dot
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lasers [40] and single-photon emitters [48]. As InAs is a small band-gap
material, including coupling between valence- and conduction bands became
essential for the predictive power of any electronic structure calculations.
This demand led to the development of 3D QD models going beyond effective
mass theory [35]. Most transparent are calculations based on eight-band k�p
theory [74]. Triggered by the quest for single and entangled photon emitters,
later on, the role of substrate orientation went into the focus of research [65,71]
which will be one topic of this chapter.

(ii) While the InAs/GaAs system exhibits a type-I quantum confinement, where
both electron and hole are localized in the QD, GaSb/GaAs quantum dots
feature a type-II band-alignment: The confinement is attractive alone for holes
but repulsive for electrons. If holes are stored in the QD, eventually the band
structure is modified to allow electrons to be localized nearby at the interface
by means of Coulomb interaction. The difference between the two material
combinations with respect to band-alignment can be traced back to the fact
that InAs/GaAs share a common-anion- and GaSb/GaAs a common cation, as
will be further elaborated in Sect. 2.3.2.

(iii) The third material system of huge interest is GaN/AlN. The difference to
the former two is threefold: First, state-of-the-art QDs are synthesized in the
wurtzite phase, as opposed to the zinc blende lattice of the preceding systems.
Second, GaN has a large band gap and, third, the system GaN/AlN exhibits
very strong internal piezo- and pyroelectric fields . We will see in Sect. 2.3.3
that for GaN/AlN QDs simply by variation of the QD size a large (interband)
photon emission tunability ranging from 2.6 to 4.5 eV is obtained.

All three heterostructures belong to the III-V material system and coherent growth
is mediated by the sufficiently large lattice mismatch leading to QD formation in
the Stranski-Krastanov growth mode [68]. Strain alone already imposes significant
band-shifts and band-splittings (heavy-hole/light-hole). Moreover, the lack of inver-
sion symmetry in all III-V systems together with the inhomogeneity of the strain
give rise to additional piezoelectric built-in fields.

The appeal of eight-band k�p theory lies in the attractive balance between
accuracy, speed of computation, and transparency of the physics and the parameters
used. All relevant phenomena, such as confinement, strain, piezo- and pyroelec-
tricity, band-coupling and -splitting can be reliably treated for any shape, size
and composition as long as the involved materials feature a direct band gap. This
opens the opportunity to employ the model for the purpose of inverse bandstructure
modeling [64] and inverse design [51].

2.1.1 Role of Lattice Symmetries (Zinc Blende vs Wurtzite)

The majority of quantum dots either carry zinc blende or wurtzite symmetry.
Sometimes—as in the case of GaN—both allotropes are proven to exist. The zinc
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a b c

Fig. 2.1 (a) Wurtzite unit cell with lattice parameters a and c together with the internal parameter
u. (b and c) The differences in position of second nearest neighbours between wurtzite and zinc
blende lattice are shown

blende and wurtzite lattice differ only in the second-nearest neighbours [see
Fig. 2.1b,c]. Analogous to the hexagonal and cubic close packing one can describe
them by different layer sequences AB AB AB A (along c-axis) or ABC ABC A (along
<111>-axis).

These minute differences however result in very different symmetry properties:
the zinc blende crystal has four threefold axes of rotation (<111>) and, thus,
a higher symmetry than the wurtzite lattice with only one axis with threefold
rotational symmetry (c-axisD [0001]). The latter gives rise to two important pecu-
liarities: (1) the emergence of spontaneous polarization resulting in the pyroelectric
effect (often used synonymously), and as a consequence (2) the crystal field splitting
leading to a splitting of heavy and light hole (also referred to as A and B bands).

Whereas the zinc blende unit cell is sufficiently described by one lattice constant,
a, for the wurtzite unit cell two lattice constants, a and c, together with an internal
parameter u are required to adequately describe the lattice structure (see Fig. 2.1).
The structure is composed of two interpenetrating hexagonal closed package sublat-
tices. For the ideal wurtzite unit cell the ratio of c and a is c=aDp8=3D 1:633 and
the internal parameter u has a value of u D 3=8 D 0:375 in fractional coordinates.
The lattice is composed of tetrahedra with four atoms of one species tetrahedrally
coordinated around a central atom of the other species. In case of an ideal ratio of
lattice constants and ideal internal parameter the bond length and the bond angles
between the nearest neighbors are equal, but the distance to the second nearest
neighbor along the c-axis is about 13 % shorter than the distance to the other second
nearest neighbors [2]. Hence, as was calculated by Bernardini et al. [9] already in
this ideal case a spontaneous polarization arises.

GaN departs only little from the ideal situation with a .c=a/GaND 1:627
and uGaND 0:377, whereas AlN shows more significant deviations with
.c=a/AlND 1:601 and uAlND 0:382, which correlates with the difference between
the electronegativities of the two constituents [9].

The situation is schematically depicted in Fig. 2.2. One important consequence
is the non-ideality of the tetrahedra as shown in Fig. 2.2b which amplifies the
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Fig. 2.2 (a) Ideal and (b,c) non-ideal tetrahedra. Due to asymmetric second-nearest neighbor
interaction, already in the case of an ideal tetrahedron, differences in electronegativity between
cation and anion lead to spontaneous polarization [3, 9]. (b) The pyroelectric effect is enhanced
by the spontaneous polarization causing a non-ideal tetrahedron. (c) Strain (here biaxially
compressive) leads to piezoelectricity

(pyroelectric) polarization of the lattice. For heterostructures such as wz-GaN/AlN
differences between the spontaneous polarization fields (P AlN

sp D �0:09C=m2 com-
pared toP GaN

sp D�0:034C=m2) result in large residual charges at the heterointerface
being the root for the large built-in fields in GaN/AlN heterostructures.

Because the lattice mismatch between AlN and GaN is about 2.5 %, coherent
growth leads to strain and, hence, to an additional piezoelectric field superimposed
to the pyroelectric field as depicted in Fig. 2.2c.

In zinc blende crystals, in particular for the zb-III-V system, the piezoelectric
effect is much smaller than for wz-III-nitride material. Nevertheless, it breaks the
confinement symmetry even in circular symmetric quantum dots, and presents one
important factor for the excitonic fine-structure splitting. The mechanism, how shear
strain causes a piezoelectric polarization is schematically shown in Fig. 2.3.

2.2 Method of Calculation

Figure 2.4 shows schematically the modeling procedure employed in this work.
It starts with an implementation of the 3D QD model structure (size, shape, chemical
composition), and continues with the calculation of strain, piezoelectricity, and
pyroelectricity (wurtzite only). The resulting strain and polarization fields enter
the eight-band k �p Hamiltonian. Solution of the Schrödinger equation yields
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Fig. 2.3 Part of the zinc blende unit cell in absence of strain (left) and presence of one shear strain
component, �xy ¤ 0 (right): Cations and anions do not share the same center of charge anymore,
which results in a piezoelectric dipole
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Fig. 2.4 Schematics of the modeling procedure applied in this work

electron and hole single-particle states. Coulomb interaction is accounted for by
employing the configuration interaction method based either on the pristine single-
particle states or on Hartree-Fock modified states. Finally, optical properties such as
absorption spectra, capture cross sections or lifetimes can be calculated.
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2.2.1 Calculation of Strain

Since the impact of strain on the confinement is comparable to that of the band offset
resulting from the variation of the chemical composition at the heterojunctions, the
wavefunctions and energies strongly depend on the underlying strain distribution.
The impact of our model used for calculating the strain distribution has been
analysed in a number of publications [55, 74]. Stier et al. [74] argue that the
continuum elasticity model (CM) gives better results for QDs than the valence
force field (VFF) model (Keating) in its linearized version (Kane). The major part
of the differences in the strain distribution are attributed to the incorrect value of
C44 in the VFF model and not to its atomistic character. Later Zunger et al. [80]
introduced a generalized version of the VFF model—the G-VFF model—where
C44 is incorporated correctly. Although the potential of the Keating model in its
original version is not harmonic, it has been remarked by Kane [38], that anharmonic
effects due to higher order terms are not satisfactorily treated. Therefore Klimeck
and coworkers extended this model to include them correctly [42]. The same issue
is addressed by Hammerschmidt et al. [30] and Migliorato et al. [49] who employed
the Tersoff-potential method [76].

The choice of the most appropriate strain model depends on the choice of the
model for the electronic structure calculations. Since the eight-band k�p model
presents a continuum approach, an atomistic strain model cannot unfold its full
potential for two reasons:

First, the mapping of the atomic positions onto a strain tensor field is associated
with a loss of information. To describe the positions of four tetrahedrally coordi-
nated In atoms around an As atom five times the three spatial dimensions D 15
parameters are required. The strain tensor field on the other hand is described by
only six independent components at each local position.

Second, the k�p model provides only a limited number of parameters to account
for the strain, the model is not sensitive to the complete information an atomistic
model provides. For example for a QD having a fourfold rotational C4v symmetry
the strain tensor derived from the CM model has C4v symmetry too. The tetrahedral
configuration of the atoms in the atomistic models in contrast [55] leads to C2v
symmetry, i.e. the strain components are different along the Œ110
 and Œ110


directions and the p-states will split. In our approach a structural C1v or C4v
symmetry is reduced in the second step by the inclusion of the piezoelectric field.

2.2.2 Piezoelectricity/Pyroelectricity

2.2.2.1 Zinc Blende Crystal

Piezoelectricity is defined as the generation of electric polarization by application of
stress to a crystal lacking a center of symmetry [1]. The zinc blende structure is the
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simplest example of such a lattice and the strength of the resulting polarization is
described by one parameter alone, e14, alone for the linear case and three parameters,
B114; B124 andB156 for the quadratic case [10] resulting in
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1

A ;
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The resulting polarization Pzb then comprises of two components

Pzb D P1 C P2 :

2.2.2.2 Wurtzite Crystal

The total polarization Pwz in wurtzite-type semiconductors is given by

Pwz D Pspont C Ppiezo ;

where Ppiezo is the strain-induced piezoelectric polarization and Pspont the sponta-
neous polarization.

Due to the reduced symmetry of the wurtzite lattice three parameters, e15; e31 and
e33 are required to capture the piezoelectric polarization, resulting in

Ppiezo D
0

@
2 e15�xz

2 e15�yz

e31�xx C e31�yy C e33�zz

1

A :

The spontaneous polarization Pspont is given by

Pspont D
0

@
0

0

Pspont

1

A :
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2.2.2.3 Built-in Potential

The polarization fields Pzb for the zinc blende crystal or Pwz for the wurtzite crystal,
respectively, induce a charge distribution �P:

�P.r/ D �r � Pzb=wz :

The resulting built-in potential is obtained by solving Poisson’s equation, taking
into account the material dependent static dielectric constants �s.r/

�p.r/ D �0r �
˚
�s.r/r Vp.r/

�
; (2.2)

,
�Vp.r/ D �p

�0�s.r/
� 1

�s.r/
r Vp.r/ � r �s.r/ : (2.3)

The first term on the right hand side of Eq. 2.3 refers to the true three-dimensional
charge density while the second is the contribution of polarization interface charge
densities due to a discontinuous �s.r/ across heterointerfaces.

The importance of the second order term P2 for InGaAs/GaAs(111) quantum
wells (QW) and QDs has been pointed out by Bester et al. [10]. They found that
for QWs the linear and quadratic coefficients have opposite effects on the field, and
for large strain the quadratic term even dominates. For InAs/GaAs QDs, however,
the situation is more complex since in addition to the large strain their three-
dimensional structure comes into play: The linear term generates a quadrupole-like
potential which reduces a structuralC4v- or C1v-symmetry of a QD to C2v [11,29].
The effect of the quadratic terms has been evaluated recently by Bester et al. [12]
for lens-shaped QDs and was found to cancel the first order potential inside the QD
leading to a field free QD. The investigation was later extended to a variety of more
realistic structures including truncated pyramids, and non-evenly alloyed QDs [63].
For a pyramidal model QD having a base length of 17 nm and f101g side facets
the strength and distribution of the piezoelectric potential resulting from the two
orders of the piezoelectric tensor are displayed in Fig. 2.5. Apart from the different
orientation and sign of the two contributions, an important peculiarity of the second
order potential is its restriction to the interior of the QD which is in apparent contrast
to the widely extended first order field. The difference is linked to the origin of the
polarization P: P1 is a function of the shear-strain components alone, whereas P2
results mainly from the product of the diagonal and the shear-strain. However, in
contrast to the shear-strain components, the diagonal elements �ii are large only
inside the QD and its close vicinity and therefore P2-charges can only be created in
this region.
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Fig. 2.5 (a) The piezoelectric potential isosurfaces at˙50meV of a pyramidal InAs quantum dot
with 17 nm base length shown for the linear, the quadratic part and for both. (b) Contour plots of
the piezoelectric potential 2 nm above the wetting layer. (see [63])

2.2.3 Eight-Band k�p Method: Single Particle States

The energy levels and wavefunctions of bound electron and hole states are cal-
culated using the eight-band k�p model. The theory was originally developed for
the description of electronic states in bulk material [23, 37, 52]. For the use in
heterostructures the envelope function version of the model has been developed and
applied to quantum wells [27], quantum wires [73] and quantum dots [35,44,54,74].
Details of the principles of our implementation for zinc blende heterostructures are
outlined in [73].

This model enables us to treat QDs of arbitrary shape and material composition,
including the effect of strain, piezoelectricity, VB mixing and CB-VB interaction.
The strain enters our model via the use of deformation potentials as outlined by
Bahder [8]. Its impact on the local band edges as a function of the QD geometry
will be discussed in the next sections.

The k�p model, when applied to small quantum structures, has in principle
a few well-known drawbacks which have been examined in detail in [25, 39].
They are basically related to the fixed number of Bloch functions used for the
wavefunction expansion, the restriction to the close vicinity of the Brillouin zone
center � and to the limited ability to account for the symmetry of the underlying
lattice. These problems do not arise in microscopic theories like the empirical
pseudopotential [39] (EPM) or the empirical tight-binding method [43, 61] (ETB),
which a priori have greater potential of accuracy. This potential, however, can
only be exploited if the corresponding input parameters—the form factors in the
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EPM or the tight-binding parameter and their strain dependence in the ETB—are
known with sufficient accuracy. Reliable generation of these parameters, however,
is highly nontrivial and yet at least controversial if not unsolved. One of the most
appealing features of the k�p model, in contrast, is the direct availability of all
the parameters entering the calculations and the corresponding transparency of
the method. Additionally, the required computational expense of the method is
comparatively small.

k�p models for wurtzite nitride QDs have been presented before, most prominent
by Andreev and O’Reilly [4] and Fonoberov and Balandin [24]. The differences
between these two models and the model used in the present work have been
discussed in [81] and shall be summarized briefly here:

(i) The method introduced by Andreev and O’Reilly [4] includes all important
effects except spin- orbit splitting, which has been neglected in order to reduce
the dimensions of the Hamiltonian from 8	8 to 4	4. This simplification can
be justified, given that the spin-orbit splitting is small in GaN (17 meV) and
AlN (19 meV) and modifies the absolute value of the exciton transition energies
roughly by the same amount. InN shows an even smaller spin-orbit splitting
of 5 meV [77]. However, neglecting spin-orbit splitting leads to an artificial
degeneracies in the hole spectra, in particular of the hole ground states [81].

(ii) Fonoberov and Balandin [24] use a 6	6 Hamiltonian for the valence bands
(VBs), and the effective mass approximation for the conduction band (CB).
This method neglects the coupling between VBs and CB, which is justified for
large band-gap materials such as GaN and AlN. InN, in contrast, has a much
smaller band gap of� 0.7 meV and therefore requires the inclusion of VB/CB-
coupling.

Meanwhile, also a full-fledged eight-band k�p implementation for wurtzite and
zinc blende QDs is (freely) available within the nextnano3 project. Calculations
for group-III-nitride QDs using the atomistic tight-binding model [72] have been
presented for InGaN/GaN-QDs [59], GaN/AlN-QDs [56], and recently for pure
InN/GaN-QDs [6, 7]. An in-depth comparative discussion is beyond the scope of
the work.

2.2.4 Impact of Strain on Bulk Band Structure

In the context of heterostructures it is important to use a method for electronic
structure calculations that fits the following requirements:

• Sensitivity for inhomogeneous strain. This covers band shifts due to hydrostatic
strain, valence-band splitting arising from biaxial strain, and a strain-dependent
conduction-band curvature or in other words: a strain-dependent effective elec-
tron mass.
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Fig. 2.6 Eight-band k�p bandstructure for InAs in presence of hydrostatic strain, �xx D �yy D �zz:
(a) Compressive hydrostatic strain, �H <0, and (c) tensile hydrostatic strain, �H >0. Case (b) refers
to the absence of any strain

• Non-parabolicity effects. The Fourier-transform of a localized envelope functions
spans a certain region in the vicinity of the � -point in the Brillouin-zone. Hence,
to avoid overconfinement effects, the non-parabolic nature of the conduction
band needs to be accounted for.

In the following section we will see, how eight-band k�p theory meets the outlined
demands.

2.2.4.1 Zinc Blende Structure

Figure 2.6b shows the eight-band k�p bandstructure of bulk-InAs in absence of
strain. Heavy hole (HH) and light hole (LH) bands are degenerate at the � -point,
the split-off (SO) well separated due to spin-orbit interaction. The conduction band
is not parabolic due to the conduction-band valence-band coupling mediated by
the k�p term. This effectively decreases the electron effective mass of a localized
electron state.

The impact of hydrostatic strain (�H D �xx C �yy C �zz) is shown in Fig. 2.6a, c.
Compressive strain shifts the conduction band up, thus, increasing the band gap.
Tensile strain on the other hand decreases the band gap.
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Fig. 2.7 Eight-band k�p bandstructure for InAs in presence of (a) biaxial compressive strain, with
�xx D �yy<0 and, �zz >0, (c) biaxial tensile strain, with �xx D �yy>0 and, �zz <0. Case (b) refers
to the absence of any strain. Material parameters are taken from [74]

If the main diagonal strain components are not the same, biaxial strain arises, as
known from the classic case of strained quantum wells. These cases are considered
in Fig. 2.7: Biaxial compressive strain (Fig. 2.7a) refers to �xxD �yy<0 and, as
a consequence of the Poisson effect, �zz > 0, leads primarily to a splitting of
the valence bands into a top lying HH- and a lower energy LH band. Note that
the curvature of the HH band is ‘heavier’ in kz-direction, which would be the
confinement direction in case of a quantum well. Biaxial tensile strain (Fig. 2.7c)
reverses the HH-LH ordering at the Brillouin-center.

Strain Dependent Electron Effective Mass

Cusack and coworker [21] were the first to point at the importance of the strain
dependence of the electron effective mass in the context of strained quantum dots.
The consequences for compressively strained QDs are smaller electron confinement
energies as well as a decreased electron sub-level spacing.

This effect is accounted for in eight-band k�p theory: The hydrostatic strain
strongly affects the band gap energy. As the strength of the k�p matrix elements
critically depends on the band gap, the conduction band curvature and, hence, the
electron effective mass is strongly modified by strain. This is depicted in Fig. 2.8.
For tensile strain (Fig. 2.8a) the CB-curvature near the � -point increases, which
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Fig. 2.8 Curvature of the conduction band as function of hydrostatic strain: (a) tensile strain,
(b) no strain, (c) compressive strain. In case (d) no CB-VB coupling is present

translates into a lighter electron effective mass. For compressive strain (Fig. 2.8c),
which corresponds to the case of InAs/GaAs quantum dots, on the other hand, the
electron becomes heavier than in absence of strain. The impact of k�p coupling can
be seen by comparing the curves Fig. 2.8(b and c), where in case (d) the coupling is
switched off.

2.2.4.2 Wurtzite Structure

There are two major differences between the zb-InAs/GaAs system and the wz-
GaN/AlN.

The first one is related to the much smaller band gap of InAs compared to GaN,
which leads to a stronger CB-VB coupling for InAs. The small effect of CB-VB
coupling in the GaN system is visible in Fig. 2.9a when comparing case (ii), which
includes CB-VB coupling, and case (iv), where the coupling is switched off: the
coupling induces no significant change of the CB-curvature near the � -point.

The second difference refers to the crystal-field splitting as a consequence of the
spontaneous polarization present in the wz-GaN system: even if no strain is present,
HH-hole and LH-hole are not degenerate at the zone-center anymore (Fig. 2.9b).
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Fig. 2.9 Eight-band k�p bandstructure for GaN in presence of (a,i) tensile hydrostatic strain,
(a,ii) no strain, (a,iii) compressive hydrostatic strain. (a,iv) No strain and no CB-VB coupling is
present. (b) The conduction band is shown in absence of strain, whereas (c) refers to compressive
biaxial strain, where the HH-LH splitting is enhanced, and (d) to tensile biaxial strain, finding a
reversed HH-LH ordering, with the LH on top. Material parameters are taken from [57]

In the presence of biaxial strain the splitting is enhanced (compressive) (Fig. 2.9c)
or reversed (tensile) (Fig. 2.9d).

2.2.5 Energies of Interacting Particles

Due to the resemblance of quantum dot properties to those of atoms, Coulomb
interaction is best modeled using methods first developed in quantum chemistry.
One of these methods which accounts for the complete spectrum of Coulomb
effects, such as direct Coulomb interaction, exchange, and correlation, is the
configuration interaction method [15, 16, 47, 64, 70, 79]. Its description, though,
is clearly beyond the scope of this contribution. However, in the context of type-
II excitons (see Sect. 2.3.2), at least selfconsistent direct Coulomb interaction is
required to understand the binding nature of the spatially indirect exciton, which
is shortly described in the following.

A self-consistent excitonic cycle consists of repeated calculations of one charge
carrier affected not only by the pristine confinement potential but also by the
Coulomb attraction of the other carrier, until convergence is reached.

The required Coulomb potential is calculated using the Poisson equation:

qj j�j
0 j2 D �0r � .�s rV j

0 / ; (2.4)

taking into account image charge effects due to the spatial dependence of the
dielectric constant, �s . The index j refers to either the electron or the hole
groundstate, �j

0 is the respective wavefunction and V j
0 the arising potential.
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For GaN/AlN quantum dots, self-consistency effects are not as important as in
the above treated case of type-II excitons. In Sect. 2.3.3.3 we report direct Coulomb
energies, which are calculated using the Integral

J eh D qe
Z

dr j�e
0 j2 V h

0 : (2.5)

2.3 Discussion of Selected Topics

2.3.1 Zb(001) Versus zb(111) Substrate Orientation

The current interest in the (111)-substrate orientation results from the—compared
to (001) substrates—higher surface symmetry [(001): twofold symmetry axis vs
(111): threefold symmetry axis, see Fig. 2.10], which is expected to be carried over
to the corresponding QD-symmetry.

A more fundamental interest in (111)-QDs stems from the fact that those QDs
share properties inherited both from the zinc blende and the wurtzite lattice,
since the [111] growth direction possesses many similarities to the c-axis of the
wurtzite lattice. We refer to the work of Schulz and coworker [66] who published a
comprehensive comparison of elastomechanic and piezoelectric properties between
the zb-(001), zb-(111), and the wz-c-plane based nanostructures.

2.3.1.1 Orientation of the Piezoelectric Field

The major difference between QDs grown on either (001)- or (111)-substrate is
the orientation of the piezoelectric field. As it decisively impacts the symmetry
properties of the ensuing electronic states a closer inspection is carried out here.

The piezoelectric field and its orientation for (111) grown QDs is of large
interest (i) first in view of its impact on the lateral symmetry of the confinement
potential, and (ii) second with respect to the field distribution in vertical direction,
the corresponding electron-hole alignment and the related few-particle binding
energies.

(i) To compare the impact of the substrate orientation on the piezoelectric potential
(Fig. 2.11) lens-shaped QDs are chosen as model system: for the (111) grown
QDs, the potential shows C3v-symmetry and a strong gradient along the growth
direction, in contrast to the (001) grown counterpart, with only C2v in-plane
symmetry and no significant potential drop along the [001] axis. The field
distribution of the (111) grown QD is similar to the one of c-plane wurtzite-
type GaN/AlN or InN/GaN QDs [5, 53, 81]. The magnitude of the potential
drop is much smaller as compared to nitride QDs, where the field additionally
depends on pyroelectric effects, which do not occur in zinc blende crystals.
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Fig. 2.10 Difference between the (001)- and the (111)-plane in the zinc blende crystal
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Total

(001) Substrate

Fig. 2.11 Comparison of the piezoelectric fields (first and second order) for QDs grown on (111)B
substrate to those grown on (001). Isosurfaces are shown for values of 50 meV (blue) and�50 meV
(red) respectively. (see [65])
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(ii) The orientation of the piezoelectric field in growth direction results from a sub-
tle interplay between first- and second-order piezoelectric effects. The impor-
tance of second-order effects were first discovered for (111)-In(Ga)As/GaAs
quantum wells (QW) [10], where the first-order piezoelectric fields alone were
found to be not sufficient to explain a number of Stark-shift measurements [19,
20, 33, 60]: For increasing strain the nonlinear piezoelectricity starts to become
important. It provides a small but significant contribution to the energy states in
quantum wells, because the maximum In concentration in In(Ga)As QWs can
hardly exceed�20 % before onset of dislocation generation.

In QDs, much larger In concentrations (up to 100 %) can be achieved, which
consequently leads to much larger strain inside the QDs. As a result, non-linear
piezoelectric effects cannot be neglected in QDs. As can be seen in Fig. 2.11 for
(001)-grown InAs QDs (Fig. 2.11 right), first- and second-order effects compensate
each other inside the QD [12], whereas in (111)-grown InAs QDs (Fig. 2.11 left and
center), the second-order contributions are clearly dominant and therefore determine
the orientation of the piezoelectric field.

2.3.1.2 Single Particle States

The first visible differences between the two substrate orientations regarding the
electron energy states are the missing electron p-state splitting and a vertical charge
separation. The latter further depends on the balance of first- and second order
piezoelectric terms for a given composition for (111)-QDs [65]. Energy shifts occur
due to different strain field distributions for varying substrate orientation [50].

The excitonic fine-structure splitting in QDs, albeit a two-particle effect, results
from a distortion of electron and/or hole groundstate below C3v-symmetry [67].
Such a distortion can originate from QD-elongation, from inequivalent side facets
or from piezoelectric fields [67]. The role of the latter is illustrated in Fig. 2.12.
For a (001)-grown lens-shaped QD (Fig. 2.12b) the hole groundstate is elongated
along [110], whereas in case of a (111)B-grown QD (Fig. 2.12a), electron and hole
groundstate show no deformation in any lateral direction.

An important peculiarity of (111)-QDs is the vertical distribution of the piezo-
electric field inside the QD and its influence on the vertical position of electron and
hole states (Fig. 2.13). In the case of zero piezoelectric field the center of mass of the
electron lies above that of the hole [Fig. 2.13(left)]. This is well known from (001)-
pyramidal QDs and related to a subtle interplay of the QD shape and strain [69].
Taking into account first-order piezoelectricity enhances the dipole by pulling the
hole center of mass down to the QD bottom [Fig. 2.13(middle)]. The electron state
moves up less pronounced than the hole state down, because its smaller effective
mass makes it more ‘resistant’ against small potential changes. Adding second-order
piezoelectric effects, however, reverses the picture completely [Fig. 2.13(right)].
The electron state moves down and the hole state up. Consequently the direction
of the dipole changes. In addition, the vertical extension of the hole state increases
drastically.
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Fig. 2.12 Orientation of electron (blue) and hole (red) wave function for a lens-shaped QD on two
substrate orientations. (see [65])

Electron Hole

Fig. 2.13 (upper row) The position of electron and hole groundstate wavefunction (isosurfaces at
65 % probability density) dependent on the order of the piezoelectric field. (lower row) Vertical
slices of the piezoelectric potential are shown. (see [65])

2.3.2 Type-I Versus Type-II Confinement

So far we have focused on systems where the band-alignment favors localization of
both, electrons and holes. GaSb/GaAs quantum dots by contrast are very particular
due to their type-II band alignment. The spatial separation of electrons and holes
in type-II structures results in long exciton lifetimes [14, 28, 31, 75], enabling
interesting optoelectronic applications [41]. The exclusive confinement of holes and
their large localization energy makes GaSb/GaAs QDs particularly interesting for
novel charge storage devices [26, 46], called nanoflash memories.

Figure 2.14 compares the local band-edge positions of dimensionally identical,
but chemically different QDs: InAs/GaAs (type-I) versus GaSb/GaAs (type-II).
The former represents a common anion-system with closely lying valence bands,
whereas the latter is a common cation-system with the conduction bands being
almost identical (see Fig. 2.14b). Hence, the band-gap difference between GaAs and
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Fig. 2.14 Strained local band edge profiles are shown for quantum dots of same size but different
chemical composition: (a) common cation GaSb/GaAs (type-II band alignment), and (c) common
anion InAs/GaAs QD (type-I alignment). Part (b), as well as the red dotted lines in (a) and (b),
show the band offsets in absence of strain

GaSb translates almost completely to a large valence-band offset. In the presence of
strain, due to the lattice mismatch, the local band structure of a real heterostructure
is strongly modified, leading to a huge increase (>700 meV for 100 % GaSb
content [32]) of the GaSb conduction-band and a clear type-II band alignment (see
Fig. 2.14a).

2.3.2.1 Strain Outside the Quantum Dot

If three-dimensional coherent nanostructures are put inside a crystalline matrix of
different lattice constant, the resulting strain is not restricted to the inside of the
nanostructure, but continues into the surrounding structure. As a result, the local
bandstructure is not only altered inside but also outside the quantum dot as can be
seen for both systems, InAs/GaAs and GaSb/GaAs, in Fig. 2.14. This finding stands
in contrast to ideal quantum wells, where the strain is completely confined inside
the layer [29], since the two-dimensional structure is allowed to relax into growth
direction.

As the lattice constant of the dots investigated here is bigger than the one of the
matrix, the environment is compressively strained, leading to an increase of the local
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band edge in the close vicinity of the quantum dot of up to 60 meV. Hence, not only
the quantum dot itself acts as repulsive force to electrons in the conduction band
but even the close environment, which leads us to the problem of type-II exciton
formation.

2.3.2.2 Type-II Exciton Formation

Electrons and holes localized inside the same type-I quantum dot inevitably form
excitonic particles, no matter how big the Coulomb attraction is. If, however,
the band edge acts repulsive towards one carrier type as in the case of type-II
band alignment, exciton- and charged exciton formation is not trivial anymore, but
requires additional Coulomb forces to at least form a spatially indirect composite
particle.

In the case of GaSb/GaAs quantum dots, the Coulomb attraction needed is
supplied by already captured holes, which create an attractive electrostatic potential
around the quantum dot for binding electrons. The number of holes needed to at
least compensate the strain induced increase of the band edge near the QD, depends
on the composition and the vertical aspect ratio (height versus base length) [32].
In Fig. 2.15 the magnitude and the course of the additional potential caused by
localized holes inside the QD and the resulting change of the band edge are shown
for a flat binary GaSb/GaAs quantum dot. The flat band condition is reached for
two localized hole carriers and for four carriers the potential is sufficient to bind
an electron above the QD, as can be seen in Fig. 2.15c. A further increase of the
number of positive charge carriers increases the Coulomb attraction and leads to a
shrinkage of the electron wavefunction.

2.3.3 GaN/AlN Wurtzite Quantum Dots

Owing to a lattice mismatch of about 2.5 % GaN/AlN QDs grow strain induced in
the Stranski–Krastanov growth mode. Their typical size and shape is known with
great accuracy. Experimental reports on the structural properties of c-plane GaN
QDs (e.g. [22, 34, 36, 62, 78]) seem to agree on the shape of the QDs, a truncated
hexagonal pyramid with 30ı side facets. The reported heights (h) scatter between
1.3 and 5 nm. The aspect ratios (h:d, where d denotes the lateral diameter) in most
reports are in the range of 1:5–1:10.

The following section is based on the work of Winkelnkemper et al. [82]. A series
of quantum dots all having the same vertical aspect ratio of 1:5 with a vertical size
ranging between 0.8 and 3.6 nm is considered here. The thickness of the wetting
layer is assumed to be w D 0:2 nm. This set of model QDs covers the major part of
experimentally reported QD structures and yields excitonic transition energies and
radiative lifetimes [82, Fig. 5] in good agreement with experimental values [18,36].
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Fig. 2.15 (a) Course of the local conduction band edge as function of prestored hole carriers inside
the GaSb/GaAs quantum dot. The QD has a height of about 3 nm and a base length of 22 nm.
(b) Calculated electrostatic potential of the differently charged QD: 2 h refers to the occupied hole
s-shell, 4 h to additionally occupation of the first p-shell and so on. (c) The first bound electron
state is shown for different numbers of occupied hole levels

2.3.3.1 Role of Piezo- and Pyroelectric Built-in Fields

The huge built-in piezo- and pyroelectric fields within GaN/AlN QDs strongly affect
the emission energies and radiative lifetimes of localized excitons within the QDs
via the quantum-confined Stark effect (QCSE) [5, 17, 18, 78].

Figure 2.16 shows for two QD sizes the course of the piezoelectric and pyroelec-
tric fields (a,b), the resulting local band edges together with the energetic positions
of electron and hole groundstate (c,d). The built-in charges generate fields are as
large as 8.0 MV/cm in the center of the QD leading to a strong spatial separation
of electron and hole states (Fig. 2.17a,b). Depending on the size of the QDs the
electron-hole overlap varies strongly, resulting in radiative lifetimes ranging from a
few nanoseconds for small QDs up to as long as 100�s for large QDs.
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2.3.3.2 Single Particle Energy Levels

The bound hole states in GaN/AlN QDs are formed predominantly by the A- and
B-band. C-band contributions are small because the biaxial strain within the QDs
shifts this band to much lower energies [81, 83]. As a first approximation, for each
band we expect to find a ground state with an s-shaped envelope function, which
is only spin degenerate. The p-shell consists of two degenerate states and the d-
shell of three. More p- and d-states with nodal planes along the growth direction are
expected at much higher energies owing to the strong vertical confinement.

Due to the different parities of the bulk conduction and valence bands, the
electron and hole states have a finite optical matrix element, if their envelope
functions have the same parity, i.e. the allowed transition channels are s–s, p–p,
s–d, etc. Each transition channel exists twice, once for the A-type holes and once
for the B-type holes. Figure 2.18 shows the single-particle electron and hole energy
levels of all QDs considered in this work including the five energetically lowest
(highest) electron (hole) states. The electron states are all formed predominantly
by the conduction band (�95 %). Therefore, s, p and d shells can be clearly
distinguished. The hole spectra, however, are more complex, because hole states
are not formed by either the A- or B-band, but by a mixture of both bands
and even a small C-band contribution. Still each hole state can be characterized
by the band that contributes most to it (see labels in Fig. 2.18). The A-band s-
state (h0.A/; �95 % A-band projection) and the B-band s-state (h1.B/; �90 %
B-band projection) are energetically well separated from the excited hole states.
Both have an unambiguously s-shaped envelope function (not shown here). The
splitting between both states (�9–10 meV) does not increase for smaller QDs, but is
constant. It corresponds to the energy separation between A- and B-band in strained
GaN. The higher excited hole states cannot be assigned to p- or d-like orbitals.
Please note that, although they have been labeled according to the major band
contributions, such contribution sometimes does not exceed 50 %.

2.3.3.3 Coulomb Interaction

GaN bulk excitons are well known for their stability even at room-temperature
owing to their large exciton binding energy of 26 meV [58] which makes het-
erostructures based on GaN promising candidates for the realization of polariton
lasers [45]. The question arises how the exciton binding energy is affected by a
three-dimensional confinement as in the case of GaN/AlN QDs. Here, to display
the major effect, we calculate the electron-hole binding energy, hence, leaving
out selfconsistency and correlation effects. As can be seen from Fig. 2.19 height
variations and the consequent change in electron-hole separation strongly affects
the resulting Coulomb binding strength leading to values ranging from 160 meV for
small QDs down to about 40 meV for large QDs being much larger than for GaN
bulk.
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Fig. 2.18 Electron and hole single-particle energies as function of QD size. LUMO (HOMO)
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Fig. 2.19 (left) Electron-hole Coulomb binding energy as function of QD size. (right) Electron
and hole probability densities are shown for two QDs of different size highlighting the different
wavefunction extent and the rising electron-hole distance with increasing QD-height

2.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we gave an overview on the envelope function based eight-band k�p
method for electronic structure calculations of QDs. Three types of heterostructures
of particular current interest are used to exemplify the wide range of applicability of
the method. It was shown that the theory is able to seamlessly account for different
lattice systems, band-alignments and substrate orientations.
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Chapter 3
Symmetries in Multiband Hamiltonians
for Semiconductor Quantum Dots

Stanko Tomić and Nenad Vukmirović

Abstract Our current understanding of the symmetries of multiband envelope
function Hamiltonians for semiconductor quantum dots and their signatures in the
energy level structure and wave function shapes is reviewed. We show how sym-
metry can be used to block-diagonalize the Hamiltonian matrix and consequently
strongly reduce the computational effort. A detailed analysis of symmetries of
several different model Hamiltonians reveals that the true symmetry of square-
based pyramidal quantum dots is captured if either the interface effects are taken
into account or additional higher energy bands are included in the multiband
Hamiltonian. This indicates that multiband envelope function methods are fully
capable of capturing the true atomistic symmetry of quantum dots in contrast to
some widespread beliefs. In addition, we show that translational symmetry can
be artificially introduced by the numerical method used, such as the plane wave
method. Plane wave method introduces artificial quantum dot replica whose charges
interact with charges in the real quantum dot and create an additional strain field in
the real dot. This issue can be circumvented by the introduction of proper corrections
in the procedure for calculation of Coulomb integrals and strain.
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3.1 Introduction

Quantum dots are nanostructures which provide confinement of carriers in all three
spatial directions. On the fundamental side, they enable studies of interactions
between electrons and photons at the single or few particle level [1,45,61,71,74,99].
Practical applications of semiconductor quantum dots include lasers [31], optical
amplifiers [8], single photon sources [45,71], photodetectors [42,50,51], fluorescent
biological labels [2] and solar cells [6, 11, 28, 48, 49, 67, 72].

For these reasons, there is a tremendous need to develop both accurate and
computationally efficient methods for the description of electronic states in quantum
dots. In other nanostructures, such as quantum wells or wires, one can exploit
the translational symmetry of the structure and consequently strongly reduce the
computational cost. Single quantum dots, where no translational symmetry of the
structure is present, are therefore most challenging structures for numerical studies.
Nevertheless, in most cases quantum dots exhibit certain symmetry which can be
exploited to reduce the computational cost. The main goal of this article is to provide
understanding when and how symmetry can be exploited in numerical calculations
of electronic states in quantum dots.

On the other hand, we also show that the numerical method used can introduce an
artificial symmetry. This is the case for the plane wave method that assumes periodic
boundary conditions which introduce an artificial translational symmetry. While
such method is very useful of one wants to study the quantum dot supercrystals
or quantum dot arrays [3, 34, 39, 80, 82], it needs to be modified for its applications
to single quantum dot structures. In such cases, one would naturally like to remove
the effects of such artefacts from the results. We show how this can be done in
Sect. 3.8.

The multiband k�p Hamiltonians [12, 14, 15, 23, 27, 33, 44, 53, 54, 59, 60, 62–
64, 68, 86, 98] are capable of reproducing the bulk bandstructure more accurately
than the standard 8-band Hamiltonian. Some of these, that include a large number
of bands (& 15 or 30 after incorporation of the spin degeneracies), are even
capable of reproducing the bulk bandstructure throughout the whole Brillouin
zone. Unfortunately, these Hamiltonians have been rarely applied to nanostructures
and have not been applied to QDs at all. The effect of interface band mixing
[17, 21, 32, 65, 96] has also so far been analyzed only for a single interface or a
quantum well structure. The goal of this work is to explore the effects of higher
bands and interfaces on the electronic structure of QDs.

In this work, we focus on self-assembled quantum dots that can be produced using
epitaxial techniques [9, 52]. These typically have lateral dimensions of the order of
15–30 nm and the height of the order 3–7 nm. While ab initio calculations based on
density functional theory have been performed for the clusters and nanocrystals of
the size up to 3 nm [18, 25, 58, 85, 97], much larger self-assembled quantum dots
are still out of the range of present day computational resources. These methods also
suffer from unreliability in predicting the energy gaps. Several methods that retain
the atomistic details of the system, but do not involve a self-consistent calculation,
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have therefore been developed and applied to self-assembled quantum dots, such as
the empirical pseudopotential method [30,93–95], the tight-binding method [35,69,
70, 73], and the charge patching method [36–38, 90–92].

These methods directly take into account the atomistic details of the system. This
leads to their high accuracy and reliability, which is however also accompanied by
a significant computational cost. In the envelope function methods (better known
as the k�p method), central quantities are the slowly varying envelope functions
which modulate the rapidly varying atomistic wave function. The fact that the
envelope functions are slowly varying implies that less memory is needed for
their representation and consequently less time is needed for their computation.
This makes the method very computationally efficient and therefore attractive for
the applications. We will show in this chapter that this doesn’t necessary causes
the lost in accuracy. We will describe the procedures for improving the envelope
methods in order to reach the same level of sophistication in terms of predicting the
correct symmetries of states in quantum dots as in more computationally demanding
atomistic methods.

3.2 Multiband Envelope Function Method

In this section, we show how one can derive the equations that envelope functions
satisfy. To simplify the derivation, we do not consider the effects of strain, piezo-
electricity and spin-orbit interaction. These effects have been treated on various
occasions and are well documented in the literature. Instead, we focus on the effect
that is less well known—the effect of interfaces.

The single-particle Hamiltonian of an electron in a semiconductor is given as

H D p2

2m0

C V0.r/; (3.1)

where p is the electron momentum operator, m0 the free electron mass and V0.r/
the crystal potential experienced by an electron. One can think of V0 as the self-
consistent potential obtained from density functional theory or as the empirical
pseudopotential. The envelope representation of the electronic wave function is
given as

�.r/ D
X

i

 i .r/ui .r/; (3.2)

where the functions ui .r/ are orthonormal and have the periodicity of the Bravais
lattice, while  i .r/ are slowly varying envelope functions. The most widely used
choice of the functions ui are bulk Bloch functions at the � point. However, there is
some ambiguity in the previous statement. If we consider a quantum dot of material
A embedded in material B, are ui the Bloch functions of material A or material B?
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In what follows, we will consider that ui are Bloch functions of some effective
material C which is in some sense the average of materials A and B. For example,
if materials A and B are described by pseudopotentials VA and VB , we will assume
that the pseudopotential of the average material C is VC D .VA C VB/=2.

After the replacement of Eq. (3.2) into the eigenvalue problem of the Hamiltonian
given by Eq. (3.1) and making an approximation that eliminates the non-local terms
that appear in the derivation, one arrives at the system of equations for the envelope
functions [13, 22]

� „
2

2m0

r2 m.r/C
X

n

�i„
m0

pmn � r n.r/C
X

n

Hmn.r/ n.r/ D E m.r/: (3.3)

The terms in Eq. (3.3) are defined as

pmn D 1

˝

Z
um.r0/�pun.r0/d3r0; (3.4)

where the integration goes over the volume of the crystal unit cell ˝ , and

Hmn D 1

˝

Z
um.r0/�Hun.r0/d3r0: (3.5)

Eq. (3.3) can be recast into the form

X

n

hmn.R/ n.R/ D E m.R/; (3.6)

where

hmn.R/ D „
2k2

2m0

ımn C „
m0

k�pmn C ŒumjH jun
R (3.7)

and k D �ir, while the square brackets denote the averaging over a unit cell
centered at R. The term ŒumjV jun
R in the Hamiltonian [Eq. (3.7)] is a constant
of a given material when R is far away from the interface—when the averaging
does not include the interface region. Since the second term in Eq. (3.7) is crucial in
the Hamiltonian matrix, the envelope function method is most frequently called the
k�p method. The hmn operator in Eq. (3.7) is referred to as the envelope Hamiltonian
or the k�p Hamiltonian.

In practical calculations, one has to restrict to a finite number of bands in the
representation in Eq. (3.2). Historically, the k�p method was first applied to valence
band (6-band Hamiltonian) [40, 41] and later on the conduction band was added
(8-band Hamiltonian) [55]. Recently, we have applied the 14-band and 16-band
Hamiltonians (that also include the effects of strain, spin-orbit interaction, crystal
field splitting and remote bands) to quantum dot structures [83]. However, these
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Hamiltonians consider the last term in Eq. (3.7) as a constant of a given material
and do not take into account its behavior at the interface of two materials. We will
show that this term is important if one wants to understand the symmetry of the
envelope function Hamiltonian and therefore devote the next section to the analysis
of this term.

3.3 The Effect of Interfaces

We define the “length” of the interface Lif as the length of the region of space that
consists of all R-vectors such that the average ŒumjV jun
R encompasses the interface
region. For example, in the case of the [001] interface in zincblende materialsLif D
a=2, where a is the bulk lattice constant.

Since the interface region is small and the envelope functions are slowly varying,
the details of the variations of the ŒumjV jun
R are not of primary importance—it is
only the integral of this term over the interface region that determines its role in the
envelope Hamiltonian. In the flat interface model, the pseudopotentials are modeled
to be equal to those of material A at one side of the interface and moving sharply to
those of material B at the other side of an interface. We then obtain:

Z CLif=2

�Lif=2

ŒumjH jun
z0dz0 D
Z CLif=2

�Lif=2

Œumj p
2

2m0

C V jun
z0dz0

�Œumj p
2

2m0

C VA C VB

2
jun
Lif C (3.8)

CŒumj p
2

2m0

C VAjun
Lif

2
C Œumj p

2

2m0

C VBjun
Lif

2
:

In Eq. (3.8), the last two terms on the right hand side represent the bulk contribution
to the Hamiltonian, while the first two terms are the interface contribution. This
implies that for each interface, the envelope function Hamiltonian contains an
additional term of the form˝mnı.z/ (assuming the plane of the interface is the z D 0
plane), with ˝mn given by the expression:

˝mn D
Z CLif=2

�Lif=2

Œumj p
2

2m0

C V jun
z0dz0 � Œumj p
2

2m0

C VA C VB

2
jun
Lif: (3.9)

When one chooses the bulk reference crystal as a virtual crystal being the “average”
of crystals A and B, the last expression reduces to

˝mn D
Z CLif=2

�Lif=2

Œumj p
2

2m0

C V jun
z0dz0 �EmımnLif; (3.10)
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where Em is the energy of the band m at the � point, and um is the corresponding
Bloch functions. In the case of square-based pyramid with base width to height ratio
b=h D 2, the total interface contribution to the Hamiltonian is

Hif D ˝.Œ001
/ı�.z/

C ˝.Œ101
/ı�.r � n1 � l/C˝.Œ011
/ı�.r � n2 � l/ (3.11)

C ˝.Œ101
/ı�.r � n3 � l/C˝.Œ011
/ı�.r � n4 � l/:

In the above equation, ı�.z/ function represents the delta function at a given
interface, with an additional constraint that the function is nonzero only at the
face of the pyramid. The vectors ni are the unit vectors perpendicular to the faces
of the pyramid and are given as n1 D 1=

p
2 � .1; 0; 1/, n2 D 1=

p
2 � .0; 1; 1/,

n3 D 1=
p
2 � .�1; 0; 1/, n4 D 1=

p
2 � .0;�1; 1/ and l D b=.2

p
2/. The choice of

the coordinate system was made in such a way that the vertices of the pyramid are
at the points .b=2;�b=2; 0/, .b=2; b=2; 0/, .�b=2; b=2; 0/, .�b=2;�b=2; 0/ and
.0; 0; h/.

The explicit form of the matrices ˝ can be obtained from density functional
theory or empirical pseudopotential calculations. The reader is referred to [83]
for a detailed description of the extraction of the matrices ˝ from empirical
pseudopotentials, while the final results, in the basis jsai; jpx;bi; jpy;bi; jpz;bi (see
Sect. 3.5 for the meaning of this basis), are given as:

˝.Œ001
/ D

0

BB@

0 0 0 �a
0 b 0

0 0

0

1

CCA ; (3.12)

˝.Œ101
/ D

0

BB@

0 �c 0 �c
0 d 0

0 d

0

1

CCA ; (3.13)

˝.Œ011
/ D

0

BB@

0 0 �c �c
0 d d

0 0

0

1

CCA ; (3.14)

˝.Œ101
/ D

0

BB@

0 c 0 �c
0 d 0

0 �d
0

1

CCA ; (3.15)
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Table 3.1 Relevant material
parameters of the interfaces:
InAs/GaAs and
GaAs/Al0:35Ga0:65As

InAs/GaAs GaAs/Al0:35Ga0:65As

a [eVÅ] 0.61220 0.14899
b [eVÅ] �0:36633 0.02861
c [eVÅ] �0:32427 �0:07039
d [eVÅ] 0.02855 0.00008

˝.Œ011
/ D

0

BB@

0 0 c �c
0 d �d
0 0

0

1

CCA : (3.16)

The relevant parameters, a; b; c and d , for two representative interfaces
InAs/GaAs and GaAs/Al0:35Ga0:65As are given in Table 3.1.

3.4 Symmetry of the Interface Hamiltonian

Proper understanding of the Hamiltonian symmetry group is of great importance
for several reasons: (a) symmetry can be used to reduce the computational cost;
(b) symmetry induces selection rules for certain physical processes, such as for
example light absorption and emission. For this reason, we analyze the influence of
the interface Hamiltonians introduced in Sect. 3.3 on the symmetry of the system.
The Hamiltonian for the [001] interface in the basis jsai; jpx;bi; jpy;bi; jpz;bi reads:

HŒ001
 D

0
BB@

0 0 0 �a
0 b 0

0 0

0

1
CCA ı�.z/: (3.17)

To represent the actions of the rotation operators on the envelope function spinors,
it is more convenient to work in the basis of eigenstates of the z-component of the
orbital quasi-angular momentum

fu1; : : : ; u4g D fjsai; 1p
2

�jpx;bi C i jpy;bi
�
;
1p
2

�jpx;bi � i jpy;bi
�
; jpz;big:

(3.18)

In this basis, the same Hamiltonian,HŒ001
, reads

HŒ001
 D

0

BB@

0 0 0 �a
0 �ib 0

0 0

0

1

CCA ı�.z/: (3.19)
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The action of the representation of the rotationR' , where ' D n�=2 on the spinors
is given as

D.R'/

0

BB@

 1.r/
 2.r/
 3.r/
 4.r/

1

CCA D

0

BB@

 1.R'r/
e�i' 2.R'r/
ei' 3.R'r/
 4.R'r/

1

CCA : (3.20)

To prove that D.R'/ commutes with HŒ001
 it is sufficient to show that operators
HŒ001
D.R'/ and D.R'/HŒ001
 give the same result when acting on the basis states
.eik�r; 0; 0; 0/>, .0; eik�r; 0; 0/>, .0; 0; eik�r; 0/>, .0; 0; 0; eik�r/> that span the Hilbert
space of spinors. By explicitly performing the calculation one obtains:

HŒ001
D.R'/

0
BB@

0

eik�r
0

0

1
CCA D HŒ001


0

BBB@

0

e�i'ei.R�1
' k/�r

0

0

1

CCCA D

0
BB@

0

0

ibe�i'
0

1
CCA e

i.R�1
' k/�rı�.z/

(3.21)

and on the other hand

D.R'/HŒ001


0

BB@

0

eik�r
0

0

1

CCA D

0

BB@

0

0

ib
0

1

CCA e
ik�rı�.z/ D

0

BB@

0

0

ibei'

0

1

CCA e
i.R�1

' k/�rı�.z/: (3.22)

This implies that D.R'/ andHŒ001
 commute only if ' D n� .
Next, we proceed with the proof that HŒ001
 commutes with the operator D.�v/.

For this proof, it is convenient to work in the basis

fu1; : : : ; u4g D fjsai; 1p
2

�jpx;bi C jpy;bi
�
;
1p
2

�jpx;bi � jpy;bi
�
; jpz;big: (3.23)

In this basis HŒ001
 reads

HŒ001
 D

0
BB@

0 0 0 �a
b 0 0

�b 0

0

1
CCA ı�.z/; (3.24)

while the action of the operatorD.�v/ on the spinor is given as

D.�v/

0
BB@

 1.x; y; z/
 2.x; y; z/
 3.x; y; z/
 4.x; y; z/

1
CCA D

0
BB@

 1.y; x; z/
 2.y; x; z/
� 3.y; x; z/
 4.y; x; z/

1
CCA : (3.25)
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It follows

HŒ001
D.�v/

0

BB@

0

0

eik�r
0

1

CCA D HŒ001


0

BB@

0

0

�ei.kxyCkyxCkzz/

0

1

CCA D

0

BB@

0

0

b

0

1

CCA e
i.kxyCkyxCkzz/ı�.z/:

(3.26)

On the other hand

D.�v/HŒ001


0

BB@

0

0

eik�r
0

1

CCA D D.�v/

0

BB@

0

0

�b
0

1

CCA ı�.z/e
ik�r D

0

BB@

0

0

b

0

1

CCA e
i.kxyCkyxCkzz/ı�.z/:

(3.27)

In this way we proved that the symmetry of the interface Hamiltonian,HŒ001
, is C2v .
Similarly, it can be shown that the symmetry of HŒ110
 C HŒ110
 C HŒ110
 C HŒ110


term is C2v too. Consequently, if the interface effects are included, the symmetry of
the model will be reduced from an artificially high C4v to correct C2v.

3.5 The 14-Band k�p Hamiltonian

In the previous section, we have demonstrated that the inclusion of interface effects
leads to the correct symmetry of the model. In this section, we will analyze how
the inclusion of bands beyond the standard 8 bands affects the symmetry. For this
purpose, we will investigate the 14-band Hamiltonian which includes the second
conduction band �5c (see Fig. 3.1) in addition to the standard 8 bands.

The 14-band k�p Hamiltonian in the basis that consists of states that originate
from p bonding and antibonding (denoted as pb and pa) and s antibonding (denoted
as sa) states of the atoms in the bulk, see Fig. 3.1:

f jpx;a "i; jpy;a "i; jpz;a "i; jsa "i; jpx;b "i; jpy;b "i; jpz;b "i;
jpx;a #i; jpy;a #i; jpz;a #i; jsa #i; jpx;b #i; jpy;b #i; jpz;b #ig; (3.28)

where " and # denote spin-up and spin-down states respectively, reads

H D
0

@
j "i j #i
G 0

0 G

1

AC
0

@
j "i j #i
Gso �

�� � G�so

1

A ; (3.29)
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Γ
5v

Γ
1c

Γ
5c

P
2

P
0

p-bonding

s-anti-bonding

p-anti-bonding

P
1

Fig. 3.1 The scheme of the
band structure of the material
with zincblende crystal
structure around the � point
in the first Brillouin zone,
including the coupling
elements between the relevant
bands in the 14-band k�p
Hamiltonian

where

G D

0

BBBBBBBBBB@

jpx;ai jpy;ai jpz;ai jsai jpx;bi jpy;bi jpz;bi
Epa 0 0 iP1kx 0 �iP2kz �iP2ky

Epa 0 iP1ky �P iP2kz 0 �iP2kx
Epa iP1kz �iP2ky �iP2kx 0

Esa iP0kx iP0ky iP0kz

Epx;b W1 W2
Epy;b W3

Epz;b

1

CCCCCCCCCCA

; (3.30)

GsoD

0

BBBBBBBBBBB@

jpx;ai jpy;ai jpz;ai jsai jpx;bi jpy;bi jpz;bi
2
3�so.pa/ � i3�so.pa/ 0 0 0 i

3�cf 0
2
3�so.pa/ 0 0 � i3�cf 0 0

2
3�so.pa/ 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

� 13�so.pb/ � i3�so.pb/ 0

� 13�so.pb/ 0

� 13�so.pb/

1

CCCCCCCCCCCA

and

� D

0

BBBBBBBBBB@

jpx;ai jpy;ai jpz;ai jsai jpx;bi jpy;bi jpz;bi
0 0 1

3�so.pa/ 0 0 0 � 13�cf

0 0 � i3�so.pa/ 0 0 0 i
3�cf

� 13�so.pa/
i
3�so.pa/ 0 0 1

3�cf � i3�cf 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 � 13�cf 0 0 0 1
3�so.pb/

0 0 i
3�cf 0 0 0 � i3�so.pb/

1
3�cf � i3�cf 0 0 � 13�so.pb/

i
3�so.pb/ 0

1

CCCCCCCCCCA

:
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The terms in the previous equations are given as:

Epa D E.�5c/; Esa D E.�1c/C
� „2
2m0

�
�ck

2

Epx;b D E.�5v/ � .P CQ/�
p
3

2
.R� CR/;

Epy;b D E.�5v/ � .P CQ/C
p
3

2
.R� CR/

Epz;b D E.�5v/ � .P � 2Q/; Eg0 D E.�1c/� E.�5v/;
Eg1 D E.�5c/� E.�5v/

W1 D �i
p
3

2
.R �R�/; W2 D �

p
3

2
.S C S�/; W3 D �i

p
3

2
.S � S�/

P D Pk C P�; Q D Qk CQ�; R D Rk CR�; S D Sk C S�

Pk D
� „2
2m0

�
�1.k

2
x C k2y C k2z /; Qk D

� „2
2m0

�
�2.k

2
x C k2y � 2k2z /

Rk D
� „2
2m0

�p
3Œ�2.k

2
x � k2y/� 2i�3kxky
; Sk D

� „2
2m0

�p
6�3.kx � iky/kz

P� D �av.�xx C �yy C �zz/; Q� D �bax
2
.�xx C �yy � 2�zz/

R� D �
p
3

2
bax.�xx � �yy/C idax�xy; S� D �daxp

2
.�zx � i�yz/

EP0 D 2m0P
2
0 =„2; EP1 D 2m0P

2
1 =„2; EP2 D 2m0P

2
2 =„2

�c D 1

m�
� EP0

3

�
2

Eg0
C 1

Eg0 C�so.pb/

�

C EP1

3

�
1

Eg1 �Eg0 C
2

Eg1 �Eg0 C�so.pa/

�
;

�1 D�L1 �
1

3

EP0

Eg0 C�so.pb/=3
� 2
3

EP2

Eg1 C�so.pb/=3C 2�so.pa/=3
;

�2 D�L2 �
1

6

EP0Eg0 C�so.pb/=3

C
1

6

EP2

Eg1 C�so.pb/=3C 2�so.pa/=3
;

�3 D�L3 �
1

6

EP0Eg0 C�so.pb/=3

�
1

6

EP2

Eg1 C�so.pb/=3C 2�so.pa/=3
:
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Fig. 3.2 Electronic structure of unstrained GaAs bulk material calculated using the 8-band k�p (a)
and 14-band k�p (b) Hamiltonian along K–� –X path in the first Brillouin zone

E.�5c/, E.�1c/, E.�5v/ are the bulk band energies at the � point, m0 the electron
mass, „ the reduced Planck’s constant, kx , ky , kz denote the components of the
wave vector along the crystallographic directions [100], [010], and [001] in the
vicinity of the � point, P0, P1, P2 are the momentum matrix elements between
�1c and �5v , �5c and �1c , and �5c and �5v states respectively, EP0, EP1, EP2
are the Kane energies related to P0, P1 and P2 respectively, �L1 ; �

L
2 ; �

L
3 are the

Luttinger parameters, m� is the effective mass in the conduction band, �SO.pb/ is
the spin-orbit splitting between p-bonding states in the valence band, �SO.pa/ is
the spin-orbit splitting between p-antibonding states in the conduction band, �cf

is the crystal field splitting, �ij are the strain tensor components, ac and av are the
conduction band and valence band hydrostatic deformation potentials respectively,
bax and dax are the shear deformation potentials along the [001] and [111] direction
respectively. The values of relevant material parameters are given in the Appendix.

In Fig. 3.2 we plot the electronic structure of unstrained GaAs calculated using
the 8-band k�p (a) and 14-band k�p (b) Hamiltonian along the K–� –X path in the
first Brillouin zone. It is visible that additional band couplings in the 14-band k�p
Hamiltonian prevent dangerous appearance of spurious solutions that might exist in
the 8-band k�p Hamiltonian. These spurious solutions in the 8-band k�p Hamiltonian
are related to appearance of the artificial folding points in the lowest conduction
band due to small basis size of such a Hamiltonian.
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3.6 Symmetry of the 14-Band k�p Hamiltonian

3.6.1 Symmetry of the 8-Band k�p Hamiltonian

To establish the symmetry of the kinetic part of the 14-band k�p Hamiltonian we
start with the analysis of the 8-band k�p Hamiltonian, which is a constituent part of
the 14-band Hamiltonian. The kinetic part of the 8-band k�p Hamiltonian consists
of two identical uncoupled 4 	 4 blocks. In the basis

fu1; : : : ; u4g D fjsai; jpx;bi; jpy;bi; jpz;big (3.31)

these blocks read:

H4 D

0

BB@

Ec.r/ ikxP0 ikyP0 ikzP0
Ev.r/ 0 0

Ev.r/ 0

Ev.r/

1

CCA ; (3.32)

where Ec.r/ D Esa.r/ and Ev.r/ D Epb .r/. In (3.32), the effect of remote bands
was not included as its inclusion does not affect the symmetry considerations. We
will show that this Hamiltonian applied to square-based pyramidal quantum dots
has C4v symmetry. To do this, it is sufficient to show that the blocks H4 commute
with the generators of the group—the rotation R�=2 and the reflection �v .

To represent the actions of the rotation operators on the envelope function spinors,
it is more convenient to work in the basis of eigenstates of the z-component of the
orbital quasi-angular momentum (3.18) where the blockH4 reads

H4 D

0
BB@

Ec.r/ ikCP0 ik�P0 ikzP0
Ev.r/ 0 0

Ev.r/ 0

Ev.r/

1
CCA ; (3.33)

where k˙ D 1p
2

�
kx ˙ iky

�
. The action of the representation of the rotation R' ,

where ' D n�=2 on the spinors is given by (3.20).
To prove that D.R'/ commutes with H4 it is sufficient to show that operators

H4D.R'/ and D.R'/H4 give the same result when acting on the basis states
.eik�r; 0; 0; 0/>, .0; eik�r; 0; 0/>, .0; 0; eik�r; 0/>, .0; 0; 0; eik�r/> that span the Hilbert
space of spinors. By explicitly performing the calculation one gets on the one hand

H4D.R'/

0

BB@

eik�r
0

0

0

1

CCA D H4

0

BBB@

ei.R
�1
' k/�r
0

0

0

1

CCCA D

0

BBB@

Ec.r/
�iP0.R�1' k/�
�iP0.R�1' k/C
�iP0.R�1' k/z

1

CCCA e
i.R�1

' k/�r (3.34)
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and on the other hand

D.R'/H4

0

BB@

eik�r
0

0

0

1

CCA D D.R'/

0

BB@

Ec.r/
�iP0k�
�iP0kC
�iP0kz

1

CCA e
ik�r D

0

BB@

Ec.R'r/
e�i'.�i/P0k�
ei'.�i/P0kC
�iP0kz

1

CCA e
i.R�1

' k/�r:

(3.35)

Due to the symmetry of the dot shape it follows that Ec.r/ D Ec.R'r/. Further-
more, one can straightforwardly show that .R�1' k/� D e�i'k� and .R�1' k/C D
ei'kC. From these identities, it follows that

�
D.R'/H4 �H4D.R'/

�

0

BB@

eik�r
0

0

0

1

CCA D 0: (3.36)

Using the same procedure, one can also show that D.R'/H4 and H4D.R'/

give the same result when acting on the other basis vectors .0; eik�r; 0; 0/>,
.0; 0; eik�r; 0/>, .0; 0; 0; eik�r/>, which completes the proof that D.R'/H4 and
H4D.R'/ commute.

Next, we proceed with the proof that H4 commutes with the operatorD.�v/. For
this proof, it is convenient to work in the basis (3.23). The Hamiltonian in this basis
reads

H4 D

0

BBB@

Ec.r/ i 1p
2
.kx C ky/P0 i 1p

2
.kx � ky/P0 ikzP0

Ev.r/ 0 0

Ev.r/ 0

Ev.r/

1

CCCA : (3.37)

In this basis, the action of the operator D.�v/ on the spinor is given by (3.25). It
follows

H4D.�v/

0

BB@

eik�r
0

0

0

1

CCADH4

0

BB@

ei.kxyCkyxCkzz/

0

0

0

1

CCAD

0

BBB@

Ec.r/
�iP0

1p
2
.kxCky/

�iP0
1p
2
.ky�kx/

�iP0kz

1

CCCA e
i.kxyCkyxCkzz/:

(3.38)

On the other hand
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D.�v/H4

0

BB@

eik�r
0

0

0

1

CCA D D.�v/

0

BBB@

Ec.r/
�iP0 1p

2
.kx C ky/

�iP0
1p
2
.kx � ky/

�iP0kz

1

CCCA e
ik�r

D

0

BBB@

Ec.y; x; z/
�iP0

1p
2
.kx C ky/

�iP0
1p
2
.kx � ky/ � .�1/
�iP0kz

1

CCCA e
i.kxyCkyxCkzz/

(3.39)

and consequently

ŒD.�v/H4 �H4D.�v/


0

BB@

eik�r
0

0

0

1

CCA D 0: (3.40)

One can straightforwardly check this equality for other basis vectors .0; eik�r; 0; 0/>,
.0; 0; eik�r; 0/>, .0; 0; 0; eik�r/>. That completes the proof that the kinetic part of the
8-band k�p Hamiltonian is of C4v symmetry.

3.6.2 Symmetry of the Whole 14-Band Hamiltonian

We proceed with the analysis of the kinetic part of the 14-band k�p Hamiltonian.
This Hamiltonian consists of two uncoupled 7	7 blocks that read (excluding the
remote band effects that do not affect the symmetry considerations):

H7 D

0

BBBBBBBBBBB@

jpx;ai jpy;ai jpz;ai jsai jpx;bi jpy;bi jpz;bi
Ec2.r/ 0 0 iP1kx 0 �iP2kz �iP2ky

Ec2.r/ 0 iP1ky �iP2kz 0 �iP2kx
Ec2.r/ iP1kz �iP2ky �iP2kx 0

Ec.r/ iP0kx iP0ky iP0kz

Ev.r/ 0 0

Ev.r/ 0

Ev.r/

1

CCCCCCCCCCCA

: (3.41)

whereEc2.r/ D Epa.r/. The 4	4 block that contains the elementsP1 is of the same
form as H4 and therefore commutes with the operators that represent the elements
of the C4v group. One needs therefore to understand the symmetry properties of the
block that contains the P2 elements only. This block reads:
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H7 D

0
BBBBBBBBBBB@

jpx;ai jpy;ai jpz;ai jsai jpx;bi jpy;bi jpz;bi
0 0 0 0 0 �iP2kz �iP2ky

0 0 0 �iP2kz 0 �iP2kx
0 0 �iP2ky �iP2kx 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0

0

1
CCCCCCCCCCCA

: (3.42)

The most convenient basis to represent the action of the rotation operators is the
basis

fu1; : : : ; u7g D f 1p
2

�jpx;ai C i jpy;ai
�
; 1p

2

�jpx;ai � i jpy;ai
�
; jpz;ai; jsai;

1p
2

�jpx;bi C i jpy;bi
�
; 1p

2

�jpx;bi � i jpy;bi
�
; jpz;big: (3.43)

In this basis, the H7 block reads

H7 D

0

BBBBBBBBB@

0 0 0 0 0 �P2kz �P2kC
0 0 0 P2kz 0 P2k�
0 0 P2k� �P2kC 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0

0

1

CCCCCCCCCA

: (3.44)

The action of the rotation operator on the spinor is given as

D.R'/

0

BBBBBBBBB@

 1.r/
 2.r/
 3.r/
 4.r/
 5.r/
 6.r/
 7.r/

1

CCCCCCCCCA

D

0

BBBBBBBBB@

e�i' 1.R'r/
ei' 2.R'r/
 3.R'r/
 4.R'r/

e�i' 5.R'r/
ei' 6.R'r/
 7.R'r/

1

CCCCCCCCCA

: (3.45)

One then gets on the one hand
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H7D.R'/

0

BBBBBBBBB@

eik�r
0

0

0

0

0

0

1

CCCCCCCCCA

D H7

0

BBBBBBBBB@

e�i'ei.R�1
' k/�r

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

CCCCCCCCCA

D

0

BBBBBBBBB@

0

0

0

0

0

�e�i'P2.R�1' k/z
e�i'.�P2/.R�1' k/�

1

CCCCCCCCCA

ei.R
�1
' k/�r

(3.46)

and on the other hand

D.R'/H7

0
BBBBBBBBB@

eik�r
0

0

0

0

0

0

1
CCCCCCCCCA

D D.R'/

0
BBBBBBBBB@

0

0

0

0

0

�P2kz

�P2k�

1
CCCCCCCCCA

eik�r D

0
BBBBBBBBB@

0

0

0

0

0

�ei'P2kz

�P2k�

1
CCCCCCCCCA

ei.R
�1
' k/�r: (3.47)

It then follows that

�
D.R'/H7 �H7D.R'/

�

0
BBBBBBBBB@

eik�r
0

0

0

0

0

0

1
CCCCCCCCCA

D 0 (3.48)

only if ei' D e�i' , which implies ' D n� . One can further straightforwardly
extend this result to other basis vectors.

The most convenient basis to represent the action of the D.�v/ operator is the
basis

fu1; : : : ; u7g D f 1p
2

�jpx;ai C jpy;ai
�
; 1p

2

�jpx;ai � jpy;ai
�
; jpz;ai; jsai;

1p
2

�jpx;bi C jpy;bi
�
; 1p

2

�jpx;bi � jpy;bi
�
; jpz;big: (3.49)
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In this basis, the H7 block reads

H7 D

0
BBBBBBBBBB@

0 0 0 0 �iP2kz 0 �ip
2
P2.kx C ky/

0 0 0 0 iP2kz
1p
2
.�i/P2.ky � kx/

0 0 �ip
2
P2.kx C ky/ �ip

2
P2.ky � kx/ 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0

0

1
CCCCCCCCCCA

: (3.50)

In the basis (3.49), the action of the operatorD.�v/ on the spinor is given as

D.�v/

0
BBBBBBBBB@

 1.x; y; z/
 2.x; y; z/
 3.x; y; z/
 4.x; y; z/
 5.x; y; z/
 6.x; y; z/
 7.x; y; z/

1
CCCCCCCCCA

D

0
BBBBBBBBB@

 1.y; x; z/
� 2.y; x; z/
 3.y; x; z/
 4.y; x; z/
 5.y; x; z/
� 6.y; x; z/
 7.y; x; z/

1
CCCCCCCCCA

: (3.51)

It follows

H7D.�v/

0

BBBBBBBBB@

eik�r
0

0

0

0

0

0

1

CCCCCCCCCA

D H7

0

BBBBBBBBB@

ei.kxyCkyxCkzz/

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

CCCCCCCCCA

D

0
BBBBBBBBB@

0

0

0

0

iP2kz

0
1p
2
iP2.kx C ky/

1
CCCCCCCCCA

ei.kxyCkyxCkzz/: (3.52)

On the other hand
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D.�v/H7

0

BBBBBBBBB@

eik�r
0

0

0

0

0

0

1

CCCCCCCCCA

D D.�v/

0

BBBBBBBBB@

0

0

0

0

iP2kz

0
1p
2
iP2.kx C ky/

1

CCCCCCCCCA

eik�r

D

0

BBBBBBBBB@

0

0

0

0

iP2kz

0
1p
2
iP2.kx C ky/

1

CCCCCCCCCA

ei.kxyCkyxCkzz/ (3.53)

and consequently

ŒD.�v/H7 �H7D.�v/


0

BBBBBBBBB@

eik�r
0

0

0

0

0

0

1

CCCCCCCCCA

D 0: (3.54)

One can further show that this result is valid also for other basis vectors. This
completes the proof that the symmetry of the kinetic part of the 14-band k�p
Hamiltonian is C2v.

3.7 Plane Wave Representation

Within the plane wave method [5, 7, 16, 26, 39, 79, 81], the envelope functions are
expanded as a linear combination of plane waves ak.r/ D eik�r

 b.r/ D
X

k

Abkak.r/; (3.55)

with the goal of finding the coefficients Abk in the expansion. The index b takes the
integer values b 2 f1; : : : ; Nbg, where Nb is the number of bands in the multiband
Hamiltonian. The k-space is discretized by embedding the dot in a rectangular box
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of dimensions L.e/x , L.e/y , and L.e/z (and volume ˝.e/ D L
.e/
x L

.e/
y L

.e/
z ) and choosing

the k-vectors in the form k D 2�.nx=L
.e/
x ; ny=L

.e/
y ; nz=L

.e/
z /, where nx , ny and

nz are integers. A wave vector cutoff is typically made by imposing the conditions
jnx j � m.e/

x , jny j � m.e/
y , and jnzj � m.e/

z for all bands.
After making the substitution of (3.55) into the Hamiltonian eigenvalue problem

one gets

X

bk

Hib.q;k/Abk D EAiq ; (3.56)

where

Hib.q;k/ D 1

˝.e/

Z

�.e/
d3raq.r/

�hibak.r/: (3.57)

Several characteristics have contributed to the popularity of the plane wave
method: plane-wave representation of all operators in the envelope Hamiltonian is
analytical, strain distribution can be calculated analytically in Fourier space [4], and
a relatively small number of plane waves is sufficient for good accuracy.

The reader interested in other numerical methods for solving the eigenvalue
problem of multiband Hamiltonian, such as the finite difference method [29, 47,
56, 76] and other wave function expansion methods (where the eigenfunctions of
the particle in a cylinder with infinite walls [46,77] or eigenfunctions of a harmonic
oscillator [66] are used as basis set) is referred to relevant literature.

However, there is one serious shortcoming of the plane wave method when its
application to single quantum dot structures is concerned: it inherently assumes
periodic boundary conditions. In such a way, it artificially introduces translational
symmetry of the system. This leads to artificial physical interaction of a quantum
dot with its periodically replicated images through: (a) electronic coupling between
states of neighboring dots; (b) propagation of strain field of neighboring dots; (c)
Coulomb interaction between carrier in the dot with carriers in its artificial images.

Let the length scales where electronic coupling, strain field and Coulomb
interactions become negligible respectively be L.e/, L.s/ and L.c/, see Fig. 3.3 for
notation. The wave function decays exponentially away from the dot, the strain
field has a slower polynomial decay, while the long range Coulomb interaction has
the slowest decay. Therefore, the inequality L.e/ < L.s/ < L.c/ holds. In order
to eliminate the effects of the interaction with images one would have to choose
the embedding box of dimensions L.c/ which can be quite large. This leads to the
necessity of using a larger number of plane waves to accurately represent the wave
function in the quantum dot region, which is undesirable since a large matrix needs
to be diagonalized then.

We will show in the next section that the embedding box of the dimensions L.e/

can still be used provided that a proper modification in the calculation procedure is
performed.
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a

b

Fig. 3.3 Top view (a) and
side view (b), schematic
diagram of an InAs/GaAs
quantum dot in the shape of a
pyramid, embedded in three
“Russian doll” type nested
embedding boxes that are
used for electronic structure
[superscript .e/], strain
[superscript .s/] and
Coulomb integral calculations
[superscript .c/], as described
in the main text

3.8 Removal of Artificial Translational Symmetry Effects
in Plane Wave Calculations

The essential quantities needed for the description of few particle states (such
as excitons and multiexcitons) in quantum dots are the Coulomb integrals. The
Coulomb integral among the states i , j , k and l is defined as

Vijkl D
NbX

bD1

NbX

b0D1

Z .e/

�

d3r
Z .e/

�

d3r 0 .i/b .r/
� .j /b .r/V .jr � r 0j/ .k/b0 .r

0/� .l/b0 .r
0/

(3.58)

where

V.u/ D e2

4�"u
;
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with " being the static dielectric constant. The integral in Eq. (3.58) can be rewritten
as

Vijkl D
Z .e/

�

d3r
Z .e/

�

d3r 0Bij.r/V .jr � r 0j/Bkl.r
0/; (3.59)

where

Bij.r/ D
NbX

bD1
 
.i/

b .r/
� .j /b .r/: (3.60)

Next, we define the plane wave expansion of Bij.r/ as

Bij.r/ D
X

q2inv˝.e/

Bij.q/e
iq�r : (3.61)

Replacing the last expression into Eq. (3.59) one obtains

Vijkl D
X

q2inv˝.e/

Bij.q/
X

q02inv˝.e/

Bkl.q
0/
Z .e/

�

d3r
Z .e/

�

d3r 0eiq�rV.jr � r 0j/eiq0�r 0

:

(3.62)

The Bij.q/ term can be expressed in terms of the coefficients in the envelope
function plane wave expansion as

Bij.q/ D
NbX

bD1

X

q12inv˝.e/

A
.i/�
q1;b
A
.j /

q1Cq;b: (3.63)

Next, we introduce an approximation that changes the domain of integration in one
of the integrals in Eq. (3.62) from ˝.e/ to the whole space (which is valid when
˝.e/ is large enough) and make the replacement of variables from r and r 0, to r and
u D r � r 0

V
.a0/

ijkl D
X

q2inv˝.e/

Bij.q/
X

q02inv˝.e/

Bkl.q
0/
"Z .e/

�
d3reiq�reiq0�r

#�Z
d3uV.juj/e�iq0�u

�
:

(3.64)

Exploiting the relations

Z
d3ue�iq0uV.juj/ D e2

"q02
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and

1

˝.e/

Z .e/

�

d3rei.qCq0/r D ıqCq0;0

one gets

V
.a0/

ijkl D ˝.e/
X

q2inv˝.e/

q¤0

Bij.q/Bkl.�q/
e2

"q2
: (3.65)

As already pointed out, V .a0/
ijkl is only an approximation to Vijkl. It is therefore very

important to understand the nature of error introduced by using Eq. (3.65). One can
interpret the initial expression given by Eq. (3.58) as the energy of the electrostatic
interaction between the complex charges Bij.r/ and Bkl.r/, both being located in
volume ˝.e/. On the other hand, the expression given by Eq. (3.64) is the energy
of the electrostatic interaction between Bij.r/ located in volume ˝.e/ and Bkl.r/,
located in the whole space with periodicity of the box ˝.e/. As a consequence,
the error that is introduced by calculating Vijkl using Eq. (3.65) stems from the
interactions among the charge Bij.r/ of a single quantum dot and periodically
replicated charges Bkl.r/ of neighboring periodically replicated array of dots.

Now that we understand the nature of error in Eq. (3.65), we can develop a way
to systematically correct it. We define the functionsB 0ij.r/ equal to Bij.r/ inside the

box ˝.e/ and 0 in the region outside the box ˝.e/ and inside the box ˝.c/ (sides
L
.c/
x , L.c/y , L.c/z ) that is larger than˝.e/. Fourier transform of B 0ij.r/ on the box˝.c/

is then defined as

B 0ij.r/ D
X

Q2inv˝.c/

B 0ij.Q/eiQ�r : (3.66)

The relation between the Fourier transforms of Bij and B 0ij is given as

B 0ij.Q/ D
1

˝.c/

X

q2inv˝.e/

Bij.q/I0.�L.e/x =2; L.e/x =2;Qx � qx/ 	

	I0.�L.e/y =2; L.e/y =2;Qy � qy/I0.�L.e/z =2;L.e/z =2;Qz � qz/:

(3.67)

where

I0.a; b; k/ D
Z b

a

dxeikx D
(

eikb�eika

ik k ¤ 0
b � a k D 0 (3.68)
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Eq. (3.59) can be recast as

Vijkl D
Z .c/

�

d3r
Z .c/

�

d3r 0B 0ij.r/V .jr � r 0j/B 0kl.r
0/: (3.69)

Applying the same procedure as in the derivation of Eq. (3.65), one obtains

V
.a1/

ijkl D ˝.c/
X

q2inv˝.c/

q¤0

B 0ij.q/B 0kl.�q/
e2

"q2
: (3.70)

Eq. (3.70) differs from Eq. (3.65) since a different approximation was used in its
derivation. The integral over the region ˝.c/ was replaced by the integral over the
whole space, which is a better approximation than the replacement of the integral
over the region ˝.e/ in the derivation of Eq. (3.65), since the region ˝.c/ is larger
than ˝.e/. Consequently, the error introduced by calculating Vijkl using Eq. (3.70)
now originates from the interactions among the charge Bij.r/ of a single quantum
dot and periodically replicated charges Bkl.r/ with periodicity defined by the box
˝.c/ rather than ˝.e/. Therefore, Eq. (3.70) can be systematically improved by an
increase in ˝.c/, without increasing the number of plane waves needed to represent
the wave functions.

We note that a similar philosophy can be used to remove the effects of strain field
introduced by neighboring boxes. The reader interested in details of this procedure
is referred to [89].

Another way to correct the error introduced by Coulomb interactions is to
perform a multipole expansion of the difference between the Coulomb integral and
its approximation given by Eq. (3.70), i.e. to perform the Makov-Payne correction.
Such a procedure has been previously applied in ab initio [43] and empirical
pseudopotential[24] calculations of aperiodic systems. The calculated value of the
Coulomb integral can then be corrected by adding the first few terms (monopole,
dipole and quadrupole) in the multipole expansion as

V final
ijkl D V .a1/

ijkl �
e2

4�"

�
qijqklamad C 4�

3˝.c/
d ij � d kl � 2�

3˝.c/
.qijQkl C qklQij/

�
;

(3.71)

where

qij D
Z

˝.c/

B 0ij.r/d3r D ıij; (3.72)

d ij D
Z

˝.c/

B 0ij.r/rd3r ; (3.73)

Qij D
Z

˝.c/

B 0ij.r/r2d3r ; (3.74)
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are the monopole, dipole and quadrupole terms respectively. The Madelung term
amad is defined in terms of the Ewald sums and the self-interaction correction term
as

amad D
X

R2dir˝.c/
R¤0

erfc.R�/

R
C 4�

˝.c/

X

k2inv˝.c/
k¤0

exp.�k2=4�2/
k2

� 2 �p
�
� �

�2˝.c/
:

The Ewald parameter � controls the rate of convergence of the sums. A reliable

value that provides fast convergence is � D �=
q
L
.c/
x L

.c/
y .

Next, we illustrate the described methods for the correction of the Coulomb
integral calculation by analyzing the dependence of the Coulomb integrals
on ˝.c/ (dimensions .L.c/x ; L

.c/
y ; L

.c/
z /). A set of calculations was done where

.m
.c/
x ;m

.c/
y ;m

.c/
z / (used to determine the wave vector cutoff in Eq. (3.71)) was kept

at a sufficiently large value of .35; 35; 50/ and the box dimensions were changed.
Several direct Coulomb integrals Jab D Vaabb are shown in Fig. 3.4.

As seen from Fig. 3.4, the direct integrals without corrections calculated from
Eq. (3.70) converge very slowly towards the numerically exact value obtained by
performing the six dimensional integration in real space. For example, the box with
dimension .L.c/x ; L

.c/
y ; L

.c/
z / D .100; 100; 100/ nm is sufficient only for precision

of the order of 20 % and the box .L.c/x ; L
.c/
y ; L

.c/
z / D .200; 200; 200/ nm gives

a precision of the order of 10 %. Following this procedure, numerically exact
value can be approached within 3 % by reasonable systematical enlargement of
the V .c/ box. Further improvement in the accuracy of Jab appears to be very
difficult.

The results obtained by adding the monopole correction only in (3.71), are
sufficient for the degree of accuracy one is usually interested in. The box
.L

.c/
x ; L

.c/
y ; L

.c/
z / D .60; 60; 60/ nm is then sufficient for the precision of 1 %

or better for the direct Coulomb integrals. The results with the three corrections
involved are nearly indistinguishable from the numerically exact values for the
direct Coulomb integrals. The box .L.c/x ; L

.c/
y ; L

.c/
z / D .60; 60; 60/ nm then already

gives the precision better than 0.1 % for the values of direct integrals.
We illustrate the use of the methods developed by performing a full configuration

interaction calculation of exciton and biexciton states. The rank of the configuration
interaction matrix is

N CI
r D

 
Ne

ne

!
�
 
Nh

nh

!
(3.75)

where lowestNe and topmostNh states in conduction and valence band respectively
form a basis of single-particle states for configuration interaction, while ne and
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Fig. 3.4 The dependence of the values of Coulomb integrals in dot (a) of square-based truncated
pyramidal shape with the bottom base width bb D 22 nm, the top base width bt D 5:5 nm,
and the height h D 4:425 nm, quantum dot (b) of truncated conical shape with the bottom
base radius Rb D 11 nm, the top base radius Rt D 2:75 nm and the height of h D 4:425 nm,
and quantum dot (c) in the shape of a lens with the radius R D 15 nm and the height h D
4:425 nm on the size of the embedding box dimension L

.c/
x . The calculation was done with

.m
.c/
x ; m

.c/
y ; m

.c/
z / D .35; 35; 50/, .L.c/x ; L

.c/
y ; L

.c/
z / D .L

.c/
x ; L

.c/
x ; L

.c/
x /. Je0;h0 (squares), Je1;h0

(triangles), Je0;h1 (circles), and Je1;h1 (diamonds). The results without corrections (open symbols),
the results with the monopole correction only (open symbols with cross), and the results with
monopole, dipole and quadrupole correction (solid symbols) are shown. The results obtained
by real space integration are indistinguishable from the results obtained by including the three
corrections

nh are the number of electrons and holes that form the many-body complex. The
number of Coulomb integrals needed to construct the configuration Hamiltonian
is .Ne C Nh/

4. By exploiting the relations Vjilk D V �ijkl and Vlkji D V �ijkl, the
whole problem can be reduced to the calculation of Œ.Ne CNh/.Ne CNh C 1/=2
2
integrals. Additionally, symmetry considerations imply that only Coulomb integrals
Vijkl whose wave functions satisfy the conservation of the total quasi-angular
momentum:

fmj Cml � mi Cmk .mod2/g (3.76)
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are nonzero. This additionally reduces the number of integrals that need to be
calculated by a factor of 2. In our case, all 354,025 Coulomb integrals among
the states from the set including first Ne D 14 electron and first Nh D 20 states
were calculated. The calculation of such a big number of Coulomb integrals is
performed efficiently by exploiting the following two facts: (1) Bij.q/, (3.63), that
enters the expression for Coulomb integrals, (3.70), via (3.67) and the expressions
for multipole corrections (3.72), (3.73), (3.74), needs to be calculated just .Ne C
Nh/.Ne C Nh C 1/=2 times; (2) summation in (3.67) over vectors q, which should
be in principle done in the domain jnr j � 2m.e/

r , can be done in the reduced domain
jnr j � m.e/

r , since the relative error introduced in Vijkl by this truncation is < 10�5.
One should also note that when a particular set of Coulomb integrals is calculated,
it can be used for configuration interaction calculations with different values of ne
and nh, without the need of recalculating the integrals.

In order to determine the number of single-particle states sufficient for the use in
configuration interaction expansion, two sets of calculations were performed. In the
first set, the number of hole states was set to Nh D 20 and Ne was varied. In the
second set, the number of electron states was set toNe D 14 andNh was varied. The
results are shown in Fig. 3.5. One can estimate from the results presented in Fig. 3.5
that Ne D 10 is sufficient for convergence of exciton ground state of the order of
0.2 meV and biexciton ground state of the order of 0.5 meV. For the same degree of
precision, a larger number of hole states Nh D 14 is needed, as a consequence of
smaller energy difference among hole single particle states.

3.9 Symmetries of Single Particle States in Quantum Dots

In this section, we show first how one can exploit the symmetry to block diagonalize
the Hamiltonian matrix, which leads to a more efficient solution of its eigenvalue
problem. Then we show how one can identify the symmetry group of the Hamil-
tonian and analyze the symmetries of various Hamiltonians that describe the same
physical system.

Symmetry-based block diagonalization of the quantum dot k�p Hamiltonian
matrix was performed for the first time in [88] and [87], for the cases of fourfold
and sixfold symmetry respectively. The same approach can be extended to M -fold
symmetry. Block diagonalization is achieved by representing the Hamiltonian in the
so called symmetry adapted basis. If we denote the plane wave basis state where
the envelope function of band b is equal to ak.r/ and the other envelope functions
are zero as jk; bi, This is done by state where the envelope function of band b
is equal to ak.r/ and the other envelope functions are zero) to the basis of the
states characterized by a given value of the z-component of the total quasi-angular
momentum mf . In the case of M -fold symmetry, this basis is composed of the
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Fig. 3.5 The dependence of exciton and biexciton energy in quantum dot (a) from Fig. 3.4 on the
number of electron Ne states (when Nh D 20) and hole Nh (when Ne D 14) states used for
configuration interaction expansion

following elements the vectors of the symmetry adapted basis in the case of the
system with M -fold symmetry are given as

jAmf ;k; bi D
1p
M

M�1X

lD0
eil�.mf�Jz.b//jRl�k; bi (3.77)

with k-vectors satisfying k2x C k2y > 0 and 0 � ky < tan.�/kx ,

jAmf ;k; bi D jk; bi (3.78)

with k-vectors satisfying kx D ky D 0 and the band b satisfying .Jz.b/ �
mf /mod M D 0. In previous equations � D 2�=M , Jz.b/ is the z-component
of the total quasi-angular momentum of the Bloch function of band b, Rl�k D k0
is the vector obtained by rotation of the vector k by an angle l� around the z-axis

k0x C ik0y D eil�.kx C iky/;

k0z D kz: (3.79)
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Fig. 3.6 The scheme of the
Hamiltonian matrix in the
plane wave basis (left) and in
the symmetry adapted basis
(right)

The quasi-angular momentum of the basis state mf takes the values from the
interval [�.M � 1/=2; .M � 1/=2] with a step of 1. In the symmetry adapted basis,
the Hamiltonian matrix elements are nonzero between basis states with the samemf

only. As a consequence, the Hamiltonian matrix is block diagonal (see Fig. 3.6); it is
composed ofM smaller matrices of approximately equal size. Since diagonalization
cost of the Hamiltonian matrix is proportional to N3

r (where Nr is the rank of the
matrix), the total cost of the diagonalization is then /M 	 .Nr=M/3, which isM2

times faster than if symmetry were not used.
The symmetry of the Hamiltonian is not necessarily equal to the symmetry

of the system. In fact, there has been a belief that k � p Hamiltonians predict
a higher symmetry than the true symmetry of the system. In what follows, we
analyze the square based pyramidal quantum dot with base width to height ratio
b=h D 2 modeled with different k � p Hamiltonians. We consider the following
Hamiltonians:

(a) The 8-band k � p Hamiltonian consisting of kinetic part only [without spin-orbit
interaction and strain].

(b) The 8-band k � p Hamiltonian consisting of kinetic part with spin-orbit interac-
tion taken into account [but without strain].

(c) The 8-band k � p Hamiltonian consisting of kinetic part with interface band-
mixing effects taken into account [but without spin-orbit interaction and strain].

(d) The standard 8-band k � p Hamiltonian consisting of kinetic part with spin-orbit
interaction and strain, as well as the strain-induced piezoelectric potential. It
was assumed that piezoelectric polarization depends linearly on strain.

(e) The 8-band k � p Hamiltonian consisting of kinetic part with spin-orbit inter-
action and strain, as well as the strain-induced piezoelectric potential and the
interface Hamiltonian.

(f) The 14-band k � p Hamiltonian consisting of the kinetic part only [without spin-
orbit interaction and strain].

In what follows, we will refer to each of these Hamiltonians as models (a)-(f). We
show that the inclusion of additional bands in the Hamiltonian or the inclusion of
interface effects lead to the true symmetry of the system.

We start our considerations with model (a). The symmetry group of such a model
applied to a pyramidal square-based quantum dot is the C4v group, as demonstrated
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Table 3.2 Energies (in eV) of top six hole energy levels and bottom four electron levels, for a
square-based pyramidal InAs/GaAs quantum dot with base width b D 100 Å, and base to height
ratio b=h D 2 calculated using different models

State (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

e3 1:08163 1:06674 1:08878 1:30684 1:30772 1:03852

e2 0:99336 0:96795 1:00170 1:25044 1:25570 0:97301

e1 0:99336 0:96724 1:00074 1:23439 1:23943 0:97298

e0 0:84346 0:81808 0:85115 1:12013 1:12543 0:83509

h0 �0:06722 �0:03427 �0:06475 �0:05230 �0:05052 �0:06512
h1 �0:06722 �0:03680 �0:06698 �0:06827 �0:06699 �0:06517
h2 �0:07389 �0:03765 �0:07248 �0:07840 �0:07843 �0:07263
h3 �0:07883 �0:04244 �0:07708 �0:09115 �0:09046 �0:07700
h4 �0:08518 �0:04582 �0:08119 �0:10517 �0:10565 �0:08124
h5 �0:08518 �0:04614 �0:08360 �0:10888 �0:10859 �0:08270
The letters in the first row in the table specify the model used in the calculation

in Sect. 3.5. We discuss the signatures of symmetry of the model (a) in the energy
level structure [given in Table 3.2(a)] and the shape of the wavefunctions [presented
in Fig. 3.7(a)]. Several pairs of energy levels [(e1,e2), (h0,h1) and (h4,h5)] are
degenerate as a consequence of the fact that the C4v group has a two dimensional
representation E (the notation of [10]). The states that transform according to
this representation therefore come in pairs and are degenerate. The wave function
probability density isosurfaces also reflect the high symmetry of the system—they
all have a perfectly C4v symmetric shape.

Next, we include spin-orbit interaction in model (a) and get model (b). The eigen-
states of the Hamiltonian of such a model transform according to a representation of
the doubleC4v group which is a direct product of the representation of the singleC4v
group and the representation D1=2 according to which the spin functions transform
([10], p. 142). When the representation obtained from the direct product is reducible,
the inclusion of spin-orbit interaction leads to the removal of degeneracy of energy
levels. Indeed, the product E 	 D1=2 is equal to E 01 C E 02 (the notation of [10]).
While, it is well understood that the effect of spin-orbit interaction on the states in
the valence band is rather strong, we would like to point out a less known fact that
the spin-orbit interaction also causes the splitting of the e1 and e2 states [shown in
Table 3.2(b)]. The existence of this splitting was established in [88] for pyramidal
quantum dots and later on analyzed again in [20] for lens-shaped quantum dots. It
is important to note here that symmetry reduction is not the cause of this energy
level splitting effect. Indeed, one can see in Fig. 3.7b that the probability density
isosurfaces exhibit a perfect C4v symmetry.

To understand the effect of interface terms in the Hamiltonian on the symmetry of
the model, we analyze model (c). One can derive analytically that the [001] interface
term leads to the reduction of symmetry from C4v to C2v (see Sect. 3.4). Similar
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Fig. 3.7 The wavefunctions squared for top six hole states and bottom five electron states for a
square-based pyramidal InAs/GaAs quantum dot with base width b D 100 Å, and base to height
ratio b=h D 2 calculated using different models. The letters (a)–(c), (e)–(f) specify the model
used in the calculation. The isosurfaces are plotted at 25 % (transparent) and 75 % of the maximal
charge density
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derivations also show that the joint effect of other four interfaces leads to the same
symmetry reduction. Since the C2v group has one dimensional irreducible repre-
sentations only, no double degenerate eigenstates can be present. Consequently, the
effect of interfaces leads to splitting of degenerate states by typically 1–3 meV, as
shown in Table 3.2(c). The shapes of the wave function moduli isosurfaces also
reduce their symmetry from C4v [Fig. 3.7(a)] to C2v [Fig. 3.7(c)].

Model (f) that also includes the second conduction band is considered next.
Analytical derivations (Sect. 3.5) show that the inclusion of the additional bands
also leads to reduction of symmetry to C2v . The terms that contain the P2 element
which couples the top of the valence band, �5v, [that originates from the p bonding
states (denoted as pb) of atoms in the bulk] with the second conduction band, �5c ,
[that originates from the p antibonding states (denoted as pa) of atoms in the bulk]
are the only terms that prevent the C4v symmetry. Therefore the P2 element can
be identified as the symmetry breaking term in model (f). This term introduces
the splittings, Table 3.2(f), which are less pronounced than these of the interface
terms—for example the splitting of e1 and e2 is less than 0.1 meV. The effect of this
symmetry breaking on the wave functions is generally similar [see Fig. 3.7(f)] as in
the case of interface-induced symmetry breaking.

Analytical derivations and the numerical results presented therefore indicate that
the inclusion of bands beyond the standard 8 bands, as well as the inclusion of
interface effects within the k � p approach both lead to a correct description of
the symmetry of the system. As a consequence, a widespread belief that k � p
Hamiltonians are not capable to capture the correct symmetry of the system appears
not to be correct.

It has been previously well known [88] that the piezoelectric effect also reduces
the symmetry from C4v to C2v. The results shown in Table 3.2 (d), (e) indicate that
splitting of e1 and e2 states induced by the piezoelectric effect is stronger than the
splittings induced by other effects. One should also stress that in the absence of
piezoelectric effect, the strain would also give rise to symmetry reduction if it were
modeled using the Valence force field model [9, 57, 75, 76, 78]

3.10 Symmetries of Exciton States in Quantum Dots

In this section, we discuss the signatures of symmetry in the exciton spectra and
in the optical properties of excitons. We identify the changes in the spectrum when
spin-orbit interaction is taken into account and when symmetry group of the model
is lowered from C4v to C2v .

We start by considering model (a) of the previous section. In such a model, the
single particle states transform according to single valued irreducible representa-
tions (IRs) of the C4v group. We find that the h0 state transforms according to two
dimensional representation E , while the e0 state transforms as A1 representation
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(the notation of [19]). Therefore, h0 is fourfold degenerate (including the twofold
spin degeneracy), while e0 is twofold degenerate.

Exciton states transform according to single values IRs of the symmetry group
[84]. The IRs of the exciton states in the ground exciton manifold can be obtained
from the direct product of the IR of the e0 state and complex conjugated IR of the
h0 state. In model (a) this gives A1 	 E D E . Therefore, the orbital part of the
exciton state transform as E . In addition, the spins of an electron and a hole that
form an exciton can form either the singlet or the triplet state. As a consequence,
the ground eight-dimensional manifold consists of the doubly degenerate ground
state (that originates from the E symmetry of the orbital part and the singlet of the
spin part) and sixfold degenerate excited state (stemming from the E symmetry of
the orbital part and the triplet of the spin part). An E exciton is allowed to emit
xy-polarized radiation, while it is not allowed to emit z-polarized radiation. On the
other hand, due to conservation of spin in the optical transition, the singlet state is
dark, while in the triplet two states are bright and one is dark. This implies that the
twofold-degenerate ground exciton state is dark while the sixfold degenerate excited
state consists of four bright and two dark states.

Next, we discuss the changes in the spectrum when spin-orbit interaction is
included as in model (b) of the previous section. In model (b) the single particle
states transform according to double valued IRs of the C4v group. We find that
the h0 state transforms as E2, while the e0 state transforms as E1. Both of them
are twofold degenerate. The IRs of states in the four dimensional exciton manifold
are then obtained from E1 	 E2 D E C B1 C B2. Therefore, the ground exciton
manifold consists of a doubly degenerate E exciton and non-degenerateB1 and B2
excitons. The E exciton is allowed to emit xy-polarized radiation, while B1 and B2
excitons are dark. Among higher excited exciton states, the states that transforms
as B1, B2 and A2 are non-degenerate and dark, the states that transform as A1 are
non-degenerate and emit z-polarized radiation, while the states that transform as E
are double-degenerate and emit xy-polarized radiation.

The effects that arise when the symmetry is lowered from C4v to C2v , as for
example in models (c) and (f) (that exclude spin-orbit interaction) in the previous
section, are discussed next. The subduction of the IR E of the C4v group to the IRs
of the C2v group yields E ! B1 C B2. Therefore, the h0 state that transformed
as E in model (a), transforms now as either B1 or B2. The e0 state still transforms
as A1. As a consequence, both e0 and h0 are two fold degenerate (including the
twofold spin degeneracy). The ground exciton manifold is now four dimensional.
The orbital part of the exciton states in ground exciton manifold transforms as B1 or
B2 (depending whether h0 transforms as B1 or B2). As a consequence, the ground
exciton manifold consists of the non-degenerate ground state (that originates from
the singlet of the spin part and is dark) and the threefold degenerate excited states
(that originate from the triplet of the spin part). Two of these excited states are bright
and can emit xy-polarized radiation, while one is dark.

Finally we discuss the symmetry lowering effects in models (c) or (d) (that
include spin-orbit interaction). The subductions of the IRs E1 and E2 of the C4v
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group to the C2v group yield E1 ! E and E2 ! E. As a consequence, both h0
and e0 now transform as E . The IRs of the states in the four dimensional ground
exciton manifold then stem from E 	 E D A1 C A2 C B1 C B2. The B1 and
B2 states originate from the E state in the model with C4v symmetry. Therefore,
lowering of symmetry from C4v to C2v splits the E exciton into two non-degenerate
B1 and B2 excitons. B1 and B2 inherit the brightness from the E exciton. The A2
state originates from the B2 state in the model with C4v symmetry. It remains non-
degenerate and dark. On the other hand, the A1 state originates from the dark B1
state in the model with C4v symmetry. It remains non-degenerate but the A1 state is
bright and is allowed to emit z-polarized radiation. However, one should note that
the bright state that originates from the dark state of the higher symmetry group
is typically only weakly bright as we have verified by numerical calculations of the
dipole matrix elements that correspond to such states. Among higher excited exciton
states, the states that transforms as A2 are dark, the states that transform as A1 emit
z-polarized radiation, while the states that transform as B1 or B2 emit xy-polarized
radiation.

3.11 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have demonstrated the importance of understanding the sym-
metry of the k � p Hamiltonians used in electronic structure calculations. On this
route, the interface term which is rarely considered was derived first, as it is
essential for capturing the proper symmetry of the system. The plane wave method
introduces an artificial translational symmetry accompanied by artificial Coulomb
interaction between the carrier in the dot and its periodic replicas. Artifacts of
this interaction can be removed by a careful modification of the procedure for
calculation of Coulomb integrals. We show how one can identify the symmetry
group of a certain k � p Hamiltonian. An example of a square-based pyramidal
quantum dot is then used to show how the symmetry changes with the change in
the level of sophistication of the model. The standard 8-band k � p Hamiltonian
exhibits an artificially high C4v symmetry. However, both the inclusion of the effect
of interfaces and the inclusion of additional bands in the model lead to correct C2v
symmetry. Once the symmetry of the Hamiltonian is understood, it can be used
to choose the basis in which the Hamiltonian is block diagonal and consequently
largely reduce the computational effort.
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Appendix

The values of the relevant material parameters appearing in the kp-Hamiltonians are
given in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3 Relevant material parameters of binary compound semiconductors GaAs, InAs, and
AlAs

GaAs InAs AlAs

a0 [Å] 5.6503 6.0553 5.661
˛ [meV/K] 0.5405 0.276 0.885
ˇ [K] 204 93 530
Eg0 D E.�1c/� E.�5v/ [eV] 1.518 0.405 3.099
Eg1 D E.�5c/�E.�5v/ [eV] 4.488 4.38 4.54
Eg2 D E.�5v/� E.�1v/ [eV] 12.50 12.64 11.95
EP0 [eV] 25.7 21.846 21.1
EP1 [eV] 0.19 0.03 0.16
EP2 [eV] 14.79 19.0 16.8
EP3 [eV] 2.3 0.6 0.1
EP4 [eV] 0.2 2.55 0.0 (n/a)
Ev;av [eV] �6:920 �6:747 �7:49
m�

c 0.0667 0.02226 0.15
�so.pa/[eV] 0.340 0.380 0.280
�so.pb/[eV] 0.170 0.190 0.150
�cf[eV] 0.085 0.085 0.085
c11 [GPa] 118.8 83.3 125.0
c12 [GPa] 53.8 45.3 53.4
c44 [GPa] 59.4 39.6 54.2
ac [eV] �8:013 �5:08 �5:64
av [eV] 0.220 1.00 2.47
bax [eV] �1:824 �1:800 �2:3
dax [eV] �5:062 �3:600 �3:4
e14 [C m�2] 0.160 0.045 0.225
�L1 ; �

L
2 ; �

L
3 7.10, 2.02, 2.91 19.67, 8.40, 9.30 3.76, 0.82, 1.42

�r 13.18 14.6 10.1

a0 are the lattice constants, ˛ and ˇ are the Varshni parameters that describe the temperature
dependence of the band gap (a temperature of 4K was assumed in all calculations), Egi are the
band gaps, EPi are the energies related to interband matrix elements of the velocity operator Pi
as EPi D 2m0P

2
i =„2 , Ev;av is the average valence band edge energy at the � point, m�

c is the
conduction band effective mass. �so.pa/ is the spin-orbit splitting in the second conduction band,
�so.pb/ is the spin-orbit splitting in the valence band and �cf the crystal field splitting. cij are the
elastic constants. ac , av , bax , dax are the deformation potentials, e14 is the piezoelectric constant.
�L1 ; �

L
2 ; �

L
3 are the Luttinger parameters in the 6-band model. �r is the static dielectric constant
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Chapter 4
Finite Elements for k�p Multiband Envelope
Equations

Ratko G. Veprek and Sebastian Steiger

Abstract This chapter applies the finite element method to the k � p equations
describing electronic states in semiconductor nanostructures. It highlights advan-
tages over other discretization methods and discusses the crucial ingredients in
order to obtain accurate results. One particular issue, the appearance of unphysical
or spurious solutions, is demonstrated to emerge from an inconsistency of the
continuum equation system, not the discretization, and two causes are identified
whose correct treatment leads to the elimination of such solutions.

4.1 Introduction

Quantum-mechanical properties of semiconductor nanostructures lie at the heart of
many well-known devices from lasers to LEDs, transistors to RTDs. Usually the
choice of band structure model is decisive when performing simulations of such
properties. The k � p multiband envelope function approach is the method of choice
for electronic structure calculations where a compromise between computational
efficiency and physical accuracy is sought. The relatively straightforward inter-
pretation of obtained wavefunctions and optical transition rates yields additional
advantages over atomistic models [39]. It is natural that in order to fully leverage
the power of the approach, attention should be paid not only to the theoretical model
but also to the numerical methods by which the k � p equations, usually written as
real-space partial differential equations, are solved.
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There is a vast number of different methods available to numerically solve partial
differential equations. One approach is the finite element method (FEM) [33].
While FEM is the prominent workhorse within aerospace and structural engineering
and has widespread application in electro-magnetics and finance, it has attracted
comparatively little attention in the solution of multiband Schrödinger equations.
This is surprising at first glance, as the advantages of using finite elements are
manifold:

• Representation—By using unstructured meshes and convex shaped elements,
complicated geometries can be accurately represented.

• Interfaces—Within finite elements, boundary conditions at material interfaces do
not need additional treatment. Such boundary conditions are referred to as being
natural and are fulfilled automatically.

• Mesh Refinement—Meshes can be tailored to be coarse within less important
regions and dense where the solution must be precisely known. Using a-priori
and a-posteriori error estimates, meshes can be refined at the appropriate places
using well-founded criteria.

• Sparsity—Contrary to plane-wave expansions, the equation systems resulting
from the real-space FEM discretization are sparse. This makes them less
expensive to solve and suitable for distributed computational environments.

• Higher-Order Approximations—Usual solutions to partial differential equations
are non-linear and therefore the convergence of the approximation of the solution
benefits from the usage of higher-order interpolation polynomials. Increasing the
polynomial order in FEM is straightforward.

One of the reasons for the rare application of FEM is that most physics and
nanoelectronics curricula do not contain a comprehensive education in numerical
solution methods. Finite-difference or finite-volume discretizations on structured
grids are more intuitive and straightforward to implement. Another reason is the
possibility of strong spurious solutions (see Sect. 4.5). A clear understanding of their
origin is a prerequisite for the successful application of FEM to the k � p envelope
equations. Therefore the purpose of this chapter is twofold:

• To provide just enough FEM theory and illustrate its application to the k � p
equations such that an aspiring reader can attempt an implementation.

• To convey the authors’ view on the topic of spurious solutions, which anybody
solving k � p equations is likely to encounter. It is our belief that there is nothing
mysterious about their occurrence; yet the origin as well as the way of eliminating
them are not widely known.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 4.2, the reader is familiarized
with the basic concepts of finite elements. Section 4.3 gives a brief overview over
common k � p models and discusses the important issue of operator ordering in
nanostructures. Then a FEM discretization of the k � p equations is presented in
Sect. 4.4 which is applicable to systems of any dimensionality. Section 4.5 discusses
criteria for the fulfillment of a basic mathematical property of the k � p equations
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that should be retained, ellipticity, following the arguments elaborated in [44, 47].
Lastly, Sect. 4.6 gives an outline of the FEM treatment of interface charges arising
from spontaneous and piezo-electric polarization.

The theory covered within this chapter has been implemented by the authors in
the solver tdkp, see http://www.tdkpaqua.net.

4.2 Basic Principles of Finite Elements

The finite-element method is based on a variational formulation of the differential
equation to solve. While the theory of finite elements is rich and extensive, only
rough ideas and conventions essential for the understanding of this chapter are
presented. The reader interested in more profound introductions is referred to [4,51].
The hp-FEM theory employed here is covered extensively in [38].

The second-order partial differential operator we are concerned with has the form

L Œu
D
X

i�j

�
@i cij@j C @j cji@i C cRij @i @j C @i @j cLij

�
uC

X

i

�
dLi @i C @idRi

�
uC eu

(4.1)

on a domain˝ � R
n with boundary @˝ , operating on a function u. Here the indices

i; j run over spatial dimensions and c, d and e are position-dependent coefficients.
It will be shown later that the order in which the coefficients and the differential
operators are placed is of crucial importance. This issue is known as operator
ordering.

The objective is usually either to find a solution u satisfying

L Œu
 D g (4.2)

for a given function g or to find the eigensolutions .ui ; i / such that

L Œui 
 D iui ; (4.3)

always with respect to some boundary condition for u defined on @˝ . Usually
such boundary conditions are either of the Dirichlet .u .@˝/ D u0/ or Neumann�
@u
@n
j@˝ D n0

�
type. The linear equation type (4.2) is encountered in e.g. Poisson’s

equation or load-strain problems, and the eigenvalue problem (4.3) is found in the
k � p equations.

Let now u be the (exact and undiscretized) solution of such a partial differential
equation with u 2 H.˝/, where H.˝/ is a suitable space of continuous functions.
In a numerical solution procedure we seek an approximation of the solution u.
Using finite elements, this is achieved by solving the equation on a distinct, finite-
dimensional subset VM of the space H.˝/, VM � H.˝/, which should converge

http://www.tdkpaqua.net
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to H.˝/ for M ! 1. For this purpose, the domain ˝ is partitioned into disjunct
convex shaped elements Mi , the finite elements, such that

[

i

Mi D ˝; Mi \Mj D ıijMi C @Mij ; (4.4)

where @Mij denotes the lower-dimensional boundary shared between the elements
(points in 1D, edges in 2D and faces in 3D). This partition is denoted as mesh.
Related to the mesh is the basis which spans the subset VM of the function-space
H.˝/. The basis functions are referred to as shape functions Ni.x/ and fulfil the
interpolation requirement of

MX

iD1
Ni.x/ D 1 8x 2 ˝: (4.5)

The basis functions usually have only support on a few adjacent elements, which
leads to the desired property that the resulting linear matrix equation is sparse. There
are many possible forms of basis functions, featuring higher-order interpolation
polynomials, interpolation functions for curved boundaries or axially symmetric
problems. A common approach is to choose a nodal basis based on Lagrange
interpolation polynomials by defining M nodes xj and demanding in addition
to (4.5) that

Ni.xj / D ıij: (4.6)

For linear interpolation polynomials, the nodes are given by the vertices of an
element. For higher-order polynomials, additional nodes are required which are
commonly placed on the element’s edges.

For the nodal basis, let uj denote the solution at the respective node xj :

uj D u.xj /: (4.7)

The final equation is then solved only for the values uj and interpolated in between
by the basis functions. As a result, the approximate finite element solution Qu.x/ in
terms of the shape functions is given as

Qu.x/ D
MX

jD1
ujNj .x/: (4.8)

How to obtain the equations for the coefficients uj from here? This is achieved
by transforming (4.2) or (4.3) into the weak form by multiplying each side of the
equation with a test function v 2 H.˝/ and integrating over˝:
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Z

˝

L Œu
v dx D
Z

˝

gv dx 8 v 2 H.˝/; (4.9a)

Z

˝

L Œu
v dx D 
Z

˝

uv dx 8 v 2 H.˝/: (4.9b)

Here (4.9a) and (4.9b) refer to the problem types (4.2) and (4.3), respectively.
Restricting v to the same function space as the solution u is referred to as the Ritz-
Galerkin approach. It is clear that for the solution u, (4.9a) or (4.9b) are fulfilled
for every v 2 H.˝/. We now insert the approximation (4.8) and request that the
resulting equation for the approximation only be fulfilled for all functions in the
restricted subset v 2 VM used for the approximation. This subset is given by the
shape functions fNi.x/gMiD1 D VM . Inserting every shape functionNi.x/ into (4.9a)
or (4.9b) leads to M equations for the M coefficients bj . Therefore we require
8Ni.x/ 2 VM ,

Z

˝

L ŒQu
Ni.x/ dx DPM
jD1 uj

R
˝

L ŒNj 
Ni.x/ dx D
Z

˝

gNi.x/ dx (4.10a)

Z

˝

L ŒQu
Ni.x/ dx DPM
jD1 uj

R
˝

L ŒNj 
Ni.x/ dx D
MX

jD1

uj

Z

˝

Ni .x/Nj .x/ dx:

(4.10b)

The corresponding integrals can be evaluated numerically or analytically. As a
result, one obtains algebraic equations for the coefficients uj which read for (4.9a)
and (4.9b)

(4.9a)! Au D g; (4.11a)

(4.9b)! Au D Mu: (4.11b)

Here Aij�
R
˝

L ŒNj 
Ni .x/dx is called the stiffness matrix and Mij �R
˝
Ni.x/Nj .x/dx is the mass matrix. One notes that discretizing the linear

equation (4.2) results in the linear matrix equation (4.11a), whereas from the
eigenvalue equation (4.3) one obtains the generalized eigenvalue problem (GEVP)
in Eq. (4.11b). Eigenvectors yi of the GEVP are not orthogonal but M-orthogonal,
which corresponds to the orthogonality of the corresponding eigenfunctions within
the space VM :

y�i Myj D
MX

kD1

MX

lD1
b�i;kbj;l

Z

˝

Nk.x/Nl.x/dx D ıij: (4.12)

The incorporation of boundary conditions will be discussed in the actual example
of the k � p equations.
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4.3 Nanostructure k � p Equations and Operator Ordering

4.3.1 k � p Equations in Nanostructures

In standard k � p theory, the Hamiltonian for a bulk crystal is written as a matrix
which is second-order in the wavevector k:

H.k/ D
X

i;j

NH.2/
ij kikj C

X

i

NH.1/
i ki C NH.0/: (4.13)

In the bulk case the dimension of H corresponds to the number of bands which
are explicitly calculated. In a nanostructure, the k � p Hamiltonian becomes a set of
coupled partial differential eigenvalue equations up to second order for the vector of
envelope functions f.xI kt /, given by

Ef.xI kt / D �
X

i

X

j

@iH
.2/
ij .xI kt /@j f.xI kt /

C
X

i

H.1L/
i .xI kt /@i f.xI kt /C

X

i

@iH
.1R/
i .xI kt /f.xI kt /CH.0/.xI kt /f.xI kt /:

(4.14)

The indices i; j run over the quantized directions x of the system, and the equation
is parametrized in terms of the transverse wavevector kt for the directions in which
translational symmetry is preserved. The particle is represented by the envelope
function vector f.xI kt / which describes at every position how the bulk Bloch states
are mixed due to the symmetry breaking induced by the nanostructure.

We limit our analysis to the case of closed Dirichlet-type boundary conditions:

f.xI kt / D 0 8x 2 @˝: (4.15)

Other boundary conditions, such as open boundary conditions arising in transport
problems or by the inclusion of perfectly matched layers, can also be treated within
FEM [33].

The details of the particular k � p model such as the dimensionality of the
nanostructure, operator ordering, the considered number of bands, the chosen basis,
the material and the crystal type determine the form of the parametric k � p matrices
H.�/� .xI kt /. In a system of incomplete quantization, e.g. a quantum wire along the
[001] crystal direction (which we take to be the z-axis), the second- and first-order
terms related to the transverse direction in (4.13) are in effect added to the first- and
zero-order terms in (4.14):

@iH
.1L/
i D @i

� NH.1L/
i � NH.2/

iz ikz

	
; (4.16a)
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H.1R/
i @i D

� NH.1R/
i � ikz

NH.2/
zi

	
@i ; (4.16b)

H.0/ D NH.0/ C kz NH.2/
zz kz C ikz NH.1L/

z C NH.1R/
z ikz: (4.16c)

Symmetry breaking (quantization) along arbitrary crystal planes can be incorporated
by an appropriate rotation of the real space coordinate system into principal
directions, such that Eq. (4.14) maintains its form.

4.3.2 Operator Ordering

The approach we have taken is to generate a suitable differential operator for a
nanostructure from the bulk Hamiltonians by replacing the wavenumbers of the
symmetry broken directions kj by the corresponding operators�i@j . However, it is
unclear in which particular order a term of the type Nkikj or Pki must be written,
as there are multiple options:

Nkikj ! �iN@i@j ‹ � i@iN@j ‹ � i@jN@i ‹ � i@i @jN ‹
Pki ! �iP@i ‹ � i@iP ‹

This ambiguity arises from the fact that in a bulk crystal the material parameters
N;P are spatially invariant and therefore the differential operators commute with
them, i.e. the information of the ordering is lost due to the homogeneity of the bulk
crystal. In a nanostructure, N.DN.x// and P.DP.x// are position dependent,
so the differential operators do not commute and the ordering of the operators
has a large impact. Within the k � p model, the material parameters are usually
discontinuous at material interfaces, resulting in a delta function for their spatial
derivatives.

A common approach is to choose an ordering which conserves the probability
current and leads to a Hermitian equation system. For terms of type �Lk2i this
is given by the Ben-Daniel Duke ordering @iL@i [1]. We note that within the
single-band effective mass theory, other orderings have been suggested (see [29]
and references therein). But for terms of type �Nki kj the distribution between the
two equivalent forms @iNC@j and @jN�@i .N D NC C N�/ is again ambiguous.
Choosing a symmetric distribution NC D N� D N

2
is not justified by any physical

argument and will in general lead to the appearance of spurious solutions, as will be
shown in Sect. 4.5.

Burt demonstrated [5–8, 14] that the ambiguity could be resolved by directly
deriving the envelope equations from the nanostructure Schrödinger equation such
that the details of the nanostructure and the interface would not be lost by the
assumption of an infinite and homogeneous crystal. This provides detailed insight
into the involved approximations, such as neglecting non-local terms and certain
interface-related Hamiltonian terms. Burt’s theory concludes that the resulting
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Table 4.1 Material parameters taken from Vurgaftman and Meyer’s review [48]. The �i are the
Luttinger parameters. The Kane parameters L0, M and N are related to the Luttinger parameters
by L0 D � „

2

2m0
.�1 C 4�2/, M D � „

2

2m0
.�1 � 2�2/ and N D � „

2

2m0
6�3 . The Kane parameters are

given in units of „
2

2m0

Material �1 �2 �3 L0 M N N=2 NC N�

GaAs 6.98 2.06 2.93 �15.22 �2.86 �17.58 �8.79 �13.72 �3.86
AlAs 3.76 0.82 1.42 �7.04 �2.12 �8.52 �4.26 �5.40 �3.12
InAs 20.00 8.50 9.20 �54.00 �3.00 �55.20 �27.60 �51.20 �4.00
GaP 4.05 0.49 2.93 �6.01 �3.07 �17.58 �8.79 �13.51 �4.07
AlP 3.35 0.71 1.23 �6.19 �1.93 �7.38 �3.69 �4.45 �2.93
InP 5.08 1.60 2.10 �11.48 �1.88 �12.60 �6.30 �9.72 �2.88

Hamiltonian is of the form (4.14) but not necessarily symmetric (NC ¤ N�).
It should be noted that it is a general goal of k � p solvers to predict nanostructure
properties by using bulk parameters taken from literature. Therefore any dependence
of the parameters on the particular nanostructure is not desirable.

Foreman derived in [14, 15] the non-symmetric operator ordering for a standard
eight-band zinc-blende k � p Hamiltonian from crystal symmetry considerations.
This is known as Burt-Foreman operator ordering. Similar derivations also exist for
the wurtzite Hamiltonian [28,34,47]. Second-order operators of the form @i@jN do
not appear in the standard k � p model (they do exist in the first-principles model
of [16]). We briefly outline how the terms �@iN@j (which are problematic for a
discontinuousN ) result from the perturbative inclusion of the effect of remote bands
into the bands explicitly included in the k � p Hamiltonian: The second-order (i.e.
effective mass) matrix element of the original single-particle crystal Hamiltonian
between the lattice-periodic functions for bands s and s0, explicitly including the
contribution of remote bands r , reads (see Eq. (6.4) in [6])

� „
2

2m0

0

@ıss0k2 C 2

m0

X

i;j

X

r

kipi;sr.E �Hrr.x//
�1pj;rs0kj

1

A : (4.17)

The term pi;sr represents the momentum matrix element for direction i between the
respective lattice periodic Bloch functions s and r (see Eq. (3.4) in [6]). From (4.17),
terms of type kiNCkj and kjN�ki arise which cannot be assumed to be symmetric.

A particular strength of the k � p model is the ability to diagonalize the bulk
Hamiltonian analytically and determine its parameters by matching the resulting
dispersion relations and energy gaps to experimental values from measurements on
bulk crystals. But since in a bulk crystal the split into NC and N� is irrelevant,
the determination of NC and N� is not possible. A practical solution to this was
found by Foreman [14, 15] for the zincblende valence band Hamiltonian. In bulk,
the second order terms of the Hamiltonian can be parametrized in terms of the
Kane parameters L0, M and N [24] and it is the N term which must be split,
see Table 4.1 for the relation between the Kane parameters L, M and N and the
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Luttinger parameters �1, �2 and �3. Inspecting the definitions of these parameters,
Foreman found [15] that by neglecting contributions from very remote �25 bands,
formed by f-type and higher atomic orbitals, N� can be deduced entirely from M .
Using the bulk value for N , NC is readily determined. As a result, it was found that
the splitting is highly unsymmetric with differences between NC and N� of up to a
factor of 10 (see Table 1 and [44]).

4.3.3 Zincblende Models

For III-V semiconductors with zincblende crystal structures, a variety of different
k �p models exists. The simplest conduction-band model is the single-band effective
mass model, which easily fits into the given equation frame and will not be further
discussed. The simplest physical model for the valence band (vb) is given by the
k �p 4	 4 model describing the �8 valence bands (light and heavy holes). The 6	 6
model adds the �7 spin-orbit split-off band. These two models do not contain a
coupling between valence and conduction bands and implicitly assume a single-
band description of the conduction band (cb). By including the coupling to the
lowest (�6) conduction band, one obtains the 8 	 8 model. Models taking into
account 14 [36], 16 [9], 24 [2] or 30 [18] bands are not considered in this chapter.

Some implementations are based on model Hamiltonians expressed in terms of
the diagonal Bloch basis of a reference crystal at the � point (zone-center Bloch
basis). The details about the basis functions do not have to be known since any
properties which rely on their form are mangled into the k � p parameters. An
alternative form of the 8 	 8 Hamiltonian is given by the Pidgeon-Brown [31] or
Enders Hamiltonian [13], which is expressed in the zone-center basis

S "; X "; Y "; Z "; S #; X #; Y #; Z # : (4.18)

Here fS;X; Y;Zg denote states which exhibit the same real-space symmetry as
the corresponding atomic orbitals, and f";#g denotes the spin degree of freedom.
In this basis, the spin-orbit terms of the Hamiltonian are non-diagonal at kD 0,
but the Burt-Foreman operator ordering retains a simple and clear form [14, 45].
Furthermore, some care is required for the first-order interaction terms between the
valence and conduction band in the k � p 8 	 8 model. The self-adjoint of the first
order term iPkj is given by �ikjP , not �iPkj . A wrong ordering here leads to
a non-Hermitian linear equation system in a nanostructure and hence imaginary
eigenvalues. The detailed form of the Hamiltonian is given in [13, 14, 31, 44, 46].

The form of the 6 	 6 model can be derived from the 8 	 8 model by taking
the limit of an infinite bandgap Eg ! 1 and neglecting the �6 conduction band.
However, the valence-band parameters used in the 6	 6 model differ from the ones
used in the 8	 8 model as the cb-vb interaction in the 6	 6 model must be included
perturbatively in the remaining vb coefficients.
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The 4 	 4 model is derived from the 6 	 6 model by reducing it to the heavy-
and light-hole bands, neglecting the split-off band. This reduction is performed
by choosing a combination of basis functions which effectively diagonalizes the
spin-orbit interaction and transforms the 6 	 6 Hamiltonian, including the operator
ordering, to the new basis.

4.3.4 Wurtzite Models

Group III-nitride materials often condense in the wurtzite crystal structure. Appro-
priate models for the valence band of this crystal type are given by a 6 	 6 model
including the �5 bands and the �1 band split by the crystal field energy [3, 12].
Due to the large band gap, it usually suffices to model the conduction band by an
anisotropic single band. However, the 6 	 6 model can also be extended to include
the conduction band[21]. The correct operator ordering was initially worked out in
[28] and recently discussed in [34] and by the authors [47].

4.4 FEM Discretization and Solution of the k�p Equations

4.4.1 Weak Form

The transformation of the equations (4.14) into the weak form (4.9b) is straight-
forward. Similar derivations can be found in the book by Ram-Mohan [33], mostly
for quantum wells, and in the articles by Park et al. [30] (valence band of quantum
wires) and Johnson et al. [23] (valence band states in quantum dots). Here a general
derivation applicable to systems of any dimension shall be given. For the sake of
simplicity, the parametric dependence on kt is omitted in the following.

An n-band k � p model consists of a system of n coupled equations for the
envelope components fi .x/. The function space of each fi is H.˝/. First, the
boundary conditions (4.15) are enforced by restricting the Hilbert space to functions
compatible with the Dirichlet condition,

H0.˝/ D ff 2 H.˝/ W f .@˝/ D 0g: (4.19)

This condition is also propagated to the finite dimensional subset VM used to
express the approximation to the solution and the mesh of˝ . In the spirit of (4.9b),
Eq. (4.14) is left-multiplied with a vectorial test function w.x/ having wi .x/ 2
H0.˝/ and integrated over the domain ˝ . Using integration by parts and Gauss’
law, the second-order terms transform into
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�
Z

˝

w�.x/@iH.2/
ij .x/@j f.x/dx D �

Z

@˝

w�.x/H.2/
ij .x/@j f.x/ni .x/ds

C
Z

˝

.@iw�.x//H.2/
ij .x/ .@j f.x//dx;

(4.20)

where ni is the i -th component of the normal vector to the boundary element
ds of @˝ . The first integral on the right-hand side (rhs) vanishes due to the
restriction on the Hilbert-space to conform to the Dirichlet boundary condition.
In the second integral any possible singularities of the derivatives of H.2/.x/ caused
by discontinuous parameters are now resolved. The same trick can be used to
remove the singularity at material interfaces of the first-order term @iH

.1R/
i .x/. Note

that material interfaces are sharp and do not depend on the discretization in this
approach. Equation (4.14) then reads

E

Z

˝

w�.x/f.x/dx D
X

i

X

j

Z

˝

.@iw�.x//H.2/
ij .x/.@j f.x//dx

C
X

i

Z

˝

w�.x/H.1L/
i .x/.@i f.x//dx �

X

i

Z

˝

.@iw�.x//H.1R/
i .x/f.x/dx

(4.21)

C
Z

˝

w�.x/H.0/.x/f.x/dx:

There is no need to explicitly enforce special boundary conditions inside ˝ at any
material interface. Such boundary conditions are implicitly included in the given
differential operator and are denoted in the finite element framework as natural
boundary conditions.

4.4.2 Numerical Discretization

Clearly, Eq. (4.21) is not yet in the form of (4.10b). Based on the shape functions
Ni.x/ used for the scalar equation, the shape function for w.x/ and f.x/ in the
coupled equation can be defined as

wmg.x/ D emNg.x/; (4.22)

f.x/ D
X

h

X

n

fnhenNh.x/; (4.23)
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with em; en being n-dimensional Cartesian unit vectors (ei � ej D ıij). Inserting
into (4.21) yields

E
X

h

X

n

eTmenfnh

Z

˝

Ng.x/Nh.x/dx

D
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h

X

n

X
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X
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fnh
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˝

�
eTmH.2/

ij .x/en
	
.@iNg.x//.@j Nh.x//dx
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�
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i .x/en
	
Ng.x/.@iNh.x//dx (4.24)
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.@iNg.x//Nh.x/dx
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˝

�
eTmH.0/.x/en

�
Ng.x/Nh.x/dx:

The indices g; h run over the nodal degrees of freedom whilem; n run over the bands
and i; j over the spatial dimensions. eTmHen is simply the matrix element .m; n/ of
the matrix H. The integrals are scalar quantities which need to be evaluated only
once at the beginning of a simulation. In tdkp we assume that for the first- and
second-order terms the coefficients H are element-wise constant. Using analytically
evaluated element integrals leads to very fast matrix assembly times. For zero-order
terms we allow non-constant coefficients and assume that a coefficient is defined by
its nodal values via the shape functions,

c.x/ D
X

v

cvNv.x/: (4.25)

The last term in (4.24) requires us to evaluate integrals of the type

Z

˝

Nv.x/Ng.x/Nh.x/dx: (4.26)

Using this approach we can accurately include strain effects which may induce
sizeable variations of the band edge within an element, whilst assuming that a steady
compositional change of the material is still well represented (see also Sect. 4.6).

The boundary conditions, which are plugged into the function space via (4.19),
are enforced by setting the rows and columns associated with a node located at the
boundary to 0. This is done by simply discarding the respective matrix entries (rows
and columns) during assembly and setting the corresponding nodal result values
to 0.

The resulting generalized eigenvalue problem A0fDM0f differs from the single-
band case in the sense that the matrices are block sparse, each block consisting of an
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n	nmatrix for an n-band model. The blocks in M0 are multiples of the unity matrix,
which allows to store only the scaling factor. Furthermore, M0 is real-valued and
symmetric (this applies only to the case of closed boundary conditions). The matrix
A0 is complex-Hermitian.

4.4.3 Solving the Generalized Eigenvalue Problem

Solving the generalized eigenvalue problem can be a rather delicate task. For k �
p 4 	 4 and 6 	 6 models, the spectrum of the eigenvalues reaches from �1 to
the uppermost valence band edge. As energies are always given with respect to
some arbitrary reference, the band edge can be adjusted such that the eigenvalues
and eigenfunctions of interest correspond to smallest-magnitude values located at
the upper boundary of the matrix spectrum. For the k � p 8 	 8 model, which also
features the conduction band, the bound states of interest correspond to interior
eigenvalues which are more difficult to determine. Since only a few eigenvalues
need to be sought, iterative methods are favorable. For tdkp we currently favor the
Arnoldi [40] method implemented in ARPACK [26]. To achieve fast convergence,
we use the shift-and-invert approach in which the original problem is transformed
to a problem targeting the largest eigenvalues:

A! .A � �M/�1 : (4.27)

As a result, the number of required Arnoldi iterations is reduced to typically 70–250
depending on the system, at the cost that in each Arnoldi iteration a linear equation

.A � �M/ z D f (4.28)

must be solved for changing f. The shift-and-invert approach has been found to be
very reliable. Convergence is always achieved, which is crucial for tdkp when being
employed for transport simulations within the simulator AQUA [41].

The linear problem can be solved either using iterative or direct methods. Since
the equation system has to be solved several times, we commonly use a direct
factorization of the matrix provided that enough memory is available.

4.5 Spurious Solutions and Equation Ellipticity

4.5.1 Examples of Spurious Solutions

Researchers doing k � p calculations are often puzzled when they obtain band
structures containing inplausible results. It was noted early on that the k � p 8 	 8
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Fig. 4.1 (a) Band structure and (b) probability density at kt D 0 of a 5 nm In0:53Ga0:47As quantum
well embedded in InP showing strong spurious solutions. The results were obtained using the 8�8
model, standard band structure parameters [48] at T D 300 K and symmetric operator ordering.
The probability densities are normalized to a maximum value of 0:2 and shifted by their energy.
The bulk valence band edge of the well material is located at 0:0 eV, the well conduction band
edge at 0:74 eV. There are states within the bandgap, with a probability density exhibiting either
an unplausible wing-band form, located at the boundary of the simulation domain, or oscillatory
behavior within the well located between�2:5 and 2:5 nm. Several conduction subbands also bend
downwards, i.e. into the band gap

model for zincblende could lead to unphysical, or spurious, solutions [37, 50].
An illustrative example of such solutions is given in Fig. 4.1. The figure shows the
band structure and probability densities obtained for a 5 nm In0:53Ga0:47As quantum
well embedded in InP, solved by means of the 8 	 8 model. While certain subband
shapes look reasonable, there are also bands bending into the forbidden gap.
The eigenfunctions of the corresponding states can be highly oscillatory. A Fourier
transform exhibits large contributions from outside the Brillouin zone, violating
the initial assumption in k � p theory of slowly varying envelopes. The appearance
of such solutions clearly disqualifies the method, jeopardizing its reliability and
predictiveness.

While spurious solutions mostly arise in the k � p 8 	 8 model, they can also
appear in the context of 4 	 4 and 6 	 6 models for both zincblende and wurtzite
crystals, in particular when using symmetrized operator ordering. As an example
we apply the 4	4model to an (fictious) unstrained 5 nm InAs-GaAs quantum well.
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Fig. 4.2 Band structure of a
5 nm [001] InAs-GaAs
quantum well in transversal
[110] direction, calculated
using the 4� 4 model and
finite elements. The dashed
lines (labeled SYM) denote
the results obtained using
symmetrized operator
ordering, while the solid lines
(labeled BF) are results
obtained using Burt-Foreman
operator ordering. Strain
effects are neglected

Our tdkp simulation results in the band structure depicted in Fig. 4.2. Note that the
valence band edge of InAs is taken at 0 eV. The solid lines display the band structure
obtained using Burt-Foreman ordering. The dashed lines result from symmetrized
ordering, where the two highest resulting bands bend into the forbidden band gap,
which is clearly spurious.

Extending the example to an artificial 2D square InAs-GaAs quantum wire leads
to a similar picture. Again solved using the 4 	 4 model and neglecting strain
effects, one obtains for the states closest to the uppermost valence band edge the
probability densities depicted in Fig. 4.3. The figure shows 18 states organized in
three rows. The uppermost row shows results calculated using symmetric operator
ordering on a triangular mesh of 12,846 vertices. The second row is obtained using
symmetric operator ordering on a tensorial grid of 17,161 vertices. The third row
shows the results of applying Burt-Foreman operator ordering on the triangular
mesh. The results for Burt-Foreman ordering on a tensorial grid are omitted as they
match the results on the triangular grid up to less than 0.1 meV. The plotted states are
the ones closest to the valence band edge, which is located at 0 eV. The valence band
offset between InAs and GaAs is set to 0 eV. Hence there should be no particular
reason for a particle to be confined within the InAs region. The symmetrized
operator ordering yields solutions which are located entirely at the interface between
InAs and GaAs and include highly oscillatory components. In addition, the solutions
are not stable with respect to the particular meshing and triangulation used, as
completely different solutions are obtained for the triangular and tensorial grids.

Further examples of spurious solutions appearing in different models for different
crystals can be found in [44, 47]. All of them are connected to the symmetrized
operator ordering and have in common a significant change of the effective mass
parameters at a material interface.

Common approaches to reduce spurious solutions are based on adding parameters
to the Hamiltonian [22], imposing special boundary conditions [35], filtering out
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Fig. 4.3 Probability densities calculated for an artificial (5 nm)2 InAs nanowire embedded in
GaAs, using the k�p 4�4model and neglecting strain effects. The valence band edge and the offset
between InAs and GaAs is set to 0 eV. The rows show six probabilities of the states closest to 0
eV (ignoring spin-degeneracy). The uppermost row is obtained using symmetric operator ordering
on a triangular mesh. The second row is obtained using symmetric ordering on a tensorial grid.
The third row is obtained using Burt Foreman operator ordering

any out-of-zone components [19] or simply removing the unwanted solutions
numerically or analytically by choosing a basis set which is not able to represent
highly oscillatory solutions. The fundamental weakness of these approaches is given
by the fact that they treat the symptoms of the disease rather than the cause. As will
be shown below, spurious solutions are a result of the posed equation system. It is the
authors’ view that the correct way to approach the issue is therefore to understand
the reason why these solutions appear and to ask whether the equations can be
formulated such that they result in a set of eigenvalue equations with conditions
at the external boundaries which is free of spurious solutions. The answer to this
question is yes.

Most discussions addressing the reason of spurious solutions [10, 14, 25, 27, 42,
43,49,50] are carried out in the framework of the transfer matrix method, except for
[10] where finite differences are used. This means that the discussions are centered
around a particular numerical method and focus on the validity of actual obtained
solutions. Instead of discussing a particular solution method, we address the issue
by a close inspection of the continuum equations themselves.

Without presenting a rigorous mathematical proof, it will be shown that the
decisive mathematical criterion causing spurious solutions is the ellipticity of the
coupled differential equation system given by the k � p equations. Based on this
criterion, a set of conditions for the parameters in various k�p models can be derived
which need to be fulfilled to retain ellipticity. Burt-Foreman operator ordering fits
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into this context in that it results in (almost) elliptic equations while the symmetrized
operator ordering violates this principle. Our ellipticity argument is simple but
fundamental. The authors have no knowledge of spurious solutions which arise
from the numerical discretization. Instead they are aware of finite-element, finite-
difference and finite-volume implementations where the problem was eliminated by
respecting the conditions outlaid in this section.

4.5.2 Ellipticity Criteria

4.5.2.1 Definition of Ellipticity

A scalar partial differential operator of second order

L2 D �
mX

i;jD1
@iD1cij@j C

mX

i

�
dLi @i C @idRi

�C e (4.29)

is termed elliptic if the matrix C composed of the coefficients cij is strictly definite:

x�Cx > 0 8x 2 R
m: (4.30)

The index boundary m corresponds to the dimension of the considered space.
Equation (4.30) is the criterion for positive definiteness, but a similar argument can
be made for a negative definite system by multiplying everything with �1.

The definiteness is equivalent to the condition that all eigenvalues of C are
either entirely positive or entirely negative. A prominent example of a parabolic
equation, where one eigenvalue of the second-order coefficient matrix C is 0, is the
heat transfer equation @tu � r2u D 0. In case of a mix between strictly negative
and positive eigenvalues, a hyperbolic equation is obtained, such as in the wave
equation @2t u.x; t/�r2u.x; t/ D 0. Elliptic equations are boundary value problems,
having a solution uniquely determined by the boundary conditions, while parabolic
and hyperbolic equations require a mix between boundary and initial conditions.
They usually cannot be solved in a single step but have to be evolved in time.

Focusing now on the k � p equations, it is apparent from Kohn-Sham theory that
the exact stationary (time-independent) Schrödinger equation of an electron many-
body system, containing a nonlocal potential which is a function of the density, is
elliptic. The coefficients of the second-order terms are nonzero only on the diagonal
of the respective coefficient matrix and simply given by „2

2m0
. Any approximation

to this equation should conserve the mathematical nature of the equation and not
change the elliptic boundary value problem into a hyperbolic initial value problem.
This is, as demonstrated below, exactly the case for the k �p equations with spurious
solutions.
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To illustrate this matter, we first extend the definition of ellipticity from the scalar
case to the coupled envelope equations. In this case, the coefficient matrix C of the
second-order terms of the envelope equations can be written as

C D

0
B@

H.2/
xx H.2/

xy H.2/
xz

H.2/
yx H.2/

yy H.2/
yz

H.2/
zx H.2/

zy H.2/
zz

1
CA : (4.31)

The scalar coefficients cij in (4.29) are hence replaced by the submatrices of the
second-order components of (4.14). Calculating the eigenvalues of the matrix C
in terms of the used parameters and checking their signs gives a simple tool to
determine whether the equation is elliptic or not.

4.5.2.2 Ingredient 1: Correct Operator Ordering

To start with an actual example, let us focus on the k � p 6 	 6 Hamiltonian for
the top valence band states in zincblende crystals [14, 44], expressed in the basis of
Eq. (4.18) excluding the conduction band (S ). In this basis, there are no second-
order coupling terms between states with different spin orientation, and all the
second-order coupling is within states with equal spin. The individual coefficient
matrices for spin-up and spin-down orbitals are the same, and the analysis can be
restricted to one of these matrices [44]:

.hkl
ij / D

„2
2m0

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBB@

L0 0 0 0 NC 0 0 0 NC
0 M 0 N� 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 M 0 0 0 N� 0 0

0 N� 0 M 0 0 0 0 0

NC 0 0 0 L0 0 0 0 NC
0 0 0 0 0 M 0 N� 0

0 0 N� 0 0 0 M 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 N� 0 M 0

NC 0 0 0 NC 0 0 0 L0

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCA

: (4.32)

Here L0;M;N are the Kane parameters and N DNC C N�. For the symmetric
operator ordering NC=� D 1

2
N , while Foreman’s estimate for N� [17] is N� D

M � „2
2m0

. The eigenvalues of (4.32) in units of „2
2m0

are

M �N� .3	/; M CN� .3	/; L �NC .2	/; LC 2NC .1	/; (4.33)

where the factor in the parenthesis denotes the eigenvalue degeneracy. The envelope
equation is elliptic if all of these eigenvalues are negative (because we are inspecting
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Table 4.2 Distinct eigenvalues (4.33) and the ratio (4.35) for both operator orderings, calculated
using parameters from [48], listed in Table 4.1

Material Ordering 1 2 3 4 �

GaAs BF �42.66 �6.72 �1.50 1.00 0.05
GaAs SYM �32.80 �11.65 �6.43 5.93 0.22

AlAs BF �17.84 �5.24 �1.64 1.00 0.08
AlAs SYM �15.56 �6.38 �2.78 2.14 0.16

InAs BF �156.40 �7.00 �2.80 1.00 0.02
InAs SYM �109.20 �30.60 �26.40 24.60 0.29

GaP BF �33.03 �7.14 1.00 7.50 0.33
GaP SYM �23.59 �11.86 2.78 5.72 0.38

AlP BF �15.09 �4.86 �1.74 1.00 0.09
AlP SYM �13.57 �5.62 �2.50 1.76 0.15

InP BF �30.92 �4.76 �1.76 1.00 0.06
InP SYM �24.08 �8.18 �5.18 4.42 0.22

the valence band). Hence one just needs to ensure that the following criteria for the
valence band Kane parameters are fulfilled:

M �N� < 0; M CN� < 0; L �NC < 0; LC 2NC < 0: (4.34)

A simple way of visualizing a non-elliptic parametrization is obtained by summing
the absolute value of the “wrong” eigenvalues and divide it by the sum of the
absolute value of “correct” eigenvalues,

� D
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ

P
i;i>0

iP
j;j <0

j

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ : (4.35)

We regard this ratio as an estimate of the degree of non-ellipticity. Ideally it should
be zero. Inserting standard material parameters [11] for InAs, GaAs, AlAs, InP,
GaP and AlP into (4.33) leads to the distinct eigenvalues given in Table 4.2.
The table shows the values obtained for both Burt-Foreman and symmetrized
operator ordering. All parameter sets yield a non-elliptic equation set, although
the amount of positive eigenvalues is a lot higher for the symmetrized ordering
than for the Burt-Foreman ordering. The difference is especially significant for the
InAs–GaAs material system. Here, the ratio of positive to negative eigenvalues for
symmetrized operator ordering is 0.29 for InAs and 0.22 for GaAs, whereas Burt-
Foreman operator ordering gives small ratios of 0.02 and 0.05, respectively.

The estimate for N� employed in the Burt-Foreman ordering [14] is only
approximative and always leads to three constant positive eigenvalues of 1 (in
units of „2

2m0
), which are small compared to the “correct” eigenvalues. Therefore

Foreman’s equation set is not quite elliptic. In Fig. 4.4a,c, contour plots show the
ratios (4.35) for InAs, InP, AlAs, AlP, GaP and GaAs for different choices of N 0
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Fig. 4.4 Ratio (4.35) between positive and negative eigenvalues (4.33) of the k � p 6 � 6
Hamiltonian for the material parameters in Table 4.1 and different choices ofN 0 andN�. filledstar
denotes Burt-Foreman operator ordering and filledsquare refers to the symmetric ordering. (a) InAs
(b) InP (c) GaAs (d) GaP (e) AlAs (f) AlP

and N�. The shaded regions mark the parameter space where the obtained equation
is elliptic. Foreman’s estimate, indicated by the symbol filledstar, is close to the
elliptic parameter region. The symmetrized operator .N� D N 0=2/ is indicated by
the symbol filledsquare.
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4.5.2.3 Ingredient 2 (for the 8 � 8 Model): Momentum Matrix Parameter

Some more care is required for the k � p 8 	 8 model which includes also the
lowest conduction band. The Luttinger parameters (which are directly employed
in the 4 	 4 and 6 	 6 models) contain the interaction between the valence bands
and the conduction band and therefore need to be renormalized for the 8 	 8
model by subtracting the perturbative components. This involves the momentum
matrix element P , related to the optical matrix parameter by EP D 2m0

„2 P
2, and the

bandgap Eg . The parametrization therefore becomes temperature-dependent. The
cb-vb coupling occurs in the standard model only via first-order terms iPk. Recall
that the bulk inversion asymmetry yields a second order term for the cb-vb coupling
(Kane’s B parameter), which is very small and therefore usually neglected. The
conduction band second-order termr �Acr is obtained from the renormalization of
the single-band effective mass m�c [17],

Ac D „2
2m�c

� 2
3

P 2

Eg
� �1

3

P 2

.Eg C�/; (4.36)

where� is the spin orbit split-off energy. For the valence band, similar renormaliza-
tions are obtained. As shown in [44], this renormalization is delicate and can quickly
lead to non-elliptic parameter sets in the valence band. The conduction band is easier
to understand: the renormalized effective mass of the conduction band must simply
be positive,Ac > 0. If the renormalization (4.36) is too strong,Ac becomes negative
and the particle will resemble a hole.

Suppose now this is the case in a quantized region of a nanostructure. The band
edge of this region lies below the band edge of the barrier region. A confined,
artificially hole-like conduction band particle hence favors the barrier and tries to
avoid the quantized region. However, the valence band components of the particle
will be localized in the quantized region. Coupling these bands together, as it is
done via the first-order terms, leads to high oscillations, as in every region at least
one component tries to vanish. This is what can be seen in Fig. 4.1b, where the states
in the bandgap are trying to avoid the quantized region.

To cope with this, both the authors and Foreman suggest to reduce the optical
matrix parameterEP (or, equivalently,P ) [14,44]. The band structure itself around
the � -point is independent of EP as the involved renormalizations adjust the
second-order parameters of the 8 	 8 model such that the dispersion defined by
the original effective mass parameters is retained. In our experience, a reduction of
EP by 10–20 % usually leads to numerically stable parameters and does not affect
the bulk band structure around � . In some cases we also reduce �3 to obtain elliptic
parameter sets in the 8 	 8 model. This is to our regret still a somewhat arbitrary
workaround that needs further justification.

But applying this procedure to the In0:53Ga0:47As/InP example leads to the
spurious-solution-free results shown in Fig. 4.5.
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Fig. 4.5 Band structure (a) and probability density (b) of a 5 nm In0:53Ga0:47As quantum well
embedded in InP. The results were obtained using the k � p 8 � 8 model, Burt-Foreman
operator ordering and slightly modified band structure parameters (InP: EP D 15:2 eV.�26:6%/,
In0:53Ga0:47As: EP D 19:48 eV.�17%/; �3D 6:19.�1%/). The parameters EP and �3 were
reduced such that the parameters meet the ellipticity criteria (4.34). The black-dotted lines represent
the band structure obtained from symmetric ordering as plotted in Fig. 4.1

4.6 Strain and Polarization

Nanostructures are frequently composed of materials having different lattice con-
stants. A pseudomorphic interface between these materials requires a matching of
the individual crystals, which in turn leads to intrinsic strains. Strain, described by
the tensor ", in turn often induces polarizations P via the piezoelectric effect which
to first order is given by

Pi D
X

jk

eijk"jk: (4.37)

Here i; j; k run over the spatial dimensions and eijk is the piezoelectric stress
coefficient. A change in polarization is not necessarily strain-induced but can also
arise from varying spontaneous polarization across a material interface. A change
of the polarization results in a charge field,

�.x/ D �r � P.x/; (4.38)
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which must be included in the electronic calculation via an additional potential
obtained from the solution of the respective Poisson equation. How intrinsic strain
is calculated using linear elasticity theory is widely covered within literature (see
e.g. [20, 32]) and is not repeated here. We also skip the theory behind polarization
charges in favor of discussing how to precisely include this effect in the framework
of finite elements.

The usual solution variable for calculating strain using finite elements is given by
the displacement from the unstrained reference shape u.x/. The linear small strain
measure "ij is then obtained from the derivatives of the displacement,

"ij.x/ D 1

2

�
@j ui .x/C @iuj .x/

�
: (4.39)

The polarization charge �.x/ in turn is obtained from the derivative of the strain and
therefore from the second-order derivative of the displacement. While we expect
the displacement to be continuous (i.e. there are no cracks in the structure), the
first-order derivative is not. This means that the polarization is expected to be
discontinuous across element boundaries.

If PL and PR are the polarization left and right of the boundary, the total
polarization can be written as

P.x/ D .PR � PL/�AB.x/C PL; (4.40)

where �.x/ is the Heaviside function (� D 0 in the left element A and � D 1 in
the right element B). Taking the negative divergence yields the polarization charge:

%.x/ D �nAB � .PR � PL/ıAB.x/: (4.41)

Here, nAB denotes the normal to the boundary and ıAB.x/ is the delta function that
vanishes everywhere except on the boundary AB .

As a result, a surface charge on the boundary is obtained. Higher-order approx-
imation polynomials for the displacement lead to additional volume charges which
are easy to handle and are not repeated here. The FEM-discretized form of Poisson’s
equation for the coefficients �j of the potential �.x/ DPj �jNj .x/ then reads

MX

jD1
�j

Z

˝

"b.x/rNi.x/rNj .x/dx D
Z

˝

Ni.x/%.x/dx: (4.42)

The tricky part is how to include the delta function on the right-hand side. Rewriting
the rhs using �PBj as the jump of the polarization across the element boundary
Bj gives
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Z

˝

Ni.x/%.x/dx D �
Z

˝

Ni.x/

0

@
X

Bj

�PBj .x/ � nBj ıBj .x/
1

A dx (4.43)

D �
X

Bj

Z

Bj

�PBj .x/ � nBj Ni.x/ds: (4.44)

Here
R
Bj

ds denotes the integration over the boundary (a face in 3D, an edge in 2D,
and a point in 1D).

Note that the shape functions Ni are defined on the elements while they have
to be evaluated on element boundaries. As such, for every element type also
integrations over every boundary would be required. An elegant way to prevent
such a tedious implementation is to use the fact that for the Lagrange polynomials
these integrals are already implemented by a corresponding lower-dimensional
element. As an example, within a triangular domain partition, the first-order nodal
shape function restricted to an element edge containing the corresponding node is
given by the linear, one-dimensional shape function. On edges not containing the
given node, the used nodal shape functions Ni always vanish and the integrals are
only nonzero on element boundaries Bj containing the node i . Therefore, only an
appropriate mapping of the element boundary to a lower-dimensional element with
the corresponding shape function is required.

This elegant way of including surface charges allows to model nanostructures
subject to strain and interface charges within 2D and 3D simulations with a high
accuracy. This stands in contrast to other discretization methods which in effect
artificially smear out surface charges.

4.7 Conclusion

This chapter provides an overview on the essentials which need to be considered
when solving the k � p equations using finite elements. Besides the FEM discretiza-
tion of the Hamiltonian and the treatment of strain and interface charges, it is crucial
that the continuum equations are well-posed. In the k � p case, the mathematical
criterion of ellipticity translates to correct operator ordering (Burt-Foreman ordering
for the zincblende models) and appropriate parameter sets. This can be achieved by
limiting the magnitude of the optical matrix parameter in the k � p 8	 8 model. The
resulting computer simulations are robust, fast, accurate and predictable. They are
excellent building blocks for the understanding of optoelectronic devices of any
flavor.
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Chapter 5
Plane-Wave Approaches to the Electronic
Structure of Semiconductor Nanostructures

Eoin P. O’Reilly, Oliver Marquardt, Stefan Schulz, and Aleksey D. Andreev

Abstract This chapter is dedicated to different plane-wave based approaches to
calculate the electronic structure of semiconductor nanostructures. We introduce
semi-analytical and numerical methods to achieve a plane-wave based description
of such systems. This includes use of plane-wave methods to calculate not just
the electronic structure but also the built-in strain and the polarisation potential,
with the strain and the polarisation potential each having a significant influence
on the electronic properties of a semiconductor nanostructure. The advantages and
disadvantages of different plane-wave based formulations in comparison to a real-
space, finite element model will be discussed and we will present representative
examples of semiconductor nanostructures together with their elastic and electronic
properties, computed from semi-analytical and numerical approaches. We conclude
that plane-wave-based methods provide an efficient and flexible approach when
using k�p models to determine the electronic structure of semiconductor nanostruc-
tures.

5.1 Plane-Wave Approaches to Real-Space Problems

The description of real-space properties of a system can often be achieved in a very
efficient manner by employing a reciprocal-space approach using plane waves. A
prominent example where this approach is commonly used is in the application
of density functional theory (DFT) [21, 23], to calculate the electronic properties
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of many-particle systems such as atoms, molecules and crystals. Within DFT, the
Schrödinger equation, H�.r/ D "�.r/, to determine electron wavefunctions and
energies needs to be solved self-consistently:

H�.r/ D
�
� „

2

2m0

r2 C V.Œn.r/
I r/
�
�.r/ D "�.r/: (5.1)

The potential term V.Œn.r/
I r/ here includes contributions such as the electron-
electron Coulomb interaction, u.Œn.r/
I r/, which depends on the electron density
n.r/ as:

u.Œn.r/
I r/ /
Z

n.r0/
jr � r0jdV 0: (5.2)

The electron density n.r/ is given by the sum of the charge densities h�.r/j�.r/i
associated with each of the filled electron states in the system. Because H depends
on� and� onH , an iterative approach is then required to find the allowed solutions
of the Schrödinger equation. Such an iterative approach requires efficient calculation
techniques, and it is noteworthy that plane-wave methods are the most widely used
approach when solving the Schrödinger equation within DFT.

An arbitrary electron wavefunction �.r/ can be expressed in reciprocal space
using plane waves via a Fourier transform taken over the volume Vsc of the supercell
being investigated, to give:

�.g/ D 1p
Vsc

Z

Vsc

�.r/eig�rdV: (5.3)

For a periodic system, the wavefunction �k.r/, for a certain wave vector k, can be
expressed using the Bloch theorem as

�k.r/ D
X

G

ck;G � ei.GCk/�r; (5.4)

with the G’s being the reciprocal lattice vectors. The accuracy with which the
wavefunction is described is then determined by the number of plane waves
employed in (5.4). The number of plane waves used when performing a DFT
calculation is typically controlled via the choice of the cut-off energy Ec :

„2
2m0

.GC k/2 � Ec: (5.5)

The cut-off energy can be treated as a convergence parameter, whose value is chosen
as a balance between computational costs and the required energy accuracy.

Compared to a real-space description, the reciprocal space approach has a number
of decisive advantages:
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1. The accuracy of the calculation with respect to energies and spatial resolution is
directly controlled via the single parameterEc , and thus via the number of plane
waves employed.

2. Within a numerical calculation, a plane-wave formulation is commonly highly
efficient and a fast Fourier transform (FFT), or a modified FFT (depending on
implementation), can be used to transform wavefunctions and charge densities
from reciprocal to real space and vice versa.

3. The whole simulation cell is treated similarly, as plane waves expand throughout
the whole real space.

4. The periodic nature of plane waves makes a plane-wave based formalism
perfectly suited to periodic problems such as crystalline systems, where periodic
boundary conditions need to be explicitly enforced in a real-space approach.
However, aperiodic systems such as molecules or surfaces can also be success-
fully described in a plane-wave picture using a sufficiently large supercell in
which the molecule is surrounded by vacuum.

Although there are several real-space methods available for DFT calculations [11,
31], the efficiencies associated with using a plane-wave framework have generally
led to their being preferred, and most of the existing DFT codes rely on a plane-wave
representation [9, 18, 24, 41].

For the description of the electronic properties of semiconductor nanostructures
such as quantum dots, wires and wells using multi-band k�p models, a real-space
description based on finite elements and finite differences has been the more
common choice [10, 16, 32, 36, 37, 43, 48, 51]. However, a variety of different
plane-wave based multi-band k�p models has been implemented and successfully
employed in the past [2, 13, 27, 45]. These plane-wave based k�p methods not only
retain the advantages listed above, but can also make use of one further advantage,
namely that there are many nanostructure shapes and problems for which the Fourier
transform can be calculated analytically. Use of these analytical Fourier transforms
can then speed up the setting up of the reciprocal space calculation when using the
k�p method to analyse semiconductor quantum dot electronic structure.

Within this chapter, we introduce both semi-analytical and numerical approaches
which employ a plane-wave formalism for multi-band effective mass calculations
of electronic properties of semiconductor nanostructures (Sect. 5.2). We start by
introducing in Sect. 5.2.1 a semi-analytical model for a simple single-band effective
mass Hamiltonian and then generalise the model to the case of an n-band k�p
Hamiltonian. The widely generalised approach for multi-band k�p models employed
within the S/Phi/nX package [9, 27, 29] is used in Sect. 5.2.2 as an example of how
plane-wave based multi-band effective mass models can be implemented numeri-
cally. A numerical approach based on such a DFT package has the advantage that it
can make use of the highly optimised minimisation routines and the mathematical
framework that is commonly available in such a DFT library. We describe in
Sect. 5.3 how plane-wave methods are particularly suited to calculate the elastic
response and strain distribution associated with a semiconductor nanostructure
embedded in a host semiconductor material. This is followed in Sect. 5.4 by a
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description of how plane-wave methods also provide a very efficient approach to
solve the equation and so calculate the polarisation potential associated with the
nanostructure. An accurate description both of the strain distribution and of the
built-in polarisation potential is essential when calculating the electronic properties
of semiconductor nanostructures. The advantages and disadvantages of plane-wave
frameworks in comparison with a real-space finite element or finite difference
approach are discussed in Sect. 5.5 and we present examples where plane-wave
based 8-band k�p models have been employed to investigate the electronic properties
of different semiconductor nanostructures in Sect. 5.6. Finally we summarise our
conclusions in Sect. 5.7.

5.2 Plane-Wave Based Formulation of Elastic and Electronic
Properties

We consider a quantum dot (QD) embedded in a surrounding matrix material. The
wavefunction and eigenenergy of a particle in this system can be determined within
an n-band k�p model by solving the Schrödinger equation:

Hn�nj� i D �Hn�n
M0 C�Hn�n

DM0 CHn�n
s C ' C Vext

� j� i D "j� i; (5.6)

where we have written this Hamiltonian such thatHn�n
M0 is the n-band k�p Hamilto-

nian for the bulk matrix material in equilibrium, �Hn�n
DM0 D

�
Hn�n
D0 �Hn�n

M0

�
	.r/,

where Hn�n
D0 is the the equilibrium Hamiltonian for the dot material, 	.r/ is the

dot characteristic function, equal to 1 in a dot of constant composition and equal to
0 in the surrounding matrix material; Hn�n

s represents the strain dependence of the
electronic properties and ' and Vext are a polarisation and an optional external scalar
potential.

Epitaxial growth of nanostructures commonly induces strain in the system, which
can significantly modify the bulk electronic properties of the Hamiltonian in (5.6)
via the contributionHn�n

s . The strain tensor �ij.r/ can be determined by minimising
the elastic energy of the system [22]:

F D 1

2

Z

Vsc

Cijkl.r/�ij.r/�kl.r/dV; (5.7)

where Cijkl.r/ are the elastic constants of the system and �ij.r/ is

�ij.r/ D 1

2

�
@ui .r/
@rj

C @uj .r/
@ri

�
C �0ij.r/	.r/: (5.8)

Here, u.r/ represents the displacement of a volume element in the supercell, �0ij.r/ is
a contribution arising from the bulk lattice mismatch between the materials involved,
and 	.r/ is the nanostructure characteristic function, as defined after (5.6).
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Strain can also induce a piezoelectric polarisation potential in the vicinity of an
epitaxially grown nanostructure, which enters the k�p Hamiltonian in (5.6) via the
potential term '. In a simple, first-order approximation, the polarisation potential in
the vicinity of a nanostructure can be determined from the strain via the polarisation
vector P.r/, whose i -th component is given by:

Pi.r/ D
X

jk

eijk�jk ; (5.9)

where eijk are the material piezoelectric coefficients. Although the importance of
the second-order piezoelectric terms has been outlined previously [8], we refrain
from discussing these contributions here for the sake of simplicity. In practice, the
implementation of second-order piezoelectric contributions can be carried out in a
similar manner to that used for the first order terms. Once the polarisation is known,
the polarisation charge density is then given from Gausss law by %p.r/ D �r �P.r/.
From this, the polarisation potential ' can be determined by solving the Poisson
equation:

r.�0�r .r/r'.r// D %p.r/; (5.10)

where �r.r/ is the relative dielectric constant of the materials in the system; �0
is the permittivity of the vacuum. Strain and the piezoelectric polarisation interact
with each other and thus both of them should ideally be determined within a
self-consistent calculation [50]. However, as the influence of this coupling is
of secondary importance in most materials [7, 12], we treat the strain and the
piezoelectric polarisation as being independent of each other here.

A plane-wave approach can be used for each of the three parts of the calculation
discussed above, namely calculation of the strain by minimisation of the elastic
energy, the polarisation potential from the Poisson equation and finally, using
these ingredients, calculation of the electronic structure of the semiconductor
nanostructure. We will now demonstrate how these calculations can be performed
semi-analytically as well as numerically and point out the specific features that arise
from a plane-wave representation.

5.2.1 Semi-Analytical Plane-Wave Approaches

In this subsection, we introduce the plane-wave method through its application to
a number of problems which can be set up analytically. The energy levels of the
electrons and holes in the nanostructures are then calculated numerically by finding
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a matrix which is set up analytically. We consider
first the calculation of confined states in a quantum well using a one-band effective
mass Hamiltonian, showing also how the confined state energies and wavefunctions
converge with the number of plane waves considered. We then extend the model to
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consider a cube-shaped QD, showing again rapid convergence of the ground state
energy with increasing number of plane waves. Secondly, we show how the plane-
wave expansion method can be easily generalised to treat a multi-band Hamiltonian.
Finally we present examples of some of the wide range of QD shapes for which the
Fourier transform of the characteristic function Q	.k/ can be calculated analytically,
thereby facilitating straightforward set up of the Hamiltonian for the nanostructure
being considered.

5.2.1.1 Single-Band Plane-Wave Formulation

We consider the application of a single band effective mass model to a quantum well
of width d placed at the centre of a supercell of length L, defined between �L

2
and

L
2

. The Schrödinger equation in the effective mass approximation (EMA) is then
given by:

HEMA.x/ .x/ D
�
�„

2

2

d

dx

�
1

m�e .x/
d

dx

�
C V.x/

�
 .x/ D " .x/ (5.11)

where m�e .x/ is the spatially dependent effective mass in the supercell and V.x/ is
the potential, equal to �V0 in the well and to 0 outside the well. The quantum well
characteristic function is given by

	1.x/ D 1 for � d
2
� x � d

2
; (5.12)

and equals 0 otherwise. The Fourier transform of the characteristic function is then
given by

	1.q/ D
1

L

Z d=2

�d=2
e�iqxdx D 2

qL
sin

�
qd

2

�
: (5.13)

We note that in this chapter we use two notations for the Fourier Transform of a
function f .x/, f .q/ and Qf .q/:

f .q/ D 1

L

Z L=2

�L=2
e�iqxdx ; (5.14)

Qf .q/ D 1

2�

Z C1

�1
e�iqxdx (5.15)

with obvious generalisation for two and three dimensions; it is also clear that for
periodic functions we have Qf .q/ D .L=2�/f .q/.

For the one-dimensional supercell of length L, the pth wavefunction with
supercell wavenumber q D 0 is given from Eq. (5.4) by
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 p0 D 1p
L

MX

nD�M
cpne

iGmx (5.16)

where Gm D 2�m
L

and we include 2M C 1 plane waves in the sum.
The Schrödinger equation HEMA p0 D Ep0 p0 can then be solved by substitut-

ing the expansion from (5.16) into (5.11). We can then multiply both sides of (5.11)
from the left by exp.�iGix/ (i D �M; : : :M ) and integrate over the supercell
length to give 2M C 1 linear equations

MX

jD�M
Hijcpj D "cpi (5.17)

whereHij is given by

Hij D „
2GiGj

2m�b
ıij C 	1.Gi �Gj /

�„2GiGj
2

�
1

m�w
� 1

m�b

�
� V0

�
; (5.18)

where we have assumed that the effective mass inside the well ism�w and outside the
well (in the barrier) it is m�b . We can then calculate the solutions to the Schrödinger
equation by finding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the .2M C 1/ 	 .2M C 1/
Hamiltonian matrix,Hij.

Figure 5.1 shows the evolution of the calculated lowest confined conduction band
state energies in a model InAs/GaAs quantum well structure for well width d D
10 nm, supercell period L D 20 nm, with band offset V0 D 700 meV, and with
electron relative mass me D 0:023 in the well and in the barrier. It can be seen
that the three confined state energies converge very rapidly with increasing number
of plane waves. Figure 5.2 shows that even the use of five plane waves (M D 2)
can provide a good approximation to the ground state wavefunction in this case,
consistent with the rapid convergence of the calculation.

The semi-analytical plane-wave method can be readily extended to treat three-
dimensional nanostructures. We consider as example a cuboidal QD in a supercell
of volume L 	 L 	 L and for which the QD characteristic function is given by
	3.x; y; z/ D 1 for jxj; jyj; jzj � d

2
. The Fourier transform of the characteristic

function Q	3.kx; ky; kz/ is given in this case by

Q	3.kx; ky; kz/ D Q	1.kx/ 	 Q	1.ky/ 	 Q	1.kz/ ; (5.19)

where Q	1.ki / is given by (5.13). Figure 5.3 shows the calculated convergence of
the lowest confined state energies in a model InAs/GaAs cuboid QD with side
length d D 10 nm in a supercell with L D 20 nm as a function of increasing
number of plane waves. The calculations in this case were carried out using a cubic
array of reciprocal lattice vectors G, with kx , ky and kz each running from �M
to CM . It can be seen that both the ground state and lowest excited states again
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InAs/GaAs QW without
strain
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Fig. 5.2 Calculated
wavefunction for the ground
state level for the 10 nm QW
for different values of total
number of plane waves
.2M C 1/; using the same
parameters as in Fig. 5.1

converge rapidly with increasingM , confirming the value of a plane-wave approach
to electronic structure calculations in semiconductor nanostructures.

5.2.1.2 Multi-Band Plane-Wave Formulation

In the envelope function method the carrier states in a nanostructure are calculated
by solving a Schrödinger-like equation with an effective Hamiltonian: Hn�n� D
"� . The size n and form of Hn�n differ depending on the particular multi-band
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Fig. 5.3 Calculated localised
energy levels in a 10 nm
cubic QD versus maximum
number of plane waves M ;
top axis shows the total
number of the plane waves
used, .2M C 1/3 . We used
L D 20 nm; V0 D 0:7 eV;
me D 0:023 which is similar
to the parameters for an
InAs/GaAs QD without strain

Hamiltonian which is chosen. From a mathematical point of view this form of the
Schrödinger equation is equivalent to a system of coupled differential equations.
The idea of using a plane-wave method is that it allows us to solve this system using
a Fourier transform technique. From a physical point of view this corresponds to
describing the carrier states in terms of a linear combination of a suitably chosen set
of bulk states [3] associated with a periodic array of bulk wavevectors. The effective
Hamiltonian can then be naturally represented in the form given earlier in (5.6)

Hn�n D Hn�n
0 C V n�n (5.20)

where the “perturbation” V n�n describes the difference between the potential in the
quantum structure considered and the potential in the bulk Hamiltonian Hn�n

0 used
for the basis states.

Two different approaches are possible to choose the plane-wave basis states. The
zone-centre states in an n-band k�p Hamiltonian are given by u˛.r/, where ˛ D
1; : : : ; n labels the zone-centre Bloch states associated for instance in an 8-band
model with conduction electron, heavy-hole, light-hole and spin-split-off bands. As
we move to wavevectors away from the zone centre, there are at least two choices as
how to choose the basis states associated with wavevector Gm D pi � �m, where p
is the “quasi-momentum” label for the 3D superlattice of QDs, .�m/i D 2�mi=Li
and m is the plane-wave number. In the first approach, we choose as basis states
u˛.r/ exp.iGr � r/. This use of the zone-centre basis for all Gm is further considered
in the next section, when we discuss fully numerical approaches to calculating the
eigenstates and eigenenergies.

It can however also be useful to choose as basis states the eigenstates of the bulk
k�p Hamiltonian at each wavevector Gm. The basis states in this case then take the
form:

�p;m;S .r/ D 1p
L1L2L3

nX

˛D1
BS
˛ .p;k/u˛.r/ exp.iGm � r/ (5.21)
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where S denotes the type of state (including spin), i.e. conduction electrons,
light, heavy or spin-split-off holes. This approach has the advantage that it allows
if required to treat e.g. the heavy- and light-hole bands to a higher degree of
accuracy than the more remote spin-split-off valence band. The operator matrix
V n�n in (5.20) should be obtained from the bulk-like Hamiltonian by making
the substitution kj ! �i@=@xj , to take account of the spatial dependence of
the band parameters. Details of the interface boundary conditions are included by
an appropriate application of the differential operators at each interface. The i th
solution, �pi .r/ of the initial Schrödinger equation with quasi-momentum p is then
found by expanding in a series with respect to the plane waves in (5.21):

�pi .r/ D
X

S

X

m

C i
p;m;S�p;m;S .r/ (5.22)

where the summation over S takes into account such effects as light- and heavy-hole
mixing in heterostructures. The summation over m is carried out over the chosen set
of wave vectors in reciprocal space, which is determined by the number of plane
waves taken into account for the expansion. In a simple case, the range of wave
numbers m taken into account in the above sum for a given bulk state S is given by
an extension of the 1-band approach, by setting �Mi;S < mi < Mi;S , where Mi;S

is the maximum wave number for a given spatial direction i (i D 1; 2; 3 for x; y; z
directions). It is also possible to determine the wavenumbers taken into account in
the expansion by using the cut-off energy criterion discussed in the beginning of
this chapter, which is equivalent to requiring

P3
iD1 jmi j2 � jM j2. Having chosen

the wavevector range, the next step is to obtain the matrix A, whose eigenvectors
and eigenvalues are the coefficients C i

p;m;S and the energy spectrum "i of the QD.
This matrix has the form:

Ai 0i D ES.p� �n/ıS 0Sın0;n C
nX

˛0D1

nX

˛D1
ŒBi 0

˛0 

�Bi

˛V
i 0i

˛0;˛.m;m
0/ (5.23)

where the numbers i 0 and i denote the set of quantum numbers .p;m; S/, ES.k/ is
the energy dispersion of the bulk state of type S ; and V ˛0 ;˛.m;m0/ is the Fourier
transform of V˛0 ;˛:

V ˛0 ;˛.m;m0/ D 1

L1L2L3

Z

˝0

ei�m0 rV˛0 ;˛.r/e�i�mrdV: (5.24)

The matrix elements V˛0;˛.r/ depend on real-space coordinate r because they
depend on the applied external field, piezoelectric field, spontaneous electric field
and on strain. In the multi-band Hamiltonian the matrix elements can be taken to
depend linearly on the strain tensor components and on the built-in electric potential.
Therefore the Fourier transform of V˛0 ;˛ is expressed through the Fourier transform
of the strain tensor, built-in electric potentials and the QD characteristic function
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	QD.r/, as we discuss in more detail below. This means that using a plane-wave
expansion method in conjunction with the techniques presented in this chapter, there
is no need to calculate the full spatial distributions of the strain and built-in electric
fields, unlike in other methods. This highly convenient and simple trick considerably
reduces the time taken to set up calculations and makes the plane-wave method
very efficient for the further study of QD optical properties and for modelling QD
devices.

We also note that the number of bulk states (plane waves) which must be included
to obtain a given level of accuracy is reduced in periodic structures with partly
coupled QDs. The upper limit for the number of bulk states which can be used in
the i -th direction (maximum wave number), Mmax

i , is set, in the framework of the
envelope-function approximation, by the number of the atomic layers in the period
of the QD superlattice in this i -th direction: Mmax

i D ŒLi =.a0/i 
 (where the square
brackets indicate the integer part and .a0/i is the average lattice constant in the i -th
direction). We note that the total number of plane waves in the i -th direction is then
.2Mmax

i C 1/, as the summation over wave numbersmi is carried out from �Mmax
i

to CMmax
i . The envelope-function approximation (EFA) is valid only when the

envelope function varies slowly over distances of order of the lattice constant. This
means that in the expansion of the envelope function in the Fourier series all terms
with large wave vectors, ki > 2�=.a0/i , should be neglected, since in the envelope
function approximation they must be negligibly small. Therefore we get the estimate
presented above for the maximum number of plane waves which can be taken into
account in (5.22). From the other side, this also gives a measure of the applicability
of the EFA for calculation of the carrier spectrum and wavefunctions in an actual
QD structure. If the number of the plane waves required in (5.22) to calculate with
enough accuracy the wavefunction and carrier energy of a particular level is less
than the total maximum number of plane waves .2Mmax

i C 1/, then the EFA is
valid for that level. This is because the terms in (5.22) with large wave vectors,
ki > 2�=.a0/i , which should be thrown away, do indeed then make a negligibly
small contribution to the solution of the Schrödinger-like equation Hn�n� D "� .
It turns out for most real QD structures in direct-gap materials that the number of
plane waves required to achieve convergence is less than .2Mmax

i C1/ and therefore
for these structures the EFA is valid.

5.2.1.3 Fourier Transforms for Various QD Shapes

The Fourier transform of many common dot shapes can be calculated analytically.
These shapes include a sphere, a cuboid, a pyramid and a truncated pyramid, a
cylinder, a hemisphere and a cone [1]. Fourier transforms can also be calculated
for more complicated characteristic functions, including for instance a truncated
pyramid with a linear composition gradient along the growth direction [5]. The
semi-analytical approach has the major advantage that a Hamiltonian matrix such as
that using (5.18) or (5.19) can be set up efficiently using analytical expressions, with
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the cost however that different calculations may require input of different analytical
expressions. In addition we shall see below that the analytical approach typically
assumes linear variation of properties with composition and, when calculating strain
and piezoelectric properties also assumes that the elastic constants and piezoelectric
coefficients have the same values in the dot and surrounding matrix materials. These
assumptions are usually acceptable, but it can be useful for additional flexibility to
also consider approaches where the Fourier transforms are calculated numerically,
as we discuss further in the next section.

We have already presented in (5.19) the form of the Fourier transform for a
cuboidal QD. As discussed above, simple expressions can also be obtained for a
wide range of other dot shapes. We present examples of the Fourier transform for
two other dot shapes here. For a hemisphere with the centre of its base located at the
origin, it can be shown that

Q	QD.�/ D 1

2
Q	sphere

QD .�/C 2�i

�3

�
R

�jj
J1.R�jj/�R2Ij0.R�3; R�jj/


(5.25)

where Q	sphereQD is the Fourier transform for the sphere, R is the hemisphere radius,

�jj D
q
�21 C �22 and Ij 0 denotes the integral

Ij 0.˛; ˇ/ D
Z 1

0

x cos
�
˛
p
1 � x2

	
J0.ˇx/ dx; (5.26)

where J0 is a Bessel function. The integral in (5.26) is best calculated numerically.
For a cone with the centre of its base at the origin,

Q	QD.�/ D 2�i

�z

�
e�i�zhI2.�jjR; �zh/� R

�jj
J1.�jjR/


(5.27)

where R is the radius of the cone base, h is the cone height, J1 is a Bessel function
and I2 denotes the integral

I2.˛; ˇ/ D
Z 1

0

xJ0.˛x/e
iˇx dx: (5.28)

This integral can be expressed as a power series or calculated numerically.

5.2.2 Numerical Plane-Wave Approaches

In this section, we will demonstrate an efficient numerical approach to solve the
Schrödinger equation on the basis of a plane-wave framework. The approach that
will be presented makes use of the computational efficiency of a plane-wave based
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formulation, where the plane-wave approach retains all the real-space properties
of the system under consideration, without the need for any simplifications or
symmetry considerations regarding the shape or the material composition of the
system being investigated.

5.2.2.1 Multi-Band k�p Approaches in a Plane-Wave Formulation

When we extend the Hamiltonian from the 1-band model of (5.11) to an n-band k�p
model, the n-band wavefunction�j .r/ with j being the state (level) number can be
formulated, as discussed in Sect. 5.2.1.2 as:

�j .r/ D
X

˛;m

cj˛;me
iGm�ru˛.r/ (5.29)

where ˛ denotes the component of the basis and m labels the plane waves included
in the calculation. The matrix elements linking any two elements in this basis are
then given by (5.24). One advantage which can be gained in a numerical application
of the plane-wave approach is that any gradient operator in the Hamiltonian can be
carried out analytically in Fourier space, with direct numerical calculation then only
required for a subset of the terms in the Hamiltonian.

More details regarding the implementation of the numerical approach are pro-
vided for the example of an 8-band k�p Hamiltonian for the wurtzite lattice in [27].
A vastly generalised implementation of this technique, where the Hamiltonian is not
hard-wired in the source code, but is a user-generated input file, is available within
the multi-band k�p module of the S/Phi/nX software library [9, 27].

5.2.2.2 Electronic Minimisation Schemes for Multi-Band k�p Models

The algorithms available to numerically solve the Schrödinger equation in a plane-
wave based multi-band k�p model and to determine electronic states and energy
levels are a complex matter and thus deserve to be discussed within this section.
The multi-band k�p model introduced in [27] has been implemented into the
existing plane-wave library S/Phi/nX. This allows the highly optimised electronic
minimisation schemes that are commonly available in such libraries to be employed
with only minor modifications, and therefore highlights another advantage of
a plane-wave based implementation. Reference [27] outlines in detail how the
well-established and highly efficient conjugate-gradient (CG) minimisation scheme
[33] can be modified to suit the specific requirements of multi-band k�p models.
However, as we aim here just to outline the principles of such methods, we will
in the following limit ourselves to outline the simpler steepest-descent scheme for
energy minimisation.
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Steepest Descent Scheme for Energy Minimisation

Within a minimisation problem that aims to finding a minimum energy of a system,
a steepest descent scheme works as follows:

1. The energy to be minimised with respect to the wavefunction j�ii of the i -th step
of the iterative minimisation is calculated via:

"i D h�i.G/jH j�i.G/i:

2. In the next step, the search direction j�i .G/i is determined with�t being the step
size:

j�i .G/i D �t � .H j�i.G/i � "i j�i.G/i/:

3. Finally, the updated wavefunction j�iC1.G/i is computed:

j�iC1.G/i D j�i.G/i � j�i .G/i:

This scheme is repeated until a convergence is achieved, i.e. "iC1�"i drops below a
given energy difference, or until a maximum number of iteration steps has been
performed. In the latter case, the minimisation ends without having obtained a
converged energy "i .

Further eigenvalues and wavefunctions can then be calculated by following a sim-
ilar approach, while including the additional constraint that the eigenvector currently
being calculated must be orthogonal to all previously calculated eigenvectors.

Steepest Descent Scheme for a Multi-band k�p Model

The above minimisation scheme needs to be modified to suit the specific require-
ments of a multi-band k�p model. More complex and efficient minimisation schemes
such as the CG algorithm can be modified in a similar manner (see [27] for more
details). First of all, the property to be minimised in a multi-band k�p approach
is not an absolute eigenenergy of an electron or hole state. Instead, the energy with
respect to the band gap is to be minimised. To illustrate this behaviour, we choose the
example of an InAs quantum dot buried in GaAs, whose electronic properties, i.e.
electron and hole states and eigenenergies, are to be determined using an 8-band k�p
model. This system represents a type I nanostructure, i.e. the conduction band has
its minimum inside the InAs dot, where the valence band also has its maximum (See
Fig. 5.4). This means that while the minimisation of electron eigenenergies requires
to search for a minimum above the conduction band edge energy, the search for hole
eigenenergies requires to find a state with energy just below the valence band edge
energy. What needs to be minimised is thus not the energy of the state itself, but
rather the energy difference between the given state and the conduction or valence
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Fig. 5.4 Conduction and
valence band offsets of a type
I nanostructure. The trial
energy is indicated by the
green dashed line and
electron and hole states are
shown as red and blue
dash-dotted lines

band edge energy of the strained dot material. Consequently, we make two changes
to the steepest-descent scheme described above:

1. Instead of minimising ", we minimise ."� "t /2, where "t is a trial energy, chosen
such that the states to be calculated (i.e. electrons or holes) are the ones closest to
"t . The value of "t can be treated as an arbitrary parameter in order to calculate
states in a certain energy region (i.e. higher excited states) without calculating all
states below.

2. The Hamiltonian H is replaced by .H � "t /2, to allow for the calculation of a
minimum energy difference with respect to the trial energy [44].

For a multi-band k�p model, the modified minimisation scheme is now:

1. First of all, .H � "t /2j�i.G/i is calculated as:

.H � "t /2j�i.G/i D H2j�i.G/i � 2"t �H j�i.G/i C "2t � j�i.G/i:

2. Correspondingly, the search direction j�i .G/i is now determined as:

j�i .G/i D �t �
�
.H � "t /2 � ." � "t /2

� j�i.G/i

D �t �
�
H2j�i.G/i � j�i.Gih�i.G/jH2j�i.G/i

�2"t .H j�i.G/i C j�i.G/ih�i.G/jH j�i.G/i/
 :

3. The final step to compute the updated wavefunction j�iC1.G/i remains as in the
above scheme:

j�iC1.G/i D j�i.G/i � j�i .G/i:

With these modifications, the steepest-descent minimisation scheme can be
employed for multi-band k�p calculations and more optimised schemes can be
adapted to this formalism in a similar manner.
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5.3 Strain Distribution in a Plane-Wave Formulation

The elastic properties of an epitaxially grown semiconductor nanostructure can be
calculated both analytically and numerically, in a similar manner to the electronic
properties. We first consider here the analytical approach, following which we
describe one of the numerical methods which can be used to determine the elastic
properties.

5.3.1 Analytical Approach

We have presented a method based on the Green’s function technique to calculate
the strain in QD nanostructures [1,2]. An analytical formula in the form of a Fourier
series was obtained for the strain tensor for arrays of QDs of arbitrary shape taking
into account the anisotropy of the elastic properties. The model assumed equal
elastic constants in the dot and in the surrounding matrix material. The method
gave tractable expressions for the strain distribution in materials with cubic [1]
and wurtzite [2] crystal structures, with the expression for the strain distribution
taking a particularly simple form in the case of materials with isotropic elastic
properties [15].

The Green’s tensor Gln.r/ gives the displacement at r in the direction l due to
a unit point force along direction n placed at the origin. The Green’s tensor for an
infinite anisotropic elastic medium [26] is the solution of the equation:

Ciklm
@Gln

@xk@xm
D �ı.r/ıin ; (5.30)

with the boundary condition Gln ! 0 as jrj ! 1. In (5.30) Ciklm is the tensor of
the elastic moduli.

To find Gln.r/, we first take the Fourier transform of (5.30), which gives

Ciklm�k�m QGln.�/ D ıin

.2�/3
: (5.31)

The method of inclusions as proposed by Eshelby [17] is used to find the strain
distribution in the QD structure. The displacement in a medium containing a single
QD, us.r/, can be expressed as the convolution of the Green’s tensor and the forces
spread over the QD surface,

usi .r/ D u0i 	QD.r/C
Z
Gin.r � r0/�0nk.r0/ dS 0k ; (5.32)

where 	QD.r/ is the characteristic function of the QD, equal to unity within the QD
and zero outside; �0nk D Cnkpr�

0
pr and �0nk , �0pr and u0i are the components of the
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stress and strain tensors and the displacement caused by the “initial” strain due to
the lattice mismatch. The superscript “s” indicates that this expression refers to a
single QD.

The integration in (5.32) is carried out over the QD surface. Using Gauss’s
theorem to covert the surface integral into an integral over the QD volume, it can be
shown that the strain tensor in a single QD structure is given by

�sij.r/ D �0ij	QD.r/C 1

2

Z

QD

�
@Gin.r � r0/
@xj @xk

C @Gjn.r � r0/
@xi @xk

�
Cnkpr�

0
prdV 0; (5.33)

where the integration is carried out over the QD volume. Using the convolution
theorem and then taking the Fourier transform gives

Q�sij D �0ij Q	QD.�/ � .2�/
3

2

˚
�i QGjn.�/C �j QGin.�/

�
Cnkpr�k�

0
pr Q	QD.�/ ; (5.34)

where Q	QD.�/ is the Fourier transform of the QD characteristic function. Equa-
tion (5.34) gives the general expression for the Fourier transform of the strain tensor
in a structure containing a single QD of arbitrary shape. This is a general formula
valid for crystals of cubic or any other symmetry. Note that the QD shape enters
only as the Fourier transform of the QD characteristic function.

The expression for an isolated QD in (5.34) can readily be extended to the 3D
array of QDs implied by a supercell calculation. We have shown how to find explicit
expressions for the Fourier transform of the Green’s function QGjn.�/ in terms of the
elastic constants Cij both for cubic [1] and for wurtzite [2] structures, as well as for
isotropic materials. In the isotropic case, the elastic tensor components are related
by C11 D C12 C C14, with all other tensor components equal to zero. In this case,
the expressions for the Fourier transforms of the strain components, Q� iso

ij , take a
particularly simple form, with

Q� iso
ij .�/ D �0 Q	QD.�/

�
ıij � 3C 2�

C 2�
�i �j

�2

�
; (5.35)

where  D C12 and� D C44 are the Lamé constants for an isotropic elastic medium.
We see from (5.35) firstly that the Fourier transform can be easily set up analytically
for an isotropic material, once the Fourier transform of the characteristic function is
known. It can also be shown from (5.35) that the hydrostatic component of the strain
tensor, �h � P3

iD1 �iso
ii , is constant inside the QD and zero outside in the isotropic

approximation and given by

�iso
h D �0

4�

C 2�	QD.r/: (5.36)

Thus, the deviation of the hydrostatic strain from this constant value is character-
istic of the influence of elastic anisotropy on the strain distribution in QD structures.
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Fig. 5.5 Trace of the strain
tensor in an InGaAs QD in a
plane perpendicular to the
(111) direction through the
bottom of the QD. The
hydrostatic strain is
approximately constant inside
the dot outside it shows a
small deviation from zero,
displaying a C3v symmetry
reflecting underlying
anisotropy in the
(111)-rotated elastic tensor

Calculations for a range of QD structures show that the hydrostatic strain tends
to be large and approximately constant within a dot, and close to zero outside the
dot. This is true both for (001)-oriented zincblende dots [1] and for wurtzite dots
[2]. It is also true for (111)-oriented zincblende dots, as illustrated in Fig. 5.5 for an
InGaAs model QD with a base length of 13 nm and a height of 3 nm. It can be seen
that the hydrostatic strain is approximately constant inside the dot, and that outside
it shows a small deviation from zero, displaying a C3v symmetry that reflects the
underlying anisotropy in the material elastic properties.

5.3.2 Numerical Approach

The elastic properties can be calculated numerically following a similar approach to
that used for the electronic properties. We calculated the electronic states within
an n-band k�p model, by requiring that square of the difference between the
eigenenergy " of a particle and a trial energy "t , ."� "t/2, is minimised with respect
to the Bloch components of the wavefunction �˛ with ˛ D 1; 2; : : : ; n. In a similar
way, the elastic problem requires to minimise the elastic energy F with respect to
the displacements ui with i D 1; 2; 3. This can be done using a calculation scheme
analogous to that used for calculation of the electronic structure. For this purpose,
the variational derivative of the elastic energy F in (5.7) can be expressed by a set
of differential equations [35]:

ıF Œu1.r/; u2.r/; u3.r/

ıuj .r/

D @

@ri

�
Cijkl.r/

�
@uk.r/
@rl

C �0kl.r/	.r/
��

(5.37)

One can now again make use of the computational efficiency of a plane-wave based
formulation, by following the same scheme applied to the gradient H j�.G/i in
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the calculation of electronic properties within a multi-band k � p model. Within a
plane-wave framework, the gradient in (5.37) reads in reciprocal space as:

ıF Œu1.G/; u2.G/; u3.G/

ıuj .G/

D OG
h OR

� OG
n
Cijkl.r/

h OR .iGluk.G//C �0kl.r/
io
iGi

	i
:

(5.38)

where we the operator OR denotes the discrete Fourier transformation of a function
f .G/ from reciprocal space to real space. The operator OG transforms a wavefunction
from real space to reciprocal space, correspondingly [27].

We find again for (5.38) that the real-space properties are kept without simplifica-
tions and computationally cheap gradient operations can be performed in reciprocal
space with r being replaced by the factor �iG. The formal similarity of the
gradients in the n-band Hamiltonian problem and in the case of minimisation of the
elastic energy allows to employ iterative minimisation schemes such as the steepest-
descent scheme for the numerical solution of the elastic problem, in a similar manner
as for the solution of the electronic structure in a multi-band k�p model. For practical
implementation, a number of differences between the two calculations need however
to be taken into account:

1. While the electronic wavefunctions j�i i need to be normalised such that
h�i j�j i D ıij, a similar normalisation of the displacements u within the solution
of the elastic problem must not be enforced.

2. The electronic wavefunction j� i is a complex vector. The displacements u on the
other hand are physical observables that do not have any imaginary components.

3. Sharp material interfaces, e.g. between a GaN QD and an AlN matrix, and the
associated discontinuities in displacement vectors, can cause difficulties in the
solution of the elastic problem in a plane-wave framework, as the displacements
and the resulting strains are described using a finite number of plane waves. In
the vicinity of sharp interfaces, this will result in artificial oscillations of these
properties that leads to artificial band offsets when incorporated in a k�p model
and thus finally in erroneous electronic states. However, this problem can be
overcome by a slight softening of the interfaces, e.g. using a diffusion equation.
For the bulk electronic properties, however, sharp interfaces do not cause such
problems, as the wavefunction of a particle will nevertheless exhibit a smooth
behaviour without abrupt changes at the interfaces.

4. The elastic energy F Œu
 calculation involves minimising the absolute elastic
energy, and therefore does not require the trial energy modifications introduced
for the multi-band k�p model calculations.

The strain tensor �ij.r/ is then calculated from the real-space displacements u.r/
and modifies an n-band k�p model via the contribution Hn�n

s in (5.6), in which
the electronic properties of the system are modified due to strain via deformation
potentials. Additionally, strain and in some cases spontaneous polarisation result in
an additional polarisation potential ' in (5.6) that can have a decisive influence on
the electronic properties of semiconductor nanostructures.
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5.4 The Polarisation Potential in a Plane-Wave Framework

The solution of the Poisson equation (5.10) to determine the polarisation potential is
achieved in a plane-wave model without the need for a Poisson solver, as typically
required within a real-space representation. We can re-write (5.10) as:

r'.r/ D � Ptot.r/
�0�r.r/

D �P�.r/: (5.39)

We consider as a concrete example the calculation of the polarisation potential
in a wurtzite semiconductor nanostructure. There are two contributions to the total
polarisation vector, Ptot in such a nanostructure, one associated with the spontaneous
polarisation Pspont and the other associated with the strain-induced polarisation,
Pstrain:

Ptot.r/ D Pspont.r/C Pstrain.r/ : (5.40)

The strain-induced polarisation, Pstrain depends on the strain tensor �kl as

P strain
i .r/ D eikl�kl D eM

ikl�kl C ıeikl	QD�kl; (5.41)

where eM
ikl and eQD

ikl are the piezoelectric constants for the matrix and dot materials
respectively, and ıeikl � e

QD
ikl � eM

ikl. The spontaneous polarisation contribution,
Pspont, is directed along the wurtzite c-axis, and can be defined in terms of the
characteristic function as

Pspont.r/ D PM
spont C

h
PQD

spont � PM
spont

i
	QD.r/ : (5.42)

If we assume for now that the dielectric constant �r.r/ has the same value �r in the
dot and in the surrounding matrix material, then it can be shown that the Fourier
transform of the i -th component of the total induced electric field, E, is given by

QEi D � �i �l

�0�r�2

� QP spont
l C QP strain

l

�
; (5.43)

where tilde denotes the Fourier transform. When using the Fourier transform
technique to find the built-in electric field, we must include the additional condition
that the electric field averaged over the unit cell of the QD superlattice is zero:Ei D
0 (this follows from the requirement that the electric field energy is minimised).
This is achieved by requiring that eE is zero at � � 0. The Fourier transform of the
electrostatic potential, ', is related to the built-in electric field by Q' D �i QEi=�i .
The Fourier transform of the polarisation potential is then made up of several
contributions:
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Q' D Q'spont C Q'strain C Q'ıe (5.44)

Q'spont D �i �3

�0�r�2

�
P

QD
spont � PM

spont

	
Q	QD.�/ (5.45)

Q'strain D �i 1

�0�r�2
Œ2e15.�1 Q�13 C �2 Q�23/C �3e31.Q�11 C Q�22/C �3e33 Q�33
 (5.46)

Q'ıe D �i 1

�0�r�2

�
2.�1 Q�	13 C �2 Q�	23/.ıe/15 C �3.ıe/31.Q�	11 C Q�	22/

C�3.ıe/33 Q�	33
�
; (5.47)

where Q�	ij in (5.47) denotes the Fourier transform of the product 	QD�ij of the QD
characteristic function and the elastic strain in the structure. The Fourier transform
of the product is the convolution of the Fourier transforms of the individual terms,
with Q�	ij therefore given by

Q�	ij .�/ D
X

e�
	QD.� �e�/Q�ij.e�/ : (5.48)

In deriving Eqs. (5.46) and (5.47) we use that for hexagonal III-V crystals only the
following components of the piezoelectric tensor are non-zero: e113 D e223 D e15;
e311 D e322 D e31; and e333 D e33.

Equations (5.45)–(5.47) give analytical formulae for the Fourier transform of the
built-in electrostatic potential. These can be used directly to calculate QD carrier
spectra and wavefunctions, on the assumption that �r is constant.

The first contribution to the electrostatic potential in (5.44) is due to the difference
in the spontaneous polarisations of the QD and matrix materials. In deriving (5.45),
we explicitly used that the spontaneous polarisation is directed along (0001), i.e.
jPspontj � P

spont
3 [6, 19, 25]. The constant part PM

spont of Pspont in (5.42) does not
contribute to the potential because of the condition that '.� D 0/ D 0. The
second and third contributions to ' are due to the piezoelectric field associated with
the strain distribution in the QD structure. The second term, (5.46) describes the
piezoelectric field when the piezoelectric constants of the QD and matrix are equal,
while the third term (5.47) arises from any difference in these constants between the
two materials.

If we now extend to the case where the value of �r is allowed to vary between
the dot and matrix material, we can then calculate directly the Fourier transform
of (5.39) numerically as:

� iG'.G/ D �P�.G/ ) '.G/ D �iG � P�.G/
G2

: (5.49)
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The plane-wave representation then still allows one to solve the Poisson equation
via a single multiplication of the Fourier-transformed polarisation vector P�.r/ with
the factor �i G

G2 . The real-space polarisation potential can then be simply obtained

by another Fourier transformation: '.r/ D OR'.G/.
The approach which we have presented to calculate the strain, the polarisation

potential and finally the electronic properties in separate steps allows one in
principle to combine real-space and plane-wave based methods. The numerical
plane-wave models presented above contain all the relevant real-space properties
of the system, and real-space properties such as strain and polarisation potentials
can thus be taken likewise from the output of other simulation methods. The results
of a multi-band k�p calculation in the above plane-wave based formulation can
furthermore be directly transformed to real space and they can also be employed
in further calculations, using e.g. either a real or reciprocal space formalism to
determine dipole strengths and optical spectra.

5.5 Advantages and Disadvantages of a Plane-Wave
Representation

A plane-wave based approach to multi-band k�p models has a number of advantages,
of which many have been outlined already above. To summarise, these were:

1. Gradient operations can be performed in reciprocal space via a simple multi-
plication of a vector with �iG, which is computationally much cheaper than a
finite-difference based formulation in real space. This is particularly important
for the calculation of polarisation potentials, where a Poisson solver can be
replaced by a simple vector multiplication.

2. Accuracy and computational cost can be controlled via the total number of plane
waves employed. Furthermore, so-called spurious solutions [47, 52] that occur
due to the inaccuracy of common k�p models in the region of higher wave
vectors, can be prevented by careful choice of the plane-wave cut-off used (see,
for example, discussion in [3]).

3. Real-space properties of the system such as shape and material composition can
be fully contained as efficient FFT routines allow a quick transfer from real to
reciprocal space and vice versa.

4. The characteristic function of most of the common dot shapes considered has
an analytical Fourier transform, thereby allowing one to efficiently generate the
Hamiltonian matrix for a wide range of problems.

5. A numerical, plane-wave based multi-band k�p model can be readily incor-
porated into an existing plane-wave simulation package and can thus benefit
from the existing, highly optimised minimisation schemes available, that require
only minor modifications for this purpose. Optimised minimisation schemes can
likewise be used to find selected energy levels and wavefunctions of analytically
generated Hamiltonian matrices.
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In this chapter we have presented two plane-wave representation methods: semi-
analytical and numerical. In the first approach all required energy levels and
wavefunctions are calculated as the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a matrix,
while for the second approach a separate iteration technique is used in order to
obtain the solution for each state. The two methods are complementary to each
other: the semi-analytical approach can obtain many levels at once, but may have
some drawbacks when self-consistent solutions are required. On the other hand
the numerical approach can be much more powerful for many problems, such as
when second-order piezoelectric effects need to be included or when self-consistent
solutions of k�p-based Kohn-Sham equations are required.

On the other hand, there are also a number of potential drawbacks associated with
a plane-wave based implementation of a multi-band k�p model, as we now describe
below.

Periodic Boundary Conditions

The description of real-space properties employing a set of plane waves implicitly
assumes that the system is periodic. For the example of a QD, this means that the
actual system simulated is not a single, isolated dot but an array of QDs where
periodic images of the system are included in all three dimensions. A sufficiently
large supercell around the dot can in such cases decouple the dot from its neighbours
and prevent erroneous energy levels. However, periodic boundary conditions can
also modify the symmetry compared to that of an isolated dot. Even in supercells
that are significantly larger than the QD they contain, symmetries can be artificially
broken if the symmetry of the supercell does not match the one of the QD. For
the example of a wurtzite QD, one would commonly expect to find two degenerate
p-like electron states when SO coupling is neglected. However, when calculating
the electronic properties of such a C3v-symmetric QD in a cubic cell with periodic
boundary conditions, one finds these p-like states split, as the symmetry of the
supercell spoils the dot’s symmetry [2, 4].

This problem can become even more significant when long-range effects, such
as polarisation potentials, are present and where the long-range effects from
neighbouring cells then reflect the symmetry of the supercell rather than that of
the nanostructure. This type of problem can be eliminated by requiring the supercell
symmetry to be consistent with the isolated QD symmetry. For the example of a
wurtzite QD, a hexagonal cell should be employed, to prevent artificial symmetry
effects arising from periodic images of the nanostructure.

However, periodic boundary conditions can also be of advantage, in particular for
systems containing some degree of periodicity, as may for instance occur for a set
of vertically stacked QDs. In such a case, a small supercell period can be chosen
along the vertical direction in order to analyse the effect of interactions between
neighbouring QDs on the electronic properties.
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Cutoff Wave Vectors, Spatial Resolution and Spurious Solutions

The maximum number of plane waves employed in a plane-wave based formulation
of multi-band k�p models can be fixed either by setting a maximum magnitude for
the reciprocal lattice vectors used (equivalent to introducing a cut-off energy) or,
more generally, by independently varying the maximum number of plane waves
included along different directions in the supercell. With either set up, the plane-
wave cut-off can be tuned to reduce the computational effort of a calculation and to
prevent spurious solutions that occur for larger wave vectors. However, a reduction
of the cut-off value also reduces the spatial resolution in real space, as well as the
accuracy of the eigenenergies and can thus lead to erroneous results. Likewise the
resolution for a given number of plane waves is reduced as the supercell size is
increased. Consequently, the cut-off wave vector values and the supercell size are
two parameters that need to be carefully chosen to ensure optimum convergence of
energy levels and wavefunctions.

Non-local Behaviour of Plane Waves

Within a real-space representation using finite elements, it is possible to apply
different spatial resolutions in different regions of the supercell. This means, that
interface regions might be sampled on a finer, more accurate grid, whereas bulk
material areas in the outer region of the supercell are sampled on a coarser grid.
In a plane-wave based approach, the whole supercell is described with the same
spatial resolution. Therefore the minimum (cut-off) wavelength required to provide
an accurate description of the nanostructure is also employed to describe regions
that show mainly bulk properties and that do not contribute to the electronic wave-
functions and eigenenergies. This “waste” of plane waves in rather uninteresting
regions of the supercell cannot be prevented within a plane-wave model. However,
the high computational efficiency of a plane-wave based formulation generally more
than compensates for this shortcoming.

Depending on the nanostructure’s geometry, size and material composition, the
above drawbacks can have a significant influence on the elastic, piezoelectric and
electronic properties of the system and it is therefore important to keep these points
in mind when a plane-wave based implementation of multi-band k�p models is
used for the description of such a structure. In general, strain and piezoelectric
effects have a slow, power law decay outside an isolated QD, whereas the confined
state wavefunctions decay exponentially outside the dot. Improved convergence
of electronic structure calculations can therefore be achieved if, for instance, a
large supercell is used for the strain and piezoelectric calculations and the results
from the centre of the large supercell are then embedded in a smaller supercell
for the electronic structure calculations. Such an approach has been presented by
Vukmirović and Tomić [49].
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5.6 Plane-Wave Approach for (111)-Oriented Zincblende
Dots

The plane-wave approach has been widely used to investigate the electronic struc-
ture of semiconductor QDs. This has included investigation both of wurtzite-based
structures and of conventional (001)-oriented zincblende QD structures [2, 49].
The method is inherently flexible, and can indeed be applied across a much wider
range of applications. We illustrate the application of the plane-wave method here
by focusing on a specific application, namely site-controlled InGaAs QDs grown
along the (111)-direction in GaAs. Such dots have been proposed as possible
sources of entangled photons [34, 39, 53]. In the ideal case, these systems exhibit
a threefold, C3v , symmetry with respect to their geometry and underlying crystal
structure. This C3v symmetry is then high enough to allow for the generation of
entangled photons [39, 42]. In fact, extremely small fine structure splittings have
been observed using site-controlled InGaAs QDs with a (111)-orientation [14, 30].
There are however a number of interesting theoretical challenges when modelling
the electronic properties of (111)-oriented site-controlled InGaAs QDs. This is due
to the fact that such dots can exhibit a large base length of 50–80 nm, together
with an extremely small aspect ratio with heights of only 1–2 nm along the (111)
direction [20]. Due to the large dimensions of these systems, a continuum approach
such as the 8-band k�p formalism appears well suited to investigate their electronic
properties. On the other hand, the orientation of these QDs along the (111) direction
together with the small aspect ratio require a huge supercell with a very fine
discretisation mesh, when employing the conventional k�p Hamiltonian designed for
the description of (001)-oriented systems. This numerical problem can be overcome
by analytically rotating an 8-band k�p model such that one of the coordinate axes is
parallel to the (111)-growth direction.

5.6.1 Rotated 8-Band k�p Formalism

The 8-band k�p Hamiltonian for zincblende QDs in a (111)-oriented simulation cell
can be derived by applying the rotation matrix U to the wave vectors k:

U D
0

@
cos � cos� cos � sin� � sin �
� sin � cos� 0

sin � cos� sin � sin� cos �

1

A ; (5.50)

where the Euler angles � .D cos�1.1=
p
3// and � (D �=4) are the azimuthal angles

of the growth direction z0 with respect to a conventional cell with the coordinates
.x; y; z/. We can compute the rotated wave vectors k0 and strain tensor components
�0ij as:
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k0i D
X

˛

Ui˛k˛ and �0ij D
X

˛;ˇ

Ui˛Ujˇ�˛ˇ : (5.51)

Using a basis set similar to that used in [38],

�
jS 0 "i; jX 0 "i; jY 0 "i; jZ0 "i; jS 0 #i; jX 0 #i; jY 0 #i; jZ0 #i

�T
(5.52)

the 8-band Hamiltonian for (111)-oriented zincblende systems, H 0 can now be
written as [28]:

H 0kp D
�
H 0.k0/ � 0so

�� 0�so H
0�.k0/

�
; (5.53)

with H 0.k0/ and � 0so being 4 	 4 matrices. H 0.k0/ is then composed of matrices
describing the potential energy part H 0pe, the kinetic energy part H 0ke, the spin-orbit
(SO) interaction contributionH 0so and a strain dependent partH 0str:

H 0.k0/ D H 0pe CH 0ke CH 0str CH 0so : (5.54)

The potential energy part H 0pe of H 0kp contains terms independent of k and linear in
k. These terms are of the same form as in the equivalent part of the HamiltonianHpe

with the usual (001) basis states and are given by:

H 0pe D

0

BBB@

Ecb iPk0x iPk0y iPk0z
�iPk0x QEvb 0 0

�iPk0y 0 QEvb 0

�iPk0z 0 0 QEvb

1

CCCA : (5.55)

The conduction band edge is denoted by Ecb while QEvb denotes the average
unstrained valence band edge. Ecb and QEvb are defined as [46]:

Ecb D Evb C Vext C Eg ; QEvb D Evb C Vext � �so

3
; (5.56)

where�so denotes the SO coupling energy,Eg the fundamental band gap,Evb is the
averaged valence band edge on an absolute scale and Vext an optional scalar potential
describing an electric field, e.g. a piezoelectric built-in field. The Kane parameter P
is defined as:

P D
s
„2Ep
2m0

; (5.57)

where Ep denotes the interband optical matrix element parameter.
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The kinetic energy part H 0ke of the Hamiltonian for (111)-oriented systems
contains the rotated valence band part h0.k0/ plus the conduction band contribution,
which is given by h0cb D A0k02, where the parameter A0 is defined as:

A0 D „2
2m0

 
1

me

� Ep
Eg

Eg C 2�so
3

Eg C�so

!
; (5.58)

whereme denotes the � -point conduction band effective mass. The kinetic partH 0ke
of H 0kp reads:

H 0ke D

0
BB@

A0k02 0 0 0

0 h011.k0/ h012.k0/ h013.k0/
0 h012.k0/ h022.k0/ h023.k0/
0 h013.k0/ h023.k0/ h033.k0/

1
CCA ; (5.59)

with

h011 D �
1

2
.�1 C �2 C 3�3/ k02x �

1

2
.�1 � �2 � �3/ k02y

�1
2
.�1 � 2�3/ k02z C

p
2 .�2 � �3/ k0xk0z C

P2

Eg
k02x ;

h022 D �
1

2
.�1 � �2 � �3/ k02x �

1

2
.�1 C �2 C 3�3/ k02y

�1
2
.�1 � 2�3/ k02z �

p
2 .�2 � �3/ k0xk0z C

P2

Eg
k02y ;

h033 D �
1

2
.�1 � 2�3/ .k02x C k02y /�

1

2
.�1 C 4�3/ k02z C

P2

Eg
k02z ;

h012 D �
p
2 .�2 � �3/ k0yk0z � .�2 C 2�3/ k0yk0x C

P2

Eg
k0xk0y;

h013 D �
1p
2
.�3 � �2/ .k02x � k02y /� .2�2 C �3/ k0xk0z C

P2

Eg
k0xk0z;

h023 D �
p
2 .�2 � �3/ k0yk0x � .2�2 C �3/ k0yk0z C

P2

Eg
k0yk0z ;

where �i are the Luttinger parameters for the 6-band valence band k�p Hamiltonian,
defined here in units of „2=m0, with m0 being the mass of an electron. The strain
dependent partH 0str of the 8-band k�p HamiltonianH 0kp is given by:
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Fig. 5.6 Contour plots of the conduction band (CB 1) and the top three valence bands (VB 1—3)
of InAs in the kx–ky plane for kz D 0, obtained using the (111)-rotated 8-band k�p Hamiltonian
of (5.53). Energies E are given in eV

H 0str D

0

BBB@

acTr.�0/ �iP�01j k0j �iP�02j k0j �iP�03j k0j
iP �01j k0j h0str

11 h0str
12 h0str

13

iP�02j k0j h0str
12 h0str

22 h0str
23

iP�03j k0j h0str
13 h0str

23 h0str
33

1

CCCA : (5.60)

The matrix elements h0str
ij of the strain dependent part of the Hamiltonian can be

obtained from the matrix elements h0ij.k0/ by simply using the substitutions:

�1k
0
i k
0
j ! �2av�0ij ; (5.61)

�2k
0
i k
0
j ! �b�0ij ; (5.62)

�3k
0
i k
0
j ! �

dp
3
�0ij : (5.63)

where the hydrostatic valence band deformation potential is denoted by av , while
b and d denote the uniaxial deformation potentials. More details on the derivation
of an elastic tensor and piezoelectric coefficients suited to a description of (111)-
oriented nanostructures can be found in [40].

The SO related contributionsH 0so and � 0so are given by:

H 0so D
�so

3

0

BB@

0 0 0 0

0 0 �i 0
0 i 0 0

0 0 0 0

;

1

CCA � 0so D
�so

3

0

BB@

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 0 �i
0 �1 i 0

1

CCA ; (5.64)

and are again identical to the equivalent contributions in the (001)-oriented system,
due to the isotropy of the SO interaction in zincblende systems.

As a first step to evaluate the derived 8-band Hamiltonian for (111)-oriented
nanostructures, contour plots of the conduction band and the three highest valence
bands are shown in Fig. 5.6 for k0z D 0 in the k0x-k0y-plane. A threefold (C3v)
symmetry is clearly visible here [28].
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Fig. 5.7 Polarisation
potential in a plane on top of
a (111)-oriented InGaAs QD
with a base length of 80 nm.
The supercell size for this
calculation was
500� 500� 30 nm3. The C3v
symmetry of the potential due
to a single dot is clearly
visible, but it can also be seen
that the boundary conditions
imposed by using a square
supercell base disturb this
symmetry

5.6.2 Electronic Structure of (111)-Oriented Site-Controlled
Zincblende Quantum Dots

The formalism outlined above is well suited for application to realistic, (111)-
oriented InGaAs QD structures. As an example, we consider here the calculation
of strain, polarisation potential and single particle electron and hole states for an
InGaAs/GaAs quantum dot with a base length of 80 nm and a height of 1.5 nm,
of similar dimensions to dots which have recently been investigated experimentally
[30]. The QD is taken to have a triangular, truncated pyramid shape, that is oriented
top-down along the (111) direction. The piezoelectric polarisation of the QD is
shown in a contour plot on top of the dot perpendicular to the growth direction
in Fig. 5.7. The C3v symmetry of this potential is clearly visible, though it is slightly
disturbed by the cubic supercell that was employed, as was discussed in Sect. 5.5.
There is in addition a potential drop across the QD along the growth direction, which
tends to induce a separation of electrons and holes in the cell, due to the quantum
confined Stark effect.

Figure 5.8 shows the charge densities of the first electron state and the first four
hole states inside the quantum dot. Our calculations on this typical dot structure
found only one localised electron state, whereas approximately 20 localised hole
states were observed. The weak localisation of electrons in comparison to the
large number of localised hole states is initially surprising, as the effective masses
of electrons and holes parallel to the (111)-plane are of comparable magnitude.
Correspondingly, the electron and hole ground state charge densities look very
similar from a top view perspective (see Fig. 5.8). However, when the charge density
is shown as a line scan along the (111)-axis throughout QD’s center (Fig. 5.9), it can
be seen that the electron state is much more weakly localised than the hole state.
This is due to the fact that the effective mass of the hole along the (111) direction
is much larger than the electron effective mass in this direction. As a result, the
electron will be more weakly confined along the growth direction in such flat (111)-
oriented InGaAs QDs. Furthermore, a spatial separation of electrons and holes can
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Fig. 5.8 Top-down view of the first and only localised electron and the first four localised hole
states of an InGaAs QD with a base length of 80 nm and a height of 1.5 nm. The blue and purple
isosurfaces represent 20% and 50% of the maximum charge density. The calculated energy of
each state is given below

Fig. 5.9 Charge density of the electron and hole ground states, j�0
e j2 and j�0

h j2, in a line scan
along the (111) direction through the QD’s centre. It can be clearly seen that the electron is more
weakly localised than the hole. Moreover, a spatial separation of electrons and holes is visible,
resulting from the polarisation potential

be seen in Fig. 5.9, as a result of the polarisation potential which has its extrema at
the top and bottom of the QD.

5.6.3 Discussion of Boundary Conditions and Plane-Wave
Resolution

The calculations presented in [40] and above were performed within the plane-wave
framework of the S/Phi/nX package. We now use the results of these calculations to
revisit our discussion of some of the advantages and disadvantages of a plane-wave
based formulation of k�p models and of elasticity theory.
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Fig. 5.10 Polarisation
potential in a plane on top of
a (111)-oriented InGaAs QD
with a base length of 80 nm
using hexagonal boundary
conditions. The unit cell is
smaller than the one for
Fig. 5.7, because it does not
disturb the symmetry, as can
be clearly seen. Here, a unit
cell of 160� 160� 30 nm3

was employed

Boundary Conditions

A square-based cuboidal supercell was employed in all three steps of the calcula-
tions described above, namely in the calculation of the elastic, piezoelectric and
electronic properties of the (111)-oriented QD structure. This leads to unwanted
changes in the potential due to the periodic images, as can be seen in Fig. 5.7,
where the polarisation potential in the vicinity of a triangular InGaAs QD clearly
exhibits asymmetries due to the supercell shape. This effect is more pronounced for
long-range effects such as strain and in particular piezoelectric potentials, but it also
occurs in the calculation of electronic states even when polarisation potentials are
not taken into account. In such cases, artificial splittings of p-states occur, that are
not expected if an ideal C3v-symmetric geometry is simulated.

However, the implementation of elasticity theory and the k�p formalism within
a plane-wave package such as S/Phi/nX allows one to remove these symmetry-
disturbing effects, because the supercell geometry can be directly chosen to have
a sufficiently high symmetry, e.g. a hexagonal symmetry. For this purpose, the cell
can for instance be discretised with the basis vectors:

L1 D a .1; 0; 0/ ; L2 D a
 
1

2
;

p
3

2
; 0

!
; L3 D c .0; 0; 1/ : (5.65)

Likewise, such a supercell geometry could also be chosen when implementing the
semi-analytical approach to calculate QD properties.

For the above example of a triangular InGaAs QD grown along the (111)
direction, such a hexagonal symmetry on top of the C3v symmetry of the system’s
shape and the elastic and piezoelectric tensors can then yield the correct, C3v-
symmetric piezoelectric potential (see Fig. 5.10). This underlines the advantage of
an implementation of the above formalisms in an existing plane-wave code where
there is flexibility to choose the symmetry of the supercell used.
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Discretisation and Number of Plane Waves

The real-space discretisation employed in a plane-wave description depends both
on the supercell size and on the number of plane waves used in the calculation.
If, for example, we use 2M C 1 plane waves in a 1-D quantum well simulation
with supercell period L (as in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2), then the minimum length scale
resolvable, Smin, is approximately half of the shortest wavelength considered, i.e.
Smin � L=2M . In calculations such as those presented here for (111) oriented
supercells, it is clearly desirable to have higher resolution along the growth direction
(where the dot height was taken as 1.5 nm) compared to the in-plane directions,
where the dot base length of 80 nm is then more than 20 times larger than the
height. Direction-dependent (anisotropic) resolution is straightforward to implement
in a code where different numbers of plane waves can be specified along different
directions. It is more difficult to implement in a code such as the S/Phi/nX package,
where the use of a constant cut-off wave vector would lead to the same real-space
resolution along all directions.

It is however possible to modify the elastic constants, piezoelectric coefficients
and Hamiltonian used as input to such a package in order to achieve different
resolution along different directions. We illustrate this principle by considering
an infinite square well potential in two dimensions for which the Hamiltonian is
given by

H D � „
2

2m�e

�
@2

@x2
C @2

@y2

�
: (5.66)

We suppose that the infinite square well is of width ˛L along the x direction, and of
widthL=˛ along the y direction, therefore requiring different plane-wave resolution
along the two directions. We can however introduce a change of coordinates, so that
x0 D ˛x and y0 D y=˛, thereby giving a well which has a square base in the new
coordinate system. If we also rescale the electron mass, so that m�

x0 D ˛2m�e and
m�
y0 D m�e =˛2 along the x0 and y0 directions respectively this then gives a modified

Hamiltonian with the same eigenvalues and rescaled eigenvectors compared to the
original Hamiltonian of (5.66). We have generalised this re-scaling approach to
undertake the calculations of the elastic, piezoelectric and electronic properties
presented above.

5.7 Conclusion

In summary, we have presented an overview in this chapter that both semi-
analytical and numerical plane-wave methods can be used to calculate the electronic
structure of semiconductor nanostructures using a multi-band k�p Hamiltonian.
We showed that plane-wave methods can be used to calculate efficiently both the
strain distribution and the polarisation potential associated with a semiconductor QD
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embedded in a surrounding matrix material. Knowing the strain and the polarisation
potential, it is then possible to calculate efficiently and accurately the electronic
structure of the QD conduction and valence states. We reviewed some of the
advantages and disadvantages of plane-wave based methods compared to real-
space approaches, illustrating some of the different benefits and drawbacks through
representative calculations on semiconductor nanostructures. Overall we conclude
that plane-wave methods provide an efficient and flexible approach when using k�p
models to determine the electronic structure of semiconductor nanostructures.
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Chapter 6
The Multi-Band k�p Hamiltonian
for Heterostructures: Parameters
and Applications

Stefan Birner

Abstract In this contribution all the various definitions of the k�p parameters
available in the literature are summarized, and equations that relate them to each
other are provided. We believe that such a summary for both zinc blende and
wurtzite crystals on a few pages is very useful, not only for beginners but also
for experienced researchers that quickly want to look up conversion formulas.
Results of k�p calculations for bulk semiconductors are shown for diamond, and for
unstrained and strained InAs. Several examples of k�p calculations for heterostruc-
tures are presented. They cover spurious solutions, a spherical quantum dot and
heterostructures showing the untypical type-II and type-III band alignments. Finally,
self-consistent k�p calculations of a two-dimensional hole gas in diamond for
different substrate orientations are analyzed. Wherever possible, the k�p results are
compared to tight-binding calculations. All these calculations have been performed
using the nextnano software (nextnano: The nextnano software can be obtained
from http://www.nextnano.com; Birner et al., IEEE Trans. Electron Dev. 54:2137–
2142, 2007). Therefore, this contribution provides some specific details that are
relevant for a numerical implementation of the k�p method.
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6.1 The 8-Band k�p Hamiltonian for Bulk Materials

Compared to the single-band effective-mass model, a more accurate description of
the band structure can be obtained by using the multi-band k�p method that has
been used since the 1950s. There are a number of different k�p models discussed
in the literature, e.g. [5, 9, 14, 16, 45, 50]. They differ mainly in the number of
bands considered and their treatment of strain and spin-orbit interaction. The model
that considers up to 14 bands predicts almost perfectly the bulk band structure but
the computational effort turns out to be nearly as large as for the empirical tight-
binding approach. In our numerical implementation, i.e. the nextnano software,
we make use of the 8-band model (e.g. [5]). It is a compromise between the
accuracy and the computational cost, as well as the number of required (and known)
material parameters. This model includes the lowest conduction band and the three
highest valence bands. All other remote bands are treated as perturbations. Spin-
orbit interaction and strain are taken into account as small perturbations.

There are basically two ways in obtaining the bulk k�p Hamiltonian matrix,
the first one is based on a perturbative approach pioneered by Dresselhaus,
Kip and Kittel [19], the second one is based on symmetry analysis (method of
invariants) introduced by Luttinger [40]. A few years ago, Foreman derived six-
[26] and eight-band Hamiltonians [27] from Burt’s exact envelope function theory
[12, 13] for heterostructures. He showed that his nonsymmetrized Hamiltonian for
a homogeneous infinite sample is consistent to the bulk k�p Hamiltonian, and that
deriving the heterostructure Hamiltonian from the bulk one using a symmetrization
procedure is incorrect (symmetrized Hamiltonian). These works solved the problem
of operator ordering. The reason lies in the noncommutativity of the differential
operator and the (position dependent) material parameters. We note that the potential
energy term of Burt’s exact envelope function equation contains an extra nonlocal
term (Vnm .x; x0/) that has been neglected. In fact, using some approximations, it
can be shown that the nonlocal part does not contribute for slowly varying envelope
functions. At distances far away from a heterointerface the potential tends to a
constant, the local periodic potential, and the nonlocal contribution is small. Close
to heterointerfaces, Burt’s theory leads to two correction terms to the potential
function. Another view is that perturbative effects of material inhomogeneities
lead to so-called interface Hamiltonians. A derivation and discussion of the Burt–
Foreman theory is given in the recently published book by Lew Yan Voon and
Willatzen [36] which additionally offers a detailed description and comprehensive
overview on all the different k�p Hamiltonians used in the literature for both bulk
and nanostructured semiconductors.

The key feature of the k�p method is the envelope function ansatz based on
Bloch’s theorem, according to which the electron wave function in a crystal with
translational symmetries can be separated into an oscillating Bloch part which is
periodic over atomic distance and a smooth envelope function which varies on a
mesoscopic scale. Using Löwdin perturbation theory the rapidly oscillating Bloch
functions can be eliminated from the electron Hamiltonian. Thus the resulting
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electron Hamiltonian only contains the envelope functions. A detailed summary of
the k�p method has been presented in [2, 58].

In the following we describe the k�p Hamiltonian for a bulk semiconductor but
use the notation suited for heterostructures. The one-electron Schrödinger equation
reads

.H0 CHso/ �nk .x/ D En .k/ �nk .x/ (6.1)
�

p2

2m0

C V .x/C „2
4m2

0c
2
.� 	 rV / � p

�
�nk .x/ D En .k/ �nk .x/ ; (6.2)

where �nk is the Bloch function

�nk .x/ D eik�xunk .x/ ; (6.3)

composed of the product of a plane wave eik�x and the periodic Bloch factors
unk .x/, n is the band index and k is a wave vector in the first Brillouin zone
which corresponds to the periodicity of the potential energy V .x/. The operator
Hso approximately takes into account the relativistic effect of spin

Hso D „2
4m2

0c
2
.rV 	 p/ � � ; (6.4)

whereV is the potential energy term, p is the momentum operator and � is the vector
of the Pauli matrices � D .�1; �2; �3/T. If we insert the Bloch function �nk .x/ into
Eq. (6.2), we obtain after canceling the plane wave eik�x

�
H0 CHk CHk�p CHso

�
unk .x/ D En .k/ unk .x/

(6.5)
 

p2

2m0
C V .x/C „

2k2

2m0
C „
m0

k�pC „2
4m20c

2
.rV 	 p/ � �

!
unk .x/ D En .k/ unk .x/ ;

(6.6)

which is now written for the periodic Bloch spinor unk .x/ only. Within our
approximation we consider only the part of the spin-orbit interaction Hamiltonian
that is independent of k because the contribution of the k dependent part is much
smaller. Solving this equation for k D 0 (� point) yields the Bloch factors uj 0 which
form a complete and orthonormal basis. The Bloch factor unk is expanded for any
value of k using the known Bloch factors uj 0 at the � point

unk .x/ D
8X

jD1
aj .k/ uj 0 .x/ : (6.7)
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For our k�p model, the index j goes from 1 to 8 for 8 	 8 k�p (one conduction
and three valence bands, including spin), and from 1 to 6 for 6 	 6 k�p (three
valence bands, including spin). However, in our algorithmic implementation for
6 	 6k�p it goes from 3 to 8 because in this case we use the same Hamiltonian
matrix (Eq. (6.10)) and omit the indices 1 and 2 related to the conduction band.

The band structure near the � point is described by perturbation theory around
k D 0 using a number of perturbationally defined parameters. The � point electron
wave function is expanded into s and p orbital functions. A perturbation model that
includes the spin-orbit interaction which is responsible for the splitting�so between
the �7 and �8 valence bands, requires a basis of eight so-called Bloch functions

fjS "i ; jS #i ; jX "i ; jY "i ; jZ "i ; jX #i ; jY #i ; jZ #ig ; (6.8)

where X , Y , Z are the p-type Bloch functions referring to the three principal
directions in the crystal and the arrows denote the spin. The designationsS ,X , Y ,Z
refer to the corresponding symmetry properties under operations of the tetrahedral
group. For heterostructures, the envelope functions  that correspond to the Bloch
functions in Eq. (6.8) are given by

˚
 S";  S#;  X";  Y";  Z";  X#;  Y#;  Z#

�
: (6.9)

The structure of the bulk 8 	 8 k�p Hamiltonian operator H0 without strain and
without spin-orbit coupling in the basis of Eq. (6.8) is given by

jS "i jS #i jX "i jY "i jZ "i jX #i jY #i jZ #i
jS "i Hcc 0 Hcv 0
jS #i 0 Hcc 0 Hcv

jX "i
jY "i Hvc 0 Hvv 0
jZ "i
jX #i
jY #i 0 Hvc 0 Hvv

jZ #i

:

(6.10)

It describes the electrons in the �6 conduction band, or the �7 or �8 valence bands.
Our choice of ordering is due to the fact that we are using the same routines within
our algorithm for the setup of the 8 	 8 and the 6 	 6 Hamiltonian. In the latter
case, the first two rows and the first two columns are ignored. For zinc blende, Hvv

is given by
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Ec 

Ev 

Egap + Ev,av + 1/3ΔSO 

ΔSO 

Egap 

Ev,av 

0 

so 

hh lh 

Fig. 6.1 Conduction (Ec) and valence band (Ev) alignment in a zinc blende semiconductor. The
heavy hole (hh), light hole (lh) and split-off hole (so) band edges are obtained by adding the spin-
orbit Hamiltonian to the average valence band edge energy Ev;av

Hvv D

0

BB@

Ev;av C „2
2m0

k2

Ev;av C „2
2m0

k2

Ev;av C „2
2m0

k2

1

CCAC (6.11)

0

B@
kxLkx C kyMky C kzMkz kxN

Cky C kyN�kx kxN
Ckz C kzN

�kx
kyN

Ckx C kxN�ky kxMkx C kyLky C kzMkz kyN
Ckz C kzN

�ky
kzN

Ckx C kxN�kz kzN
Cky C kyN�kz kxMkx C kyMky C kzLkz

1

CA ;

where Ev;av is the energy of the average of the three valence band edges, without
strain shifts and without taking spin-orbit splitting into account (see Fig. 6.1). The
contribution of the free electron term

„2
2m0

k2 D „2
2m0

�
k2x C k2y C k2z

	
(6.12)

could in principle be incorporated into the L and M parameters. This will be
discussed further below. For wurtzite the second term has to be replaced by

0

B@
kxL1kxC kyM1kyCkzM2kz kxN

C

1 kyC kyN�

1 kx kxN
C

2 kzC kzN
�

2 kx

kyN
C

1 kxC kxN�

1 ky kxM1kxC kyL1kyCkzM2kz kyN
C

2 kzC kzN
�

2 ky

kzN
C

2 kxC kxN�

2 kz kzN
C

2 kyC kyN�

2 kz kxM3kxC kyM3kyC kzL2kz

1

CA :

(6.13)

The DKK (Dresselhaus–Kip–Kittel) parameters [19] L, M , NC, N� can either
be calculated from the appropriate matrix elements (see [30, 36]) or from the
Luttinger parameters �1, �2, �3, � [2, 5]
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L D F C 2G D .��1 � 4�2 � 1/ „
2

2m0

(6.14)

M D H1 CH2 D .2�2 � �1 � 1/ „
2

2m0

(6.15)

NC D F �G D .�3�3 � .3� C 1// „
2

2m0

D N

2
� .3� C 1/ „

2

2m0

(6.16)

N� D H1 �H2 D .�3�3 C .3� C 1// „
2

2m0

D N

2
C .3� C 1/ „

2

2m0

: (6.17)

As ki and kj commute in bulk, it holds

N D NC CN� D F �G CH1 �H2 D �6�3 „
2

2m0

: (6.18)

The inverse relations for F , G, H1 andH2 are

F D 1

3
.LC 2NC/ D

�
�1
3
�1 � 4

3
�2 � 2�3 � 2� � 1

� „2
2m0

D �6� „
2

2m0

(6.19)

G D 1

3
.L �NC/ D

�
�1
3
�1 � 4

3
�2 C �3 C �

� „2
2m0

D �6ı „
2

2m0

(6.20)

H1 D 1

2
.M CN�/ D

�
�1
2
�1 C �2 � 3

2
�3 C 3

2
�

� „2
2m0

D �6� „
2

2m0

(6.21)

H2 D 1

2
.M �N�/ D

�
�1
2
�1 C �2 C 3

2
�3 � 3

2
� � 1

� „2
2m0

; (6.22)

where the Foreman parameters � , � and ı will be introduced further below. Rather
than specifying the four parameters L, M , NC, N�, occasionally another set of
parameters L, M , N , K is specified, where K D � „2

2m0
2.3� C 1/ [40]. The

parameters F , G, H1 and H2 are defined in [34]. There, also an additional fifth
Luttinger parameter q [40] related to spin-orbit splitting is given which is typically
neglected, and also neglected in our work. The inverse relations for the Luttinger
parameters are

�1 D �1
3
.LC 2M/

2m0

„2 � 1 (6.23)

�2 D �1
6
.L �M/

2m0

„2

�3 D �1
6
.NC CN�/2m0

„2 D �
1

6
N
2m0

„2

� D �1
6
.NC �N�/2m0

„2 �
1

3
;
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and

�1 D �1
3
.F C 2G C 2H1 C 2H2/

2m0

„2 � 1 (6.24)

�2 D �1
6
.F C 2G �H1 �H2/

2m0

„2

�3 D �1
6
.F �G CH1 �H2/

2m0

„2

� D �1
6
.F �G �H1 CH2/

2m0

„2 �
1

3
:

The parameter H2 is small and thus it is often neglected, e.g. in [27]. This leads to
N� � M and NC D N � N� � N �M . This is exactly equivalent to the case
where � is not known, and therefore approximated by

� � �1
6
.N � 2M/

2m0

„2 �
1

3
D �1

3
.�1 � 2�2 � 3�3 C 2/ ; (6.25)

where N is defined in Eq. (6.18). Using this definition for �, i.e. assuming H2 D 0,
Eqs. (6.16) and (6.17) can be expressed using the Luttinger parameters

N� � H1 DM D .2�2 � �1 � 1/ „
2

2m0

(6.26)

NC D F �G D N �N� � N �M D .�6�3 � .2�2 � �1 � 1// „
2

2m0

: (6.27)

For the k�p dispersion of bulk semiconductors without magnetic field, the contri-
butions of the term 3� C 1 to NC (Eq. (6.16)) and N� (Eq. (6.17)) effectively
cancel each other. Therefore, � is not needed and can be ignored in this case,
suggesting to use only the parameter N for the bulk Hamiltonian. This misleads
to effectively using NC D N� D N=2 (Eq. (6.18)), a practice that was adopted by
the whole k�p community until the last decade. However, Foreman identified this
symmetrized k�p Hamiltonian to be incorrect for heterostructures [26], pointing out
the noncommutativity of the momentum and position operators in heterostructures.
It is thus crucial to use the correct form of the nonsymmetrized k�p Hamiltonian
which includes the correct definitions of NC and N�. In both cases the entire
matrix is Hermitian whereas in the symmetrized approach, additionally, each matrix
element is Hermitian. The symmetrized Hamiltonian has been derived from the bulk
k�p Hamiltonian, whereas the nonsymmetrized version is based on Burt’s exact
envelope function theory for heterostructures [12], which has been extended by
Foreman to multi-band k�p. For that reason it is usually called the Burt–Foreman
Hamiltonian [36]. If the k�p material parameters do not depend on position, e.g. in
the case of a quantum well with infinite barriers, i.e. no material interfaces, both
symmetrizations lead to the same results in the case of zero magnetic field. If one is
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only interested in the bulk k�p dispersion, there is no need to explicitly use NC and
N�, and thus N can be used instead (Eq. (6.18)). Unfortunately, in a lot of articles
in the last decades NC and N� (and also �) have been ignored and only N has
been used, which we now know is definitely not correct for heterostructures. The
noncommutativity of the off-diagonal matrix elements has already been pointed out
in the early work of Luttinger [40], where he derived the most general form of the
6 	 6 k�p Hamiltonian in the presence of an external homogeneous magnetic field.

Foreman introduced another set of dimensionless parameters � , � and ı [26]

� D �1
6
F
2m0

„2 D �
1

18
.LC 2NC/2m0

„2 � �
1

2
ı C � (6.28)

� D �1
6
H1

2m0

„2 D �
1

12
.M CN�/2m0

„2 �
3

2
ı C �

ı D �1
6
G
2m0

„2 D �
1

18
.L�NC/2m0

„2 �
1

9
.�1 C �2 � 3�3 C 1/ ;

where � and � are defined as

� D 1

2
.�3 C �2/ (6.29)

� D 1

2
.�3 � �2/ : (6.30)

The notation in Greek letters � , � and ı is derived from the s, p, d (and f )
orbitals of the constituent atoms. Here, the contribution of the f orbitals is neglected
which is equivalent to setting H2 D 0, i.e. approximating � (Eq. (6.25)). The
inverse relations show how the Luttinger parameters can be expanded to reflect the
symmetry of the interaction of the bands [36]

�1 � �1
3
.F C 2G C 2H1/

2m0

„2 � 1 D 2� C 4� C 4ı � 1 (6.31)

�2 � �1
6
.F C 2G �H1/

2m0

„2 D � � � C 2ı

�3 � �1
6
.F �G CH1/

2m0

„2 D � C � � ı

� � �1
6
.F �G �H1/

2m0

„2 �
1

3
D � � � � ı � 1

3
:

They are similar to Eq. (6.24), with the exception that the term H2 has been
neglected. Consequently, the fourth parameter � is not an independent parameter
here. It depends on the choice of � , � and ı, or �1, �2 and �3, respectively.
The corresponding relation for � in terms of the Luttinger parameters is given in
Eq. (6.25). Finally, we list the related equations for the DKK parameters
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L D F C 2G D .�6� � 12ı/ „
2

2m0

(6.32)

NC D F �G D .�6� C 6ı/ „
2

2m0

M � H1 D �6� „
2

2m0

N� � H1 D �6� „
2

2m0

:

The Luttinger parameters are based on the method of invariants whereas the DKK
parameters are based on the perturbation method for deriving the k�p Hamiltonian
matrix. This is the reason for the various definitions of k�p parameters.

For the DKK parameters L, M , N , there is another frequently used definition
in the literature (e.g. used by Bir and Pikus [7] and in [53]), also called L, M , N ,
which often causes confusion in the numerical values of the parameters and thus
even in some cases leading to incorrect use of parameters (see Sect. 6.2.2). They
originally were used by Luttinger and Kohn [41]. There, they were termed A, B ,
C , and should not be confused with A, B , C of Eqs. (6.137), (6.138) and (6.139).
These alternative LK (Luttinger–Kohn) parameters, labeled with superscript ‘LK’,
read

LLK D ALK D LC „2
2m0

D .��1 � 4�2/ „
2

2m0

(6.33)

M LK D BLK D M C „2
2m0

D .2�2 � �1/ „
2

2m0

(6.34)

N LK D C LK D N LKC CN LK� D N D �6�3 „
2

2m0

(6.35)

N LKC D NC � N LK �
�
M LK � „

2

2m0

�
D N �M (6.36)

N LK� D N� �M LK � „
2

2m0

DM : (6.37)

Here, LLK and M LK are defined including the free electron term „2
2m0

(see
Eq. (6.12)). Expressing them using the Luttinger parameters now differs because the
term ‘�1’ that is present in Eqs. (6.14) and (6.15) has disappeared. Consequently,
the diagonal term „2

2m0
k2 must be omitted in Hvv, i.e. the term Ev;av C „2

2m0
k2

in Eq. (6.11) has to be replaced by Ev;av. The inverse relations for the Luttinger
parameters read
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�1 D �1
3

�
LLK C 2M LK

� 2m0

„2 D �
1

3
.LC 2M/

2m0

„2 � 1 (6.38)

�2 D �1
6

�
LLK �M LK� 2m0

„2 D �
1

6
.L �M/

2m0

„2 (6.39)

�3 D �1
6
N LK 2m0

„2 D �
1

6
N
2m0

„2 (6.40)

� D �1
6
.N LKC �N LK�/

2m0

„2 �
1

3
D �1

6
.NC �N�/2m0

„2 �
1

3
; (6.41)

where the formula for �1 differs for the two possible definitions of the DKK or LK
parameters. The term ‘�1’ in Eq. (6.38) shows how they are related to each other.
The relations for �2, �3, and � correspond to the ones given in Eq. (6.23). In order
to avoid confusion, we recommend to provide values for the Luttinger parameters
when publishing or comparing material parameters, rather than the ambiguous L,
M , N parameters.

For wurtzite the Rashba-Sheka-Pikus (RSP) parameters of the valence band A1,
A2, A3, A4, A5, A6 are similar to the Luttinger parameters in zinc blende. The A7
parameter that describes the k dependent spin-orbit splitting is usually neglected.
From those six parameters one can obtain the nine parametersL1, L2, M1,M2,M3,
NC1 , N�1 , NC2 , N�2 as follows [25]

L1 D „2
2m0

�
A5 C QA

� D �6.� C ı/ (6.42)

L2 D „2
2m0

.A1 � 1/ D �6�z

M1 D „2
2m0

��A5 C QA
� D �6ı

M2 D „2
2m0

OA D �6�

M3 D „2
2m0

.A2 � 1/ D �6�z

NC1 D
„2
2m0

�
3A5 � QA

� D N1 �M1 D �6.� � ı/

N�1 D
„2
2m0

��A5 C QA
� DM1 D �6ı

NC2 D
„2
2m0

�p
2A6 � OA

	
D N2 �M2 D �6�xz

N�2 D
„2
2m0

OA D M2 D �6� ;
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where we used

QA D A2 C A4 � 1 (6.43)

OA D A1 C A3 � 1 : (6.44)

It also holds

N1 D NC1 CN�1 D L1 �M1 D „2
2m0

2A5 D �6� (6.45)

N2 D NC2 CN�2 D
„2
2m0

p
2A6 D �6�xz � 6� : (6.46)

The ‘Foreman’ parameters � , �z, �xz, � , �z and ı have actually been introduced by
Mireles and Ulloa [42]. The relation N1 D L1 �M1 is due to the sixfold rotational
symmetry of the Hamiltonian [17]. The related matrix elements are given in [36,42].
The contribution of the term ‘�1’ (free electron term) for L1, L2, M1, M2 and M3

has the same origin as in the zinc blende case. Thus one should be careful when
comparing material parameters because for wurtzite there are also two definitions
possible. The inverse relations to Eq. (6.42) read [17, 42]

A1 D 2m0

„2 L2 C 1 D 1 � 6�z (6.47)

A2 D 2m0

„2 M3 C 1 D 1 � 6�z (6.48)

A3 D 2m0

„2 .M2 �L2/ D �6.� � �z/ (6.49)

A4 D 2m0

„2
1

2
.L1 CM1 � 2M3/ D �3� � 6.ı � �z/ (6.50)

A5 D 2m0

„2
1

2
.L1 �M1/ D 2m0

„2
1

2
N1 D �3� (6.51)

A6 D 2m0

„2
p
2

2
N2 D � 6p

2
.� C ı/ : (6.52)

Finally, the ‘Foreman’ parameters can be expressed as

� D �1
6
.L1 �M1/

2m0

„2 D �
1

6
N1
2m0

„2 D �
1

3
A5 (6.53)

�z D �1
6
L2
2m0

„2 D �
1

6
.A1 � 1/ (6.54)
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�xz D �1
6
.N2 �M2/

2m0

„2 D �
1

6
NC2

2m0

„2 D �
1

6

�
�A1 �A3 C

p
2A6 C 1

	

(6.55)

D �1
6

�p
2A6 � OA

	

� D �1
6
M2

2m0

„2 D �
1

6
N�2

2m0

„2 D �
1

6
.A1 C A3 � 1/ D �1

6
OA (6.56)

�z D �1
6
M3

2m0

„2 D �
1

6
.A2 � 1/ (6.57)

ı D �1
6
M1

2m0

„2 D �
1

6
.A2 C A4 � A5 � 1/ D �1

6
. QA �A5/ : (6.58)

Hcc in Eq. (6.10) is defined as

Hcc D Ec C kxAckx C kyAcky C kzAckz (6.59)

for zinc blende, and

Hcc D Ec C kxAc2kx C kyAc2ky C kzAc1kz (6.60)

for wurtzite, where Ec is the conduction band edge (without strain shifts). The
parameter Ac is defined as Ac D „2

2m0
S and S is a dimensionless parameter defined

for zinc blende as [30]

S D 1C 2F D
 
1C 2 1

m0

X

n2B

jhS jpx j nij2
Ec � En

!
; (6.61)

where the summation is over all bands apart from the valence bands. Here,F should
not be confused with the parameter F of Eq. (6.19). In contrast to our definition of
the valence band parameters L, M , NC and N�, the conduction band parameter
Ac includes the free electron term „2

2m0
which corresponds to the ‘1’ in Eq. (6.61). If

the free electron term were not included, then it must be included explicitly into the
Hcc term, analogous to the first line of Eq. (6.11) for the valence band part Hvv. S
can also be evaluated through the experimentally determined conduction band mass
me at the � point using the relation [38]

S D m0

me
� 2EP

3Egap
� EP

3
�
Egap C�so

� D m0

me
�EP

Egap C 2
3
�so

Egap
�
Egap C�so

� ; (6.62)

where Egap is the (unstrained) band gap energy between the lowest conduction
band edge and the highest valence band edge energy. If one wants to switch off
the coupling between electrons and holes, simply setting EP D 0 eV leads to
an isotropic and parabolic energy dispersion for the electrons. In this case, the S
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parameter is the inverse of the effective electron mass, S D m0
me

, giving an intuitive
meaning to this k�p parameter. In [54] the dimensionless F parameter (Eq. (6.61))
is given for all zinc blende materials, where F D .S � 1/=2. However, as the band
gap Egap is temperature dependent, the nextnano software by default calculates S
directly from the actual band gap and the effective electron mass me, rather than
using the S parameter of the database. We notice that different definitions of the
S or Ac parameter occur in the literature depending on whether the free electron
term is included or not. Thus one has to be careful when comparing different sets of
material parameters. For wurtzite, the parameterAci is defined as Aci D „2

2m0
Si with

index i D f1; 2g. The index i D 1 refers to the direction parallel to the hexagonal c
axis and i D 2 to the directions perpendicular to it. It holds Si D 1C 2Fi and [17]

S1 D m0

me;k
� EP1

Egap C 2�2

.Egap C�1 C�2/.Egap C 2�2/ � 2�2
3

(6.63)

S2 D m0

me;?
� EP2

.Egap C�1 C�2/.Egap C�2/��2
3

Egap
�
.Egap C�1 C�2/.Egap C 2�2/ � 2�2

3

� : (6.64)

In the limit �1 D 0, �2 D �3 D 1
3
�so, the zinc blende result (Eq. (6.62)) is

obtained.
The coupling between conduction and valence bands in Eq. (6.10) is defined as

Hcv D
�
H SX

cv H SY
cv H SZ

cv

�
; (6.65)

and

Hvc D
0

@
H SX

vc

H SY
vc

H SZ
vc

1

A : (6.66)

For zinc blende, the components are given by

H SX
cv D kyBkz C iPkx (6.67)

H SY
cv D kzBkx C iPky (6.68)

H SZ
cv D kxBky C iPkz ; (6.69)

and

H SX
vc D kzBky � ikxP (6.70)

H SY
vc D kxBkz � ikyP (6.71)

H SZ
vc D kyBkx � ikzP : (6.72)
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For wurtzite they are

H SX
cv D kyB1kz C iP2kx (6.73)

H SY
cv D kzB2kx C iP2ky (6.74)

H SZ
cv D kxB3ky C iP1kz ; (6.75)

and

H SX
vc D kzB1ky � ikxP2 (6.76)

H SY
vc D kxB2kz � ikyP2 (6.77)

H SZ
vc D kyB3kx � ikzP1 : (6.78)

We notice that Hvc is not the Hermitian conjugate of Hcv because the operator order-
ing is different. This ordering is the one suggested by Foreman [27]. The correct
form of the inversion asymmetry parameter B has been derived by Loehr [37]. B
is zero for materials that possess inversion symmetry as is the case for diamond-
type crystals. Zinc blende crystals do not have inversion symmetry, thus B ¤ 0.
This also applies to wurtzite crystals, thus B1 ¤ 0, B2 ¤ 0 and B3 ¤ 0.
For one-dimensional simulations, B only contributes for nonzero kk vectors. It is
common practice in the k�p literature to neglect the contribution of the B parameter.
However, this inversion asymmetry parameter is responsible for a spin-splitting of
the bulk k�p dispersion for the bands along directions other than Œ001
 and Œ111
,
where the splitting is suppressed by symmetry elements of the group of k [24]
(see Fig. 6.9). For heterostructures the B parameter leads to a splitting of the states
for any direction of kk, even if the structure itself has an inversion center, i.e.
no structural inversion asymmetry (SIA). In Sect. 6.2.4, we present an example
(Fig. 6.15). The optical matrix parameter P (Kane momentum matrix element) that
mixes the conduction and valence band states is given by

P D � i„
m0

hS jpx jXi D
s
„2
2m0

EP (6.79)

EP D 2m0

„2 P
2 ; (6.80)

where the Kane parameter EP is the energy equivalent to P , whose values are
usually around 22 eV for almost all semiconductors. They are similar for wurtzite

P1 D � i„
m
hS jpzjZi D

s
„2
2m0

EP1 (6.81)

P2 D � i„
m
hS jpx jXi D � i„

m

˝
S
ˇ̌
py
ˇ̌
Y
˛ D

s
„2
2m0

EP2 : (6.82)
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In bulk, P only contributes for nonzero k vectors, whereas for heterostructures it is
also relevant for kk D 0.

Any algorithmic implementation of the k�p Hamiltonian should be the one of
the wurtzite Hamiltonian. It implicitly contains the zinc blende and diamond-type
cases by setting L1 D L2 D L, M1 D M2 D M3 D M , NC1 D NC2 D NC,
N�1 D N�2 D N�, P1 D P2 D P , B1 D B2 D B3 D B and S1 D S2 D S .

Spin-Orbit Coupling. The relativistic effect of spin is approximately taken into
account by including an additional term Hso in the Schrödinger equation (Eq. (6.4)).
Using the definition

�so D �3i

� „2
4m2

0c
2

� ˝
X
ˇ̌
.rV 	 p/y

ˇ̌
Z
˛
; (6.83)

we can write down the spin-orbit interaction Hamiltonian for zinc blende [32]. In
the basis of Eq. (6.8) it reads

Hso D 1

3
�so

0

BBBBBBBBBBB@

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 �i 0 0 0 1

0 0 i 0 0 0 0 �i
0 0 0 0 0 �1 i 0
0 0 0 0 �1 0 i 0
0 0 0 0 �i �i 0 0
0 0 1 i 0 0 0 0

1

CCCCCCCCCCCA

; (6.84)

where �so is the spin-orbit split-off energy. The spin-orbit Hamiltonian matrix can
be diagonalized if one chooses the Bloch basis [38]

jue "i D
ˇ̌
ˇ̌1
2
;
1

2

�

e

D jS "i (6.85)

jue #i D
ˇ̌
ˇ̌1
2
;�1
2

�

e

D jiS #i

juhh "i D
ˇ̌
ˇ̌3
2
;
3

2

�
D 1p

2
j.X C iY / "i

juhh #i D
ˇ̌
ˇ̌3
2
;�3
2

�
D ip

2
j.X � iY / #i

julh1i D
ˇ̌
ˇ̌3
2
;
1

2

�
D ip

6
Œj.X C iY / #i � 2 jZ "i


julh2i D
ˇ̌
ˇ̌3
2
;�1
2

�
D 1p

6
Œj.X � iY / "i C 2 jZ #i
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juso1i D
ˇ̌
ˇ̌1
2
;
1

2

�
D 1p

3
Œj.X C iY / #i C jZ "i


juso2i D
ˇ̌
ˇ̌1
2
;�1
2

�
D ip

3
Œj� .X � iY / "i C jZ #i
 ;

leading to the eigenstates known as heavy hole (hh), light hole (lh) and spin-orbit
split-off hole (so) with positive and negative angular momentum projection. The
prefactors are normalization constants and these linear combinations are known
as the angular momentum representation. The basis states for the electrons are
included for completeness. They are not affected by the spin-orbit interaction. The
heavy and light holes are degenerate and their eigenvalues are 1

3
�so, whereas the

eigenvalue of the split-off hole is � 2
3
�so). Here we classified the six valence states

in terms of jJ; Jzi states with the use of the Clebsch–Gordan coefficients for the
angular momentum J D LB C S and its z component [21]. LB is the angular
momentum of the Bloch orbit and S is the spin. The terms ‘heavy’ and ‘light’
originate from the distinct curvatures of the energy dispersions of these bands. For
nonzero k values, the states cannot be labeled any more as pure heavy, light and
split-off holes. Projecting the calculated solution in the basis of Eq. (6.8) onto the
basis given in Eq. (6.85), determines if the corresponding spinors are dominated by
the character of a heavy, light or split-off hole. Further details about the bulk band
dispersion can be found for instance in [16]. As an example we provide the band
structure of InAs in Fig. 6.9.

For wurtzite, the spin-orbit interaction Hamiltonian in the basis of Eq. (6.8) is
given by

Hso D

0
BBBBBBBBBBB@

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 �i�2 0 0 0 �3

0 0 i�2 0 0 0 0 �i�3

0 0 0 0 0 ��3 i�3 0

0 0 0 0 ��3 0 i�2 0

0 0 0 0 �i�3 �i�2 0 0

0 0 �3 i�3 0 0 0 0

1
CCCCCCCCCCCA

; (6.86)

with �2 corresponding to the direction parallel to the hexagonal c axis, and �3 to
the plane perpendicular to it. It is usually assumed that �2 D �3 D 1

3
�so, which

actually yields the zinc blende spin-orbit Hamiltonian (Eq. (6.84)).

Crystal Field Splitting. In wurtzite we additionally have to consider the crystal
field splitting, i.e. the energy splitting produced by the anisotropy of the hexagonal
symmetry. In the basis of Eq. (6.8) it is given by
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Hcr D

0
BBBBBBBBBBB@

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 �1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 �1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 �1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 �1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1
CCCCCCCCCCCA

; (6.87)

where �1 D �cr is the crystal field splitting energy which is zero in both diamond
and zinc blende materials.

Within the algorithm of the nextnano program, it is sufficient to only implement
the wurtzite spin-orbit Hamiltonian. It includes both crystal field splitting and spin-
orbit coupling and reads

Hso;cr D

0
BBBBBBBBBBB@

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 �1 �i�2 0 0 0 �3

0 0 i�2 �1 0 0 0 �i�3

0 0 0 0 0 ��3 i�3 0

0 0 0 0 ��3 �1 i�2 0

0 0 0 0 �i�3 �i�2 �1 0

0 0 �3 i�3 0 0 0 0

1
CCCCCCCCCCCA

: (6.88)

It implicitly includes the zinc blende case. The basis states that diagonalize this
wurtzite spin-orbit Hamiltonian are not the same as the ones we used before in the
zinc blende case (Eq. (6.85)). They are [17]

jiS "i (6.89)

jiS #i

ju1 "i D � 1p
2
j.X C iY / "i

ju2 "i D 1p
2
j.X � iY / "i

ju3 "i D jZ "i

ju4 #i D 1p
2
j.X � iY / #i

ju5 #i D � 1p
2
j.X C iY / #i

ju6 #i D jZ #i :
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After diagonalization, one obtains the following eigenvalues [17]

E1 D EA D �1 C�2 (6.90)

E2 D EB D �1 ��2

2
C
s�

�1 ��2

2

�2
C 2�2

3 (6.91)

E3 D EC D �1 ��2

2
�
s�

�1 ��2

2

�2
C 2�2

3 ; (6.92)

where A, B and C refer to the heavy hole, light hole and crystal field split-off hole
energies in wurtzite. For zinc blende one has to set �1 D 0 and �2 D �3 D 1

3
�so.

The zinc blende eigenvalues can further be simplified to

E1 D E2 D Ehh D Elh D 1

3
�so (6.93)

E3 D Eso D �2
3
�so ; (6.94)

where heavy hole (hh) and light hole (lh) are degenerate. They are separated from
the split-off hole (so) by the spin-orbit splitting energy �so. Thus the valence band
edges at � and the conduction band edges at � , L and X are determined as follows

E�
c D Ev;av Cmax.E1;E2/C E�

gap (6.95)

EL
c D Ev;av Cmax.E1;E2/C EL

gap (6.96)

EX
c D Ev;av Cmax.E1;E2/C EX

gap (6.97)

Ehh D Ev;av C E1 (6.98)

Elh D Ev;av C E2 (6.99)

Eso D Ev;av C E3 ; (6.100)

where we use the average of the three valence bands Ev;av as our reference point
(Fig. 6.1). In fact, this reference is the average valence band edge energy in the
absence of spin-orbit (and crystal field) splitting. This definition is valid for both
zinc blende and wurtzite and is used to specify the valence band offset between
different materials on a global scale [52]. Very often, however, the valence band
offset is instead defined as the difference in energy with respect to the highest hole
band edges between two materials.

Modified k�p Parameters. In a 6 	 6 k�p Hamiltonian all conduction bands are
considered as a perturbation. In 8	 8 k�p theory, the lowest conduction band is now
included in the k�p Hamiltonian and not treated as a perturbation any more. Thus
the related material parameters are different in 6	6 k�p and 8	8 k�p Hamiltonians.
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Therefore, the L, M , NC, N� parameters in Eq. (6.11) must be replaced by the
modified DKK parameters L0, M 0, NC0, N�0 and N 0 because the latter include the
now required correction term

L0 D LC „2
2m0

EP

Egap
D LC P2

Egap
(6.101)

M 0 D M (6.102)

NC0 D NC C „2
2m0

EP

Egap
D NC C P2

Egap
(6.103)

N�0 D N� (6.104)

N 0 D N C „2
2m0

EP

Egap
D N C P2

Egap
: (6.105)

The correction term is temperature dependent because obviously the band gap
depends on temperature.

The modifications of the L1, L2, NC1 , NC2 , N1 and N2 parameters for wurtzite
have to be done in a similar manner [4], whereas the M1, M2, M3, N�1 , N�2
parameters remain unchanged as in the case of zinc blende

L01 D L1 C P2
1

Egap
(6.106)

L02 D L2 C P2
2

Egap
(6.107)

NC01 D NC1 C
P2
1

Egap
(6.108)

NC02 D NC2 C
P1P2

Egap
(6.109)

N 01 D N1 C P2
1

Egap
(6.110)

N 02 D N2 C P1P2

Egap
: (6.111)

For the RSP parameters the modifications read [4]

A01 D A1 C
EP2

Egap
(6.112)

A02 D A2 (6.113)
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A03 D A3 �
EP2

Egap
(6.114)

A04 D A4 C
1

2

EP1

Egap
(6.115)

A05 D A5 C
1

2

EP1

Egap
(6.116)

A06 D A6 C
p
2

2

p
EP1EP2

Egap
; (6.117)

where EP1 refers to the orientation parallel and EP2 perpendicular to the hexagonal
c axis.

For zinc blende, it holds for the modified Luttinger parameters [46]

� 01 D �1 �
1

3

EP

Egap
(6.118)

� 02 D �2 �
1

6

EP

Egap
(6.119)

� 03 D �3 �
1

6

EP

Egap
(6.120)

�0 D � � 1
6

EP

Egap
: (6.121)

Finally, we list the modifications of the F , G, H1, H2 parameters

F 0 D F C „2
2m0

EP

Egap
D F C P2

Egap
(6.122)

G0 D G (6.123)

H 01 D H1 (6.124)

H 02 D H2 ; (6.125)

and Foreman’s � , � and ı parameters

� 0 D � � 1
6

EP

Egap
(6.126)

� 0 D � (6.127)

ı0 D ı : (6.128)
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For wurtzite, the latter are modified to

� 0 D � � 1
6

EP1

Egap
(6.129)

� 0z D �z � 1
6

EP2

Egap
(6.130)

� 0xz D �xz � 1
6

p
EP1EP2

Egap
(6.131)

� 0 D � (6.132)

� 0z D �z (6.133)

ı0 D ı : (6.134)

The nextnano software provides full flexibility for the user with respect to choice
of k�p parameters. The user can either specify the 6 	 6 k�p L, M , N parameters
or the Luttinger parameters �1, �2, �3. The user can decide whether he wants to
include � or if he wants to approximate �. The L0, M 0, N 0 parameters for 8 	 8
k�p can be specified directly, or calculated automatically from the 6 	 6 k�p DKK
or Luttinger parameters taking into account the temperature dependent band gap.
Additionally, the modified Luttinger parameters for 8	8 k�p (with or without �0) can
be entered instead. The user can specify the S parameter, or the program calculates
S from the temperature dependent band gap and the effective electron mass. By
default, a rescaling of the k�p parameters is not performed. However, the user can
choose to rescale the parameters automatically to S D 0 or S D 1 (Eq. (6.158) or
Eq. (6.159), respectively). This is sometimes necessary in order to avoid spurious
solutions (see Sect. 6.2.1). In any case, a consistent set of all k�p parameters (DKK,
Luttinger, Foreman, : : :) are written out, also the ones not specified, including the
6	 6 parameters if 8	 8 parameters are specified. This gives as much transparency
as possible to the user, especially when comparing own results with calculations and
k�p parameters of published work by others. Additionally, the bulk k�p dispersion
along the [001], [110] and [111] directions is part of the output, so that the user
can check whether the energy dispersion for a particular choice of k�p parameters
is meaningful. This is important to check for e.g. alloys, if strain is present or
for rescaled k�p parameters, or if spurious solutions are present. Finally, we also
output the calculated A, B , C parameters that have been used by Dresselhaus,
Kip and Kittel [19]. They are of no practical relevance for the nextnano software
because they only apply along certain symmetry directions in the Brillouin zone
where the energies are twofold degenerate, e.g. along the line from L to � to X.
The DKK (Dresselhaus–Kip–Kittel) equation [19] for the energy dispersion of the
holes is valid only for energies small compared to the spin-orbit splitting energy.
Nevertheless, they provide insight into the choice of k�p parameters. From these
parameters, the energy dispersion for the heavy and light holes are obtained
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Ehh.k/ D Ak2 C
r
B2k4 C C2

�
k2xk

2
y C k2yk2z C k2z k2x

	
(6.135)

Elh.k/ D Ak2 �
r
B2k4 C C2

�
k2xk

2
y C k2yk2z C k2z k2x

	
: (6.136)

The anisotropy is caused by C . Therefore the constant energy surfaces in reciprocal
k space are ‘warped spheres’ and show a cubic symmetry. This deviation from the
spherical symmetry is a direct consequence of the cubic crystal system. If C is zero,
then the energy dispersion is isotropic (spherical approximation). If both, B and
C are nonzero, the dispersion is nonparabolic. Both, A and B are negative with
diamond being an exception, according to Yu and Cardona [56], although there is
still uncertainty in the choice of parameters for diamond (see Sect. 6.2.5). A, B and
C are related to the Luttinger and DKK parameters as follows

A D ��1 „
2

2m0

D LC 2M
3

C „2
2m0

(6.137)

B D �2�2 „
2

2m0

D L�M
3

(6.138)

C2 D 12 ��23 � �22
� � „2
2m0

�2
D 1

3
.N 2 � .L �M/2/ : (6.139)

Usually, the A, B , C and L, M , N parameters are given in „2
2m0

units, and the
Luttinger parameters in dimensionless units although some authors use different
conventions, e.g. atomic units where „2

2m0
leads to a factor of 1=2 in the equations.

Also opposite sign conventions for A, B , C are used, thus very often only jAj, jBj,
jC j are listed, and in fact only the sign of A, which is obvious, is relevant. If A and
B are defined as in Eqs. (6.135) and (6.136), it is clear that A must be negative, but
the signs for B and C are not determined from B2 or C2, respectively. Therefore,
for the inverse relations it is not so obvious to assign the correct sign to �2 and �3,
as the signs for B and C are not well defined

�1 D �A2m0

„2 (6.140)

�2 D �B
2

2m0

„2 (6.141)

�23 D
�
B2

4
C C2

12

��
2m0

„2
�2

: (6.142)

Usually for all cubic group IV, III–V and II–VI materials that we included in
the nextnano database, all three 6 	 6 k�p Luttinger parameters are positive. The
only exceptions from this rule, that we are aware of, are the group IV materials
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C (diamond), Sn and the II–VI materials HgS, HgSe and HgTe. For all these
materials apart from diamond all three Luttinger parameters are negative. Apart
from diamond, all have an unusual band structure having either a zero band gap
or a negative band gap. For diamond several sets of Luttinger parameters exist (see
Sect. 6.2.5). The signs of the Luttinger parameters vary among these sets. A possible
reason for this is, to our believe, that some of the Luttinger parameters have been
calculated from A, B and C .

It is often convenient to know estimates of effective masses in particular
directions or averaged over all directions. They can be obtained by projection of
the angular momentum operators onto a coordinate system that contains the desired
direction. Within the nextnano software, we write out the effective heavy and light
hole masses along the [001], [110] and [111] directions. They can be extracted from
the Luttinger parameters [31, 54]

m0

m
Œ001

hh

D �1 � 2�2 D 2m0

„2 .�AC B/ (6.143)

m0

m
Œ001

lh

D �1 C 2�2 D 2m0

„2 .�A� B/ (6.144)

m0

m
Œ111

hh

D �1 � 2�3 (6.145)

m0

m
Œ111

lh

D �1 C 2�3 (6.146)

m0

m
Œ110

hh

D �1 � 1
2
.�2 C 3�3/ (6.147)

m0

m
Œ110

lh

D �1 C 1

2
.�2 C 3�3/ : (6.148)

Also the isotropic, averaged heavy, light and split-off hole masses can be derived.
For the latter, two approximations are commonly employed [54,56]. The first one is

m0

mhh;av
D 2m0

„2
�
�AC B

�
1C 2C 2

15B2

��
(6.149)

m0

mlh;av
D 2m0

„2
�
�A� B

�
1C 2C 2

15B2

��
(6.150)

m0

mso;av
D �1 � EP�so

3Egap.Egap C�so/
: (6.151)

The second one uses instead of Eqs. (6.149) and (6.150)
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m0

mhh;av
D 2m0

„2
 
�AC 2

5
B

 
1C 3

2

r
1C 4C 2

9B2

!!
(6.152)

m0

mlh;av
D 2m0

„2
 
�A� 2

5
B

 
1C 3

2

r
1C 4C 2

9B2

!!
: (6.153)

Both approximations become identical if C D 0, corresponding to negligible
warping [56].

Finally, we remark that it is sometimes useful to compare the numerical imple-
mentation of the k�p Hamiltonian to analytical or numerical single-band (‘effective-
mass’) results at k D 0, where the energy dispersion is isotropic and parabolic,
and described by an effective mass m. By setting EP D 0 eV, one decouples the
electrons from the holes. Then the 8	8 k�p Hamiltonian effectively becomes a 6	6
k�p Hamiltonian for the holes and a single-band Hamiltonian for the electrons, the
latter being twofold degenerate due to spin. To be consistent, one then has to use the
6	 6 k�p parameters for the holes (L, M , NC, N� rather than L0, M 0, NC0, N�0),
and the parabolic single-band effective mass me of the electron. This is achieved
by setting S D m0

me
. To obtain a dispersion for the holes that is both isotropic and

parabolic, it requires us to set L D M , NC D 0 and N� D 0 which implies
N D 0. This is equivalent to setting �2 D �3 D 0, and � D � 1

3
, or setting F D G

andH1 D H2 D 3
2
F . For instance, if we want to achieve a dispersion corresponding

to an effective mass ofmh D 0:5m0 for each of the three hole bands, where the split-
off band is separated from the degenerate heavy and light hole band energies by the
spin-orbit splitting energy�so, our k�p parameters must be given by

• �1 D m0
mh
D 2, �2 D �3 D 0, � D � 1

3
or

• L DM D .��1 � 1/ „22m0 D �3 „
2

2m0
, NC D 0, N� D 0 or

• F D G D L
3
D � „2

2m0
, H1 D H2 D L

2
D � 3

2
„2
2m0

.
• (For the Foreman parameters it follows � D ı D 1=6 and � D 1=4. However,

they implicitly assume H2 D 0. This is definitely not the case here because now
H2 ¤ 0 and its contribution is even larger than the one of F or G.)

These conditions are valid for bulk. They are also valid for heterostructures because
we specified four parameters, except for the Foreman parameters. For bulk (without
magnetic field), it is sufficient to specify only three parameters, and thus we can
also use the Foreman parameters. To obtain an isotropic dispersion for the holes,
it requires us to set N D L �M , i.e. NC D L � 2M and N� D M (spherical
approximation). This is equivalent to setting �2 D �3, leading to

� D �1
6
.L � 3M/

2m0

„2 �
1

3
D �1

3
.�1 � 5�2 C 2/ : (6.154)

For instance, settingM D 0, N D L, i.e. NC D L and N� D 0 yields an isotropic
dispersion. This is equivalent to �2 D �3 D 1

2
.�1 C 1/ D � 16L2m0

„2 . The spherical
approximation is also obtained by replacing �2 and �3 by
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O� D 1

5
.2�2 C 3�3/ : (6.155)

Replacing �2 and �3 by

Q� D 1

2
.�2 C �3/ ; (6.156)

yields the axial approximation, which is characterized by a cylindrical symmetry of
the Hamiltonian, i.e. axial symmetry in the .x; y/ plane.

If it holds L D M (or N D 0), i.e. NC D �M D �L and N� D M D L, the
hole dispersion is both isotropic and parabolic. This is equivalent to setting �2 D
�3 D 0, leading to

� D 1

3
L
2m0

„2 �
1

3
D �1

3
.�1 C 2/ D �F 2m0

„2 �
1

3
D 6� � 1

3
: (6.157)

If �1 is given, the four sets of parameters are related through L D .��1 � 1/ „22m0 ,

F D � 1
3
L and � D L

18
2m0
„2 . In this case it holdsG D �2F D 2

3
L, H1 D �3F D L

and H2 D 0. The consistent Foreman parameters are ı D �2� D � 1
9
L2m0
„2 and

� D �3� D � 1
6
L2m0
„2 , implicitly assuming H2 D 0. For these conditions it further

holds A D ��1 „22m0 , and B D C2 D 0.

Temperature Dependent k�p Parameters. The following 8	8 k�p parameters are
temperature dependent because they depend on the band gap Egap at the � point.

• Zinc blende

– S (Eq. (6.62))
– the modified DKK parameters L0, NC0, N 0 (Eqs. (6.101), (6.103),

(6.105))
– the modified Luttinger parameters � 01, � 02, � 03, �0 (Eqs. (6.118), (6.119), (6.120),

(6.121))
– the modified Foreman parameter � 0 (Eq. (6.126))
– F 0 (Eq. (6.122))
– If the k�p parameters are rescaled, also the Kane parameter EP (Eq. (6.158)

or Eq. (6.159), respectively) is affected, and consequently also the Kane
momentum matrix element P (Eq. (6.79)).

• Wurtzite

– S1, S2 (Eqs. (6.63), (6.64))
– the modified DKK parameters L01, L02, N

C0
1 , NC02 , N 01, N 02 (Eqs. (6.106),

(6.107), (6.108), (6.109), (6.110), (6.111))
– the modified RSP parameters A01, A03, A04, A05, A06 (Eqs. (6.112), (6.114),

(6.115), (6.116), (6.117))
– the modified Foreman parameters � 0, � 0z , � 0xz (Eq. (6.42))
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– If the k�p parameters are rescaled, also the Kane parameters EP1 and
EP2 (Eqs. (6.63), (6.64)) are affected, and consequently also the Kane momen-
tum matrix elements P1 and P2 (Eqs. (6.81), (6.82)).

Summary. The zinc blende 8 	 8 k�p Hamiltonian can be parameterized by
the following 10 quantities,

• the band gap energyEgap at the � point,
• the spin-orbit split-off energy�so (�2, �3, crystal field splitting �1),
• the optical momentum matrix element EP (EP1, EP2),
• the energy of the average of the three valence band edges Ev;av,
• the conduction band mass at the � point me (me;k, me;?),
• the Luttinger parameters �1, �2, �3, � (A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7),
• the inversion asymmetry parameter B (B1, B2, B3),

where the 19 wurtzite parameters are given in parenthesis if different from
the zinc blende ones. To account for strain effects 4 additional parameters are
required for zinc blende, and 7 for wurtzite (see [30] for details),

• the hydrostatic conduction band deformation potential a�c (a�c;k, a
�
c;?),

• the valence band deformation potentials av;av, b, d (d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6).

6.2 Applications

In this section results of k�p calculations for bulk semiconductors are shown for
diamond, and for unstrained and strained InAs. Several examples of k�p calculations
for heterostructures are presented. They cover spurious solutions, a spherical
quantum dot and heterostructures showing the untypical type-II and type-III band
alignments. Finally, self-consistent k�p calculations of a two-dimensional hole gas
in diamond for different substrate orientations are analyzed. Wherever possible, the
k�p results are compared to tight-binding calculations. All these calculations have
been performed using the nextnano software [8, 43].

6.2.1 Spurious Solutions

The numerical discretization of the single-band and k�p Schrödinger equations
have been discussed in detail in [1, 30]. Everybody that numerically implements
a k�p Hamiltonian will sooner or later encounter ‘spurious solutions’. These are
unphysical wave functions that look strange, e.g. if they oscillate very strongly or if
they have spikes at material interfaces. Occasionally, their energies are even lying
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within the forbidden band gap. These solutions might arise from incorrect operator
ordering, i.e. incorrect discretization, or from the used k�p parameters. A detailed
discussion on spurious solutions can be found in [1]. Veprek et al. [53] related the
spurious solution problem to the loss of ellipticity of the differential operator. They
derived a criteria that must be fulfilled by the k�p parameters to establish ellipticity.
For all materials used in a calculation, the nextnano software automatically outputs
this information so that one can check if this criteria is fulfilled. Foreman [27]
suggested to get rid of spurious solutions by setting S D 0 (Eq. (6.62)). This requires
a rescaling of the EP parameter

EP D
�
m0

me

�
Egap

�
Egap C�so

�

Egap C 2
3
�so

; (6.158)

in order to still get the correct conduction band dispersion. Now EP is fitted to the
electron mass me, rather than having S as the fitting parameter. Essentially this
implies that remote-band contributions cancel the free-electron term. An alternative
is to set S D 1 which corresponds to entirely neglecting remote bands. The
appropriate equation for EP then reads

EP D
�
m0

me
� 1

�
Egap

�
Egap C�so

�

Egap C 2
3
�so

: (6.159)

To be consistent, the modified DKK (Eqs. (6.101), (6.103), (6.105)) or the modified
Luttinger parameters (Eqs. (6.118), (6.119), (6.120), (6.121)) have to be recalculated
using the new value of EP. Analogous equations for the wurtzite case can be
obtained from Eqs. (6.63) and (6.64).

According to Andlauer [1], for .L0 C 1/ S < 0 no oscillatory spurious solutions
exist. He discussed spurious solutions for one-dimensional structures in [2]. Here
we give the details of a simple two-dimensional example so that anyone interested
in spurious solutions can reproduce these results. A quadratic InAs quantum wire
of dimensions 5 	 5 nm is surrounded by a GaAs barrier of 10 nm thickness. The
k�p parameters (without rescaling) for InAs are �1 D 20:0, �2 D 8:5, �3 D 9:2,
me D 0:026m0, �so D 0:39 eV, Egap D 0:417 eV, EP D 28:8 eV and the ones
for GaAs are �1 D 6:98, �2 D 2:06, �3 D 2:93, me D 0:067m0, �so D 0:341 eV,
Egap D 1:519 eV, EP D 21:5 eV. The actual parameters that were used have been
rescaled so that S D 1 (Eq. (6.159)) following the suggestions described above. For
the valence band offset between InAs and GaAs we took EVBO

v;av D 0:044 eV. This
is the offset with respect to the average energy of all three hole band edges. The
dimension N of the 8 	 8 k�p Hamiltonian matrix is N D 6;728 corresponding
to a total of 29 	 29 grid points with a grid spacing of 1:0 nm in each direction.
Figure 6.2 shows the probability density  21 .x; y/ of the ground state of this square
InAs nanowire. While the 2D plot looks kind of okay, the horizontal and vertical
slices through the center reveal some kinks in the density which should not be there.
The energies of the ground state at E1 D 0:138 eV (twofold degenerate) and of
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Fig. 6.2 Probability density  2
1 .x; y/ of the ground state of a square InAs nanowire. Also shown

are horizontal and vertical slices through the center
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Fig. 6.3 Probability density  2
2 .x; y/ of the first excited state of a square InAs nanowire. This

spurious solution shows a very pronounced oscillatory behavior. The black squares indicate zero
probability density

the excited state at E2 D 0:220 eV (fourfold degenerate) are within a reasonable
range. Figure 6.3 shows the probability density  22 .x; y/ of the first excited state
of this square InAs nanowire. This spurious solution is oscillating very strongly
which can easily be seen. The black squares in the 2D plot indicate zero probability
density.
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It is very challenging to develop a self-consistent k�p Schrödinger–Poisson–
current solver that will automatically detect spurious solutions if the eigenenergies
are within a reasonable range (i.e. not within the band gap) and if relevant states that
contribute to the density (e.g. the ground state in our example) show a ‘reasonable’
probability density, especially if the band edge profile is complicated due to
alloy profiles, doping profiles, strain or piezoelectric fields. Rather than having a
convenient ‘black-box tool’, the user must always check if the wave functions are
reasonable. There are also situations possible where the probability density looks
perfectly okay but the wave function itself is spurious [22]. In this case one is
probably not able to recognize the spurious solution by looking at the density, band
edge profile or energy levels. However, quantities that depend on the correctness of
the wave functions, like matrix elements or calculated optical absorption spectra will
likely show strange results. It is challenging to detect this. Recent progress on the
topic of spurious solutions has been made by Eissfeller and Vogl. They developed
a spurious-solution-free real-space multi-band envelope function approach that they
termed ‘symmetry adapted finite element method’ (SAFE) [23].

6.2.2 Spin-Orbit Coupling in Silicon Quantum Dots

It is difficult to compare numerical results of a three-dimensional k�p calculation
to analytical results due to its complexity. Thus one needs simple model systems
where one can compare the results of different numerical implementations against
each other. In this example we demonstrate the effect of spin-orbit coupling on the
degeneracy of the eigenstates of a spherical silicon quantum dot (QD) with a dia-
meter of 5 nm. We solve the 6	 6 k�p Schrödinger equation for the hole eigenstates
where we set the spin-orbit coupling energy either to�so D 44 meV or to zero. For
simplicity we assume infinite barriers at the QD boundaries which is a reasonable
approximation as silicon nanocrystals are typically surrounded by a SiO2 shell with
a large valence band offset around 5 eV. The valence band edge energy inside the
QD has been set to be 0 eV. The DKK parameters that have been used are

L D �6:8 „
2

2m0

; M D �4:43 „
2

2m0

; N D �8:61 „
2

2m0

; (6.160)

that correspond to the Luttinger parameters �1 D 4:22, �2 D 0:39 and �3 D 1:44.
They represent the anisotropy of the hole dispersion in silicon which is rather strong.

Figure 6.4 shows the energy spectrum of the spherical Si QD with (red squares)
and without (blue squares) spin-orbit splitting. Without splitting there is a sixfold
degeneracy of the ground state. Spin-orbit splitting reduces this degeneracy to
fourfold. In general, each state is twofold degenerate due to spin. Additional
geometric degeneracies arise due to the spherical symmetry of the QD. According
to Burdov [11] one can calculate the ground state energy for this particular system
from the L and M parameters with a high degree of accuracy using
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Fig. 6.4 Hole energy levels of a spherical silicon quantum dot of diameter 5 nm with (blue
squares) and without (red squares) spin-orbit coupling calculated with the k�p method. The
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E1 D � „
2

2mh

�2

R2
(6.161)

mh D 3m0

. 2m0„2 LC 1/C 2. 2m0„2 M C 1/
D 3m0

2m0
„2 .LC 2M/C 3 ; (6.162)

where R is the radius of the sphere and mh D �0:237m0 is the isotropic hole
mass for our choice of parameters with the minus sign for the hole mass indicating
that the dispersion in the bulk material is bent downwards. The calculated value
for the ground state energy E1 D �0:254 eV is close to our numerical value of
�0:237 eV using the 6 	 6 k�p method. Burdov writes down Eq. (6.162) without
the free electron term ‘C1’ which is overall consistent within their article but their
parameters [11] are unfortunately incorrect. The parameters given in Eq. (6.160)
which are derived from the Luttinger parameters of Lawaetz [34] are the correct ones
whereas the parameters termed L and M in Burdov’s article are actually the LLK

and M LK parameters (Eqs. (6.33), (6.34)). Thus they have to be corrected by ‘C1’,
i.e. LLK D �5:8 „2

2m0
and M LK D �4:43 „2

2m0
would have been the correct values

to be consistent within their article (see also the discussion on the different and
thus confusing definitions of the L and M parameters in Sect. 6.1). Consequently,
their calculated hole mass of mh D �0:19m0 has to be corrected by our value of
mh D �0:237m0.

For comparison, the results of the single-band calculations with isotropic heavy,
light and split-off hole masses are shown in Fig. 6.5 for the same quantum dot.
Here, each state is twofold degenerate due to spin but only one of these two
energy levels is shown. The numbering of the horizontal axis, however, is taking
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spin into account. Figure 6.4 shows the lowest 60 eigenvalues. This numbering
corresponds roughly to the first 20 eigenvalues for each hole species in Fig. 6.5.
The degeneracies of the levels are indicated by the standard atomic orbital notation
known from the electron configuration of atoms (1s, 2p, 3d , 2s, 4f , : : :). From
that labeling it becomes clear why quantum dots are termed ‘artificial atoms’. In
contrast to real atoms, their energy levels can be tuned to match technologically
relevant energy regimes, while showing qualitatively similar energy spectra as
atoms, at least for spherical dots. Self-organized quantum dots, however, are mainly
showing an energy spectrum similar to a two-dimensional harmonic oscillator as
their confinement potential in the plane perpendicular to the growth direction can
often be approximated by a parabolic confinement. The fivefold degeneracy of
the d levels and the sevenfold degeneracy of the f level is not reproduced well
because the ideal shape of the spherical QD is approximated by a QD discretized
on a rectangular grid having cubic symmetry. Obviously, the numerical single-band
results are very poor in comparison to the k�p results with the exception of the
ground state energy E1 D �0:265 eV.

For this particular spherical geometry, the eigenvalues are highly degenerate, not
only due to spin but also due to geometry. This sometimes causes problems for
certain eigenvalue solvers as they might miss some of these degenerate eigenvalues.
For instance, our implementation of the Arnoldi method that uses Chebyshev
polynomials as preconditioner [51] missed some degenerate eigenvalues. For this
reason it is of great advantage if any numerical software has redundancy in terms
of several eigensolvers, where one can choose from, in order to check results
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for consistency and accuracy, as well as performance. The ARPACK eigenvalue
solver [35] took around 6 min for 60 eigenvectors where the dimension of the matrix
was N D 55;566 corresponding to 21 	 21 	 21 D 9;261 grid points with a grid
resolution of 0:25 nm in each direction.

6.2.3 Type-III Broken-Gap Band Alignment: HgTe–CdTe
Quantum Well

HgTe is an interesting material for studies of the intrinsic spin Hall effect [10]
and the quantum spin hall effect [6], or spin splitting effects in general due to its
large Rashba-type spin-orbit splitting. HgTe is a zero-gap semiconductor that can
be embedded between CdTe layers to form a HgTe–CdTe quantum well (QW)
heterostructure which shows an interesting type-III band alignment where the
valence band edge in the HgTe QW lies above its conduction band edge. Due to this
band alignment it is not possible to apply a single-band Hamiltonian. Thus a k�p
or tight-binding approach is required. Large HgTe quantum wells have an inverted
band structure where the highest hole state (h1) lies above the lowest electron
state (e1). For smaller quantum well widths, the quantum confinement increases
and below a critical well width, the band structure becomes normal again with the
electron state above the hole state. Figure 6.6 shows the square of the calculated
k�p wave functions of e1 and h1 at the crossover well width at 6:5 nm. Increasing
the well width shifts the e1 state below the h1 state. This is shown in Fig. 6.7 where
the probability density of the relevant states have been calculated with the empirical
tight-binding method for a 7:8 nm HgTe quantum well. One can nicely see that
in the tight-binding method the envelope of the probability density corresponds to
k�p envelope functions. For the sp3d5s� tight-binding [33] calculations, we used a
valence band offset of 0:4 eV. For the k�p calculations, we took exactly the same
material parameters as in [44], including their valence band offset of 0:570 eV. In
both cases, we neglected strain effects for simplicity.

Figure 6.8 shows the energies of the electron and hole states in a HgTe–CdTe
quantum well as a function of HgTe QW width calculated with the 8 	 8 k�p
method. The crossover of normal to inverted band structure occurs around 6:5 nm
and corresponds to the situation in Fig. 6.6. The dashed lines indicate the energetic
positions of the conduction and valence band edges of the HgTe QW. Our results for
the crossover width are in good agreement to the calculations of Novik et al. [44],
and also close to tight-binding calculations (not shown).

The nextnano software package allows to perform systematic comparisons
between the k�p and the tight-binding method for quantum wells.
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7:8 nm HgTe quantum well calculated with the empirical tight-binding method

6.2.4 Type-II Broken-Gap Band Alignment: InAs–GaSb
Superlattice

Type-II broken gap heterostructures have the unusual property that in one material
the lowest conduction band edge energy lies below the highest valence band edge
energy of the material next to it. Consequently, they cannot be modeled by a
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single-band model, similar as the type-III structures of the previous section. There
will be a strong coupling of the electron and hole wave functions, in some cases
even a very strong wave function hybridization, making it eventually impossible to
distinguish between electron and hole states if the lowest ‘conduction’ band state
lies below the highest ‘valence’ band state [3, 29, 57]. In this section, we calculate
the energy dispersion of an InAs–GaSb superlattice along the in-plane directions
kk and along the superlattice direction kSL by two different methods, the 8 	 8 k�p
and the sp3d5s� [33] tight-binding method. Such structures are relevant for infrared
detectors or to study semimetal–semiconductor phase transitions. Remarkably, for
certain layer widths the in-plane subband dispersion becomes linear, indicating
vanishing effective masses [3]. In such a situation, the band structure of the
InAs–GaSb superlattice is similar to the band structure around the Dirac point in
graphene, where a two-dimensional gas of massless Dirac fermions is formed. It
is interesting to notice that such properties can also be achieved by growing InAs–
GaSb superlattices. However, such topics are not part of our study here.

First, we examine the bulk band structure of InAs along the [110] and [100]
directions in k space at zero temperature. We compare our 8 	 8 k�p model to
the single-band effective mass dispersions and to the more sophisticated sp3d5s�
tight-binding model which allows one to calculate the bulk band structure in the
whole Brillouin zone accurately also for higher-lying conduction bands, e.g. the
ones with minima at the X points in the Brillouin zone. The latter is also possible
for a k�p model where more than eight bands are included [50]. Figure 6.9 shows
the results. The parabolic model (dotted lines) is reasonable only for small k vectors
around the � point. We used effective masses of me D 0:023m0, mhh D 0:41m0,
mlh D 0:026m0 andmhh D 0:14m0 for the electron, heavy hole, light hole and split-
off hole, respectively. The energies for the band gap Egap D 0:417 eV and for the
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Fig. 6.9 Energy dispersion of bulk InAs along the [110] and [100] directions in k space calculated
with the parabolic model (dotted lines), the 8 � 8 k�p model (black solid lines) and with the
sp3d5s� tight-binding parameterization (red dashed lines) at T D 0 K. Along the [100] direction
the energies are twofold degenerate while this spin degeneracy is lifted along the [110] direction
for both the k�p and the tight-binding model

split-off energy �so D 0:38 eV, which are obtained from experiment, are the same
in all models and are indicated by the arrows. For the parabolic and the k�p model,
these values are input parameters while the tight-binding parameters are fitted to
yield these values. InAs is a material where the band gap and the split-off energy
are of similar energy. This is typically not the case for the group IV or most other
III–V materials. Along the [100] direction the energies are twofold degenerate in all
models. Due to symmetry arguments, also along the [111] directions the energies
are twofold spin degenerate (not shown). However, this spin degeneracy is lifted
along the [110] direction for both the k�p (black solid lines) and the tight-binding
model (red dashed lines). For both, intersubband transitions in InAs quantum wells
and density calculations, where the carriers are located mainly around the Gamma
point, only small k values are relevant. For small k values, the k�p energy dispersion
is reasonably close to the tight-binding dispersion for both directions, also in terms
of spin-splitting. In this calculation, the k�p inversion asymmetry parameter B
(Eq. (6.67)) was taken to be nonzero (B D 3:60 „2

2m0
[15]). If it were zero, which is

the typical assumption in practically all k�p calculations, a spin-splitting along the
[110] direction would not be obtained. We conclude that the k�p model is sufficiently
accurate as a description of the realistic band structure. Of course, the tight-binding
approach is also a model but it has been fitted to energies and masses through the
entire Brillouin zone, so one can assume that it is a very reasonable model.

We now examine the bulk band structure of biaxially, tensilely strained InAs
with respect to a GaSb substrate. The biaxial strain "k D 0:0062 is with respect
to the .x; y/ plane (which we call in-plane) and the strain "? D �0:0067 is
with respect to the z direction (which we call out-of-plane direction). Figure 6.10
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Fig. 6.10 Energy dispersion of biaxially, tensilely strained InAs along the [110] and [100]
directions (in-plane directions) calculated with the parabolic model (dotted lines), the 8 � 8 k�p
model (black solid lines) and with the sp3d5s� tight-binding parameterization (red dashed lines)
at T D 0 K. Along the [100] direction the energies are still twofold degenerate for the k�p model
while this spin degeneracy is lifted for the tight-binding model

shows the energy dispersion of biaxially, tensilely strained InAs along the [110]
and [100] directions (in-plane directions) in k space calculated with the parabolic
model (dotted lines), the 8 	 8 k�p model (black solid lines) and with the sp3d5s�
tight-binding parameterization (red dashed lines) at T D 0 K. Along the [100]
direction the energies are still twofold degenerate for the k�p model, while this spin
degeneracy is now lifted for the tight-binding model. The single-band results have
the same masses as for unstrained InAs but the band edges are shifted in the same
way as for the k�p model. The energies of these band edges can easily be obtained
by diagonalizing the bulk k�p Hamiltonian, that includes the deformation potentials
and strain [30], at k D 0. Alternatively, for growth along any direction, analytical
equations can be used instead to obtain the shifted and split band edges due to
strain for the single-band model [52]. The common zero point of energy for all three
models has been set to the highest hole energy level. The band gap has decreased
to Egap D 0:359 eV because the unit cell has increased, corresponding to a positive
hydrostatic strain of "hydro D 0:0057. (If the unit cell increases due to increasing
temperature, the band gap also gets smaller.) The degeneracy of the heavy and light
hole band edges at the � point is now lifted and they are separated by 0:049 eV.

Figure 6.11 shows the same as Fig. 6.10 but along the [001] (out-of-plane)
and [100] (in-plane) directions. Along both directions the energies are twofold
degenerate for the k�p model, while this spin degeneracy is lifted for the tight-
binding model. Along the [001] (out-of-plane) direction the dispersion is now
very different. The heavy and light hole dispersions cross along the out-of-plane
direction. Now the highest hole band is ‘light’ along the out-of-plane direction, and
‘heavy’ along the in-plane directions. The first excited hole state is however ‘heavy’
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Fig. 6.11 Energy dispersion along the [001] (out-of-plane) and [100] (in-plane) directions for the
same situation as in Fig. 6.10. Along the [001] (out-of-plane) direction the dispersion is now very
different. Both, the k�p (black solid lines) and the tight-binding model (red dashed lines) show
very similar results although the dispersion is now rather complicated

along the out-of-plane direction, and ‘light’ along the in-plane directions. Both, the
k�p and the tight-binding model show very similar results although the dispersion is
now rather complicated. This gives further confidence into our k�p model.

The nextnano software package allows to calculate the k�p and the tight-binding
bulk band structure for unstrained or biaxially strained zinc blende materials, and
also for ternary alloys, making it very convenient to perform systematic comparisons
between the bulk k�p and the tight-binding method.

Now we turn to the InAs–GaSb heterostructure. Our structure consists of a
3:7 nm (24 atomic layers) GaSb and a 6:7 nm (44 atomic layers) InAs region.
Similar structures have been investigated theoretically with the k�p method by e.g.
Grein et al. [29] or Zakharova et al. [57]. Periodic boundary conditions are used
to mimic a superlattice with a periodic length of L D 10:4 nm corresponding to
kSL;max D �=L D 0:30 nm�1. Strain has been included assuming that the GaSb
layer is unstrained and that the InAs layer is biaxially strained with respect to a
GaSb substrate with "k D 0:0062 and "? D �0:0067, i.e. InAs is tensilely strained.
In order to avoid spurious solutions, the k�p material parameters were rescaled
according to Eq. (6.159) so that S D 1 (see Sect. 6.2.1). These rescaled parameters
were also used in the previous figures for the band structure of bulk InAs. The grid
spacing resolution was 0:1 nm in the k�p calculation. The tight-binding calculations
have been performed with the same method as in the previous section. For both
the bulk k�p and the tight-binding calculation, the conduction and the three valence
band edge energies at k D 0 are identical. This holds for strained InAs (Figs. 6.10
and 6.11) and for GaSb. However, it cannot be avoided that slight deviations in the
bulk dispersion occur for nonzero k vectors due to the different methods employed,
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in particular if strain is present. Consequently, it is expected that for heterostructure
calculations, the k�p and tight-binding calculations deviate even more.

Figure 6.12 shows the energy dispersion of the strained InAs–GaSb superlattice
along the in-plane directions in k space, k100k and k110k , and along the superlattice
growth direction kSL calculated with the 8 	 8 k�p method. For small kk vectors
the dispersion is practically isotropic. The highest hole state h1 does not have
any curvature along the superlattice direction kSL. The reason is that the ground
state hole wave function is strongly confined in the individual GaSb layers (not
shown) and does not couple to neighboring GaSb layers. All other states couple
to neighboring layers and thus form minibands. The corresponding tight-binding
results are shown for comparison in Fig. 6.13. Now the dispersion along kk is split
by strain and shows a slight anisotropy. The spin-splitting is due to the fact that
zinc blende materials do not have inversion symmetry. This is called bulk inversion
asymmetry (BIA). Furthermore, the interfaces do not have a common atom, such as
the As anion in AlAs–GaAs heterostructures. The latter can have a mirror plane
if the number of arsenic layers is odd. Thus for our tight-binding calculations,
no mirror plane is present. This is called structural inversion asymmetry (SIA).
Consequently, both BIA and SIA were involved. The B parameter that is related
to the missing inversion symmetry in zinc blende materials was assumed to be
zero in the k�p calculations of Fig. 6.12. Structural asymmetry due to the atomic
arrangement of the interfaces cannot be taken into account by the k�p method.
However, spin-splitting due to structural asymmetry introduced by e.g. an electric
field or by a heterostructure that does not have an inversion center, is automatically
taken into account by the k�p method. Within the k�p model, our superlattice
structure has a mirror plane, i.e. our structure is symmetric, therefore spin-splitting
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Fig. 6.13 Same as Fig. 6.12 but now showing the results of the tight-binding calculations. The
dispersion along kk is split by strain and shows a slight anisotropy

cannot be obtained here because SIA is absent, and BIA was ignored. Both the tight-
binding and the k�p calculations show qualitatively very similar results, apart from
the crossing of the second and third holes states along the superlattice direction.
Also the energy levels look very similar. There are rare cases in the literature where
the B parameter was actually set to a nonzero value. Typically it is said that it
can be neglected or that the parameter is not known. Cartoixà [15] lists values for
a few III–V materials. In Fig. 6.14 we used his values of B D 13:1 „2

2m0
(GaSb)

and B D 3:60 „2
2m0

(InAs). The isotropic dispersion for small kk vectors, that we
had for B D 0, is now slightly lifted. Also the twofold spin-degeneracy along
the kk directions is no longer present. The order of magnitude of the spin-splitting
is comparable to the tight-binding results. Finally, we show the energy dispersion
of a strained InAs–GaSb superlattice along the in-plane directions k100k and k110k
calculated with the k�p method, where the inversion asymmetry parameter B is
zero (black solid lines), and where it is nonzero (red dotted lines) to highlight the
differences (Fig. 6.15). In the latter case the twofold spin degeneracy of the energy
levels for nonzero kk is lifted due to the bulk inversion asymmetry parameter B as
discussed above. Therefore the results are closer to the tight-binding calculations.
We conclude that it is important to use a nonzero value for the inversion asymmetry
parameter B in order to get more realistic results.

6.2.5 Valence Band Structure of Diamond

Intrinsic diamond is an insulator with an indirect band gap of 5:5 eV at room
temperature. In this section we discuss the valence band structure of diamond
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Fig. 6.14 Energy dispersion of a strained InAs–GaSb superlattice along the in-plane directions
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Fig. 6.15 Energy dispersion of a strained InAs–GaSb superlattice along the in-plane directions
k100

k
and k110

k
calculated with the k�p method, where the inversion asymmetry parameter B is

zero (black solid lines) and where it is nonzero (red dotted lines). In the latter case, the twofold
spin degeneracy of the energy levels for nonzero kk is lifted due to the bulk inversion asymmetry
parameter B

and compare the energy dispersion along several directions in k space. For the
k�p energy dispersions a number of different sets of Luttinger parameters that can
be found in the literature will be tested against each other. Surprisingly, there is
still a substantial lack of information about the details of the band structure of
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Fig. 6.16 Comparison of different sets of Luttinger parameters where the 6� 6 k�p valence band
energy dispersion leads to incorrect curvature of the hole bands. Negative x axis: energy dispersion
along the [110] (m D 0, solid lines) and [111] (m D 1, dotted lines) directions; positive x axis:
energy dispersion along the (100) direction (solid lines)

diamond. It seems that there is not much known on the precise values of the valence
band masses in diamond. Willatzen et al. [55] collected eight different sets of
Luttinger parameters from different authors. Further comparisons have been made
by Gheeraert et al. [28] and Reggiani et al. [49]. So we have at least 13 different sets
of Luttinger parameters. Only two of them are similar (the ones of Saslow et al. and
van Vetchen et al.), all others deviate more or less substantially. Previous work did
not compare the resulting valence band structures for these parameters. We found
that for actually four of these sets of Luttinger parameters the hole dispersion bends
into the opposite direction (negative mass). Figure 6.16 shows our results. We only
plot the energy dispersion along the directions [110] (solid lines) and [111] (dotted
lines) (left part of the figure) where the sets of parameters lead to incorrect curvature
of the hole bands. The dispersion along [100] is plotted in all cases (right part of the
figure, solid lines). In diamond the split-off energy is very small (�so D 6 meV)
and indicated by the arrow. As we discard these sets of Luttinger parameters in
the following, we do not list the actual Luttinger parameters and their references.
Instead we refer to Table IV in [55] and references therein. The parameters by
Eremets et al. (black solid lines) and Bashenov et al. (red solid lines) lead to a
dispersion along the [110] direction where the curvature is almost flat and has
negative slope at jkj > 0:035 Å�1 (Eremets) or at jkj > 0:016 Å�1 (Bashenov).
This fact was already discussed by Bashenov. Kono et al. have published two sets
of parameters. For both the first set (blue lines) and the second set (green lines), the
dispersion of the uppermost hole state has negative slope along all three directions
[100], [110] and [111]. Furthermore, the second set (green dotted line) leads to
negative slope for values of jkj > 0:025 Å�1 along the [111] direction. This makes
us believe that not all authors actually calculated the band structure for their set
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Fig. 6.17 6 � 6 k�p valence band energy dispersion along the [110] and [100] directions for
different sets of Luttinger parameters

of Luttinger parameters. Luttinger parameters are usually determined by cyclotron
resonance experiments. This was the method employed by Rauch [47] who derived
an effective light hole mass of mlh D 0:70m0 that showed little anisotropy and a
split-off hole mass ofmso D 1:06m0 with no anisotropy. He also derived a value for
the heavy hole mass of mhh D 2:18m0 [48]. We used these values in our previous
work [18] where we employed a single-band model. We note that the A, B and C
parameters of the early work of Rauch are significantly different to all other sets of
Luttinger parameters, and there seems to be even doubt on the correct interpretation
of his experiment [28].

Figures 6.17 and 6.18 show the dispersion along [110] and [111], respectively, as
well as along [100] for other sets of Luttinger parameters. We did not include the
sets published by van Haeringen et al., Reggiani et al., Saslow et al., van Vetchen
et al. and Hall. The purpose of the figures is to demonstrate that there is significant
variance among those parameters, and that the energy dispersion of the heavy hole
for the Rauch parameters corresponds to a much larger, i.e. heavier hole mass than
for other sets of Luttinger parameters.

As there is currently no consensus about any experimentally derived set of
Luttinger parameters, we also investigated the band structure obtained from the
sp3d5s� tight-binding (TB) parameterization of Jancu et al. [33]. They published
empirical TB parameters for diamond. However, this set does not lead to a spin-
orbit splitting at k D 0 and thus all three hole bands are degenerate at the �
point. The reason for this is that they set their �=3 parameter to zero. We adjusted
this parameter to �=3 D 0:0024 eV so that we now obtain a split-off energy of
�so D 0:006 meV. This change is negligible with respect to the overall band
structure so that we can still use the original Jancu parameterization for all other
parameters. Only the valence band structure at the � point is affected by our choice
of �=3. We compared the k�p dispersions for all sets of Luttinger parameters to
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Fig. 6.18 Same as Fig. 6.17 but along the [111] and [100] directions
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Fig. 6.19 Energy dispersion along the high symmetry directions [100] (black), [110] (green),
[111] (red) in k space calculated by the tight-binding (TB) method (solid lines). For comparison
the results obtained by diagonalizing the bulk 6 � 6 k�p Hamiltonian for each k vector is shown
for the Luttinger parameters of Willatzen et al. (dotted lines)

our calculated tight-binding band structure (not shown). The Luttinger parameters
of Willatzen et al. were the ones that were closest to the TB valence band structure
along all three high symmetry directions as shown in Fig. 6.19. This is the reason
why we use Willatzen’s parameters in the following although we do not claim that
this is the ‘best’ choice. Their parameters have been derived within the framework
of density-functional theory (local density approximation, self-consistent scalar-
relativistic linear muffin-tin-orbital method). Having established our set of Luttinger
parameters we are now prepared to analyze diamond surfaces as a function of
substrate orientation in the next section.
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6.2.6 Self-Consistent Calculations: Influence of Substrate
Orientations on the Density of a Two-Dimensional Hole
Gas in Diamond

In this section we analyze the properties of the two-dimensional hole gas in
surface conducting diamond as a function of substrate orientation. We are using
a 6 	 6 k�p Hamiltonian to describe the charge accumulation at the diamond
surface. This self-consistent k�p formalism [30] includes nonparabolicity effects
and warping. Self-consistent solutions of the Schrödinger–Poisson equation for
hydrogen-terminated diamond (surface conducting diamond) have previously been
performed by Edmonds et al. [20]. They considered a single-band model with
effective masses derived from the Luttinger parameters of Willatzen et al. [55] for
diamond. In contrast to the single-band model with parabolic and isotropic masses,
the k�p model allows us to compare different diamond substrate orientations, namely
(100), (110) and (111) with respect to their sensitivity. However, an important
ingredient for k�p calculations are the Luttinger parameters that describe the hole
masses. For diamond we discussed these parameters in the preceding section and
are now prepared to investigate the density of a two-dimensional hole gas (2DHG)
in diamond for different substrate orientations at room temperature. Our model
system consists of diamond where the 2DHG is induced by a constant surface charge
density. In real samples the 2DHG is induced by the hydrogen termination of the
diamond surface. This results in a negative electron affinity of about 	 D �1 eV
which causes p-type surface conductivity (surface conducting diamond). We solve
the 6 	 6 k�p Schrödinger–Poisson equation self-consistently for (100), (110) and
(111) substrate orientations. As boundary conditions we used a negative interface
charge density of � D �5 	 1013 cm�2 at the diamond surface in order to induce a
2DHG, and a flat band boundary condition in the bulk diamond, i.e. zero electric
field far away from the interface. The doping concentration was assumed to be
n-type in the whole diamond (0:5 	 1018 cm�3, nitrogen with ionization energy
E ion

D D 1:7 eV).
Figure 6.20 shows our results. It can be clearly seen that the (111) substrate

orientation (red dashed lines) has a higher density than the (100) orientation (black
solid lines). Even a higher density is obtained for the (110) orientation (blue dash-
dotted lines). The corresponding 2DHG sheet densities are �110 D 5:8	1012 cm�2,
�111 D 4:5 	 1012 cm�2 and �100 D 3:0 	 1012 cm�2, respectively. The different
results for each orientation are due to the anisotropy of the valence band structure. It
can also be seen from the sheet densities that the interface charge � is not completely
canceled (screened) by the 2DHG sheet charge density. Thus there is additional
band bending further away from the 2DHG region and not a flat band. This also
reveals the difference between the capacitance of an ideal parallel plate capacitor
and the ‘quantum capacitance’ [39] of a two-dimensional electron or hole gas. We
used the Luttinger parameters of Willatzen et al., motivated by the discussion of the
previous section. The parameters by Reggiani et al., Saslow et al., van Haeringen et
al. and van Vetchen et al. show a higher anisotropy (warping) in terms of [111] vs.
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Fig. 6.20 Hole densities and valence band edges (vb) of a two-dimensional hole gas in diamond
for various substrate orientations ((110)—blue dash-dotted lines, (111)—red dashed lines, (100)—
black solid lines). The single-band results are independent of substrate orientation (gray dotted
lines) because isotropic masses are used. The Fermi level EF is indicated by the gray dashed line

[100] directions leading to a slightly larger difference with respect to the respective
densities in this example (not shown). For comparison we also show the single-
band results (gray dotted lines) obtained with the parabolic and isotropic effective
masses by Rauch (mhh D 2:18m0, mlh D 0:70m0, mso D 1:06m0) where for each
of the three valence band edges the single-band Schrödinger equation was solved.
In this case the results are independent of substrate orientation. As these masses
are much heavier than the masses by Willatzen (see also Figs. 6.17 and 6.18), the
density is larger than for the k�p formalism. In fact, the single-band density is almost
entirely due to the occupation of the highest heavy hole ground state. Also for k�p
along [110] only the ground state contributes to the density. This is consistent as the
mass along [110] is much heavier than along the other directions (see Fig. 6.19). For
[111] the ground state and the first excited state contribute to the density because
they have very similar energies, whereas for [100] the ground state and the first two
excited states contribute to the density. The latter two excited states also have very
similar energies. This can be seen in Fig. 6.21 which shows the three uppermost
eigenstates (square of the probability amplitude shifted by its eigenenergy) for each
substrate orientation at kk D 0. In fact because of spin the six highest eigenstates
are shown but the two spin states have the same energy and the same probability
density at kk D 0. Only for [110] (blue dash-dotted lines) the energy of the ground
state lies above the Fermi energy (gray dashed line), compare also with Fig. 6.25.
The probability densities of the uppermost three states have only one maximum for
[100] (black solid lines) and [111] (red dashed lines) directions, i.e. they are derived
from the ground states of the heavy, light and split-off hole but these are in fact
mixed states. Only for [100] at kk D 0, the second state is a pure heavy hole, and
for [111] the ground state is 50 % heavy and 50 % light with no contribution from
split-off hole at kk D 0. All other states shown in this figure are mixed states. For
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[110] the second excited state has one node. For all orientations our calculations
indicate that states with one node are not occupied (not shown). For confinement
along [110] direction, the maximum of the probability density is much closer to
the surface. This will have influence on the capacitance of diamond biosensors as
the 2DHG density is then more sensitive to potential changes at the surface. In the
figure it looks as if only the first two states are plotted for [100] and [111] but in
fact three states are plotted for each. The reason is that for [100] the two excited
states have almost the same energy (separated by 4 meV) and the same shape,
whereas for [111] the ground state and the first excited state have almost the same
energy (also separated by 4 meV) and the same shape (see also Fig. 6.25 where the
energies are shown in more detail). As the triangular-like confinement potential is
very strong, the 2DHG is located within the first few nanometers. This justifies to
use a small quantum region of 10 nm (nonuniform grid, 151 quantum grid points)
with Dirichlet boundary conditions. The kk D .kx; ky/ space has been discretized
on 41 	 41 D 1;681 k points with a maximum value of kmax D 0:18 Å�1 along the
kx and ky directions.

Figures 6.22, 6.23 and 6.24 show the kk-resolved hole density distribution
p.kx; ky/ for (110), (111) and (100) oriented diamond, respectively. In these
plots one can see the amount that each kk point contributes to the density. The
kk D .kx; ky/ space refers to the rotated coordinate system and thus the kx and
ky direction are different for each orientation (see figure captions). In all cases the
growth direction is meant to be along the z direction. The kk-resolved hole density
distribution for (100) oriented diamond has to be symmetric with respect to kx and
ky (Fig. 6.24). The kk-resolved hole density distribution for (111) looks symmetric
with respect to kx and ky (Fig. 6.23). A detailed analysis of the energy dispersion
(see Fig. 6.25) reveals that the dispersion along kx is in fact very similar to the
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one along ky (red dotted lines), thus justifying to expect an almost symmetric kk-
resolved density. This is not the case for (110) oriented diamond (Fig. 6.22). In this
case the kk-resolved hole density distribution is elongated along the kx direction
indicating that it is more favorable to occupy states along kx rather than along ky .
To understand this preference it is necessary to analyze the energy dispersion of the
occupied states. Figure 6.25 reveals that the energy dispersion of the ground state
h1 (blue dash-dotted line) has less curvature along the kx direction rather than the
ky direction. Consequently, this favors the occupation of the states along the kx
direction for increasing energy.
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Finally, we show the calculated energy dispersions of the highest hole eigenstates
for each substrate orientation in Fig. 6.25. The energy scale is the same as for
Fig. 6.21 which shows the eigenstates at kk D .kx; ky/ D 0. Only for (110)
oriented diamond the ground state h1 lies above the Fermi level EF. The hole
energy dispersion for (100) oriented diamond is symmetric with respect to kx and
ky whereas for (111) diamond a slight asymmetry is present. (110) diamond shows
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a very pronounced asymmetry as already discussed. Also the energies at kk D 0

and their contributions to the density have already been discussed when analyzing
the square of the probability amplitudes (Fig. 6.21). At kk D 0 each state is twofold
spin degenerate. Thus we labeled the uppermost ‘three’ states with h1, h2 and h3
although there are actually six states. The spin-splitting at nonzero kk is due to
structural inversion asymmetry (SIA). The triangular confinement potential induces
SIA in contrast to bulk diamond which has a center of inversion, i.e. no bulk
inversion asymmetry (BIA) and no SIA. Only the spin-splitting of the states h1 and
h2 for (100) diamond is noticeable in this figure, in all other cases it can hardly be
recognized.

Our calculations reveal a lot of information in terms of energies, energy dis-
persions, spatial extension and character of wave functions for each kk vector, as
well as information on subband densities or even kk-resolved densities for each
substrate orientation. This information is useful in understanding and optimizing
device designs, although we emphasize that reliable band structure parameters are
needed as input. Our analysis is extremely useful when transitions between these
hole subbands are involved, e.g. in optical absorption experiments, as different
orientations show a significantly different energy spectrum, e.g. due to selection
rules. However, for experiments where mainly the density is involved, e.g. in
capacitance–voltage measurements, only the total density is relevant. Thus the
contribution of the individual subband densities to the total density is somehow
irrelevant, i.e. the precise spectrum of the energy levels is not as important as for
optical absorption experiments. Depending on the orientation either one or several
subbands are occupied but this is not vital as here merely the total density is relevant.

Neglecting any additional surface effects like surface relaxation or surface
reconstruction, our calculations demonstrate that a (110) sample has a higher 2DHG
sheet density than a (111) sample, and that the latter has a higher sheet density
than a (100) sample with respect to the same boundary condition (negative interface
charge). This is equivalent to saying that the change in 2DHG sheet density of a
(110) sample is larger with respect to potential changes at the surface than for a
(111) or for a (100) sample, i.e. a (110) sample is more sensitive than (111) and
(100) samples, and consequently better suited for sensor devices.
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Chapter 7
Transient Simulation of k�p-Schrödinger
Systems Using Discrete Transparent Boundary
Conditions

Andrea Zisowsky, Anton Arnold, Matthias Ehrhardt, and Thomas Koprucki

Abstract This chapter deals with the derivation and analysis of discrete transparent
boundary conditions (TBCs) for transient systems of Schrödinger-type equations
in one space dimension. These systems occur i.e. in the physics of layered
semiconductor devices as the so called k�p-Schrödinger equations, which are a well
established tool for band structure calculations.

The new TBCs are constructed directly for the chosen finite difference scheme,
in order to ensure the stability of the underlying scheme and to completely avoid
any numerical reflections. The discrete TBCs are constructed using the solution of
the exterior problem with Laplace and Z -transformation, respectively.

These discrete TBCs can easily be obtained by an inverse Z -transformation
based on FFT, but these exact discrete TBCs are non-local in time and thus very
costly. Hence, as a remedy, we present approximate discrete TBCs, that allow a fast
calculation of the boundary terms using a sum-of-exponentials approach.
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7.1 Introduction

Many modern quantum-electronic semiconductor devices such as resonant tunnel-
ing diodes (RTD) [23, Chapter 14] or opto-electronic devices such as quantum-
cascade lasers [24] and multi-quantum-well electro-absorption modulators [15] are
based on the tunneling process of carriers through barrier structures. Typically these
kind of barrier structures are layered semiconductor heterostructures [15, 23, 24]
with a barrier thickness of a few nanometer. The transient simulation of wave
packets tunneling through such nano-scale semiconductor heterostructures plays a
key role in the understanding of such transport processes [22, 25, 28].

In this respect, transient simulations can be used to estimate charging and escape
times [25, 28], tunneling times [22], or carrier life times [15, 27]. For the time-
dependent simulation of a tunneling process usually a scalar Schrödinger equation
defined by BenDaniel-Duke-type Hamiltonians [4, Chapter 3] is used [22, 27, 28].
Here the electronic band structure is approximated by a single parabolic band. These
parabolic single-band approximations are in good agreement with the real band
structure in the vicinity of the minima of the conduction bands, which is the part
of the band structure that is usually occupied by the electrons. For the treatment of
the holes, occupying the maxima of the valence bands, the accuracy of parabolic
single-band models is often not sufficient since the valence bands possess a much
more complex band structure [4, 6, 11, 12, 14, 15, 22].

However, the electronic states of the holes can be approximated appropriately
by multi-band states which satisfy a so-called k�p-Schrödinger equation. The time-
dependent k�p-Schrödinger equation describes the time evolution of the multi-band
electronic state and can be regarded as a linear coupled system of scalar Schrödinger
equations. The evolution is governed by the k�p-Schrödinger operator which is an
extension to the single-band models and describes a system of bands of the band
structure, e.g. the four topmost valence bands [4, 6, 12, 14].

There exists a couple of such multi-band k�p-models [21] including also com-
bined models for conduction and valence bands. The later also allow for a
nonparabolic approximation of the conduction bands. Such k�p-models can be used
for devices where the parabolic conduction band approximation is not sufficient.
For unipolar devices where by crossing a barrier a conduction-band to valence-
band transition is possible such as resonant interband tunneling diodes (RITD) or
for bipolar devices where additionally the hole tunneling processes are important
such as for multi-quantum well electro-absorption modulators multi-band modeling
is necessary. In this cases the numerical solution of the transient k�p-Schrödinger
equation can be used to understand and to determine the tunneling properties of the
corresponding semiconductor heterostructures by studying the time evolution of the
multi-band electronic state.

In this chapter we discuss the appropriate numerical treatment of a transient
system of k�p-Schrödinger-type. We notice that such type of Schrödinger systems
also arise as “parabolic systems” in electromagnetic wave propagation. Artificial
boundary conditions (BCs) have to be imposed to restrict the unbounded domain,
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on which the partial differential equation (PDE) is originally defined, to a finite
computational domain. Such BCs are called transparent boundary conditions
(TBCs), if the solution on the whole space (restricted to the computational domain)
is equal to the solution with the artificial BCs. The artificial boundary splits the
problem into three parts: the interesting interior problem and a left and right exterior
problem. For constant coefficients the exterior problems can be solved explicitly by
the Laplace method in the continuous and Z -transformation in the discrete case.

Claiming (spatial) C1-continuity of the solution at the artificial boundaries yields
the TBC as a Dirichlet-to-Neumann (DtN) map [2, 16]. An ad-hoc discretisation of
these continuous TBC can destroy the stability of the employed numerical scheme
for the PDE and induce numerical reflections [1]. To avoid this, we derive discrete
TBCs for the fully discretised PDE. The procedure is analogous to the continuous
case and uses the Z -transformation. The inverse Laplace/Z -transformation yields
a convolution in time. Hence, the perfectly exact BC is non-local in time and
therefore very costly for long-time simulations. While we focus her on a finite
difference discretization, a similar approach based on a finite element discretization
for scalar Schrödinger equation in 1D was proposed recently by A. Zlotnik and
I. Zlotnik [32,33]. To reduce the numerical effort, we introduce approximate discrete
TBCs. Since the inverse Z -transformation must be accomplished numerically for
Schrödinger–type systems, an additional small numerical error is induced.

This chapter is organised as follows: In Sect. 7.2 we introduce the system of k�p-
Schrödinger equations and present as an example a quantum well structure with
a double barrier that will be considered throughout this work. Next we derive in
Sect. 7.3 the analytic TBC and afterwards its discrete variant in Sect. 7.4. Here, we
also scrutinise the coefficients of the discrete convolution and explain our strategy
to compute the coefficients by a numerical inverse Z -transformation. In Sect. 7.5
we approximate the coefficients by a sum-of-exponentials ansatz and propose a fast
evaluation of the approximate discrete TBC. Finally, in Sect. 7.6 we present the
results of numerical simulations for a quantum heterostructure.

7.2 Transient k�p-Schrödinger Systems

In this section we consider k�p-Schrödinger systems that are well established
models for band structure calculations [13] for one-dimensional semiconductor
nanostructures. They are layered heterostructures consisting of layers of different
semiconductor materials with abrupt, planar heterojunction interfaces between the
layers [23]. Typical examples are semiconductor quantum wells and double-barrier
structures or resonant interband tunneling diodes (RITDs) [4, 14, 23, 26].

Figure 7.1 depicts the typical valence and conduction band profile of a quantum
well structure. Usually one is interested in the computation of the bound eigenstates
(with eigenvalue smaller (large) thanEc (Ev) in the barrier material) in the quantum
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Fig. 7.1 Band edge profile
for a quantum well structure.
The electrons and holes are
confined between the barriers
in the well region

Fig. 7.2 Band edge profile
for a RITD structure. By
crossing from barrier to well
region the electrons
âĂŹbecomeâĂŹ a hole which
is attracted by its potential
well given by the valence
band edge profile. This
increases the density between
the barriers and improves the
performance of the tunneling
device

well. Here Eg denotes the bandgap and eg0 is the middle of the bandgap that can be
assumed to be constant on each material and thus as piecewise constant functions.

The typical valence and conduction band profile for a RITD is shown in Fig. 7.2.
For the RITD one is usually interested in the computation of the transmission
and reflection amplitudes in dependence on the wave vector of the incoming wave
together with the corresponding wave functions.

The k�p-method [19] in combination with the envelope function approximation
[4, 4, 9–11, 14, 23] is a frequently used approach for the modeling of the near-band-
edge electronic states in semiconductor nanostructures. Within this approach the
electronic state �.r/ is approximated in terms of d bands

�kk
.r/ D exp.ikk � rk/

dX

�D1
'�.xIkk/u�;kD0.r/ with r D .rk; x/ 2 R

3 :

The index k indicates in-plane vectors and x denotes the growth direction of the
semiconductor layers. kk D .k1; k2/ 2 R

2 is the reduced wave vector, which will
be fixed for each simulation model. u�;kD0.r/ are lattice periodic, zone-center Bloch
functions varying on the atomic scale and '�.xIkk/ are the corresponding envelope
functions describing the variation of the wave function on the (larger) nanoscale.
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The vector of the envelope functions ' D .'1; � � � ; 'd / with '.x; t/ 2 C
d fulfill the

one-dimensional k�p-Schrödinger equation

i
@

@t
' D H

�
kk;�i @

@x

	
' :

There is a hierarchy of k�p-models [21] including 4-band, 6-band and 8-band
Hamiltonians. Depending on the model Hamiltonian, effects such as quantum
confinement, band-mixing, spin-orbit interaction and mechanical strain can be
treated consistently. The basic stage in this model hierarchy is the 4 	 4 Luttinger-
Kohn-Hamiltonian [20] which describes the band-mixing between the heavy holes
and the light holes [4, 12–14].

In our notation we will follow Bandelow et al. [5] who performed a rigorous
analysis of spectral properties for the spatially one dimensional k�p-Schrödinger
operators. The considered system reads as follows

i
@

@t
' D � @

@x

�
N.x/

@

@x
'
�CM0.x/

@

@x
' � @

@x

�
MH
0 .x/'

�

C k1
�

M1.x/
@

@x
' � @

@x
.MH

1 .x/'/
	
C k2

�
M2.x/

@

@x
' � @

@x
.MH

2 .x/'/
	

C k1U1.x/'C k2U2.x/'C k21U11.x/'C k1k2.U12.x/C U21.x//'

C k22U22.x/'C v.x/'C e.x/'; x 2 R; t > 0; k1; k2 2 R;

(7.1)

where '.x; t/ 2 C
d , the mass matrix N and e are real diagonal d 	 d -matrices. Ui ,

Uij and v are Hermitian d 	 d -matrices. The d 	 d -matrices M0.x/, M1.x/ and
M2.x/ are skew-Hermitian. In the sequel we abbreviate

MS .x/ WD M0.x/C k1M1.x/C k2M2.x/; (7.2a)

V.x/ WD k1U1.x/C k2U2.x/C k21U11.x/C k22U22.x/

C k1k2.U12.x/C U21.x//C v.x/C e.x/: (7.2b)

Then MS .x/ is skew-Hermitian, V.x/ is Hermitian and (7.1) reads

i
@

@t
' D � @

@x

�
N.x/

@

@x
'
�CMS .x/

@

@x
' � @

@x

�
MH
S .x/'

�C V.x/'; (7.3)

x 2 R, t > 0. The real diagonal matrix e.x/ describes the variation of the band-
edges. The band-mixing due to the k�p-interaction of the first and second order
are described by the terms containing the matrices M˛ , U˛, ˛ D 0; 1; 2, and U˛ˇ ,
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˛; ˇ D 1; 2; respectively. The potential v can cover couplings induced by the spin-
orbit interaction or by mechanical strain. When neglecting all non-diagonal coupling
terms, the system would reduce to an uncoupled system of scalar Schrödinger
equations corresponding to the case of uncoupled parabolic bands. In this sense
the couplings can be interpreted as correction terms to the parabolic band structure
approximation.

An important property of the system (7.3) is the conservation of mass, i.e. jj'jj2
L2

is constant in time. This property can be easily verified: we multiply (7.3) with 'H

from the left and integrate by parts:

@

@t
jj'jj2

L2
D @

@t

Z

R

'H' dx D 2 Im
Z

R

i'H't

D 2 Im

�
�
Z

R

'H @
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.m

@

@x
'/ dxC

Z

R

'HV' dx

C
Z

R

'HMS

@

@x
' dx �

Z

R

'H @

@x
.MH

S'/dx

�

D 2 Im
�Z

R

'H
xm'x dxC

Z

R

'HV' dxC
Z

R

'HM'x C 'H
xMH'„ ƒ‚ …

2R
dx
	

D 0:

The last equality follows from the fact that V and N are Hermitian and thus the
imaginary part of the quadratic forms vanishes. The other term is of the form yCyH

and thus obviously real.
We now briefly review an illustrative example from [29, 30] that we will use

throughout this chapter for the numerical results.

Example 7.1 (Double-barrier stepped quantum-well structure [29, 30]). We con-
sider the GaAs/AlGaAs double-barrier stepped quantum-well structure (DBSQW)
introduced in [28]. The variation of the band-edges e.x/ is depicted in Fig. 7.3. For
this kind of structure an analysis of the time evolution of wave packets tunneling
through the structure has been performed using a scalar Schrödinger equation [28].
We consider the more accurate four-band Luttinger-Kohn-Hamiltonian [4, 12–14]
modeling the band-mixing of heavy and light holes. In atomic units adapted to
the light holes („ D 1, m0=.�1 C 2�2/ D 1) the coefficient matrices for the
corresponding 4 	 4 system of Schrödinger equations are given by N D 0:5 �
diag.�; 1; 1; �/, M0 D 0,

M1 D 1

2

�3

�1 C 2�2
p
3i

0
BB@

0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 �1
0 0 �1 0

1
CCA ; M2 D 1

2

�3

�1 C 2�2
p
3

0
BB@

0 1 0 0

�1 0 0 0

0 0 0 �1
0 0 1 0

1
CCA ;
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right

exterior

domain

computational domain

left

exterior

domain

x< 0 x> L

     L0

Fig. 7.3 Variation of the band-edge e.x/ for the GaAs/AlGaAs DBSQW structure

U11; 22 D 1

2

1

�1 C 2�2

0

BB@

�1 C �2 0 �p3�2 0

0 �1 � �2 0 �p3�2
�p3�2 0 �1 � �2 0

0 �p3�2 0 �1 C �2

1

CCA ;

U12 C U21 D
p
3�3i

�1 C 2�2

0

BB@

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

�1 0 0 0

0 �1 0 0

1

CCA ;

and U1 D U2 D 0 with

� D �1 � 2�2
�1 C 2�2 :

The values of the band structure parameters for GaAs are given by

�1 D 6:85; �2 D 2:1; �3 D 2:9:

For the in-plane wave-vector kk we choose k1 D 2:3, k2 D 0. As initial condition
we use a Gaussian wave packet

'.x; 0/ D .2��2/ 14 exp
�

ikrx � .x � x0/
2

�2

	
� � ; (7.4)

where � 2 C
d is a linear combination of eigenmodes calculated via the dispersion

relation of (7.3) and � D 3, x0 D �2� and kr D
p
6:99. The band-edge profile

e.x/ D e.x/I (with the identity matrix I) of the DBSQW is taken from [28] and
defined by
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e.x/ D

8
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
<

ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
:

0; x � 0
15
2
; 0 < x � 0:5

3
2
; 0:5 < x � 1
0; 1 < x � 1:5
15
2
; 1:5 < x � 2

0; 2 < x

: (7.5)

The computational domain is now defined such that it contains the significant part of
the initial data and the x-dependent part of the band-edge potential (cf. Fig. 7.3). For
a strategy to soften this restriction on the initial data we refer the reader to [18]. Next
we introduce in Sect. 7.3 TBCs at the left and right boundary x D 0 and x D L.

7.3 The Transparent Boundary Conditions

In this section we derive the TBCs for the k�p-Schrödinger equation (7.1). In the
scalar case (classical Schrödinger equation of quantum mechanics), the Laplace-
transformed equation in the exterior domain can be solved explicitly. Afterwards
the solution is inverse transformed, thus yielding the analytic boundary condi-
tion, cf. [2]. Here, for a system the inverse transform can not be calculated
explicitly. Nevertheless, we will present the derivation of the Laplace transformed
TBC.

For the derivation we proceed as follows: we consider the Schrödinger equation in
the exterior domain. A Laplace transformation with respect to time yields a system
of ordinary differential equations (ODEs), that can be reduced to first order. Then
the solution of this system can be given in terms of its eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
Next, we prove, that half of the eigenvalues have positive real parts and thus yield
solutions increasing for x ! 1; the other half has negative real parts, yielding
decreasing solutions. Requiring that the part of the increasing solutions in the right
(and the decreasing solutions in the left) exterior domain vanish, yields the TBC.

We consider Eq. (7.1) in the bounded domain Œ0; L
 supplied with TBCs at x D 0
and x D L. Since the derivation for the left and right TBC is analogous, we focus
on the right boundary at x D L. The TBC at x D L is constructed by considering
(7.1) with constant coefficients for x > L, the so called right exterior problem

i't D �N'xx C iM'x CV'; x > L; t > 0; (7.6)

where M DMH, V D VH. N is diagonal, real and regular and given by

M D �i
�
M0 �MH

0 C k1.M1 �MH
1 /C k2.M2 �MH

2 /
�

D �i.MS �MH
S /; (7.7a)

V D k1U1 C k2U2 C k21U11 C k22U22 C k1k2.U12 C U21/C vC e: (7.7b)
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If MS is skew-Hermitian, then MS � MH
S D 2MS is also skew-Hermitian, thus

M D �2iMS is Hermitian. Analogously we define the left exterior problem for
x < 0 and denote the occurring matrices with “e”.

To solve the right exterior problem for x > L we apply the Laplace-
transformation

O'.x; s/ D
Z 1

0

e�st'.x; t/ dt; s D ˛ C i�; ˛ > 0; � 2 R; (7.8)

to (7.6) and obtain the system of ODEs

N O'xx � iM O'x D .V � isI/ O'; x > L: (7.9)

This transformed right exterior problem (7.9) posses a unique classical solution:

Lemma 7.1 ([30, Lemma 3.1]). Let Re.s/ > 0. Then, the boundary value problem
(7.9) with the boundary data

O'.x D L/ D O̊ 2 C
d ; O'.x D1/ D 0 (7.10)

has a unique (classical) solution.

It is exactly this linear mapping from the boundary data to the (derivative of
the) solution O'L 7! O'x.L/, the so-called Dirichlet-to-Neumann (DtN) map, that
represents the Laplace transformed TBC we are seeking for.

Next, to derive an explicit form of this TBC being accessible for numerical
implementations, we define � D O' and � D O'x . Doing so, we reduce the order
of the ODE and obtain a system of first order ODEs

�
M iN
�iN 0

�

„ ƒ‚ …
A

�
�x

�x

�
D
�

iVC sI 0
0 �iN

�

„ ƒ‚ …
B

�
�

�

�
; x > L: (7.11)

In [30, Lemma 3.4] we proved the regularity of the matrix A�1B for Re.s/ > 0 and
thus we can rewrite (7.11) as

�
�x

�x

�
D
�

0 I

N�1.V � isI/ iN�1M

�

„ ƒ‚ …
A�1B

�
�

�

�
; x > L: (7.12)

In order to understand the structure of the solution we have to distinguish between
increasing and decaying solutions of the system (7.12). For this purpose we proved
using a continuity argument in [30] the Splitting Theorem:

Theorem 7.1 ([30, Theorem 3.2]). The regular matrix A�1B has d eigenvalues
with positive real part and d with negative real part.
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The next step is to transform A�1B in (7.12) to a Jordan form with

A�1B D PJP�1;

where P contains the left eigenvectors in columns. We sort the Jordan blocks in J
with respect to an increasing real part of the corresponding eigenvalue. Thus J can
be written as a block diagonal matrix J D diag.J1; J2/, where J1 holds all Jordan
blocks to eigenvalues with negative real parts and J2 those with positive real parts.
Due to the Splitting Theorem 7.1 J1 and J2 are d 	 d -matrices and Eq. (7.12) reads

�
P1 P2
P3 P4

�

„ ƒ‚ …
P�1

�
�x

�x

�
D
�

J1 0
0 J2

��
P1� C P2�
P3� C P4�

�
: (7.13)

Obviously, the upper part of this system yields parts of the solution, which decay
for x ! 1 and grow for x ! �1. The opposite is true for the lower part.
An analogous equation holds for the left exterior problem. Thus the transformed
transparent boundary conditions for the left (a) and right (b) boundary is obtained
by extinguishing the respectively increasing parts of the exterior solutions:

QP2 O'x.0; s/ D �QP1 O'.0; s/; (7.14a)

P4 O'x.L; s/ D �P3 O'.L; s/: (7.14b)

Here, QP1 and QP2 are the corresponding matrices for the left exterior problem P3
and P4 (resp. QP1, QP2) are sub-matrices of P�1 which holds the eigenvectors of A�1B
and is thus regular. Therefore .P3 P4/ has rank d and thus at least one of the two
matrices P3 and P4 (resp. QP1 and QP2) is regular. If the matrices QP2 and P4 are regular,
then the Laplace-transformed TBC can be written in Dirichlet-to-Neumann form. It
is not clear, if these matrices are regular in general, but for our example this hold for
all tested values of s.

7.4 The Discrete Transparent Boundary Conditions

Our proposed strategy is a purely discrete one, i.e. we do not discretise the Eq. (7.14)
(by a numerical inverse Laplace transformation), but instead we derive discrete
TBCs for a discretisation of (7.1). For the discretisation we choose a uniform grid
with the step sizes h in space and k in time: xj D jh, tn D nk with j 2 Z, n 2 N0.
We discretise (7.3) using the classical unitary Crank-Nicholson scheme in time and
the central differences for the first and second spatial derivatives. The discrete k�p-
Schrödinger equation then reads
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i
h2

k

�
'nC1j � 'nj

�

D ��0
h
2

�
Nj�

0
h
2

'
nC1=2
j

	
CMSj�

0'
nC1=2
j ��0

�
MH

Sj'
nC1=2
j

	
C Vj'

nC1=2
j ;

(7.15)

with the centered difference operators

�0
h
2

'j D 'jC1=2 � 'j�1=2; (7.16a)

�0'j D
1

2
.�C C��/'j D 'jC1 � 'j�1; (7.16b)

where�C D 'jC1�'j ,�� D 'j �'j�1 are the standard forward and backward
differences and the arithmetic time average is denoted by '

nC1=2
j D .'nC1j C'nj /=2.

An appropriate discretisation scheme should carry over typical properties of the
continuous equation to the difference equation. This is the case for the Crank-
Nicolson scheme: it conserves the discrete `2-norm on j 2 Z and thus it is
unconditionally stable for the whole space problem. The procedure to show this is
analogue to the continuous case: we multiply the discrete equation with .'nj /

H from

the left and add the Hermitian of the discrete equation multiplied by 'nC1j from the
right. This shows, that the discrete `2-norm is conserved in time for the whole space
scheme.

For the case of a scalar Schrödinger equation Arnold [2] derived 1998 a discrete
TBC. This discrete TBC is reflection-free and conserves the stability properties
of the whole-space Crank-Nicolson scheme. The discrete TBC has the form of
a discrete convolution. The convolution coefficients are a function of Legendre
polynomials but can be obtained more easily by a three-term recurrence formula.
Ehrhardt and Arnold [16] showed that the imaginary parts of the convolution
coefficients are not decaying but oscillating and therefore introduced summed
coefficients.

To derive the discrete TBC for a system of Schrödinger equations we solve the
Z -transformed system of ordinary difference equations (O�Es) in the exterior
domain. Then all its solutions are determined by eigenvalues and eigenvectors,
which can distinguish between decaying and increasing solutions as indicated by
the absolute value of the involved eigenvalue. We obtain the transformed discrete
TBC by claiming, that no influence of increasing solutions exists.

In the exterior domain j 
 J (xJ D L) the Crank-Nicholson scheme (7.15)
simplifies to

i
h2

k

�
'nC1j � 'nj

� D

� N�C��'
nC1=2
j C ihM

1

2
.�C C��/'nC1=2j C h2V'

nC1=2
j : (7.17)
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A Z -transformation given by

Z f'nj g D O'j .z/ WD
1X

nD0
z�n'nj ; z 2 C; jzj > 1; (7.18)

applied to (7.17) yields for jzj > 1 the system of second order O�Es

2i
h2

k

z� 1
zC 1 O'j D �N�C�� O'j C ihM

1

2
.�C C��/ O'j C h2V O'j ; j 
 J:

(7.19)

As in the continuous case we proved in [30] that this transformed right exterior
problem (7.19) posses a unique solution:

Lemma 7.2 ([30, Lemma 4.1]). For each z 2 C with jzj > 1 the Z -transformed
exterior problem (7.19) with the boundary data

O'J�1 D O̊ ; O'1 D 0 (7.20)

has a unique solution.

We proceed with the construction of the discrete TBC and define O�j D �� O'j in
order to write (7.19) as a system of first order O�Es

�
i h
2
M �N
�I I

�

„ ƒ‚ …
A

 
�C O'j
�C O�j

!
D
 
h22 z�1

zC1
1
k

iI � h2V �i h
2
M

0 �I

!

„ ƒ‚ …
B

 
O'jO�j

!
; j 
 J (7.21)

In [30, Lemma 4.5] we proved the regularity of the matrix A�1BC I for jzj ¤ 1 and
thus we can rewrite (7.21) as

 
O'jC1O�jC1

!
D .A�1BC I/

 
O'jO�j

!
; j 
 J: (7.22)

As in the continuous case there exist a discrete version of the Splitting Theorem:

Theorem 7.2 ([30, Theorem 4.2]). For jzj ¤ 1 d of the 2d eigenvalues of A�1BCI
have an absolute value strictly larger than 1 and d have an absolute value strictly
smaller than 1.

In other words, the eigenvalues 1; : : : ; 2n of A�1B split into two commensurate
groups, i.e. the solutions involving those with jk C 1j < 1 for k D 1; : : : ; n decay
for j !1 and those with jk C 1j > 1 for k D n; : : : ; 2n decay for j ! �1.

Thus, as in the continuous case, we can split the Jordan form J D diag.J1; J2/ of
A�1B, J1 containing the Jordan blocks corresponding to solutions decaying for j !
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1 and J2 those which increase for j ! 1. With the matrix of left eigenvectors
P�1 the equation

�
P1 P2
P3 P4

�

„ ƒ‚ …
P�1

 
�C O'j
�C O�j

!
D P�1A�1B

 
O'jO�j

!
D
�

J1 0
0 J2

� 
P1 O'j C P2 O�j
P3 O'j C P4 O�j

!
(7.23)

holds and the transformed discrete TBCs read

QP1 O'1 C QP2 O�1 D 0; (7.24a)

P3 O'J C P4 O�J D 0; (7.24b)

for the left (a) and right (b) boundary respectively. For nonsingular P4 and QP2
(either P4 or P3 is regular, since their composition is a linear independent set of

eigenvectors—the same holds for QP2 and QP1) and for OD D �P�14 P3 and bQD D
�QP�12 QP1 we write

�� O'1 D bQD O'1; (7.25a)

�� O'J D OD O'J : (7.25b)

After an inverse Z -transformation the discrete TBCs read

'nC11 � 'nC10 � QD0'nC11 D
nX

kD1
QDnC1�k'k1 ; (7.26a)

'nC1J � 'nC1J�1 � D0'nC1J D
nX

kD1
DnC1�k'kJ : (7.26b)

We remark that in Eqs. (7.25a) and (7.26a) the left boundary convolution is given
at the interior grid point j D 1. Of course, the boundary condition can also be
formulated at j D 0 using O�j D �C O'j . This changes the lower row in A and B
and thus the matrix QD differs from D. Posing the boundary condition at j D 1 as we
do, has the advantage, that these matrices coincide, if the coefficients for x < 0 and
x > L are equal, what occurs often in the application. In that case we can reduce
the numerical effort to calculate the convolution coefficients by half.

For a scalar Schrödinger equation Ehrhardt and Arnold [16] showed that the
imaginary parts of the coefficients were not decaying but oscillating. As a remedy
they introduced summed coefficients that decay rapidly like O.n�3=2/. Since the
scalar equation is as a special case included in our system, it suggests itself to
use the summed coefficients, although we cannot give any proof of the asymptotic
behaviour of the systems’ coefficients.
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Fig. 7.4 Real parts of the convolution coefficients Dn
k;l

In the Figs. 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7 we plot typical examples of the numerically
calculated coefficients for a 4 	 4 system. Especially in Fig. 7.5 one can observe
in the diagonal elements the typical oscillating behaviour known from the scalar
case. The diagonal elements show the same properties as those for the scalar case.
For the summed coefficients

bQSs;l D zC 1
z
bQDs;l and OSs;l D zC 1

z
ODs;l (7.27)

the boundary conditions read

'nC11 � 'nC10 � QS0'nC11 D
nX

kD1
QSnC1�k'k1 � 'n1 C 'n0; (7.28a)

'nC1J � 'nC1J�1 � S0'nC1J D
nX

kD1
SnC1�k'kJ � 'nJ C 'nJ�1: (7.28b)
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Fig. 7.5 Imaginary parts of the convolution coefficients Dn
k;l

In order to compute the convolution coefficients we need to inverse Z -transform
the transformed kernels. We assume that the Z -transform (7.18) is analytic for
jzj > R 
 0. The coefficients are then recovered by

`n D 1

2�i

I

S�

Ò.z/zn�1dz;

where S� denotes the circle with radius � > R. With the substitution z D �ei' we
obtain

`n D �n

2�

Z 2�

0

Ò �� ei'� ein'd' : (7.29)

For � > 1, the amplification factors �n in (7.29) will be the reason for the
numerical instabilities. On the other hand, � D 1 cannot be chosen either for the
application to DTBCs, due to the poor regularity of OD.z/ on the unit circle. For
the scalar Schrödinger equation, e.g., Od.z/ has two branch-points of type

p
z2 � 1
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Fig. 7.6 Real parts of the summed convolution coefficients Snk;l

(cf. [2, 16]), and hence too many quadrature points would be necessary for the
numerical evaluation of (7.29). But Od.z/ is analytic for jzj > 1. So, one has to
choose � as a compromise between more smoothness of Òˇ̌jzjD� (which allows for an
efficient discretisation of (7.29)), and growing instabilities for large �. This situation
depending on the inversion radius is depicted in Fig. 7.8.

For the numerical inverse transformation we choose a radius r and N equidistant
sampling points zk D r e�ik2�=N . The approximate inverse transform,

`Nn D
1

N
rn

N�1X

kD0
Ò.zk/ eink 2�N ; n D 0; : : : N � 1 (7.30)

can then be calculated efficiently by an FFT. The numerical error of `Nn can be
separated into "approx, the approximation error due to the finite number of sampling
points, and the roundoff error "round, which is amplified by �n. We refer the
reader to [29, 30] for more details and error estimates for this numerical inversion
problem.
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Fig. 7.7 Imaginary parts of the summed convolution coefficients Snk;l
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7.5 The Sum-of-Exponentials Approach and the Fast
Evaluation of the Convolution

In order to reduce the numerical effort of the boundary convolutions (7.26), below
that effort of the interior scheme, it is necessary to make some approximation. We
will use the approach of Arnold, Ehrhardt and Sofronov [3] to approximate the
coefficients Qsns;l by the sum-of-exponentials approach and show a method to evaluate
the discrete convolution with the approximated convolution coefficients Qans;l very
efficiently. Afterwards we explain how these approximated convolution coefficients
Qans;l enable us to evaluate the discrete convolution efficiently.

The sum-of-exponentials approximation has to be done for each element in S
separately. We use for each s; � D 1; : : : ; d the following ansatz

Qsns;� � Qans;� WD

8
<̂

:̂

Qsns;� ; n D 0; : : : ; � � 1
L.s;�/P
lD1

bs;�;l q
�n
s;�;l ; n D �; � C 1; : : : ; (7.31)

where the number of summands in the approximation L.s; �/ 2 N and the starting
index � 
 0 (to disregard outliers) are tuneable parameters. The approximation
quality of this sum-of-exponentials ansatz depends on L.s; �/, � and the sets fbs;�;lg
and fqs;�;lg for all s; � D 1; : : : ; d .

Next we present the method to calculate these sets for given L.s; �/ and �. We
consider the formal power series

fs;� .x/ WD Qs�s;� C Qs�C1s;� x C Qs�C2s;� x
2 C : : : ; for jxj � 1 : (7.32)

If the Padé approximation of (7.32)

Qfs;� .x/ WD n
.L.s;�/�1/
s;� .x/

d
.L.s;�//
s;� .x/

exists (where the numerator and the denominator are polynomials of degree
L.s; �/ � 1 and L.s; �/ respectively), then its Taylor series

Qfs;� .x/ D Qa�s;� C Qa�C1s;� x C Qa�C2s;� x
2 C : : :

satisfies the conditions

Qans;� D Qsns;� for n D �; � C 1; : : : ; 2L.s; �/C � � 1

according to the definition of the Padé approximation rule. In [3] Arnold, Ehrhardt
and Sofronov showed how to compute the coefficient sets fbs;�;lg and fqs;�;lg:
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Fig. 7.9 Error jQsns;� � Qans;� j versus n: imaginary part (a) for s D 1, � D 2 and (b) real part for
s D � D 2

Theorem 7.3 ([3], Theorem 3.1). Let dL.s;�/s;� have L.s; �/ simple roots qs;�;l with
jqs;�;l j > 1, l D 1; : : : ; L.s; �/. Then

Qans;� D
L.s;�/X

lD1
bs;�;l q

�n
s;�;l ; n D �; � C 1; : : : ;

where

bs;�;l WD � n
.L.s;�/�1/
s;� .qs;�;l /�
d
.L.s;�//
s;�

�0
.qs;�;l /

q��1s;�;l ¤ 0 ; l D 1; : : : ; L.s; �/ :

The asymptotic decay of the Qans;� is exponential. This is due to the sum-of-
exponentials ansatz (7.31) and the assumption jqs;�;l j > 1, l D 1; : : : ; L.s; �/.

If we use a ŒL.s; �/ � 1jL.s; �/
 Padé approximant to (7.32) then the first
2L.s; �/ C � � 1 coefficients are reproduced exactly; however, the asymptotic
behaviour of Qsns;� and Qans;� (as n!1) differs strongly (algebraic versus exponential
decay).

We note that the Padé approximation must be performed with high precision
(2L.s; �/�1 digits mantissa length) to avoid a ‘nearly breakdown’ by ill conditioned
steps in the Lanczos algorithm (cf. [8]). If such problems still occur or if one root of
the denominator is smaller than 1 in absolute value, the orders of the numerator and
denominator polynomials are successively reduced. For example in our numerical
test case we started with L.s; �/ � 30 and except from two outlier values the
finally reached values of L.s; �/ were between 25 and 30. Figure 7.9 shows the
error jQsns;� � Qans;� j versus n for the outlier with L.1; 2/ D 15 for the imaginary part
of Qsn1;2 (a) and with L.2; 2/ D 30 for the real part of Qsn2;2 (b). The error increases
significantly for n > 2L.s; �/C 1.
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Now we describe the fast evaluation of the discrete approximate convolution

C .nC1/
s;� .u/ WD

nC1��X

kD1

QanC1�k
s;� uk�;J ; with Qans;� WD

L.s;�/X

lD1

bs;�;l q
�n
s;�;l ; n D �; �C 1; : : :

that can be calculated efficiently by a simple recurrence formula:

Theorem 7.4 ([3], Theorem 4.1.).

C .nC1/
s;� .u/ D

L.s;�/X

lD1
C
.nC1/
s;�;l .u/ (7.33)

with

C
.nC1/
s;�;l .u/ D q�1s;�;lC .n/

s;�;l C bs;�;l q��s;�;lunC1���;J ; n D �; � C 1; : : : (7.34)

C
.�/

s;�;l .u/ � 0 :

This is an efficient and local-in-time approximation using data only from � levels
earlier (typically � D 2). Also, there is no need to store the boundary data, which
becomes computationally expensive especially for higher dimensional problems.

Note that similar recursive convolution algorithms are successfully used in other
applications as well, see [7] and references therein.

Let us summarize the proposed method to evaluate approximate discrete TBCs

1. For each s; � choose L.s; �/ and � and calculate the exact convolution coeffi-
cients Qsns;� for n D 0; : : : ; 2L.s; �/C � � 1.

2. For each s; � use the Padé approximation for the Taylor series with Qans;� D Qsns;� ,
for n D �; � C 1; : : : ; 2L.s; �/ C � � 1 to calculate the sets fbs;�;lg and fqs;�;lg
for all s; � D 1; : : : ; d according to Theorem 7.3.

3. Implement the recurrence formulas (7.33) and (7.34) to calculate the approximate
convolutions.

7.6 Numerical Results

Finally we present briefly the numerical results for simulating the time-dependent
behaviour of the quantum well with the data of Sect. 7.1. We choose the time step
k D 0:015 and the space step h D 1=20 for the computational domain Œ�12; 5
 and
compute the convolution coefficients of the discrete TBC as described in Sect. 7.5.

First, to study the behaviour of the discrete TBC, we consider a system of
Schrödinger equations with potential set to zero (‘free Schrödinger system’).
As initial condition we use the Gaussian wave packet of heavy and light holes (7.4)
stimulating a slow and a fast eigenmode. Figure 7.10 shows the time-dependent
behaviour of the first two components '1 (solid) and '2 (dashed). We focus on the
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Fig. 7.10 Time dependent behaviour of '1j (solid) and '2j (dashed) for a free Schrödinger system
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Fig. 7.11 Time dependent behaviour of '1j (solid) and '2j (dashed) for a system with DBSQW
structure

first two components, since there is less mass in component three and four. The
density oscillates between the components, moves to the right, fragments in two
and the faster wave packet leaves the domain of computation without any visible
reflections.

Secondly we consider only the faster mode and add the DBSQW structure (7.5),
cf. Fig. 7.11. When the wave packet reaches the first barrier, it is partly reflected
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Fig. 7.12 Time dependent behaviour of '1j (solid) and '2j (dashed) for a different DBSQW
system
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and partly transmitted. With advancing time some part of the density accumulates
between the barriers and is slowly transmitted through the second barrier, then
leaving the domain of computation. The part of the density, which is reflected at
the first barrier moves on to the left and after some time most part of the solution
leaves the computational domain in a packet. The wave packet does not recompose
smoothly. A simulation for a slightly different DBSQW structure is shown in
Fig. 7.12.

The relative `2-error is defined as eL.t/ D k' � 'ak2=k'.:; 0/k2, where 'a
denotes the approximate solution obtained with the approximated discrete TBCs
and ' is the solution calculated with exact discrete TBCs. When using the parameter
L.s; �/ D 30 initially in the sum-of-exponential approach (7.31) this relative `2-
error increases moderately with respect to time (due to the interaction with the
potential) but remains bounded after 1,000 time steps below 6 � 10�3 which is
acceptable for this application.

7.7 Conclusion

In this chapter we derived and analyzed discrete transparent boundary conditions
(TBCs) for instationary one-dimensional k�p-Schrödinger equations modelling
layered semiconductor devices. As the k�p method in combination with an envelope
function approximation is frequently used to calculate the near bandedge electronic
band structure of semiconductor heterostructures, this novel approach is a highly
relevant step forward to enable stable and highly accurate computations of this
whole space problem.

Our new TBCs are constructed on a purely discrete level thereby ensuring the
conservation of the stability of the underlying scheme and the prevention of any
numerical reflections. Since these novel exact discrete TBCs are non-local in time
and thus very costly we proposed a sum-of-exponentials approach allowing for a
fast calculation of the boundary convolution terms.

Future work will be concerned with the extension of our approach to nonlinear
systems, cf. [31], to systems self-consistently coupled the Poisson equation, cf.
[17] and to higher-dimensional problems that are of practical relevance, e.g. for
the N-particle electronic Schrödinger equation or in mathematical finance.
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Chapter 8
Discrete Transparent Boundary Conditions
for Multi-Band Effective Mass Approximations

Dirk Klindworth, Matthias Ehrhardt, and Thomas Koprucki

Abstract This chapter is concerned with the derivation and numerical testing
of discrete transparent boundary conditions (DTBCs) for stationary multi-band
effective mass approximations (MEMAs). We analyze the continuous problem
and introduce transparent boundary conditions (TBCs). The discretization of the
differential equations is done with the help of finite difference schemes.

A fully discrete approach is used in order to develop DTBCs that are completely
reflection-free. The analytical and discrete dispersion relations are analyzed in depth
and the limitations of the numerical computations are shown. We extend the results
of earlier works on DTBCs for the scalar Schrödinger equation by considering
alternative finite difference schemes.

The introduced schemes and their corresponding DTBCs are tested numerically
on an example with a single barrier potential. The d -band k�p-model is introduced
as most general MEMA. We derive DTBCs for the d -band k�p-model and test our
results on a quantum well nanostructure.
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8.1 Introduction

One of the main difficulties when solving the Schrödinger partial differential
equation (PDE), particularly from a numerical point of view, is to supply physically
admissible boundary conditions to solve numerically a bounded domain equation
modelling an equation originally posed on an unbounded domain. That is in order
to compute a numerical solution to the Schrödinger equation one has to require a
finite computational domain. Usually, this is done by introducing artificial boundary
conditions.

If the solution of the unbounded domain restricted to the computational domain
equals the approximate solution when using the artificial boundary conditions, then
these boundary conditions are called transparent boundary conditions (TBCs). Let
us note that a new approach for designing TBCs for stationary Schrödinger equa-
tions with general (linear and nonlinear) exterior potentials V.x/ was introduced
recently by Klein et al. [2, 14]. This work is a generalization of the well-known
quantum transmitting boundary condition of Lent and Kirkner [17] to the case of a
space-dependent potential.

TBCs of time-dependent Schrödinger equations have been discussed extensively,
see for example the concise review by Antoine et al. [1]. It has been shown that a
fully discrete approach in deriving these TBCs, yielding so-called discrete transpar-
ent boundary conditions (DTBCs), implies significant numerical advantages.

On the other hand, an ad-hoc discretization of the continuous TBCs can result in
unphysical reflections at the artificial boundaries and may also destroy the stability
of the underlying numerical scheme [4]. Moreover, this discrete approach was
successfully applied to general Schrödinger-type equations [3, 11, 12].

DTBCs (based on finite difference discretizations) for systems of time-dependent
Schrödinger equations were developed by Zisowsky et al. [28, 29] (cf. also the
previous Chap. 7). For stationary Schrödinger equations, however, DTBCs have
been developed by Arnold [5] only for the scalar case. Recently, novel DTBCs based
on a finite element discretization for the time-dependent scalar Schrödinger equation
in 1D were proposed by A. Zlotnik and I. Zlotnik [30, 31].

In this chapter the numerical discretization of the differential equations in the
interior computational domain is done using finite differences schemes. For an
alternative approach using the finite element method the reader is referred e.g. to
the work of Negulescu [23] and the references therein.

In this chapter we will directly consider the general d -band k�p-model. An
analysis of particular multi-band effective mass approximations (MEMAs) such as
the two-band Kane-model and two-band k�p-model can be found in [8] and [15].

This chapter is organized as follows: In Sect. 8.2 we will summarize the results
of the stationary scalar case and extend it to some alternative discretizations. We
will compare the dispersion relations of these schemes and their numerical results
when applied to a single barrier potential. After that, we will derive DTBCs for
the general d -band k�p-model in Sect. 8.3. The DTBCs are tested using a quantum
well structure. Finally, we will summarize our work in Sect. 8.4 and discuss future
research directions.
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8.2 Single-Band Effective Mass Approximations: The Scalar
Schrödinger Equation

We start considering the stationary linear Schrödinger equation for the wave
function  .x/ 2 C

H D E ; x 2 R; (8.1)

where E denotes the energy of the electron andH is the Hamiltonian operator

H D � „
2

2m�
d2

dx2
C V.x/; (8.2)

with the reduced Planck constant „, the effective mass m� of the electron and the
real-valued potential energy profile V.x/ of the electron at the position x 2 R.

A solution  E.x/ of the stationary linear Schrödinger equation (8.1) is called an
energy eigenstate with associated energyE .

Next, we consider a semiconductor of length L connected to reservoirs at x D 0
and x D L. Let us assume that the potential V.x/ is constant in the reservoirs,
i.e. we set V.x/ D 0 if x � 0 and V.x/ D VL if x 
 L. Note that the assumption
V.x/ D 0 for x � 0means no loss of generality since we are free to set the energetic
zero point. Similarly, the assumption that the left boundary is located at x D 0 is no
loss of generality.

8.2.1 The Exterior Problem and the Quantum Mechanical
Dispersion Relation

The exterior problem is concerned with the solution of the Schrödinger equation in
the exterior domains. By assumption, the potential V is constant in these domains
and hence, (8.1) becomes a linear second order ordinary differential equation (ODE)
with constant coefficients:

� „
2

2m�
d2

dx2
 D .E � V / ; x 2 R: (8.3)

The solution of (8.3) takes the form

 .x/ D O eikx; (8.4)

where O 2 C is an arbitrary constant and the complex wave vector k D Ok C i Lk is
the root of the characteristic polynomial

„2
2m�

k2 D E � V:
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If we assume that the energy satisfies E > V , the wave vector k is real and reads

k D ˙ Ok D ˙
r
2m�
„2 .E � V /: (8.5)

Note that the resulting waves of the form (8.4) are traveling. In classical physics the
energy condition E > V is always fulfilled since there can only exist particles with
an energy greater than the potential at that point. However, in quantum physics this
is not the case and therefore, we shall, in general, not require E > V inside the
computational domain.

As can be seen from the quantum mechanical momentum operator in one
dimension, p D �i„ @

@x
, the expectation value of the momentum p of the wave  

of amplitude 1 is hp ; i D „kh ; i D „k. Hence, the expectation value of the
momentum p is proportional to the wave vector k. This means for this stationary
equation (8.3) that a positive wave vector corresponds to a positive momentum,
i.e. a right-traveling wave, while a negative wave vector corresponds to a negative
momentum, i.e. a left-traveling wave.

If the energy does not satisfy the condition E > V , the wave vector k is purely
imaginary and takes the form

k1;2 D ˙i Lk D ˙
r
2m�
„2 .V � E/; (8.6)

i.e. this wave vector yields evanescent waves (8.4).
If we insert the solution (8.4) to (8.3) we obtain

„2k2
2m�

O D .E � V / O :

Since we can neglect the trivial solution  � 0, the energy E satisfies the quantum
mechanical dispersion relation

E D E.k/ D V C „
2k2

2m�
: (8.7)

8.2.2 Transparent Boundary Conditions

In order to transform the Schrödinger equation (8.1) on the real line x 2 R into
an equivalent system posed on the bounded domain .0; L/ we introduce artificial
boundary conditions at x D 0 and x D L. Artificial boundary conditions that
form a system whose solution equals the solution of the unbounded problem on the
domain .0; L/ are called transparent boundary conditions (TBCs).
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In order to derive these TBCs we consider a plain wave of amplitude 1 with
positive momentum coming from �1 and entering the computational domain from
the left at x D 0

 in D ei Ok0x; x < 0; (8.8)

where Ok0 > 0 denotes the propagation coefficient, cf. (8.5) of the wave vector k in
the left exterior domain x � 0, i.e. with V � 0. The incoming wave (8.8) results in
a reflected, left-traveling wave

 r D r e�i Ok0x; x < 0; (8.9a)

with the reflection coefficient r , and a transmitted, right-traveling wave

 t D t ei OkLx; x > L; (8.9b)

with the transmission coefficient t and the propagation coefficient LkL > 0 of
the wave vector k in the right exterior domain x 
 L, i.e. with V � VL. The
propagation coefficient OkL satisfies

OkL D
r
Ok20 �

2m�VL
„2 :

Thus, the solution in the left exterior domain has the form

 D  in C  r; x < 0; (8.10a)

and the solution in the right exterior domain is

 D  t; x > L: (8.10b)

We know that the wave and its first derivative are continuous at the two
boundaries, cf. [16]. Hence, we can eliminate the reflection and transmission
coefficients by comparing (8.10a) and its first derivative at x D 0 as well as (8.10b)
and its first derivative at x D L.

The resulting boundary value problem (BVP) reads

� „
2

2m�
 xx C V.x/ D E ; 0 < x < L; (8.11a)

 x.0/C ik .0/ D 2i Ok0; (8.11b)

 x.L/ � i

r
Ok20 �

2m�VL
„2  .L/ D 0: (8.11c)
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Theorem 8.1 (Proposition 2.3 in [7]). Let V be inL1.0; L/ and real valued. Then
the BVP (8.11) has a unique solution  2 W 2;1.0; L/.

8.2.3 The Standard Discretization

After stating the BVP (8.11) and recalling that it has a unique solution, we
want to propose techniques to solve it numerically and compute eigenstates for
corresponding energies and potentials. First let us set „ D m� D 1 for the remainder
of this chapter. We will introduce finite difference schemes (FDS) to solve the BVP,
using for simplicity the uniform discretization xj D jh; j D 0; : : : ; J with L D jh,
of the computational domain .0; L/ and the approximation f .xj / � fj of some
functionf defined in .0; L/. In the sequel, we will use the following finite difference
quotient operators: the first order forward operator Dfwd

h fj WD .fjC1 � fj /=h, the
first order backward operator Dbwd

h fj WD .fj � fj�1/=h, the second order centered
operator Dcen

h fj WD .fjC1 � fj�1/=2h and the standard second order operator
Dstd
h fj WD .fj�1 � 2fj C fjC1/=h2.
By applying the standard second order finite difference quotient operator we get

the second order standard FDS

� 1
2

Dstd
h  j C Vj j D E j ; j D 1; : : : ; J � 1; (8.12)

for the Schrödinger equation (8.11) with Vj D V.xj / and the approximation j �
 .xj /, j D 0; : : : ; J . We can rewrite (8.12) in the form

� jC1C 2
�
1 � .E � Vj /h2

�
 j �  j�1 D 0; j D 1; : : : ; J � 1: (8.13)

This is a linear second order homogeneous ordinary difference equation (O�E) with
a spatially varying coefficient Vj .

Now let us analyze the discrete exterior problem of the standard FDS. We will
continue with some constant potential V . The results of the exterior domains x � 0
and x 
 L can later be derived by inserting the respective value of the potential in
the results stated.

If V is constant, (8.13) is a linear second order O�E with constant coefficients
and as shown in [19], (8.13) has a solution of the form

 j D O h˛j D O heln.˛/j D O he
�

ln j˛jCi arg.˛/
�
j D O heikhjh; (8.14)

with ˛ 2 C, cf. (8.4). We will call O h the discrete amplitude of the discrete wave
 j and

kh D �i
1

h
ln.˛/ D 1

h

�
arg.˛/ � i ln j˛j� (8.15)
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the discrete wave vector. By inserting (8.14) into (8.13) we get

˛j�1
�
˛2 � 2�1 � .E � V /h2�˛ C 1� D 0:

Since we neglect the trivial solution ˛ D 0, we have

˛2 � 2�1 � .E � V /h2�˛ C 1 D 0;

which implies

�
˛ � �1 � .E � V /h2��2 D .E � V /h2�.E � V /h2 � 2�: (8.16)

If the energy E satisfies E > V , the right hand side of (8.16) is negative if the
step size h satisfies

h <

r
2

E � V ; (8.17)

and hence, the roots of (8.16) are complex and read

˛1;2 D 1 � .E � V /h2 ˙ i
q
.E � V /h2�2 � .E � V /h2�: (8.18)

We find that (since ˛1; ˛2 are complex conjugate by Vieta)

j˛1;2j2 D
�
1 � .E � V /h2�2 C .E � V /h2�2 � .E � V /h2� D 1;

and thus, the discrete wave vector kh is real and takes the form

kh D ˙ Okh D ˙1
h

arg.˛/ D ˙1
h

arccos
Re˛

j˛j D ˙
1

h
arccos

�
1 � .E � V /h2�;

(8.19)

cf. (8.5). Note that we can neglect to add the term n2�
h

, n 2 Z, to this formula since
for any n ¤ 0 this term diverges for h! 0. On the other hand, we will see later that
the discrete wave vector kh as given in (8.19), i.e. with n D 0, tends to the analytical
wave vector k for h! 0.

The wave vector kh D Okh corresponds to

˛1 D 1 � .E � V /h2 C i
q
.E � V /h2�2 � .E � V /h2�;

while kh D � Okh is associated with

˛2 D 1 � .E � V /h2 � i
q
.E � V /h2�2 � .E � V /h2�:
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Hence, we get two traveling waves,  j D ˛
j
1 being right-traveling and  j D ˛

j
2

being left-traveling.
The case

h 

r

2

E � V ;

results in a non-negative right hand side of (8.16) and thus, a complex conjugate pair
of purely imaginary wave vectors that give evanescent waves. However, this case is
numerically not applicable since it defines a lower bound for the step size h.

On the other hand, if E � V , the right hand side of (8.16) is also non-negative,
yielding a complex conjugate pair of purely imaginary wave vectors that give
evanescent waves. Let us recall the TBCs we derived in Sect. 8.2.2. We considered
an incoming wave, i.e. a traveling wave to enter the semiconductor at x D 0. Hence,
the case E � V is not applicable either for the exterior domains since it leads to
evanescent waves only.

Now let us analyze the behavior of the discrete wave vector kh of the standard
FDS for h! 0. To this end, we apply l’Hôpital’s rule to get

lim
h!0 kh D ˙ lim

h!0
Okh D ˙ lim

h!0
1

h
arccos

�
1 � .E � V /h2�

D ˙ lim
h!0

�2.E � V /hq
1 � �1 � .E � V /h2�2

D ˙p2.E � V /;

which equals the analytical wave vector (8.5) for „ D m� D 1.
Note, that (8.19) defines the discrete dispersion relation. Finally, we will state

this relation in the reciprocal form. Recall the wave representation of the form j D
O eikhjh that implies  jC1e�ikh D  j D  j�1eikh. Applied to the O�E (8.13), this

gives

�eikh C 2.1� .E � V /h2/ � e�ikh D 0;
which leads to

E D Estd
h .kh/ D V C

1 � coskhh

h2
D V C 2

h2
sin2

khh

2
D V C k2hh

2
CO.h2/;

(8.20)

compared to the continuous dispersion relation (8.7).

8.2.4 Discretization of the Transparent Boundary Conditions

Let us now introduce a finite difference discretization of the two Robin-type TBCs
(8.11b) and (8.11c). We apply the second order centered difference operator Dcen

h to
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 0 at the left boundary and  J at the right boundary. Let Ok0 denote the analytical
propagation coefficient of a right-traveling wave in the left exterior domain x � 0.
Then the analytical propagation coefficient of a right-traveling wave in the right
exterior domain is

OkL D
q
Ok20 � 2VL:

At the left boundary we have

 1 �  �1
2h

C i Ok0 0 D 2i Ok0;

which implies

�  �1 C 2i Ok0h 0 C  1 D 4i Ok0h: (8.21a)

On the other hand, discretizing the right TBC gives

 JC1 �  J�1
2h

D i
q
Ok20 � 2VL J ;

that can be expressed in the form

 J�1 C 2i
q
Ok20 � 2VLh J �  JC1 D 0: (8.21b)

The two ghost points  �1 and  JC1 in (8.21) can be eliminated by subtracting
the FDS (8.13) of the Schrödinger equation (8.11a) at j D 0 and j D J . By using
the identities E D Ok20=2 and E � VL D Ok2L=2 we get the two second order
discretized TBCs

�1
2
Ok20h2 � 1C i Ok0h

	
 0 C  1 D 2i Ok0h (8.22a)

and

 J�1 C
�1
2
. Ok20 � 2VL/h2 � 1C i

q
Ok20 � 2VLh

	
 J D 0: (8.22b)

Existence and uniqueness of the solution of the numerical scheme together with
the discretized TBCs is shown in

Theorem 8.2 ([5, Theorem 2.1]). Let fVj g; j D 0; : : : ; J; and E > maxf0; VLg
be given, and assume h < min

˚q
2
E
;
q

2
E�VL

�
. Then the discrete BVP (8.13) with

the discretized TBCs (8.22) has a unique solution f j g, j D 0; : : : ; J .
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Let us recall the discrete waves j D ei Okh;0jh in the left exterior domain j � 0 and

 j D ei Okh;Ljh in the right exterior domain j 
 J . Suppose that they are solutions to
the difference scheme in a small vicinity of the two boundaries, i.e. j D 0; 1 and
j D J � 1; J . Then they should also satisfy the discretized TBCs (8.22). However,
at the left boundary we get

2i Ok0h D
�
Eh2 � 1C i Ok0h

�
 0 C  1 D

�
Eh2 � 1C i Ok0h

�C ei Okh;0h

D �Eh2 � 1C i Ok0h
�C �1 �Eh2 C i

p
2Eh2 � e2h4

�

D i Ok0hC i Ok0h
q
1 � Ok20h2=4 ¤ 2i Ok0h;

which is a contradiction. An analogue contradiction can be found at the right
boundary.

The reason is that the TBCs are based on the analytical solution as derived
in Sect. 8.2.1. The wave vector of the analytical solution, see (8.5), however,
is different from the discrete wave vector (8.19). Hence, the discretized TBCs
model exterior domains whose physical properties (i.e. wave vector and dispersion
relation) are discretization of the analytical properties. Inside the computational
domain, however, we use the FDS (8.13) that implies a discrete wave vector and a
discrete dispersion relation. In other words, a wave coming from �1 and entering
the semiconductor at x D 0 is refracted at the boundary x D 0 as it comes from
a media with the analytical dispersion relation and enters a media with the discrete
dispersion relation. This leads to spurious oscillations in the numerical solution.

8.2.5 Discrete Transparent Boundary Conditions

In this section we will derive the discrete transparent boundary conditions (DTBCs)
of the single-band model. DTBCs are derived on a fully discrete level, i.e. they
are deduced with the help the discrete exterior solution (8.14). We assume that
the discrete exterior solution holds in a small vicinity of the two boundaries.
Consequently, the refraction at the boundaries, resulting in spurious oscillations,
vanishes completely.

Let us recall the right-traveling discrete wave  j D ei Okhjh and the left-traveling

discrete wave  j D e�i Okhjh with discrete amplitude O h D 1. Let Okh;0 denote the
discrete wave vector in the left exterior domain x � 0, i.e. with V � 0, and Okh;L
the discrete wave vector in the right exterior domain x 
 L, i.e. with V � VL.
We apply these discrete waves to the reflection and transmission conditions (8.10)
and consider that they hold in a small vicinity of the two boundaries, i.e. j D 0; 1

and j D J � 1; J respectively. It yields
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 j D  in
j C  r

j D ei Okh;0xj C r e�i Okh;0xj ; j D 0; 1;

and

 j D  t
j D t ei Okh;Lxj ; j D J � 1; J:

By eliminating the reflection and transmission coefficients r , t we obtain the DTBCs

�  0e�i Okh;0h C  1 D 2i sin Okh;0h; (8.23a)

and

 J�1ei Okh;Lh �  J D 0; (8.23b)

cf. the TBCs (8.11b) and (8.11c).
Let us recall the discretized TBCs (8.22). We expand the exponential function

and the sine function in the left DTBC (8.23a). Keeping terms up to second order
gives

��1 � i Okh;0h� 1
2
Ok2h;0h2

�
 0 C  1 D 2i Okh;0h:

If we replace the discrete wave vector Okh;0 by the analytical wave vector Ok0 the above
equation becomes

�1
2
Ok20h2 � 1C i Ok0h

�
 0 C  1 D 2i Ok0h;

which equals the left discretized TBC. Similarly, we can deduce the right discretized
TBC from the right DTBC.

Now we can reformulate Theorem 8.2 for the DTBCs.

Theorem 8.3 ([5, Theorem 2.1]). Let fVj g; j D 0; : : : ; J; and E > maxf0; VLg
be given, and assume h < min

˚q
2
E
;
q

2
E�VL ;

�
Okh;0 ;

�
Okh;L
�
. Then the discrete BVP

(8.13) with the DTBCs (8.23) has a unique solution f j g; j D 0; : : : ; J .

8.2.6 Alternative Finite Difference Schemes

In this section we derive and compare alternative FDSs. Our aim is to improve the
convergence of the scheme or to develop schemes that solve the problem exactly if
certain conditions are fulfilled.
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8.2.6.1 The Numerov Discretization

We start with the so-called Numerov discretization [22] that is of higher order than
the standard discretization.

Let us consider the Schrödinger equation of the BVP (8.11), and let us rewrite it
in the form

 xx D �2
�
E � V.x/� ; 0 < x < L: (8.24)

As before, we use the uniform grid xj D jh; j D 0; : : : ; J with L D jh. From
(8.24) together with the standard second order finite difference operator Dstd

h we find
that

h2 
.iv/
j D h2 d2

dx2
 xx.x/

ˇ̌
xDxj

D h2
�
�2 d2

dx2
�
.E � V.x// �ˇ̌

xDxj
	

D h2��2Dstd
h

�
.E � Vj / j

�CO.h2/
�

D �2.E � VjC1/ jC1 C 4.E � Vj / j � 2.E � Vj�1/ j�1 C O.h4/:

(8.25)

On the other hand, the Taylor series

 .x ˙ h/

D  .x/˙h x.x/Ch
2

2
 xx.x/˙h

3

6
 xxx.x/C h

4

24
 .iv/.x/˙ h

5

96
 .v/.x/CO.h6/

gives

 .x C h/C  .x � h/ D 2 .x/C h2 xx.x/C h4

12
 .iv/.x/C O.h6/;

which implies

h2 
.iv/
j D 12

h2

�
 jC1 � 2 j C  j�1

� � 12  xx.x/jxDxj C O.h4/:

If we apply (8.24) to the above equation we get

h2 
.iv/
j D 12

h2

�
 jC1 � 2

�
1 � .E � Vj /h2

�
 j C  j�1

�C O.h4/: (8.26)
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A comparison of (8.25) and (8.26) gives the Numerov FDS

�
1C h2

6
.E � VjC1/

	
 jC1 � 2

�
1 � 5h

2

6
.E � Vj /

	
 j

C
�
1C h2

6
.E � Vj�1/

	
 j�1 D 0; j D 1; : : : ; J � 1: (8.27)

The Numerov FDS is of fourth order if  2 C6.0; L/ compared to second order
accuracy of the standard FDS if  2 C4.0; L/.

Now we will examine the discrete exterior problem of the Numerov FDS with V
constant. We want to determine a solution of the discrete exterior problem in order
to apply the DTBCs (8.23).

If V is constant (8.27) is a linear second order O�E with constant coefficients
whose solution takes the form

 j D O h ˛j D O h eikhjh; (8.28)

with ˛ 2 C. Again we will refer to O h as the discrete amplitude of the discrete wave
 j and

kh D �i
1

h
ln.˛/ D 1

h
.arg.˛/ � i ln j˛j/ (8.29)

as the discrete wave vector. Analogously to the standard FDS we get the discrete
solution ˛ by applying (8.28) to (8.27). Under the assumption that E > V and the
step size h satisfies

h <
3p
E � V ; (8.30)

˛ is complex and reads

˛1;2 D 1 � 6.E � V /h2
6C .E � V /h2 ˙ i

p
24.E � V /h2.3 � .E � V /h2/

6C .E � V /h2 : (8.31)

The modulus of ˛ is

j˛1;2j2 D
�
1 � 6.E � V /h2

6C .E � V /h2
	2 C 24.E � V /h2�3� .E � V /h2�

�
6C .E � V /h2�2

D 1:
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Thus, the discrete wave vector kh is real and takes the form

kh D ˙ Okh D ˙1
h

arg.˛/ D ˙1
h

arccos
Re˛

j˛j D ˙
1

h
arccos

�
1 � 6.E � V /h2

6C .E � V /h2
	
;

(8.32)

Again we can neglect to add the term n2�
h

, n 2 Z, to this formula since for any
n ¤ 0 this term diverges for h ! 0. On the other hand, it is easy to show that the
discrete wave vector kh as given in (8.32), i.e. with n D 0, tends to the analytical
wave vector k as given in (8.5) for h! 0 and „ D m� D 1.

Hence, we get two traveling waves, the right-traveling wave  j D ˛
j
1 D ei Okhjh

and the left-traveling wave  j D ˛j2 D e�i Okhjh.
On the other hand, if the step size h does not satisfy the step size restriction (8.30)

or the energy E does not satisfy the energy condition E > V , ˛ is real and yields
evanescent waves.

Finally, we derive the discrete dispersion relation of the Numerov FDS in the
same way as for the standard FDS. The wave  j D O eikhjh implies  jC1e�ikhh D
 j D  j�1eikhh, and hence, applied to the Numerov difference equation (8.27) we
get

E D ENum
h .k/ D 6

5C cos khh

2

h2
sin2

khh

2
: (8.33)

Now we will prove an analogon to Theorem 8.3.

Theorem 8.4. Let fVj g; j D 0; : : : ; J; andE > maxf0; VLg be given, and suppose

h < min
nr 3

E
;

s
3

E � VL ;
s

6

jE � V1j ;
s

6

jE � VJ�1j ;
�

Okh;0
;
�

Okh;L
o
:

Then the discrete BVP (8.27) of the Numerov FDS with the DTBCs (8.23) has a
unique solution f j g, j D 0; : : : ; J .

Proof. We show that for homogeneous DTBCs the discrete solution is zero at every
grid point. Therefore, let us introduce 'j D �j j with �j D 1C h2

6
.E � Vj / 2 R.

Note that �j > 0 for j D 0; 1; J � 1; J .
Now we can rewrite the Numerov FDS in the form

'jC1 � 2'j C 'j�1 D �2h2.E � Vj / j D �2h2.E � Vj /��1j 'j ;

or

Dstd
h 'j D �2.E � Vj /��1j 'j :
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The homogeneous left DTBC can be written in the form

��1 0 C  1 D ��1��10 '0 C ��11 '1;

that reduces to

Dbwd
h '1 D

�
�1�1�

�1
0 � 1

�
'0;

with �1 D e�i Okh;0h. On the other hand, the right DTBC is

 J�1 � �2 J D ��1J�1'J�1 � �2��1J 'J ;

which becomes

Dbwd
h 'J D

�
��12 �J �

�1
J�1 � 1

�
'J�1;

with �2 D e�i Okh;Lh.
We multiply the sum of the Numerov FDS for j D 1; : : : ; J � 1 by N'j , apply the

discrete analogon of the integration by parts rule and take the imaginary part to get

0 D ��1��10 Im�1 j'0j2 C �J ��1J�1Im��12 j'J�1j2 ;

with

Im�1 D � sin Okh;0h < 0; h <
�

Okh;0
;

and

Im��12 D �
1

j�2j2 Im�2 D sin Okh;0h > 0; h <
�

Okh;L
:

Hence, we end up with the equation

0 D �1��10 sin Okh;0hj'0j2 C �J �J�1 sin Okh;Lhj'J�1j2:

Since �j > 0 for j D 0; 1; J � 1; J , the above equation implies j'0j2 D j'J�1j2 D
0. Thus,  0 D  J�1 D 0 and by using the homogeneous DTBCs we get  1 D 0

and  J D 0. Successively applying the Numerov FDS gives  j D 0 for j D
0; : : : ; J and hence, the discrete solution vanishes at every grid point if the DTBCs
are homogeneous. Thus, the coefficient matrix of the system of linear equations
formed by the discrete BVP and the two DTBCs is regular. This implies that the
discrete solution is unique. ut
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8.2.6.2 The Mickens Discretization

We recall the Schrödinger equation (8.1)

 xx C 2 .E � V .x//  D 0; 0 < x < L: (8.34)

Let us assume that the potential V .x/ � V is constant. As shown in Sect. 8.2.1 the
Schrödinger equation (8.34) yields a traveling wave if E > V and an evanescent
wave otherwise. Hence, in the case 2.E � V / � c1 > 0, (8.34) has the solution

 .x/ D a1 cos
�p
c1x

�C b1 sin
�p
c1x

�
; (8.35a)

and if 2.E � V / � �c2 < 0, (8.34) has the solution

 .x/ D a2 cosh
�p
c2x

�C b2 sinh
�p
c2x

�
; (8.35b)

where a1; a2; b1; b2 2 C are arbitrary constants. The Mickens nonstandard finite
difference discretization

 jC1 � 2 cos
�
h
p
c1
�
 j C  j�1 D 0; j D 1; : : : ; J � 1; (8.36a)

if E > V , and

 jC1 � 2 cosh
�
h
p
c2
�
 j C  j�1 D 0; j D 1; : : : ; J � 1; (8.36b)

if E � V , is a so-called exact FDS of (8.34) with the solutions (8.35), cf. [20]. An
FDS is said to be exact if the numerical solution equals the analytical solution at
the grid points, see [18]. It is easy to see that if V is constant the O�E (8.36a) has
the solution (8.35a) whereas the O�E (8.36b) has the solution (8.35b). Therefore,
the solution of the Mickens FDS equals the analytical solution at the grid points, in
other words, the Mickens FDS is exact.

Now we allow the potential V.x/ to vary inside the computational domain .0; L/.
The Mickens FDS (8.36) becomes

 jC1 � 2Dj j C  j�1 D 0; j D 1; : : : ; J � 1; (8.37)

with

Dj D
8
<

:
cos

�
h
q
2
�
E � Vj

�	
; E > Vj ;

cosh
�
h
q
2
�
Vj �E

�	
; E � Vj :

(8.38)

While the Mickens FDS (8.37) is exact for a constant potential V it is formally of
order O.h2/ if the potential V is not constant, cf. [10].
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In order to use the DTBCs for the Mickens FDS (8.37) we have to determine a
discrete solution of the Mickens FDS in the exterior domains. The Mickens FDS
is exact in the exterior domains since the potential V is assumed to be constant in
these domains. Hence, the discrete solution is given by the analytical solution as
derived in Sect. 8.2.1. The discrete wave vector kh of the Mickens FDS is equal to
the analytical wave vector k as given in (8.5), and the discrete dispersion relation
EMic
h . Ok/ is equal to the analytical dispersion relation (8.7).

Theorem 8.5. Let fVj g; j D 0; : : : ; J; and E > maxf0; VLg be given, and assume

h < min
n
�
Okh;0 ;

�
Okh;L

o
. Then the discrete BVP (8.36) of the Mickens FDS with the

DTBCs (8.23) has a unique solution f j g; j D 0; : : : ; J .

Proof. Let us rewrite the Mickens FDS in the form

Dstd
h  j D �

2

h2

�
1 �Dj

�
 j :

Since � 2
h2
.1�Dj / 2 R for all j D 1; : : : ; J � 1, this theorem is obviously a direct

corollary of Theorem 8.3 and hence, the solution is unique. ut

8.2.6.3 The Numerov-Mickens Discretization

Chen et al. [10] combined the Numerov discretization with the Mickens dis-
cretization and proposed the so-called combined Numerov-Mickens finite-difference
scheme

�
1C h2

6
.E � VjC1/

	
 jC1 � 2Dj j C

�
1C h2

6
.E � Vj�1/

	
 j�1 D 0;

(8.39)

for j D 1; : : : ; J � 1; with Dj given in (8.38).
It can be shown that the Numerov-Mickens FDS (8.39) is of order O.h4/, just as

the Numerov FDS, and that it is an exact FDS if the potential V is constant, just as
the Mickens FDS, cf. [10].

Let us now study the discrete exterior problem of the Numerov-Mickens FDS
with a constant potential V . If V is constant (8.39) is a linear second order O�E
with constant coefficients whose solution takes the form

 j D O h˛j D O heikhjh; (8.40)

with ˛ 2 C, the discrete amplitude  j and the discrete wave vector

kh D �i
1

h
ln.˛/ D 1

h

�
arg.˛/ � i ln j˛j�: (8.41)
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By applying (8.40) to (8.39) and under the assumption that the energy E satisfies
E > V , ˛ is complex and reads

˛1;2 D cos
�
h
p
2.E � V /�

1C h2.E � V /=6 ˙ i

vuut1 � cos2
�
h
p
2.E � V /�

�
1C h2.E � V /=6�2

: (8.42)

Note that the step size h has to satisfy the condition

cos2
�
h
p
2.E � V /� < �1C h2.E � V /=6�2; (8.43)

which is fulfilled for any step size h > 0 since the left hand side of (8.43) is in Œ0; 1
,
while the right hand side is always greater than 1. It is easy to show that j˛j D 1 and
hence, the discrete wave vector kh of the Numerov-Mickens FDS is real and reads

kh D ˙ Okh D ˙1
h

arg.˛/ D ˙1
h

arccos
Re˛

j˛j

D ˙1
h

arccos
cos
�
h
p
2.E � V /�

1C h2.E � V /=6 :
(8.44)

Again we shall neglect to add the term n2�
h

, n 2 Z, to this formula since for any n ¤
0 this term diverges for h ! 0. However, the limit for h ! 0 of the discrete wave
vector kh as given in (8.44), i.e. with n D 0, is undefined. In fact, the discrete wave
vector kh does not converge to the analytical wave vector k and hence, the Numerov-
Mickens FDS does not converge for h ! 0. Nevertheless, we will continue to
analyze this FDS and formulate DTBCs with the right-traveling wave  j D ˛

j
1 D

ei Okjh and the left-traveling wave  j D ˛j2 D e�i Okjh.
An explicit formula of the discrete dispersion relation of the Numerov-Mickens

FDS cannot be derived. However, the discrete wave  j D O eikhjh implies
 jC1e�ikh D  j D  j�1 eikh. Applied to the O�E (8.39) we get

cos
�
h

q
2.ENumMic

h � v/
	
�
�h2

6
cos kh

	�
ENumMic
h � V � � coskh D 0: (8.45)

By numerically evaluating (8.45) for h D 1=100 and V D 0 with the MATLAB
procedure fsolve using the tolerance 10�9, we obtain the discrete dispersion
relation ENumMic

h as shown in Fig. 8.1.
Although the bad numerical behavior has been illustrated we shall prove

Theorem 8.6. Let fVj g; j D 0; : : : ; J; and E > maxf0; VLg be given, and assume

h < min
ns 6

jE � V1j ;
s

6

jE � VJ�1j ;
�

Okh;0
;
�

Okh;L
o
:
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Then the discrete BVP (8.39) of the combined Numerov-Mickens FDS with the
DTBCs (8.23) has a unique solution f j g; j D 0; : : : ; J .

Proof. Let us introduce 'j D �j j with �j D 1 C h2

6

�
E � Vj

� 2 R. Note that
�j > 0 for j D 0; 1; J � 1; J .

We rewrite the Numerov-Mickens FDS in the form

Dstd
h 'j D �

2

h2

�
1 � ��1j Dj

�
'j :

Since � 2
h2

�
1 � ��1j Dj

� 2 R for all j D 1; : : : ; J � 1, this theorem is obviously a
direct corollary of Theorem 8.4 and hence, the solution is unique. ut

8.2.6.4 Comparison of the Discrete Dispersion Relations

In the previous sections we introduced FDSs for the BVP (8.11) and derived the
corresponding discrete dispersion relations. Now we want to compare these discrete
dispersion relations with the analytical quantum mechanical dispersion relation
(8.7). Figure 8.1 shows the analytical and discrete dispersion relations for a step
size h D 1=100 and a potential V D 0.

All discrete dispersion relations except the dispersion relation of the Mickens
FDS are periodic in the wave vector kh with the period 2�=h � 628. We can see
that for small values of the wave vector, i.e. kh < 100, the dispersion relation of the
Numerov FDS coincides with the analytical dispersion relation for the used level of
detail in Fig. 8.1, while the dispersion relation of the combined Numerov-Mickens
FDS differs significantly from the analytical dispersion relation. Particularly, for
E D 500, the value of the energy we used in our examples, the error of the
dispersion relation of the Numerov-Mickens FDS is greater than of the other FDSs.
This explains the significantly greater phase error of the Numerov-Mickens FDS we
observed in Sect. 8.2.6.3.

8.2.7 Numerical Example: The Single Barrier Potential

In this section we analyze the results of the four introduced FDSs in the case of
a single barrier potential. We consider a semiconductor of length L composed
of two different materials, e.g. GaAs (gallium arsenide) and AlGaAs (aluminium
gallium arsenide), where the latter is built between two parts of the first material.
Let 0 < x1 < x2 < L and let the domain Œx1; x2/ be composed of AlGaAs, while
the two outer domains Œ0; x1/ and Œx2; L
 are composed of GaAs. V.x/ D Ec.x/

describes the band edge profile or the variation of the conduction band edge of
the semiconductor materials. We call V0 D �Ec D EcjAlGaAs � EcjGaAs band
edge offset between the semiconductor materials or band edge discontinuity of
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Fig. 8.1 Analytical quantum mechanical dispersion relation E.k/ (black), the discrete dispersion
relation of the standard discretization Estd

h .kh/ (red), the discrete dispersion relation of the
Numerov discretization ENum

h .kh/ (green) and the discrete dispersion relation of the combined
Numerov-Mickens discretization ENumMic

h .kh/ (magenta) for the step size h D 1=100. Note that
the discrete dispersion relation of the Mickens discretizationEMic

h .kh/ coincides with the analytical
quantum mechanical dispersion relation E.k/

the material interface. The inner domain Œx1; x2/ is called quantum barrier if its
potential V.x/ D EcjAlGaAs is greater than the potential V.x/ D EcjGaAs of the
outer domains and quantum well if it is smaller.

For simplicity we set EcjGaAs D 0 and we assume that EcjAlGaAs D 500, i.e. the
band edge offset is V0 D �Ec D 500 and we have a quantum barrier at x1 � x <
x2. Furthermore, we set L D 1, x1 D 1=3 and x2 D 2=3.

8.2.7.1 Analytical Solution

For a single barrier potential the BVP (8.11) can be solved analytically. Assuming
that a right-traveling wave of amplitude O D 1 enters the semiconductor at x D 0,
the wave function reads
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 .x/ D

8
ˆ̂<

ˆ̂:

ei
p
2Ex C r e�i

p
2Ex; if x 2 Œ0; x1/;

a ei
p
2.E�V0/x C b e�i

p
2.E�V0/x; if x 2 Œx1; x2/;

t ei
p
2Ex; if x 2 Œx2; L
:

(8.46)

The coefficients r , a, b and t can be determined by using the continuity argument
of the wave function and its first derivative at x D x1 and x D x2. For more details
on the computation of the analytical solution including formulas of the coefficients
r , a, b and t the interested reader is referred to [15].

Note that the solution of the so-called transfer-matrix method coincides with the
analytical solution in the case of a single barrier potential, cf. [24].

Since we have three domains of the same length the step size h has to be of the
form h D 1

3n
with n D 1; 2; : : :, so that the discretized domains also have the same

length. Otherwise the FDSs would not solve the problem as stated above and the
results would differ significantly from the analytical solution.

8.2.7.2 Numerical Results: The L2-Error

In this section we present the numerical results of the introduced FDSs and show
their discrete L2-error. The evaluation of the discrete L2-error, however, is not
straightforward for a complex function. Since the numerical results of a stationary
problem such as the BVP (8.11) has an arbitrary phase, we have to optimize the
L2-error with respect to a phase offset ' 2 Œ��; �
. In other words we have to solve
the nonlinear problem

� min
h D min

'2Œ��;�
 � h D min
'2Œ��;�


1

J C 1

vuut
JX

jD0
j .xj /�  h.xj /ei' j2; (8.47)

where  denotes the analytical solution and  h is the numerical solution using the
step size h D 1=J . In order to evaluate the minimal L2-error � min

h we discretize
the domain Œ��; �
 with a step size h' D 2�=1000 and analyze the L2-error � h
at every grid point.

In Fig. 8.2(top) the L2-errors � min
h of the standard FDS and the combined

Numerov-Mickens FDS are plotted against the number of grid points J D 1=h

for the resonance energyE D Eresonance � 544. The error of the Numerov FDS and
the error of the Mickens FDS coincide with the error of the standard discretization
for the level of detail in Fig. 8.2(top). For these three FDSs the L2-error is in O.h2/.
The L2-error of the combined Numerov-Mickens FDS, however, is only in O.h/.

Figure 8.2(bottom) shows that the phase shift adjusted L2-errors of the Numerov
FDS almost coincides with the standard FDS and the Mickens FDS, i.e. the
Numerov FDS turns out to be not of higher order than the standard FDS and the
Mickens FDS. Although the higher order of the Numerov FDS is considered to be
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or

standard FDS
Numerov FDS
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b

Fig. 8.2 Comparison of the L2-errors of the numerical schemes for the resonance energy E D
Eresonance � 544. Note that the L2-errors of the Numerov FDS and the Mickens FDS (dashed
lines) coincide with the L2-error of the standard FDS (solid line) for the used level of detail in
(top), while the L2-error of the Mickens FDS coincides with the L2-error of the Numerov FDS for
the used level of detail in (bottom)

an advantage compared to the standard FDS and the Mickens FDS, it is this property
that leads to the observed error of the scheme. By applying the identity

 xx D
�� x

 

	

x
C
� x
 

	2�
 

to the Schrödinger equation (8.1) we get

� x
 

	

x
C
� x
 

	2 D V.x/ �E: (8.48)
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Under the assumption of the Numerov FDS, i.e. that the discretization is of fourth
order, the left hand side of (8.48) is second order differentiable. The right hand
side, however, is not second order differentiable as the potential V comprises two
jump discontinuities at the barrier’s ends. For the standard discretization, the left
hand side of (8.48) is continuous but not necessarily differentiable. Hence, the jump
discontinuities of the potential also lead to an error but we expect this error to be
smaller than for the Numerov scheme.

An approach to improve the behavior of the Numerov FDS for a discontinuous
potential V is to use the standard FDS of the Schrödinger equation at the point
of discontinuity of the potential V and the Numerov FDS elsewhere. Although
spurious oscillations due to possible incompatibility of the two schemes cannot be
observed, numerical testing shows that the results cannot be improved significantly.

Before continuing with the multi-band case, let us note that apart from the list of
FDSs we introduced in this section there are a plenty of FDSs that can be used
for the stationary linear Schrödinger equation (8.1). However, the chosen FDSs
demonstrate the principle of using FDSs for the Schrödinger equation clearly. The
reader is referred to Simos and Williams [26] for a concise review on FDSs for the
Schrödinger equation.

8.3 The General k�p-Model

In this section we introduce the general k�p-model. Let d 2 N denote the number
of considered bands of the semiconductor and F.x/ 2 C

d the vector of the
envelope functions F1; : : : ; Fd 2 C. Let m.x/; e.x/ 2 R

d�d be diagonal, real and
regular d 	 d -matrices, Up.x/;Upq.x/; v.x/ 2 C

d�d Hermitian d 	 d -matrices
and M0.x/;M1.x/;M2.x/ 2 C

d�d skew-Hermitian d 	 d -matrices. Then we will
refer to

EF.x/ D� @

@x

�
m.x/

@

@x
F.x/

	
CM0.x/

@

@x
F.x/ � @

@x

�
MH
0 .x/F.x/

�

C k1
�

M1.x/
@

@x
F.x/ � @

@x

�
MH
1 .x/F.x/

�	

C k2
�

M2.x/
@

@x
F.x/ � @

@x

�
MH
2 .x/F.x/

�	

C k1U1.x/F.x/C k2U2.x/F.x/

C k21U11.x/F.x/C k22U22.x/F.x/C k1k2 .U12.x/C U21.x//F.x/

C v.x/F.x/C e.x/F.x/;
(8.49)
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with x 2 R and k1; k2 2 R, as d -band k�p-Schrödinger equation, cf. [6]. In order to
abbreviate this physical formulation we introduce the skew-Hermitian d 	d -matrix

MS.x/ D M0.x/C k1M1.x/C k2M2.x/; (8.50a)

and the Hermitian d 	 d -matrix

V.x/ D k1U1.x/C k2U2.x/

C k21U11.x/C k22U22.x/C k1k2
�
U12.x/C U21.x/

�C v.x/C e.x/: (8.50b)

Then (8.49) reads

EF.x/ D � @

@x

�
m.x/

@

@x
F.x/

	
CMS.x/

@

@x
F.x/� @

@x

�
MH

S .x/F.x/
�CV.x/F.x/;

with x 2 R.
We consider a semiconductor of length L connected to reservoirs at x D 0 and

x D L. Let us assume that the matrices m, MS and V are constant in the reservoirs
with

m.x/ � m0; MS.x/ � MS;0; V.x/ � V0; x � 0;

and

m.x/ � mL; MS.x/ �MS;L; V.x/ � VL; x 
 L:

8.3.1 The Exterior Problem and the Dispersion Relation

Let us study the exterior problem of the general k�p-model. In the exterior domains
the matrices m, MS and V are constant. Without loss of generality, we focus on the
left exterior domain x � 0 with m.x/ D m0, MS.x/ D MS;0 and V.x/ D V0. Note
that the results for the right exterior domain x 
 L can be derived analogously. For
simplicity let us omit the subscript 0 in m0, MS;0 and V0. With these simplifying
assumptions, (8.49) regarded on the half line x � 0 is a second order system of
ODEs with constant coefficients that can be written in the form

� N
d2

dx2
FC iM

@

@x
FC .V �E1/F D 0; x � 0; (8.51)

with N D m and M D �iMSC iMH
S D �2iMS. Note that M is Hermitian since MS

is skew-Hermitian.
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By introducing the standard substitution ˚ D .F; @
@x

F/> we can reduce (8.51) to
a first order system of ODEs with constant coefficients

A
@

@x
˚ D B˚; x � 0; (8.52)

with

A D
�

M iN
�iN 0

�
2 C

.2d/�.2d/; B D
�

iV � iE1 0
0 �iN

�
2 C

.2d/�.2d/:

Zisowsky [28] showed for the transient general k�p-model that the matrices

At D A; Bt D
�

iVC s1 0
0 �iN

�
;

with the Laplace parameter s of the Laplace-transformed exterior problem, are
regular for Re.s/ > 0. Moreover she proved a splitting theorem saying that the
matrix A�1t Bt has exactly d eigenvalues with positive real part and d eigenvalues
with negative real part.

Our aim is to show a similar result for the stationary general k�p-model (8.52).
First let us show that A and B are regular and hence, A�1B exists and is also regular.
Since At D A, the matrix A is regular and A�1B exists. Since V is Hermitian,
it is diagonalizable with the real eigenvalues v1; : : : ; vd . Let us suppose that the
energy E satisfies E ¤ vp; for p D 1; : : : ; d , then the matrix iV � iE1 is similar
to diag .i .v1 � E/ ; : : : ; i .vd �E// which is regular. Considering that N is regular,
the matrix B is regular and hence, the matrix A�1B is regular.

Thus, we can write (8.52) in the form

@

@x
˚ D A�1B˚; x � 0; (8.53)

with

A�1B D
�

0 1
N�1 .V � E1/ iN�1M

�
2 C

.2d/�.2d/: (8.54)

The solution of (8.52) takes the form

˚.x/ D ae�x; x � 0; (8.55)

where � D �1; : : : ; �2d 2 C denotes an eigenvalue and a D a.�/ 2 C
2d the

corresponding eigenvector of the matrix A�1B. Since the vector of the envelope
functions F is represented by the first d components of ˚ , we introduce the
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amplitude OF 2 C
d of F that contains the first d components of a.�/ 2 C

2d . Then the
vector of the envelope functions F takes the form

F.x/ D OFeikx; (8.56)

where k D OkC i Lk D �i� is called wave vector of F with the propagation coefficient
Ok and the attenuation coefficient Lk. If the attenuation coefficient Lk is zero, we say
that F is traveling, while F is called evanescent otherwise. Again we shall refer to
the vector F of the envelope functions as envelope wave since it can be written in
the form of a plane wave.

By applying the solution (8.55) to the general k�p-model (8.49) we get

OH OF D E OF; (8.57)

with

OH D OH.k/ D k2N � kMCV: (8.58)

Note that OH is Hermitian if k is real.
Now we propose the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 8.7 (Splitting Theorem). Let n denote the number of positive eigenval-
ues of N. Then there exists an energy Ee

0 2 R such that for all energies E > Ee
0

(i) there are exactly n positive and n negative wave vectors (i.e. n right and n
left-traveling envelope waves),

(ii) there are exactly 2.d �n/ complex wave vectors, d �n with positive imaginary
part (i.e. d � n evanescent envelope waves decaying for x ! 1) and d � n
with negative imaginary part (i.e. d �n evanescent envelope waves growing for
x !1).

Moreover, there exists an energy Eh
0 < E

e
0 such that for all energies E < Eh

0

(iii) there are exactly d � n positive and d � n negative wave vectors (i.e. d � n
right and d � n left-traveling envelope waves) and

(iv) there are exactly 2n complex wave vectors, n with positive imaginary part
(i.e. n evanescent envelope waves decaying for x ! 1) and n with negative
imaginary part (i.e. n evanescent envelope waves growing for x !1).

Numerical evidence strongly supports the validity of this theorem. However,
we were unable to prove it analytically. For the simple case M D 0 and V D
diag.v1; : : : ; vd / a proof can be found in [15].

Remark 8.1. In all examples considered, the d amplitudes OF.k/ that correspond to
the n positive wave vectors and the d �n complex wave vectors with positive imag-
inary part are linearly independent. Moreover, the d amplitudes OF.k/ associated
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with the n negative wave vectors and the d �n complex wave vectors with negative
imaginary part are linearly independent.

8.3.2 Transparent Boundary Conditions

Let us recall the strategy we used for the single-band model in order to derive the
TBCs. We considered a traveling envelope wave Fin with amplitude of norm 1 that
enters the computational domain at x D 0. This means that depending on the energy
E we require the matrix N to have at least one positive or negative eigenvalue in
order to get at least one pair of traveling envelope waves.

Let us from now on assume that the energy E is greater than some lower bound
Ee
0 and hence, the number n of positive eigenvalues of N is equal to the number of

pairs of traveling envelope waves.
If there are two or more pairs of traveling envelope waves, the incoming envelope

wave is not unique. In this case we shall consider a unitary superposition of all
right-traveling envelope waves to enter the semiconductor at x D 0. This means
that we have to specify a priori the values of the n coefficients of the superposition
of incoming envelope waves.

Let OkC0;l , l D 1; : : : ; n, denote the n positive wave vectors and Ok�0;l , l D 1; : : : ; n,

the n negative wave vectors in the left exterior domain. Moreover, let LkC0;l , l D
1; : : : ; d � n, denote the d � n complex wave vectors with positive imaginary part
and Lk�0;l , l D 1; : : : ; d �n, the d �n complex wave vectors with negative imaginary
part in the left exterior domain. The wave vectors in the right exterior domain are
defined analogously with subscript L instead of 0.

Note that in all considered examples, OkCl D � Ok�l , for l D 1; : : : ; n, and LkCl D
� Lk�l , for l D 1; : : : ; d � n. Let OF0.k/ denote the amplitude of norm 1 in the left
exterior domain that corresponds to the wave vector k, i.e. the eigenvector of norm
1 of OH.k/ to the energy eigenvalue E . On the other hand, let OFL.k/ denote the
corresponding amplitude in the right exterior domain.

Let us consider the superposition of all right-traveling envelope functions

Fin D
nX

lD1
!l OF0. OkC0;l /ei OkC

0;l x ; x < 0; (8.59)

with the coefficients !1; : : : ; !n 2 C that satisfy the normalization condition

nX

lD1
j!l j2 D 1:
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This incoming superposition of envelope functions is partly reflected at the left
boundary at x D 0, yielding a superposition of left-traveling and evanescent
envelope functions

Fr D
nX

lD1
Orl OF0. Ok�0;l /ei Ok�

0;l x C
d�nX

lD1
Lrl OF0. Lk�0;l /ei Lk�

0;lx ; x < 0; (8.60)

with the reflection coefficients Orl and Lrl . Furthermore, the incoming waves are partly
transmitted at the right boundary at x D L, which results in a superposition of right-
traveling and evanescent envelope functions that takes the form

Ft D
nX

lD1
Otl OF0. OkC0;l /ei OkC

0;l x C
d�nX

lD1
Ltl OF0. LkC0;l /ei LkC

0;l x ; x > L; (8.61)

with the transmission coefficients Otl and Ltl . Thus, the left exterior solution reads

F D Fin C Fr; x < 0; (8.62)

while the solution in the right exterior domain is given by

F D Ft; x > L: (8.63)

In order to determine the TBC at the left boundary we evaluate the envelope
function F and its first derivative @

@x
F at x D 0. We get

F.0/ D
nX

lD1
!l OF0. OkC0;l /C

nX

lD1
Orl OF0. Ok�0;l /C

d�nX

lD1
Lrl OF0. Lk�0;l / (8.64a)

and

@

@x
F.0/ D

nX

lD1
i OkC0;l!l OF0. OkC0;l /C

nX

lD1
i Ok�0;l Orl OF0. Ok�0;l /C

d�nX

lD1
i Lk�0;l Lrl OF0. Lk�0;l /: (8.64b)

Let us introduce

P0 D
� OF0. Ok�0;1/ � � � OF0. Ok�0;n/ OF0. Lk�0;1/ � � � OF0. Lk�0;d�n/

	
2 C

d�d ;

and

K0 D diag
�

i Ok�0;1; : : : ; i Ok�0;n; i Lk�0;1; : : : ; i Lk�0;d�n
	
2 C

d�d ;
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as well as

r D .Or1; : : : ; Orn; Lr1; : : : ; Lrd�n/> 2 C
d :

Then we can rewrite the envelope wave F and its first derivative @
@x

F at x D 0 as

P0r D F.0/�
nX

lD1
!l OF0. OkC0;l /; (8.65a)

and

P0K0r D @

@x
F.0/�

nX

lD1
i OkC0;l!l OF0. OkC0;l /: (8.65b)

Since the amplitudes OF0. Ok�0;1/; : : : ; OF0. Ok�0;n/; OF0. Lk�0;1/; : : : ; OF0. Lk�0;d�n/ are linearly
independent, cf. Remark 8.1, the matrix P0 is regular and hence, its inverse P�10
exists. Then the reflection coefficient vector r reads

r D P�10
�

F.0/�
nX

lD1
!l OF0. OkC0;l /

	
;

cf. (8.65a). Applied to (8.65b) we get the left TBC

Fx.0/� P0K0P�10 F.0/ D
nX

lD1

�
i OkC0;l1 � P0K0P�10

	
!l OF0. OkC0;l /: (8.66)

At the right boundary we proceed analogously. The envelope wave F and its first
derivative @

@x
F at x D L read

F.L/ D
nX

lD1
Otl OFL. OkCL;l /ei OkC

L;lL C
d�nX

lD1
Ltl OFL. LkCL;l /ei LkC

L;lL; (8.67a)

and

@

@x
F.L/ D

nX

lD1
i OkCL;l Otl OFL. OkCL;l /ei OkC

L;lL C
d�nX

lD1
i LkCL;l Ltl OFL. LkCL;l /ei LkC

L;lL: (8.67b)

Let us introduce

PL D
� OFL. OkCL;1/ei OkC

L;1L � � � OFL. OkCL;n/ei OkC

L;nL

OFL. LkCL;1/ei LkC

L;1L � � � OFL. LkCL;d�n/ei LkC

L;d�nL
	
2 C

d�d ;
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and

KL D diag
�
i OkCL;1; : : : ; i OkCL;n; i LkCL;1; : : : ; i LkCL;d�n

� 2 C
d�d ;

as well as

t D .Ot1; : : : ; Otn; Lt1; : : : ; Ltd�n/> 2 C
d :

Then we can rewrite the envelope wave F and its first derivative @
@x

F at x D L as

PLt D F.L/; (8.68a)

and

PLKLt D @

@x
F.L/: (8.68b)

Since the amplitudes OFL. OkCL;1/; : : : ; OFL. OkCL;n/; OFL. LkCL;1/; : : : ; OFL. LkCL;d�n/ are lin-
early independent, cf. Remark 8.1, so are

OFL. OkCL;1/ei OkC

L;1L; : : : ; OFL. OkCL;n/ei OkC

L;nL; OFL. LkCL;1/ei LkC

L;1L; : : : ; OFL. LkCL;d�n/ei LkC

L;d�nL

and hence, the matrix PL is regular and its inverse P�1L exists. Then the transmission
coefficient vector t becomes

t D P�1L F.L/;

cf. (8.68a). Applied to (8.68b) we get the right TBC

Fx.L/ � PLKLP�1L F.L/ D 0: (8.69)

Let us remark that the coefficients !1; : : : ; !n restrict the solution at the left
boundary. However, in physical applications, for example the unstrained eight-band
k�p-model of the lowest conduction band and the three top-most valence bands, all
doubly degenerate, with kjj D 0 we will consider in our numerical examples in
Sect. 8.3.5, one typically considers only a particular incoming wave. In the example
mentioned above, we have n D 2, for E > Ee

0. As indicated, the bands are doubly
degenerate. Mathematically, this means that the eigenvalues of A�1B are twofold
degenerate, i.e. there exist d distinct wave vectors k and for every wave vector k
there exist two corresponding amplitudes, if the geometric multiplicity equals the
algebraic multiplicity which is the case in our example. In this particular example
we have so-called spin-up solutions and spin-down solutions. If we only consider
spin-up envelope functions for example, we set the coefficient !1 of the incoming
spin-up envelope wave to one and the coefficient !2 of the incoming spin-down
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envelope wave to zero. Depending on the band edge profile the resulting transmitted
envelope waves may also consist of spin-down solutions.

8.3.3 The Discretization

We recall the uniform grid xj D jh; j D 0; : : : ; J with L D jh, of the
computational interval .0; L/ with Nj D N.xj /, MSj D MS.xj /, Vj D V.xj / and
the approximation Fj � F.xj /, j D 0; : : : ; J . In order to discretize the general k�p-
model (8.49) we apply the second order centered difference operator Dcen

h as well
as the standard second order difference operatorDstd

h to the abbreviated continuous
formulation of the general k�p-model (8.49)

EF D �NFxx C .�Nx C 2MS/Fx C .V �MH
S x/F; (8.70)

for x 2 .0; L/. Thus the discretization of the general k�p-model leads to

EFj D �NjDstd
h Fj C

��Dcen
h Nj C 2MSj

�
Dcen
h Fj C

�
Vj �Dcen

h MH
S j � E1

�
Fj ;

with j D 1; : : : ; J � 1, which implies

EFj D
�
� 1
h2

Nj C 1

2h

�
� 1
2h

�
NjC1 � Nj�1

�C 2MSj

		
FjC1

C
� 2
h2

Nj C Vj � 1

2h

�
MH

S jC1 �MH
S j�1

�	
Fj

C
�
� 1
h2

Nj � 1

2h

�
� 1
2h

�
NjC1 � Nj�1

�C 2MSj

		
Fj�1;

(8.71)

with j D 1; : : : ; J � 1.
In the exterior domains x � 0 and x 
 L, the matrices N, MS and V are constant.

Without loss of generality we focus on the left exterior domain x � 0 with N.x/ D
N0, MS.x/ D MS;0 and V.x/ D V0. Note that the results for the right exterior
domain x 
 L can be derived analogously. For simplicity let us omit the subscript 0
in N0, MS;0 and V0. Hence, (8.71) is a second order O�E with constant coefficients
of the form

EFj DMCFjC1 CM0Fj CM�Fj�1; j < 0; (8.72)

with

MC D � 1
h2

NC 1

h
MS; M0 D 2

h2
NC V; M� D � 1

h2
N � 1

h
MS: (8.73)
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By introducing the substitution ˚j D
�
Fj ;FjC1

�>
, (8.72) can be transformed

into a first order O�E with constant coefficients

Ah˚j D Bh˚j�1; j < 0; (8.74)

with

Ah D
�

1 0
0 �MC

�
; Bh D

�
0 1

M�
�
M0 �E1

�
�
:

Note that MC and M� are not necessarily regular. However, in all examples we
examined MC and M� are regular. In this case, Ah and Bh are regular and hence,
we can write (8.74) in the form

˚j D A�1h Bh˚j�1; j < 0;

with the regular matrix

A�1h Bh D
�

0 1
.�MC/�1M� .�MC/�1

�
M0 �E1

�
�
:

Remark 8.2. In all examples we examined the geometric multiplicity of the eigen-
values of A�1h Bh is equal to their algebraic multiplicity. Hence, the eigenvectors of
A�1h Bh are linearly independent and form a basis of C4d .

This remark is important in order to use the fact that the first order O�E (8.74)
with the initial value ˚0 D a has a solution of the form ˚j D a ˛j , where ˛ 2 C is
an eigenvalue of A�1h Bh with corresponding eigenvector a 2 C

2d . Thus, we can set
the discrete solution at the left boundary to some eigenvector a of A�1h Bh.

The first d components of ˚j 2 C
2d represent the discrete solution Fj 2 C

d .
Therefore, we introduce the discrete amplitude OFh 2 C

d that contains the first d
components of a. The discrete solution Fj becomes

Fj D OFh ˛j D OFh eikhjh; (8.75)

with the discrete wave vector kh D .arg.˛/ � i ln j˛j/=h.
The discrete solution as given in (8.75) implies FjC1e�ikhh D Fj D Fj�1 eikhh

and thus, applied to the O�E (8.72) we obtain

OHh
OFh D E OFh; (8.76)

with OHh D OHh.kh/ D MCeikhh CM0 CM�e�ikhh.
Now we shall state the discrete analogon of Theorem 8.7.
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Theorem 8.8 (Discrete Splitting Theorem). Let n denote the number of positive
eigenvalues of N. Then there exists an energy Ee

0;h 2 R such that for all energies
E > Ee

h;0

(i) there are exactly n positive and n negative discrete wave vectors (i.e. n right
and n left-traveling discrete envelope waves),

(ii) there are exactly 2 .d � n/ complex discrete wave vectors, d � n with positive
imaginary part (i.e. d � n evanescent discrete envelope waves decaying for
x !1) and d �n with negative imaginary part (i.e. d �n evanescent discrete
envelope waves growing for x !1).

Moreover, there exists an energyEh
h;0 < E

e
h;0 such that for all energies E < Eh

h;0

(iii) there are exactly d � n positive and d � n negative discrete wave vectors (i.e.
d � n right and d � n left-traveling discrete envelope waves) and

(iv) there are exactly 2n complex discrete wave vectors, n with positive imaginary
part (i.e. n evanescent discrete envelope waves decaying for x ! 1) and
n with negative imaginary part (i.e. n evanescent discrete envelope waves
growing for x !1).

Analogously to Theorem 8.7, numerical evidence strongly supports the validity
of this theorem. However, an analytical proof has not been found yet.

We already pointed out that in all considered examples the geometric multiplicity
of the eigenvalues of A�1h Bh is equal to their algebraic multiplicity and hence, the
eigenvectors are linearly independent. In addition, let us note:

Remark 8.3. In all considered examples the d discrete amplitudes OFh.kh/ that
correspond to the n positive discrete wave vectors and the d � n complex discrete
wave vectors with positive imaginary part are linearly independent. Moreover, the
d discrete amplitudes OFh.kh/ that are associated with the n negative discrete wave
vectors and the d � n complex discrete wave vectors with negative imaginary part
are linearly independent.

8.3.4 Discrete Transparent Boundary Conditions

In order to derive the DTBCs for the general k�p-model we apply the discrete
solution derived in the previous section to the reflection and transmission conditions
(8.62), (8.63) and assume that they hold in a small vicinity of the two boundaries,
i.e. j D 0; 1 and j D J � 1; J respectively.

Let us from now on assume that the energy is greater than some lower bound
Ee
h;0 and hence, the number n of positive eigenvalues of N is equal to the number of

purely imaginary, complex conjugate pairs of discrete wave vectors.
Suppose that there is at least one pair of discrete traveling envelope functions,

in other words n 
 1. If n 
 2, then we have two or more pairs of traveling
envelope functions and hence, the incoming envelope function is not unique. In this
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case we shall proceed accordingly to the derivation of the TBCs and consider a
unitary superposition of all discrete right-traveling envelope functions weighted by
the coefficients !1; : : : ; !n 2 C.

Let OkCh;0;l , l D 1; : : : ; n, denote the n positive discrete wave vectors and Ok�h;0;l , l D
1; : : : ; n, the n negative discrete wave vectors in the left exterior domain. Moreover,
the d � n complex discrete wave vectors with positive imaginary part in the left
exterior domain are called LkCh;0;l , l D 1; : : : ; d � n, and the d � n complex discrete

wave vectors with negative imaginary part are denoted by Lk�h;0;l , l D 1; : : : ; d � n.
The discrete wave vectors in the right exterior domain are defined analogously with
subscript L instead of 0.

In all considered examples we have OkCh;l D � Ok�h;l , for l D 1; : : : ; n, and LkCh;l D
� Lk�h;l , for l D 1; : : : ; d � n.

Let OFh;0.kh/ denote the amplitude of norm 1 in the left exterior domain that
corresponds to the discrete wave vector kh, i.e. the eigenvector of norm 1 of OHh.kh/

to the energy eigenvalue E . On the other hand, let OFh;L.kh/ be the corresponding
amplitude in the right exterior domain.

Then we have

Fj D Fin
j C Fr

j D
nX

lD1
!l OFh;0. OkCh;0;l /ei OkC

h;0;l jh

C
nX

lD1
Orh;l OFh;0. Ok�h;0;l /ei Ok�

h;0;l jh C
d�nX

lD1
Lrh;l OFh;0. Lk�h;0;l /ei Lk�

h;0;l jh;

at the left boundary, i.e. for j D 0; 1, and

Fj D Ft
j D

nX

lD1
Oth OFh;L. OkCh;L;l /ei OkC

h;L;l jh C
d�nX

lD1
Lth OFh;L. LkCh;L;l /ei LkC

h;L;l jh;

at the right boundary, i.e. for j D J � 1; J .
Let us introduce

Ph;0 D
�
OFh;0. Ok�h;0;1/ � � � OFh;0. Ok�h;0;n/ OFh;0. Lk�h;0;1/ � � � OFh;0. Lk�h;0;d�n/

	
2 C

d�d ;

and

Kh;0 D diag
�
ei Ok�

h;0;1h; : : : ; ei Ok�

h;0;nh; ei Lk�

h;0;1h; : : : ; ei Lk�

h;0;d�nh
� 2 C

d�d ;

as well as

rh D .Orh;1; : : : ; Orh;n; Lrh;1; : : : ; Lrh;d�n/> 2 C
d :
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Then we can rewrite the discrete envelope function Fj for j D 0; 1 in the form

Ph;0rh D F0 �
nX

lD1
!l OFh;0. OkCh;0;l /; (8.77a)

and

Ph;0Kh;0rh D F1 �
nX

lD1
!l OFh;0. OkCh;0;l /ei OkC

h;0;l h: (8.77b)

Since OFh;0. Ok�h;0;1/; : : : ; OFh;0. Ok�h;0;n/ and OFh;0. Lk�h;0;1/; : : : ; OFh;0. Lk�h;0;d�n/ are linearly
independent (cf. Remark 8.3), the matrix Ph;0 is regular and hence, its inverse P�1h;0
exists. Then the reflection coefficient vector rh is given by

rh D P�1h;0
�

F0 �
nX

lD1
!l OFh;0. OkCh;0;l /

	
;

cf. (8.77a). Applied to (8.77b) we get the left DTBC

F1 � Ph;0Kh;0P�1h;0F0 D
nX

lD1

�
ei OkC

h;0;l1 � Ph;0Kh;0P�1h;0
�
!l OFh;0. OkCh;0;l /; (8.78)

compared to the left TBC (8.66).
At the right boundary we proceed analogously. Let us introduce

Ph;L D
� Op1 � � � Opn Lp1 � � � Lpd�n

� 2 C
d�d ;

with the columns Opl D OFh;L. OkCh;L;l /ei OkC

h;L;lhj and Lpl D OFh;L. LkCh;L;l /ei LkC

h;L;l hj. Moreover,
we introduce

Kh;L D diag
�
e�i OkC

h;L;1h; : : : ; e�i OkC

h;L;nh; e�i LkC

h;L;1h; : : : ; e�i LkC

h;L;d�nh
� 2 C

d�d ;

as well as

th D .Oth;1; : : : ; Oth;n; Lth;1; : : : ; Lth;d�n/> 2 C
d :

Then we can rewrite the discrete envelope function Fj for j D J � 1; J in the form

Ph;Lth D FJ ; (8.79a)

and

Ph;LKh;Lth D FJ�1: (8.79b)
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Since the discrete amplitudes OFh;L. OkCh;L;1/; : : : ; OFh;L. OkCh;L;n/ and OFh;L. LkCh;L;1/; : : : ;
OFh;L. LkCh;L;d�n/ are linearly independent (Remark 8.3), so are OFh;L. OkCh;L;1/ei OkC

h;L;1hj ; : : : ;

OFh;L. OkCh;L;n/ei OkC

h;L;nhj and OFh;L. LkCh;L;1/ei LkC

h;L;1hj ; : : : ; OFh;L. LkCh;L;d�n/ei LkC

h;L;d�nhJ . Thus,
the matrix Ph;L is regular and its inverse P�1h;L exists. Then the transmission
coefficient vector th reads

th D P�1h;LFJ ;

cf. (8.79a). Applied to (8.79b) we get the right DTBC

FJ�1 � Ph;LKh;LP�1h;LFJ D 0; (8.80)

in contrast to the right TBC (8.69).

8.3.5 Numerical Examples

8.3.5.1 The Free Scattering State

In our first example we want to examine the numerical result of an unstrained
eight-band k�p-model of the lowest conduction band and the three top-most valence
bands, all doubly degenerate, with kjj D 0, in the case of the free scattering state
and compare it with the analytical solution, that can be derived from the results in
Sect. 8.3.1.

In this case the 8 	 8-k�p-Hamiltonian reduces to

H D H0 CH� CH1

@

@x
CH2

d2

dx2
; (8.81)

where H0 describes the band edge profile, H� denotes the spin orbit coupling, H1

contains all first order couplings, i.e. the inter-band couplings, and H2 contains all
second order couplings, i.e. the intra-band couplings, see [13].

The band edge profile is given by

H0 D diag .Ec; Ev; Ev; Ev; Ec; Ev; Ev; Ev/ 2 R
8�8; (8.82)

where Ec is the conduction band edge and Ev is the valence band edge with the
Eg D Ec � Ev.

The spin orbit coupling matrix H� 2 C
8�8 takes the form

H� D �so

3

�
GC iGz Gy C iGx

�Gy C iGx Gso � iGz

�
; (8.83)
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with Gso D diag .0;�1;�1;�1/ 2 R
4�4 and Gx;Gy;Gz 2 R

4�4 defined by
.Gx/ij D ıi;4ıj;3 � ıi;3ıj;4,

�
Gy

�
ij
D ıi;2ıj;4 � ıi;4ıj;2, .Gz/ij D ıi;3ıj;2 � ıi;2ıj;3,

where ıi;j is the usual Kronecker symbol with ıi;j D 1 if i D j and ıi;j D 0

otherwise. The parameter �so denotes the so-called spin orbit splitting.
The matrix H1 2 R

8�8 of first order couplings has the components

.H1/ij D P0
�
ıi;1ıj;4 � ıi;4ıj;1 C ıi;8ıj;5 � ıi;5ıj;8� (8.84)

while the matrix H2 2 C
8�8 of second order couplings takes the form

H2 D � diag .˛; �; �; ; ˛; �; �; / ; (8.85)

where the coefficients ˛; ; � 2 C are given by

˛ D „2
2mc
�P

2
0

Eg

Eg C 2�so
3

Eg C�so
;  D P2

0

Eg
� „

2

2m0

.�1 C 4�2/ ; � D � „
2

2m0

.�1 � 2�2/ ;

with the effective mass mc of the conduction band and the Luttinger parameters �1
and �2.

Written in the usual notation

� N
d2

dx2
FC iM

@

@x
FC .V � E1/F D 0; (8.86)

cf. (8.51), we have N D �H2, M D �iH1 and V D H0 CH�.
For simplicity, we set „ D m0 D 1 as well as L D 1. We use the dimensionless

version of the parameters as given in [16] that are given by ˛ D 3:32,  D �18:77,
� D �3:24, P0 D 132:744 and �so D 419:07. According to [16], we set the band
edges to Ec D 905:96 and Ev D 0.

For these settings and a step size h D 1=50 Fig. 8.3 shows the analytical and
discrete dispersion relations. The discrete dispersion relation is 2�

h
-periodic and

the positive trunk of the discrete dispersion relation for these particular settings is
injective in Œ0; �=h
. Thus, there does not exist an energy window such that we
expect spurious oscillations for all admissible energies outside this window due to
the wrong choice of the discrete wave vectors.

In the comparison of the numerical and analytical solution we observe a small
phase error in the numerical solution. This error decreases for smaller step sizes
which can be seen from the discrete L2-error. Recall that the discrete L2-error is the
solution of the nonlinear optimization problem

�Fmin
h D min

'2Œ��;�
 �Fh D min
'2Œ��;�


1

J C 1

vuut
JX

jD0

��F.xj / � Fj ei'
��2; (8.87)
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(a) Analytical and discrete dispersion relations.
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(b) Detail view of (a).

Fig. 8.3 Analytical (dotted line) and discrete (solid line) dispersion relations of the unstrained
eight-band k�p-model with kjj D 0. The discrete dispersion relation is plotted for a step size
h D 1=50, the bottom figure shows a detailed view

where F.xj / denotes the analytical solution at x D xj and Fj the numerical solution
using the step size h D 1=J . The discreteL2-error is in O.h2/ which coincides with
the formal order of the standard and centered difference operator we used in order
to discretize the general k�p-model.

8.3.5.2 The Single Barrier Potential

In our second example we want to analyze the numerical results of the unstrained
eight-band k�p-model with kjj D 0 in the case of a single barrier potential. We
consider a semiconductor of length L that is split into three parts. Let 0 < x1 <

x2 < L, then the three subdomains of the semiconductor are defined by Œ0; x1/,
Œx1; x2/ and Œx2; L
. The two outer subdomains have the same physical properties
and are denoted by A D Œ0; x1/ [ Œx2; L
, while the inner subdomain is called
B D Œx1; x2/.
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We use the same problem as in the previous example, but in the domain B we
shall set the band edges to EB

c D 1169:33 and EB
v D �167:60, see [16]. Due

to physical conventions, we shall refer to this band edge profile as quantum well
structure.

Analogously to the single band case, we can compute the analytical solution since
the matrices N, M are constant the matrix V is piecewise constant. Let us denote the
matrix V in the domain A by VA and in the domain B by VB . Suppose that the
energy E is greater than some lower bound Ee

0 , cf. Theorem 8.7. Then the number
of positive wave vectors is equal to the number n of positive eigenvalues ofN . Thus,
in each domain the envelope function takes the form

F.x/ D
nX

lD1

Oal OF. OkC

l /e
iOkC

l x C
d�nX

lD1

Lal OF. LkC

l /e
iLkC

l x C
nX

lD1

Obl OF. Ok�

l /e
iOk�

l x C
d�nX

lD1

Lbl OF. Lk�

l /e
iLk�

l x ;

with the coefficients Oap; Laq; Obp; Lbq 2 C, with p D 1; : : : ; n and q D 1; : : : ; d � n.
Here we used the notation of wave vectors and amplitudes from Sect. 8.3.2. Note
that the amplitudes are of norm 1. In the sequel we will add a subscript A or B to
the amplitudes and wave vectors in order to indicate to which domain they belong.

We consider a unitary superposition of all right-traveling envelope functions
in A that enters the semiconductor at x D 0. Again we shall multiply these
n incoming envelope waves with the coefficients !1; : : : ; !n. At x D x1 this
superposition of envelope functions is partly reflected. On the other hand, we expect
a superposition of transmitted envelope functions in the domain Œx2; L
 that leaves
the semiconductor at x D L. Thus, the envelope function reads

F.x/ D

8
ˆ̂<

ˆ̂:

FA1.x/ if x 2 Œ0; x1/;
FB.x/ if x 2 Œx1; x2/;
FA2.x/ if x 2 Œx2; L
;

(8.88)

with

FA1.x/ D
nX

lD1
!l OFA. OkCA;l /ei OkC

A;l x C
nX

lD1
Orl OFA. Ok�A;l /ei Ok�

A;l x C
d�nX

lD1
Lrl OFA. Lk�A;l /ei Lk�

A;l x;

FB.x/ D
nX

lD1
Oal OFB. OkCB;l /ei OkC

B;l x C
d�nX

lD1
Lal OFB. LkCB;l /ei LkC

B;l x

C
nX

lD1
Obl OFB. Ok�B;l /ei Ok�

B;l x C
d�nX

lD1
Lbl OFB. Lk�B;l /ei Lk�

B;l x;

FA2.x/ D
nX

lD1
Otl OFA. OkCA;l /ei OkC

A;l x C
d�nX

lD1
Ltl OFA. LkCA;l /ei LkC

A;l x :
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We know that the solution (8.88) and its derivative are continuous, cf. [16]. In
particular they are continuous at x D x1 and x D x2. Hence, we get a system of
linear equations that can be written in the form Qc D s with the vector

c D .Or1; : : : ; Orn; Lr1; : : : ; Lrd�n; Oa1; : : : ; Oan; La1; : : : ; Lad�n;
Ob1; : : : ; Obn; Lb1; : : : ; Lbd�n; Ot1; : : : ; Otn; Lt1; : : : ; Ltd�n/> 2 C

4d

of the unknowns, the vector

s D

0
BBB@

�Pn
lD1 !l OFA. OkCA;l /ei OkC

A;l x1

0

�Pn
lD1 i OkCA;l!l OFA. OkCA;l /ei OkC

A;l x1

0

1
CCCA 2 C

4d ;

corresponding to the incoming waves and the coefficient matrix

Q D �QOr QLr Q Oa Q La Q Ob Q Lb QOt QLt
� 2 C

4d�4d :

The matrices QOr ;Q Oa;Q Ob;QOt 2 C
4d�n and QLr ;Q La;Q Lb;QLt 2 C

4d�.d�n/ are given in
the appendix.

We shall not prove mathematically that the matrix Q is regular. Instead we point
out that a singular matrix Q implies that the homogeneous case of the system of
linear equations has a nonzero solution. Thus, there can exist envelope waves inside
the computational domain without the existence of an incoming envelope wave
which is a physical contradiction. We note that in our particular example the matrix
Q is in fact regular and hence, the unknown coefficients Orp, Lrq , Oap , Laq , Obp, Lbq , Otp , Ltq ,
with p D 1; : : : ; n and q D 1; : : : ; d � n are defined uniquely.

Now let us compare the analytical and numerical solutions of the quantum well
structure. Figure 8.4 shows the norms and phases of the analytical and numerical
solutions as well as a schematic view of the band edge profile.

As expected, we do not observe any spurious oscillations. Figure 8.3(bottom)
illustrates that for the chosen energy E D 1;500 there exists a unique positive
discrete wave vector in Œ0; �=h
. However, we observe a small phase error. This
error decreases for smaller step sizes.

In Fig. 8.5 the analytical and numerical transmission coefficients are plotted
against the energy E . As before, the step size h D 1=150 is used. Since the
curve of the numerical transmission coefficient coincides with the curve of the
analytical transmission coefficient for the used level of detail in Fig. 8.5 (top), only
the analytical transmission coefficient is plotted. We observe that the qualitative
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(a) Norm of the analytical and numerical solutions.
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(b) Phases of the analytical and numerical solutions.

Fig. 8.4 Comparison of the analytical solution (black) and the numerical solution (red) of the
quantum well structure for a step size h D 1=150, an energy E D 1;500. The dotted line indicates
schematically the band end profile. The top figure shows the norm and the bottom figure the phases
of the analytical and numerical solutions

behavior of the transmission coefficient of this particular quantum well structure
is similar to the behavior of the transmission coefficient of the single barrier
examples in the previous chapters. Note that the first resonance is located at
E � 1;856.

Finally, we want to investigate the discrete L2-error of the numerical scheme.
Recall that we have to solve the optimization problem (8.87). Recall that the
L2-error decayed like O.h2/ in the free scattering state example, which confirmed
the formal order of the numerical scheme. In the quantum well example, however,
we observe that the numerical scheme is of order one only.
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(b) Analytical (dotted line) and numerical (solid line) transmission
coefficients near the first resonance at E ≈ 1856.

Fig. 8.5 Analytical (dotted line) and numerical (solid line) transmission coefficients of the
quantum well structure for a step size h D 1=150. The bottom figure shows the results near the
first resonance at E � 1;856

8.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we derived DTBCs for stationary MEMAs. We first solved the
continuous exterior problem and derived elementary solutions in the exterior
domains and defined the TBCs. After discretizing the underlying BVP and solving
the discrete exterior problem, we used the discrete elementary solutions in the
exterior domains to derive DTBCs. This fully discrete approach results in reflection-
free boundary conditions, while an ad-hoc discretization of the TBCs leads to
spurious oscillations of the numerical solution. We tested the numerical schemes
and the DTBCs in examples for which an analytical solution can be derived, i.e. for
semiconductor nanostructures with piecewise constant band edges.

We reviewed DTBCs for the scalar Schrödinger equation, i.e. the single-band
effective mass approximation, and analyzed alternative finite difference schemes.
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Considering the numerical results we point out that the Mickens FDS is the most
promising FDS among the FDSs we introduced for the scalar Schrödinger equation.
If the potential is constant the Mickens FDS is an exact FDS and if the potential is
not constant it is of order O.h2/. Which is the best possible order of convergence of
the FDSs we introduced since the Numerov FDS which is formally of order O.h4/
is in fact also only O.h2/ since it requires the potential to be in C2.0; L/. While the
standard FDS and the Numerov FDS are also applicable, the combined Numerov-
Mickens FDS, however, leads to significant errors.

We introduced the general d -band k�p-model, developed the corresponding TBCs
and DTBCs, tested them numerically and pointed out that these BCs depend on the
choice of the elementary solutions in the exterior domain. It turned out that the
numerical scheme when applied to an example with discontinuous band edges is at
most of order one.

A topic of future research is the comparison of the introduced methods to
solve MEMAs numerically with other methods, such as the transfer matrix method
[24, 25] as well as the R-matrix method [27]. In particular, a comparison of these
methods is of interest when the analytical solution cannot be derived, such as a
quantum barrier structure with added bias.

Simulations of quantum cascade lasers are currently an extensively discussed
topic [9]. The current density and the optical gain of quantum cascade lasers can
be computed when the envelope functions are known. Based on the DTBCs for
MEMAs, developed in this chapter, we plan to perform a fully discrete analysis of
these simulations compared to the approach in [21], where an ad-hoc discretization
of the TBCs was used.

Appendix

Definition of the Coefficient Matrix Q

The matrices QOr ;Q Oa;Q Ob;QOt 2 C
4d�n and QLr ;Q La;Q Lb;QLt 2 C

4d�.d�n/ building the
coefficient matrix

Q D �QOr QLr Q Oa Q La Q Ob Q Lb QOt QLt
� 2 C

4d�4d

of the single potential barrier problem in Sect. 8.3 are defined by

QOr D

0

BBB@

OFA. Ok�A;1/ei Ok�

A;1x1 � � � OFA. Ok�A;n/ei Ok�

A;nx1

0 � � � 0

i Ok�A;1 OFA. Ok�A;1/ei Ok�

A;1x1 � � � i Ok�A;n OFA. Ok�A;n/ei Ok�

A;nx1

0 � � � 0

1

CCCA
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QLr D

0

BBB@

OFA. Lk�A;1/ei Lk�

A;1x1 � � � OFA. Lk�A;d�n/ei Lk�

A;d�nx1

0 � � � 0

i Lk�A;1 OFA. Lk�A;1/ei Lk�

A;1x1 � � � i Lk�A;d�n OFA. Lk�A;d�n/ei Lk�

A;d�nx1

0 � � � 0

1

CCCA

Q Oa D

0

BBBB@

�OFB. OkCB;1/ei OkC

B;1x1 � � � � OFB. OkCB;n/ei OkC
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